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(i)
PART I: BUSINESS
 
ITEMS 1 AND 2. BUSINESS AND PROPERTIES
GENERAL
AmeriGas Partners, L.P. ("AmeriGas Partners") is a publicly traded limited partnership formed under Delaware law on November 2, 1994. We became the largest retail propane distributor in the United States based on retail sales volume, upon completion of the acquisition of the Columbia Propane businesses described below. We serve approximately 1.3 million residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural and motor fuel customers from approximately 700 district locations in 46 states. Our operations are located primarily in the East Coast, Southeast, Midwest, Mountain Central and West Coast regions of the United States.
We conduct our business principally through our subsidiary, AmeriGas Propane, L.P. and its subsidiary, AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P. (together the "Operating Partnership"), both Delaware limited partnerships. AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P. has a less-than-one percent minority limited partner. Our common units, which represent limited partner interests, are traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "APU." Our executive offices are located at 460 North Gulph Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406, and our telephone number is (610) 337-7000. In this report, the terms "Partnership" and "AmeriGas Partners," as well as the terms "our," "we," and "its," are used sometimes as abbreviated references to AmeriGas Partners, L.P. itself or AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and its consolidated subsidiaries, including the Operating Partnership.
AmeriGas Propane, Inc. is our general partner (the "General Partner"). The General Partner is a wholly owned subsidiary of UGI Corporation ("UGI"), a public company listed on the New York and Philadelphia stock exchanges. Through various subsidiaries, UGI has been in the propane distribution business for over 40 years. As of December 11, 2001, the General Partner and its subsidiary Petrolane have an aggregate 50.7% ownership interest in the Partnership. See Note 1 to the Partnership's Consolidated Financial Statements. The General Partner is responsible for managing our operations.
We have three co-registrants: AmeriGas Finance Corp., formed on March 13, 1995, AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp., formed on February 22, 2001 and AP Eagle Finance Corp., formed on April 12, 2001 (each, a "Finance Corp."). Each Finance Corp. serves as co-obligor for one of our series of senior notes. Each Finance Corp. has nominal assets and conducts no business operations. Accordingly, this report contains no discussion of the results of operations, liquidity or capital resources of Finance Corp. The Finance Corp. executive offices are located at 460 North Gulph Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406; telephone number
(610) 337-7000.
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BUSINESS STRATEGY
Our strategy is to increase market share through acquisitions and internal growth, leverage our national and local economies of scale and achieve operating efficiencies through business process improvements. We regularly consider and evaluate opportunities for growth through the acquisition of local, regional and national propane distributors. Acquisitions are an important part of our strategy, because the demand for propane is expected to remain relatively constant for the foreseeable future, with year-to-year industry volumes being affected primarily by weather patterns. We may choose to finance future acquisitions with debt, equity, cash or a combination of the three. We compete for acquisitions with others engaged in the propane distribution business. Although we believe there are numerous potential acquisition candidates in the industry, there can be no assurance that we will find attractive candidates in the future, or that we will be able to acquire such candidates on economically acceptable terms. Internal growth will be provided in part from expansion of our PPX Prefilled Propane Xchange(R) and national accounts programs. In addition, we believe opportunities also exist to grow our business internally through marketing programs designed to increase targeted customer segments.
We are implementing a management structure and business process changes which are designed to improve the efficiency of field operations such as dispatching delivery trucks, responding to customer calls and handling administrative functions. We expect these efforts to result in higher customer and employee satisfaction and lower operating expense as the new structure is fully implemented over the next few years.
COLUMBIA PROPANE ACQUISITION
On August 21, 2001, AmeriGas Propane, L.P. acquired the propane distribution businesses of Columbia Energy Group for approximately $202 million in cash. These businesses were conducted through Columbia Propane Corporation and its 99% owned subsidiary, Columbia Propane, L.P. Prior to the acquisition, Columbia Propane, based in Richmond, Virginia, was the seventh largest retail propane marketer in the United States, selling approximately 308 million gallons annually from 186 locations in 29 states. Following the acquisition, Columbia Propane, L.P. changed its name to AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P. and Columbia Propane Corporation changed its name to AmeriGas Eagle Propane, Inc. Both entities do business under the trade name AmeriGas(R). AmeriGas Propane, L.P. owns more than 99% of AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P. and an unaffiliated third party retains the remaining interest. See Note 3 to the Partnership's Consolidated Financial Statements.
GENERAL INDUSTRY INFORMATION
Propane is separated from crude oil during the refining process and also extracted from natural gas or oil wellhead gas at processing plants. Propane is normally transported and stored in a liquid state under moderate pressure or refrigeration for economy and ease of handling in shipping and distribution. When the pressure is released or the temperature is increased, it is usable as a flammable gas. Propane is colorless and odorless; an odorant is added to allow its detection. Propane is clean burning, producing negligible amounts of pollutants when properly consumed.
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The primary customers for propane are residential, commercial, agricultural, motor fuel and industrial users to whom natural gas is not readily available. Propane is typically more expensive than natural gas, competitive with fuel oil when operating efficiencies are taken into account and, in most areas, cheaper than electricity on an equivalent energy basis.
PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND MARKETING
As of September 30, 2001, the Partnership distributed propane to approximately 1.3 million customers from over 700 district locations. The Partnership's operations are located primarily in the East Coast, Southeast, Midwest, Mountain Central and West Coast regions of the United States. The Partnership also sells, installs and services propane appliances, including heating systems. In certain markets, the Partnership also installs and services propane fuel systems for motor vehicles. Typically, district locations are found in suburban and rural areas where natural gas is not available. Districts generally consist of an office, appliance showroom, warehouse and service facilities, with one or more 18,000 to 30,000 gallon storage tanks on the premises. As part of its overall transportation and distribution infrastructure, the Partnership operates as an interstate carrier in 48 states throughout the United States. It is also licensed as a carrier in Canada.
The Partnership sells propane primarily to five markets: residential, commercial/industrial, motor fuel, agricultural and wholesale. Approximately 74% of the Partnership's fiscal year 2001 sales (based on gallons sold) were to retail accounts and approximately 26% were to wholesale customers. Sales to residential customers in fiscal 2001 represented approximately 41% of retail gallons sold, industrial/commercial customers 37%, motor fuel customers 14%, and agricultural customers 8%. Residential customers represented 51% of the Partnership's total propane margin. No single customer accounts for 1% or more of the Partnership's consolidated revenues.
In the residential market, which includes both conventional and manufactured housing, propane is used primarily for home heating, water heating and cooking purposes. Commercial users, which include motels, hotels, restaurants and retail stores, generally use propane for the same purposes as residential customers. The PPX Prefilled Propane Xchange program ("PPX(R)") enables consumers to exchange their empty 20-pound propane grill cylinders for filled cylinders at various retail locations such as home center and convenience stores. Sales of our PPX(R) grill cylinders to retailers are included in the commercial/industrial market. Industrial customers use propane to fire furnaces, as a cutting gas and in other process applications. Other industrial customers are large-scale heating accounts and local gas utility customers who use propane as a supplemental fuel to meet peak load deliverability requirements. As a motor fuel, propane is burned in internal combustion engines that power over-the-road vehicles, forklifts and stationary engines. Agricultural uses include tobacco curing, chicken brooding and crop drying. In its wholesale operations, the
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Partnership principally sells propane to large industrial end-users and other propane distributors.
Retail deliveries of propane are usually made to customers by means of bobtail and rack trucks. Propane is pumped from the bobtail truck, which generally holds 2,400 to 3,000 gallons of propane, into a stationary storage tank on the customer's premises. The Partnership owns most of these storage tanks and leases them to its customers. The capacity of these tanks ranges from approximately 100 gallons to approximately 1,200 gallons.
The Partnership also delivers propane to retail customers in portable cylinders with capacities of 4 to 24 gallons. Some of these deliveries are made to the customer's location, where empty cylinders are either picked up for replenishment or filled in place. The Partnership continues to expand its PPX(R) program. At September 30, 2001, PPX(R) was available at approximately 16,500 retail locations throughout the country, including approximately 2,200 locations from Columbia Propane's cylinder exchange business.
PROPANE SUPPLY AND STORAGE
Supplies of propane from the Partnership's sources historically have been readily available. During the year ended September 30, 2001, the Partnership purchased approximately 81% of its propane from 10 suppliers, including Dynegy, Inc. (approximately 22%), Enterprise Products Operating LP (approximately 21%), and BP (approximately 15%). The availability of propane supply is dependent upon, among other things, the severity of winter weather and the price and availability of competing fuels such as natural gas and heating oil. Although no assurance can be given that supplies of propane will be readily available in the future, management currently expects to be able to secure adequate supplies during fiscal year 2002. If supply from major sources were interrupted, however, the cost of procuring replacement supplies and transporting those supplies from alternative locations might be materially higher and, at least on a short-term basis, margins could be affected. Aside from Dynegy, Enterprise Products and BP, no single supplier provided more than 10% of the Partnership's total propane supply in fiscal year 2001. In certain market areas, however, some suppliers provide 70% to 80% of the Partnership's requirements. Disruptions in supply in these areas could also have an adverse impact on the Partnership's margins.
The Partnership has over 200 sources of supply, and it also makes purchases on the spot market. The Partnership purchases its propane supplies from domestic and international suppliers. Over 90% of propane purchases by the Partnership in fiscal year 2001 were on a contractual basis. These contracts are generally one- or two-year agreements subject to annual review. More than 90% of those contracts provided for pricing based upon posted prices at the time of delivery or the current prices established at major storage points such as Mont Belvieu, Texas, or Conway, Kansas. In addition, some agreements provided maximum and minimum seasonal purchase volume guidelines. The percentage of contract purchases, and the amount of supply contracted for at fixed prices, will vary from year to year as determined by the General Partner. The Partnership uses a number of interstate pipelines, as well as railroad tank cars, delivery trucks and barges, to transport propane from suppliers to storage and distribution facilities. The Partnership stores propane at facilities in Arizona, Pennsylvania, Virginia and several other states.
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Because the Partnership's profitability is sensitive to changes in wholesale propane costs, the Partnership generally seeks to pass on increases in the cost of propane to customers. There is no assurance, however, that the Partnership will always be able to pass on product cost increases fully, particularly when product costs rise rapidly. Product cost increases can be triggered by periods of severe cold weather, supply interruptions, or other unforeseen events. The General Partner has adopted supply acquisition and product price risk management practices to reduce the effect of price volatility on product costs. These practices currently include the use of summer storage, forward purchases and derivative commodity instruments such as options and propane price swaps. See "Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations - Market Risk Disclosures."
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The following graph shows the average prices of propane on the propane spot market during the last five fiscal years at Mont Belvieu, Texas and Conway, Kansas, two major storage areas.
AVERAGE PROPANE SPOT MARKET PRICES
[AVERAGE PROPANE SPOT MARKET PRICES LINE GRAPH]
LP History

                                                          Mont Belvieu        Conway
1996 October Avg.                           Oct-96            51.57            51.53
1996 November Avg.                          Nov-96            58.05            63.41
1996 December Avg.                          Dec-96            61.04            84.29
1997 January Avg.                           Jan-97            47.45            63.39
1997 February Avg.                          Feb-97            38.71            39.02
1997 March Avg.                             Mar-97            38.50            37.26
1997 April Avg.                             Apr-97            34.88            35.26
1997 May Avg.                               May-97            35.31            36.48
1997 June Avg.                              Jun-97            34.43            35.86
1997 July Avg.                              Jul-97            34.91            34.63
1997 August Avg.                            Aug-97            37.03            36.53
1997 September Avg.                         Sep-97            38.68            37.95
1997 October Avg.                           Oct-97            39.83            37.32
1997 November Avg.                          Nov-97            35.95            35.00
1997 December Avg.                          Dec-97            33.57            31.36
1998 January Avg.                           Jan-98            30.07            28.21
1998 February Avg.                          Feb-98            29.79            28.32
1998 March Avg.                             Mar-98            27.39            27.84
1998 April Avg.                             Apr-98            29.06            29.47
1998 May Avg.                               May-98            27.42            27.82
1998 June Avg.                              Jun-98            24.42            24.84
1998 July Avg.                              Jul-98            24.54            24.55
1998 August Avg.                            Aug-98            24.12            23.87
1998 September Avg.                         Sep-98            24.83            24.04
1998 October Avg.                           Oct-98            25.72            24.57
1998 November Avg.                          Nov-98            24.79            23.20
1998 December Avg.                          Dec-98            20.89            18.72
1999 January Avg.                           Jan-99            21.75            19.61
1999 February Avg.                          Feb-99            22.43            20.58
1999 March Avg.                             Mar-99            24.10            23.40
1999 April Avg.                             Apr-99            28.26            27.58
1999 May Avg.                               May-99            28.31            26.88
1999 June Avg.                              Jun-99            30.95            28.68
1999 July Avg.                              Jul-99            37.26            34.62
1999 August Avg.                            Aug-99            40.51            37.56
1999 September Avg.                         Sep-99            43.18            42.40
1999 October Avg.                           Oct-99            45.46            43.39
1999 November Avg.                          Nov-99            43.44            38.78
1999 December Avg.                          Dec-99            42.83            35.10
2000 January Avg.                           Jan-00            56.11            42.32
2000 February Avg.                          Feb-00            59.72            47.26
2000 March Avg.                             Mar-00            51.13            47.65
2000 April Avg.                             Apr-00            46.88            43.64
2000 May Avg.                               May-00            51.31            50.81
2000 June Avg.                              Jun-00            55.47            56.22
2000 July Avg.                              Jul-00            54.88            56.29
2000 August Avg.                            Aug-00            58.54            63.52
2000 September Avg.                         Sep-00            64.21            70.95
2000 October Avg.                           Oct-00            61.82            64.05
2000 November Avg.                          Nov-00            60.71            60.45
2000 December Avg.                          Dec-00            77.63            79.75
2001 January Avg.                           Jan-01            77.27            83.03
2001 February Avg.                          Feb-01            59.39            63.03
2001 March Avg.                             Mar-01            54.94            57.12
2001 April Avg.                             Apr-01            54.37            60.26
2001 May Avg.                               May-01            51.20            56.90
2001 June Avg.                              Jun-01            43.17            47.70
2001 July Avg.                              Jul-01            38.87            43.27
2001 August Avg.                            Aug-01            41.54            45.71
2001 September Avg.                         Sep-01            41.67            46.53

COMPETITION
Propane competes with other sources of energy, some of which are less costly for equivalent energy value. Propane distributors compete for customers against suppliers of electricity, fuel oil and natural gas, principally on the basis of price, service, availability and portability. Electricity is a major competitor of propane, but propane generally enjoys a competitive price advantage over electricity for space heating, water heating and cooking. Fuel oil is also a major competitor of propane and is generally less expensive than propane. Operating efficiencies and other factors such as air quality and environmental advantages, however, generally make propane competitive with fuel oil as a heating source. Furnaces and appliances that burn propane will not operate on fuel oil, and vice versa, and, therefore, a conversion from one fuel to the other requires the installation of new equipment. Propane serves as an alternative to natural gas in rural and suburban areas where natural gas is unavailable or portability of product is required. Natural gas is generally a less
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expensive source of energy than propane, although in areas where natural gas is available, propane is used for certain industrial and commercial applications and as a standby fuel during interruptions in natural gas service. The gradual expansion of the nation's natural gas distribution systems has resulted in the availability of natural gas in some areas that previously depended upon propane. However, natural gas pipelines are not present in many regions of the country where propane is sold for heating and cooking purposes.
The domestic propane retail distribution business is highly competitive. The Partnership competes in this business with other large propane marketers, including other full-service marketers, and thousands of small independent operators. In recent years, some rural electric cooperatives and fuel oil distributors have expanded their businesses to include propane distribution and the Partnership competes with them as well. The ability to compete effectively depends on supplying customer service, maintaining competitive retail prices and controlling operating expenses.
Competition can intensify in response to a variety of factors, including significantly warmer-than-normal weather, higher prices resulting from extraordinary increases in the cost of propane, and recessionary economic factors. The Partnership may experience greater than normal customer losses in certain years when competitive conditions reflect any of these factors.
In the motor fuel market, propane competes with gasoline and diesel fuel. When gasoline prices are high relative to propane, propane competes effectively. Wholesale propane distribution is a highly competitive, low margin business. Propane sales to other retail distributors and large-volume, direct-shipment industrial end users are price sensitive and frequently involve a competitive bidding process.
PROPERTIES
As of September 30, 2001, the Partnership owned approximately 75% of its district locations. In addition, the Partnership subleases three one-million barrel underground storage caverns in Arizona to store propane and butane for itself and third parties. The Partnership also leases a 600,000 barrel refrigerated, above-ground storage facility in California, which could be used in connection with waterborne imports or exports of propane or butane. The California facility, which the Partnership operates, is currently subleased to several refiners for the storage of butane. In Virginia, the Partnership has a 50% indirect equity interest in a 476,000 barrel refrigerated, above-ground import terminal.
The transportation of propane requires specialized equipment. The trucks and railroad tank cars utilized for this purpose carry specialized steel tanks that maintain the propane in a liquefied state. As of September 30, 2001, the Partnership operated a fleet of approximately 158 transport trucks, approximately 40% of which were leased. It owned approximately 320 transport trailers and leased 260 railroad tank cars. In addition, the Partnership fleet included approximately 3,200 bobtail and rack trucks, and approximately 2,200 other delivery and service vehicles. The vehicle fleet is 65% leased. Other assets owned at September 30, 2001 included approximately 1.2 million stationary storage tanks with typical capacities of 100 to 1,000 gallons and approximately 1.9
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million portable propane cylinders with typical capacities of 4 to 100 gallons. The Partnership also owned more than 9,000 large volume tanks which are used for its own storage requirements. AmeriGas Propane, L.P. has debt secured by liens and mortgages on its real and personal property. AmeriGas Propane, L.P. owns approximately 70% of the Partnership's property, plant and equipment.
TRADE NAMES, TRADE AND SERVICE MARKS
The Partnership markets propane principally under the "AmeriGas(R)," "America's Propane Company(R)" and "PPX Prefilled Propane Xchange(R)" trade names and related service marks. UGI owns, directly or indirectly, all the right, title and interest in the "AmeriGas" and related trade and service marks. The General Partner owns all right, title and interest in the "America's Propane Company" and "PPX Prefilled Propane Xchange" trade names and related service marks. The Partnership has an exclusive (except for use by UGI, AmeriGas, Inc. and the General Partner), royalty-free license to use these names and trade and service marks. UGI and the General Partner each have the option to terminate its respective license agreement (on 12 months prior notice in the case of UGI), without penalty, if the General Partner is removed as general partner of the Partnership other than for cause. If the General Partner ceases to serve as the general partner of the Partnership for cause, the General Partner has the option to terminate its license agreement upon payment of a fee equal to the fair market value of the licensed trade names. UGI has a similar termination option, however, UGI must provide 12 months prior notice in addition to paying the fee.
SEASONALITY
Because many customers use propane for heating purposes, the Partnership's retail sales volume is seasonal, with approximately 59% of the Partnership's fiscal year 2001 retail sales volume and approximately 85% of its earnings before interest expense, income taxes, depreciation and amortization occurring during the five-month peak heating season from November through March. As a result of this seasonality, sales are concentrated in the Partnership's first and second fiscal quarters (October 1 through March 31). Cash receipts are greatest during the second and third fiscal quarters when customers pay for propane purchased during the winter heating season.
Sales volume for the Partnership traditionally fluctuates from year-to-year in response to variations in weather, prices, competition, customer mix and other factors, such as conservation efforts and general economic conditions. For historical information on national weather statistics, see "Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations."
GOVERNMENT REGULATION
The Partnership is subject to various federal, state and local environmental, safety and transportation laws and regulations governing the storage, distribution and transportation of propane. These laws include, among others, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act ("CERCLA" or, the "Superfund Law"), the Clean Air Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, the Emergency
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Planning and Community Right to Know Act, the Clean Water Act and comparable state statutes. CERCLA imposes joint and several liability on certain classes of persons considered to have contributed to the release or threatened release of a "hazardous substance" into the environment without regard to fault or the legality of the original conduct. Propane is not a hazardous substance within the meaning of federal and state environmental laws. However, the Partnership owns and operates real property where such hazardous substances may exist. See Notes 2 and 11 to the Partnership's Consolidated Financial Statements.
All states in which the Partnership operates have adopted fire safety codes that regulate the storage and distribution of propane. In some states these laws are administered by state agencies, and in others they are administered on a municipal level. The Partnership conducts training programs to help ensure that its operations are in compliance with applicable governmental regulations. With respect to general operations, National Fire Protection Association Pamphlets No. 54 and No. 58, which establish a set of rules and procedures governing the safe handling of propane, or comparable regulations, have been adopted as the industry standard in a majority of the states in which the Partnership operates. The Partnership maintains various permits under environmental laws that are necessary to operate certain of its facilities, some of which may be material to the operations of the Partnership. Management believes that the procedures currently in effect at all of its facilities for the handling, storage and distribution of propane are consistent with industry standards and are in compliance in all material respects with applicable environmental, health and safety laws.
With respect to the transportation of propane by truck, the Partnership is subject to regulations promulgated under the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Act. These regulations cover the transportation of hazardous materials and are administered by the United States Department of Transportation ("DOT"). The Natural Gas Safety Act of 1968 required the DOT to develop and enforce minimum safety regulations for the transportation of gases by pipeline. The DOT's pipeline safety code applies to, among other things, a propane gas system which supplies 10 or more customers from a single source and a propane gas system any portion of which is located in a public place. The code requires operators of all gas systems to provide training and written instructions for employees, establish written procedures to minimize the hazards resulting from gas pipeline emergencies, and keep records of inspections and testing.
EMPLOYEES
The Partnership does not directly employ any persons responsible for managing or operating the Partnership. The General Partner provides these services and is reimbursed for its direct and indirect costs and expenses, including all compensation and benefit costs. At September 30, 2001, the General Partner had approximately 6,300 employees, including approximately 300 temporary and part-time employees. UGI also performs certain financial and administrative services for the General Partner on behalf of the Partnership and is reimbursed by the Partnership for its direct and indirect costs and expenses.
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ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
There are no material legal proceedings pending involving the Partnership, any of its subsidiaries or any of their properties, and no such proceedings are known to be contemplated by governmental authorities other than claims arising in the ordinary course of the Partnership's business.
ITEM 4. SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO A VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS
No matter was submitted to a vote of security holders during the last fiscal quarter of the 2001 fiscal year.
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PART II: SECURITIES AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION
ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGISTRANT'S COMMON UNITS AND RELATED SECURITY HOLDER MATTERS
Each common unit ("Common Unit") represents a limited partner interest. The Common Units are listed on the New York Stock Exchange, which is the principal trading market for such securities, under the symbol "APU." The following table sets forth, for the periods indicated, the high and low sale prices per Common Unit, as reported on the New York Stock Exchange Composite Transactions tape, and the amount of cash distributions paid per Common Unit.

                                            PRICE RANGE                 CASH
2001 FISCAL YEAR                        HIGH             LOW        DISTRIBUTION
Fourth Quarter                       $24.7500         $18.0500         $0.55
Third Quarter                         24.5000          20.0500          0.55
Second Quarter                        21.0000          16.6250          0.55
First Quarter                         19.5000          15.0625          0.55

                                            PRICE RANGE                CASH
2000 FISCAL YEAR                       HIGH              LOW        DISTRIBUTION
Fourth Quarter                       $19.3750         $16.8750         $0.55
Third Quarter                         17.4375          14.9375          0.55
Second Quarter                        18.5000          14.3750          0.55
First Quarter                         19.8750          12.7500          0.55

As of November 30, 2001, there were 1,431 record holders of the Partnership's Common Units. There is no established public trading market for the Partnership's subordinated units, representing limited partner interests ("Subordinated Units"). The Partnership makes quarterly distributions to its partners in an aggregate amount equal to its Available Cash, as defined in the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of AmeriGas Partners, L.P., which is filed as an exhibit to this report. Available Cash generally means, with respect to any fiscal quarter of the Partnership, all cash on hand at the end of such quarter, plus all additional cash on hand as of the date of determination resulting from borrowings subsequent to the end of such quarter, less the amount of cash reserves established by the General Partner in its reasonable discretion for future cash requirements. Certain reserves are maintained to provide for the payment of principal and interest under the terms of the Partnership's debt agreements and other reserves may be maintained to provide for the proper conduct of the Partnership's business, and to provide funds for distribution during the next four fiscal quarters. The information concerning restrictions on distributions required by Item 5 of this report is incorporated herein by reference to Notes 5 and 6 to the
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Partnership's Consolidated Financial Statements which are incorporated herein by reference. Distributions of Available Cash to the holders of Subordinated Units are subject to the prior rights of holders of the Common Units to receive the Minimum Quarterly Distribution ("MQD") for each quarter during the subordination period, and to receive any arrearages in the distribution of the MQD on the Common Units for prior quarters during the subordination period. See "Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations."
RECENT SALES OF UNREGISTERED SECURITIES
On September 21, 2001, the Partnership announced the sale of 350,000 Common Units to AmeriGas Propane, Inc for $19.81 per unit. The units were issued on October 5, 2001 in a private transaction in reliance on Section 4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933.
As previously reported, on August 21, 2001, AmeriGas Partners issued 2,356,953 Common Units to Columbia Energy Group in connection with the acquisition of the propane distribution businesses of its subsidiary, Columbia Propane Corporation. The Common Units were issued in exchange for limited partnership interests in AmeriGas Propane, L.P. which were purchased on the same day by Columbia Energy Group for $50 million in cash. The issuance of Common Units was made in reliance on Section 4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933.
In addition, on October 31, 2000, AmeriGas Partners issued 25,993 Common Units to the owner of propane business assets acquired by AmeriGas Propane, L.P. in exchange for such assets. The acquired assets had a value of approximately $500,000. The number of Common Units issued to the seller was based upon the average closing price for Common Units on the New York Stock Exchange for a five-day period preceding the closing date of the acquisition. The issuance of Common Units was made in reliance on Section 4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933.
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ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA

                                                                                        Year Ended
                                                                                       September 30,
                                                          -----------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                          2001           2000               1999            1998             1997
                                                          ----           ----               ----            ----             ----
                                                                            (Thousands of dollars, except per unit)
FOR  THE  PERIOD:
INCOME STATEMENT DATA:
     Revenues                                         $1,418,364      $1,120,056       $  872,535       $  914,378       $1,077,825
     Income before accounting changes                 $   53,015      $   15,196       $   25,635       $   21,402       $   43,980
     Cumulative effect of accounting changes (a)          12,494              --               --               --               --
                                                      ----------      ----------       ----------       ----------       ----------
     Net income (b)                                   $   65,509      $   15,196       $   25,635       $   21,402       $   43,980
                                                      ==========      ==========       ==========       ==========       ==========
     Limited partners' interest
        in net income                                 $   64,854      $   15,044       $   25,379       $   21,188       $   43,540
     Income per limited partner
        unit - basic and diluted:
        Income before accounting changes              $     1.18      $     0.36       $     0.61       $     0.51       $     1.04
        Cumulative effect of accounting changes             0.28              --               --               --               --
                                                      ----------      ----------       ----------       ----------       ----------
        Net income (b)                                $     1.46      $     0.36       $     0.61       $     0.51       $     1.04
                                                      ==========      ==========       ==========       ==========       ==========
     Cash distributions declared
        per limited partner unit                      $     2.20      $     2.20       $     2.20       $     2.20       $     2.20

AT  PERIOD  END:
BALANCE SHEET DATA:
     Current assets                                   $  230,260      $  188,845       $  140,569       $  133,346       $  183,091
     Total assets                                      1,496,422       1,258,220        1,196,461        1,217,216        1,318,661
     Current liabilities (excluding debt)                238,512         172,501          148,513          144,229          146,449
     Total debt                                        1,005,904         887,234          766,725          718,994          718,728
     Minority interests                                    5,641           2,587            3,380            4,049            5,043
     Partners' capital                                   203,505         155,971          234,041          299,875          397,537

OTHER DATA:
     EBITDA  (c)                                      $  208,550      $  157,588       $  157,524       $  151,143       $  172,377
     Capital expenditures (including
        capital leases)                               $   39,204      $  30,427        $   34,577       $   31,577       $   24,470
     Retail propane gallons sold (millions)                820.8           771.2            783.2            785.3            807.4
     Degree days - % (warmer) colder
          than normal (d)                                    2.6           (13.7)            (9.9)            (8.7)            (1.2)

(a) Includes cumulative effect of accounting changes associated with the Partnership's changes in accounting for tank fee revenue and tank installation costs and the adoption of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 133, "Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities" (see Notes 1 and 4 to Consolidated Financial Statements).
(b) Pro forma net income and net income per limited partner unit after applying retroactively the changes in accounting for tank installation costs and tank fee revenue are as follows: 2000 - $14,989 and $0.35; 1999 - $26,091 and $0.62; 1998 - $19,646 and $0.46; 1997 - $43,248 and $1.02, respectively.
(c) EBITDA (earnings before interest expense, income taxes, depreciation and amortization) should not be considered as an alternative to net income (as an indicator of operating performance) or as an alternative to cash flow (as a measure of liquidity or ability to service debt obligations) and is not a measure of performance of financial condition under accounting principles generally accepted in the United States but provides additional information for evaluating the Partnership's ability to declare and pay the Minimum Quarterly Distribution.
(d) Deviation from average heating degree days during the 30-year period from 1961 to 1990, based upon national weather statistics provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for 335 airports in the Continental U.S.
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ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The following analysis compares the Partnership's results of operations for (1) the year ended September 30, 2001 ("Fiscal 2001") with the year ended September 30, 2000 ("Fiscal 2000") and (2) Fiscal 2000 with the year ended September 30, 1999 ("Fiscal 1999").
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The following table provides gallon, weather and certain financial information for the Partnership:
(Millions, except per gallon and percentages)

                                                 Year Ended September 30,
                                           -----------------------------------
                                             2001         2000          1999
                                           --------     --------      --------
Gallons sold:
     Retail                                   820.8        771.2         783.2
     Wholesale                                292.8        258.0         190.6
                                           --------     --------      --------
                                            1,113.6      1,029.2         973.8
                                           ========     ========      ========

Revenues:
     Retail propane                        $1,108.4     $  870.3      $  709.8
     Wholesale propane                        214.6        152.7          75.3
     Other                                     95.4         97.1          87.4
                                           --------     --------      --------
                                           $1,418.4     $1,120.1      $  872.5
                                           ========     ========      ========


Total margin                               $  582.4     $  491.8      $  481.8
EBITDA (a)                                 $  208.6     $  157.6      $  157.5
Operating income                           $  133.8     $   90.2      $   92.6
Degree days - % colder (warmer)
     than normal (b)                            2.6%       (13.7)%        (9.9)%

(a) EBITDA (earnings before interest expense, income taxes, depreciation and amortization) should not be considered as an alternative to net income (as an indicator of operating performance) or as an alternative to cash flow (as a measure of liquidity or ability to service debt obligations) and is not a measure of performance or financial condition under accounting principles generally accepted in the United States but provides additional information for evaluating the Partnership's ability to declare and pay the Minimum Quarterly Distribution.
(b) Deviation from average heating degree days during the 30-year period from 1961 to 1990, based upon national weather statistics provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration ("NOAA") for 335 airports in the continental U.S.
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FISCAL 2001 COMPARED WITH FISCAL 2000
Retail propane gallons sold increased 49.6 million gallons (6.4%) primarily due to the effects of colder weather and the impact of acquisitions, including the acquisition of Columbia Propane Corporation on August 21, 2001 (see "Acquisition of Columbia Propane" below). Temperatures based upon heating degree days were 2.6% colder than normal in Fiscal 2001 compared to temperatures that were 13.7% warmer than normal in Fiscal 2000. The greater acquisition and weather-related sales were reduced by customer conservation resulting from higher product costs and a slowing U.S. economy. The wholesale price of propane at Mont Belvieu, Texas, a major U.S. supply point, reached a high of 95 cents per gallon in Fiscal 2001 compared to a high of 74 cents per gallon during Fiscal 2000.
Total revenues from retail propane sales increased $238.1 million reflecting (1) a $182.1 million increase as a result of higher average selling prices and (2) a $56.0 million increase as a result of the higher retail volumes sold. Wholesale propane revenues increased $61.9 million reflecting higher average prices and greater sales associated with product cost management activities. Cost of sales increased $207.7 million as a result of higher per unit propane product costs and the greater retail and wholesale volumes sold.
Total margin increased $90.6 million due to the impact of higher-than-normal average retail unit margins and, to a lesser extent, the greater retail propane volumes sold. Retail propane unit margins in Fiscal 2001 benefited from gains on derivative hedge instruments and favorably priced supply arrangements.
The significant increase in EBITDA in Fiscal 2001 resulted from the increase in margin partially offset by a $37.3 million increase in Partnership operating and administrative expenses. Operating and administrative expenses of the Partnership were $380.0 million in Fiscal 2001 compared to $342.7 million in Fiscal 2000. Adjusting prior-year expenses for the impact of the Partnership's change in accounting for tank installation costs (see "Changes in Accounting" below), operating and administrative expenses of the Partnership increased $44.3 million. The higher Fiscal 2001 expenses reflect (1) higher employee-related costs, including greater overtime and incentive compensation costs; (2) growth-related expenses, including the impact of Columbia Propane and other acquisitions, and expenses associated with our PPX(R) grill cylinder exchange business; and (3) higher distribution costs, including vehicle fuel and lease expense. Depreciation and amortization expense of the Partnership increased $7.4 million reflecting greater depreciation associated with acquisitions and $4.4 million of depreciation expense resulting from the change in accounting for tank installation costs.
The Partnership's interest expense increased $5.6 million principally as a result of greater amounts of long-term debt outstanding.
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FISCAL 2000 COMPARED WITH FISCAL 1999
Based upon national heating degree day information, temperatures in Fiscal 2000 were 13.7% warmer than normal and 3.8% warmer than in Fiscal 1999. Retail volumes of propane sold were 12 million gallons lower, primarily a result of the warmer weather's effect on residential heating gallons and a decline in agricultural gallons as a result of a poor crop drying season. Partially offsetting these decreases were higher motor fuel sales, reflecting the continuing effects of our expanding National Accounts program, the volume impact of PPX(R), and acquisition-related volume increases.
Total revenues from retail propane sales increased $160.5 million in Fiscal 2000 due to higher average selling prices. The higher average selling prices resulted from significantly higher propane product costs. Wholesale propane revenues increased $77.4 million reflecting (1) a $50.7 million increase as a result of higher average wholesale prices and (2) a $26.7 million increase as a result of higher wholesale volumes sold. Nonpropane revenues increased $9.7 million in Fiscal 2000 reflecting higher customer fees, hauling, and PPX(R) cylinder sales revenue. Cost of sales increased $237.5 million primarily as a result of the higher propane product costs and greater wholesale volumes sold.
Total margin increased $10.0 million in 2000 due to (1) greater volumes sold to higher margin PPX(R) customers; (2) slightly higher average retail unit margins; and (3) an increase in total margin from customer fees, and ancillary sales and services.
EBITDA in Fiscal 2000 was comparable to Fiscal 1999 as the increases in total margin and higher other income were offset by higher operating expenses. Other income increased $3.1 million due to, among other things, higher income from sales of assets and higher finance charge income. Operating expenses of the Partnership were $342.7 million in Fiscal 2000 compared with $329.6 million in Fiscal 1999 reflecting incremental expenses from growth and operational initiatives and higher vehicle fuel costs. Our growth and operational initiatives in Fiscal 2000 included significantly expanding PPX(R), acquiring retail propane businesses, and developing and implementing more efficient methods of operating the business. Although EBITDA in Fiscal 2000 was about equal to Fiscal 1999, operating income declined $2.4 million reflecting high PPX(R) and acquisition-related charges for depreciation and amortization.
The Partnership's interest expense increased $8.2 million in Fiscal 2000 primarily as a result of higher levels of long-term debt outstanding and higher average Bank Credit Agreement borrowings.
FINANCIAL CONDITION AND LIQUIDITY
ACQUISITION OF COLUMBIA PROPANE
On August 21, 2001, AmeriGas Partners, through AmeriGas OLP, acquired the propane distribution businesses of Columbia Energy Group ("Columbia Propane Businesses") in a series of
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equity and asset purchases pursuant to the terms of the Purchase Agreement dated January 30, 2001 and Amended and Restated August 7, 2001 ("Columbia Purchase Agreement") by and among Columbia Energy Group ("CEG"), Columbia Propane Corporation ("Columbia Propane"), Columbia Propane, L.P. ("CPLP"), CP Holdings, Inc., AmeriGas Partners, AmeriGas OLP, and the General Partner. The acquired businesses comprised the seventh largest retail marketer of propane in the United States with annual sales of over 300 million gallons from locations in 29 states. The acquired businesses were principally conducted through Columbia Propane and its approximate 99% owned subsidiary, CPLP (referred to after the acquisition as "Eagle OLP"). AmeriGas OLP acquired substantially all of the assets of Columbia Propane, including an indirect 1% general partner interest and an approximate 99% limited partnership interest in Eagle OLP.
The purchase price of the Columbia Propane Businesses consisted of $201.8 million in cash. In addition, AmeriGas OLP agreed to pay CEG for the amount of working capital, as defined, in excess of $23 million. The Columbia Purchase Agreement also provided for the purchase by CEG of limited partnership interests in AmeriGas OLP valued at $50 million for $50 million in cash, which interests were exchanged for 2,356,953 Common Units of AmeriGas Partners having an estimated fair value of $54.4 million. Concurrently with the acquisition, AmeriGas Partners issued $200 million of 8 7/8% Senior Notes due 2011, the net proceeds of which were contributed to AmeriGas OLP to finance the acquisition of the Columbia Propane Businesses, to fund related fees and expenses, and to repay debt outstanding under AmeriGas OLP's Bank Credit Agreement.
The operating results of the Columbia Propane Businesses are included in our consolidated results from August 21, 2001. For further information on the acquisition of the Columbia Propane Businesses, see Note 3 to Consolidated Financial Statements.
CAPITALIZATION AND LIQUIDITY
The Partnership's debt outstanding at September 30, 2001 totaled $1,005.9 million. Included in this amount is $20 million of debt outstanding under AmeriGas OLP's Acquisition Facility.
In October 2000, AmeriGas Partners issued 2,300,000 Common Units in a public offering. The net proceeds from the Common Unit offering and related capital contributions from the General Partner of $40.6 million were used to reduce AmeriGas OLP Bank Credit Agreement indebtedness and for working capital purposes. On October 5, 2001, subsequent to year end, AmeriGas Partners sold 350,000 Common Units to the General Partner. On December 11, 2001, AmeriGas Partners sold 1,843,047 Common Units in an underwritten public offering. The proceeds of these sales and related capital contributions from the General Partner of approximately $45.3 million were contributed to AmeriGas OLP and used to reduce Bank Credit Agreement borrowings and for working capital purposes. In November 2001, AmeriGas Partners redeemed $15 million of its 10 1/8 % Senior Notes at a redemption price of 103.375%.
On April 4, 2001, AmeriGas Partners issued $60 million face value of 10% Senior Notes due April 2006. The proceeds of these notes were contributed to AmeriGas OLP and used to (1) repay revolving loans under AmeriGas OLP's Bank Credit Agreement and (2) fund a portion of
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AmeriGas OLP's scheduled April 2001 $58 million principal repayment of its First Mortgage Notes. In August 2001, AmeriGas Partners issued $200 million of 8 7/8% Senior Notes due 2011 to finance the acquisition of the Columbia Propane Businesses and related fees and expenses, and to repay debt outstanding under AmeriGas OLP's Bank Credit Agreement.
AmeriGas OLP's Bank Credit Agreement consists of (1) a $100 million Revolving Credit Facility and (2) a $75 million Acquisition Facility. The Revolving Credit Facility may be used for working capital and general purposes of AmeriGas OLP. There were no borrowings outstanding under this facility at September 30, 2001. AmeriGas OLP's borrowing needs are seasonal, and are typically greatest during the fall and early winter months due to higher working capital needs entering the winter heating season. AmeriGas OLP may borrow under its Acquisition Facility to finance the purchase of propane businesses or propane business assets. In addition, up to $30 million of the Acquisition Facility may be used for working capital purposes. The Acquisition Facility operates like a revolving facility. Loans outstanding under the Acquisition Facility at September 30, 2001 were $20 million. The Acquisition Facility and the Revolving Credit Facility expire September 15, 2002. The Partnership intends to renew these facilities prior to their expiration.
AmeriGas OLP also has a credit agreement with the General Partner to borrow up to $20 million on an unsecured, subordinated basis, for working capital and general purposes. UGI has agreed to contribute up to $20 million to the General Partner to fund such borrowings.
The Partnership must maintain certain financial ratios in order to borrow under the Bank Credit Agreement including a minimum interest coverage ratio and a maximum debt to EBITDA ratio. The Partnership's ratios calculated as of September 30, 2001 permit it to borrow up to the maximum amount available. For a more detailed discussion of the Partnership's credit facilities, see Note 6 to Consolidated Financial Statements.
The Partnership's management believes that cash flow from operations and Bank Credit Agreement borrowings will be sufficient to satisfy its liquidity needs in Fiscal 2002.
PARTNERSHIP DISTRIBUTIONS
Since its formation in 1995, the Partnership has paid the MQD on all limited partner units outstanding. The amount of Available Cash needed annually to pay the MQD on all units and the general partner interests in Fiscal 2001, 2000 and 1999 was approximately $99 million, $94 million and $94 million, respectively. Based upon the number of Common and Subordinated units outstanding on September 30, 2001, as adjusted for the 350,000 Common Units issued to the General Partner on October 5, 2001 and the 1,843,047 Common Units sold to the public on December 11, 2001, the amount of Available Cash needed annually to pay the MQD on all units and the general partner interests is approximately $110 million. A reasonable proxy for the amount of cash available for distribution that is generated by the Partnership can be calculated by subtracting from the Partnership's EBITDA (1) cash interest expense and (2) capital expenditures needed to maintain operating capacity. Partnership distributable cash flow as calculated for Fiscal 2001, 2000 and 1999 is as follows:
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Year Ended September 30,                        2001         2000       1999
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(Millions of dollars)
EBITDA                                        $  208.6    $  157.6    $  157.5
Cash interest expense (a)                        (82.0)      (76.7)      (68.3)
Maintenance capital expenditures                 (17.8)      (11.6)      (11.1)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distributable cash flow                       $  108.8    $   69.3    $   78.1
================================================================================

(a) Interest expense adjusted for noncash items.
Although distributable cash flow is a reasonable estimate of the amount of cash generated by the Partnership, it does not reflect the impact of changes in working capital, which can significantly affect cash available for distribution, and is not a measure of performance or financial condition under accounting principles generally accepted in the United States but provides additional information for evaluating the Partnership's ability to declare and pay the MQD. Although the levels of distributable cash flow in Fiscal 2000 and 1999 were less than the full MQD, cash from borrowings in each of these years was more than sufficient to permit the Partnership to pay the full MQD. The ability of the Partnership to pay the MQD on all units depends upon a number of factors. These factors include (1) the level of Partnership earnings; (2) the cash needs of the Partnership's operations (including cash needed for maintaining and increasing operating capacity); (3) changes in operating working capital; and (4) the Partnership's ability to borrow under its Bank Credit Agreement, to refinance maturing debt and to increase its long-term debt. Some of these factors are affected by conditions beyond our control including weather, competition in markets we serve, and the cost of propane.
The Partnership's ability to attain the cash-based performance and distribution requirements necessary to convert to Common Units the remaining 9,891,072 Subordinated Units held by the General Partner depends upon a number of factors, including highly seasonal operating results, changes in working capital, asset sales and debt refinancings. Due to the historical quarterly requirements of the conversion test, the possibility is remote that the Partnership will satisfy the cash-based performance requirements of conversion any earlier than in respect of the quarter ending September 30, 2002.
CASH FLOWS
OPERATING ACTIVITIES. Cash flow from operating activities was $153.0 million in Fiscal 2001 compared to $61.5 million in Fiscal 2000 reflecting the improved Fiscal 2001 results and increased cash flow from changes in working capital. In Fiscal 2001, changes in operating working capital provided $22.3 million of operating cash flow. In Fiscal 2000, changes in operating working capital required $19.2 million primarily reflecting changes in inventories and accounts receivable partially offset by changes in accounts payable. Cash flow before changes in operating working capital increased to $130.7 million in Fiscal 2001 from $80.7 million in Fiscal
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2000 reflecting the improved operating performance.
INVESTING ACTIVITIES. Cash spent for property, plant and equipment totaled $37.9 million in Fiscal 2001 (including maintenance capital expenditures of $17.8 million) compared with $30.4 million in Fiscal 2000 (including maintenance capital expenditures of $11.6 million). The increase reflects expenditures relating to tank installation costs resulting from the Partnership's change in accounting. In Fiscal 2001, we spent $205.6 million in conjunction with acquisitions, principally the Partnership's acquisition of Columbia Propane, compared to $55.6 million in Fiscal 2000.
FINANCING ACTIVITIES. We paid the MQD on all Common Units and Subordinated units, as well as the general partner interests, totaling $99.6 million and $94.3 million in Fiscal 2001 and Fiscal 2000, respectively. During Fiscal 2001, AmeriGas Partners received $39.8 million in cash from the sale of 2,300,000 Common Units in October 2000, and $50.0 million from the sale of limited partner interests to CEG. These interests were exchanged for 2,356,953 AmeriGas Partners Common Units in accordance with the Columbia Purchase Agreement. Concurrently with the acquisition of Columbia Propane, AmeriGas Partners issued $200 million of 8 7/8% Senior Notes due 2011, the net proceeds of which were used to fund the acquisition of Columbia Propane and related costs and expenses, and to repay debt under AmeriGas OLP's Bank Credit Agreement. During Fiscal 2001, AmeriGas Partners issued $60 million face value of Senior Notes and made long-term debt repayments of $110.8 million.
CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING
Effective October 1, 2000 (1) the Partnership adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Standards ("SFAS") No. 133, "Accounting for Derivatives and Hedging Activities" ("SFAS 133"); (2) applied the guidance of SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 101 entitled "Revenue Recognition" ("SAB 101") with respect to its nonrefundable tank fees; and (3) changed its method of accounting for costs to install Partnership-owned tanks at customer locations. The net effect of these accounting changes on prior periods resulted in a $12.5 million cumulative effect increase in 2001 net income (equal to $0.28 per limited partner unit) which is reflected on the 2001 Consolidated Statement of Operations as "Cumulative effect of accounting changes."
The adoption of SFAS 133 resulted in a cumulative effect decrease to net income of $0.7 million and a cumulative effect increase to accumulated other comprehensive income of $8.9 million. The increase to accumulated other comprehensive income represents the fair value of derivative instruments qualifying and designated as cash flow hedges on October 1, 2000.
The application of SAB 101 resulted in cumulative effect decrease to net income of $6.0 million representing the impact on prior periods resulting from the change in the Partnership's method of recognizing revenue associated with nonrefundable fees for installed Partnership-owned tanks. Prior to the change in accounting method, such fees, which are generally billed annually, were recorded as revenue when billed. The Partnership now records such nonrefundable fees as revenue on a straight-line basis over one year.
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In order to better match the costs of installing Partnership-owned tanks at customer locations with their period of benefit, the Partnership changed its method of accounting for tank installation costs. Previously, costs to install Partnership-owned tanks were expensed as incurred. Under the new method of accounting, such costs are capitalized and amortized over the estimated period of benefit not exceeding ten years. The change in accounting for tank installation costs resulted in a cumulative effect increase to net income of $19.2 million representing the impact on prior periods resulting from the accounting change. Although this change in accounting resulted in a $5.1 million increase in Partnership EBITDA because costs to install such tanks are now capitalized and amortized, it did not have a material impact on operating income in Fiscal 2001. For a detailed discussion of these changes in accounting, see Note 4 to Consolidated Financial Statements.
MARKET RISK DISCLOSURES
Our primary financial market risks include commodity prices for propane and interest rates on borrowings.
Price risk associated with fluctuations in the prices the Partnership pays for propane are principally a result of market forces reflecting changes in supply and demand. The Partnership's profitability is sensitive to changes in propane supply costs, and the Partnership generally attempts to pass on increases in such costs to customers. The Partnership may not, however, always be able to pass through product cost increases fully, particularly when product costs rise rapidly. In order to manage a portion of the Partnership's propane market price risk, we use contracts for the forward purchase or sale of propane, propane fixed-price supply agreements, and over-the-counter derivative commodity instruments including price swap and option contracts. Although we use derivative financial and commodity instruments to reduce market price risk associated with forecasted transactions, we do not use derivative financial and commodity instruments for speculative or trading purposes.
Over-the-counter derivative commodity instruments utilized by the Partnership to hedge forecasted purchases of propane are generally settled at expiration of the contract. In order to minimize credit risk associated with these contracts, we carefully monitor established credit limits with the contract counterparties.
The Partnership has both fixed-rate and variable-rate debt. Changes in interest rates impact the cash flows of variable-rate debt but generally do not impact its fair value. Conversely, changes in interest rates impact the fair value of fixed-rate debt but do not impact their cash flows.
Our variable rate debt includes borrowings under AmeriGas OLP's Bank Credit Agreement. These debt agreements have interest rates that are generally indexed to short-term market interest rates. At September 30, 2001 and 2000, combined borrowings outstanding under these agreements totaled $20 million and $100 million, respectively. Based upon weighted average borrowings outstanding under these agreements during Fiscal 2001 and Fiscal 2000, an increase
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in short-term interest rates of 100 basis points (1%) would have increased our interest expense in both years by $0.9 million.
The remainder of our debt outstanding is subject to fixed rates of interest. A 100 basis point increase in market interest rates would result in decreases in the fair value of this fixed rate debt of $47.5 million and $34.7 million at September 30, 2001 and 2000, respectively. A 100 basis point decrease in market interest rates would result in increases in the fair market value of this debt of $51.2 million and $37.2 million at September 30, 2001 and 2000, respectively.
Our long-term debt is typically issued at fixed rates of interest based upon market rates for debt having similar terms and credit ratings. As these long-term debt issues mature, we may refinance such debt with new debt having interest rates reflecting then-current market conditions. This debt may have an interest rate that is more or less than the refinanced debt. In order to reduce interest rate risk associated with forecasted issuances of fixed-rate debt, we generally enter into interest rate protection agreements.
The following table summarizes the fair values of unsettled market risk sensitive derivative instruments held at September 30, 2001 and 2000. It also includes the changes in fair value that would result if there were an adverse change in (1) the market price of propane of 10 cents per gallon and (2) interest rates on ten-year U.S. treasury notes of 100 basis points:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                     Change in
                                                       Fair Value    Fair Value
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                         (Millions of dollars)
September 30, 2001
  Propane commodity price risk                           $  (10.5)      $ (19.3)
  Interest rate risk                                         (3.0)         (2.1)

September 30, 2000
  Propane commodity price risk                           $    6.5       $ (10.5)
  Interest rate risk                                          2.5          (3.9)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the Partnership's derivative instruments generally qualify as hedges under SFAS 133, we expect that changes in the fair value of derivative instruments used to manage propane price or interest rate risk would be substantially offset by gains on the associated underlying transactions.
RECENTLY ISSUED ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS
The Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") recently issued SFAS No. 141, "Business Combinations" ("SFAS 141"); SFAS No. 142, "Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets" ("SFAS 142"); SFAS No. 143, "Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations" ("SFAS 143"); and SFAS No. 144, "Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets" ("SFAS 144").
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SFAS 141 addresses financial accounting and reporting for business combinations. Under SFAS 141, all business combinations initiated after June 30, 2001 are required to be accounted for using the purchase method of accounting. Among other provisions, SFAS 141 establishes specific criteria for the recognition of intangible assets separate from goodwill acquired in a purchase business combination. Although SFAS 141 supersedes Accounting Principles Board ("APB") Opinion No. 16, "Business Combinations" and SFAS No. 38, "Accounting for Preacquisition Contingencies of Purchased Enterprises," it does not change many of their provisions relating to the application of the purchase method. The Partnership has historically accounted for business combinations using the purchase method and, therefore, SFAS 141 is not expected to have a material impact on the Partnership.
SFAS 142 addresses the financial accounting and reporting for acquired goodwill and other intangible assets and supersedes APB Opinion No. 17, "Intangible Assets." SFAS 142 addresses the financial accounting and reporting for intangible assets acquired individually or with a group of other assets (excluding those acquired in a business combination) at acquisition and also addresses the financial accounting and reporting for goodwill and other intangible assets subsequent to their acquisition. Under SFAS 142, an intangible asset will be amortized over its useful life unless that life is determined to be indefinite. Goodwill and other intangible assets with indefinite lives will be tested for impairment at least annually.
The Partnership adopted SFAS 142 effective October 1, 2001. Although there is no effect on the Partnership's cash flows, the Partnership's amortization expense in Fiscal 2001 would have been approximately $23.8 million lower, and its net income approximately $23.6 million higher, if SFAS 142 had been effective October 1, 2000.
SFAS 142 requires the Partnership to test goodwill for impairment within six months of adoption. Based upon the fair value of AmeriGas Partners, we do not believe the Partnership's goodwill is impaired.
SFAS 143 addresses financial accounting and reporting for legal obligations associated with the retirement of tangible long-lived assets and the associated asset retirement costs. SFAS 143 requires that the fair value of a liability for an asset retirement obligation be recognized in the period in which it is incurred with a corresponding increase in the carrying value of the related asset. Entities shall subsequently charge the retirement cost to expense using a systematic and rational method over the related asset's useful life and adjust the fair value of the liability resulting from the passage of time through charges to interest expense. The Partnership is required to adopt SFAS 143 effective October 1, 2002. The Partnership is currently in the process of evaluating the impact SFAS 143 will have on its financial condition and results of operations.
SFAS 144 supersedes SFAS No. 121, "Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to be Disposed Of" ("SFAS 121"), and the accounting and reporting provisions of APB No. 30, "Reporting the Results of Operations-Reporting the Effects of Disposal of a Segment of a Business, and Extraordinary, Unusual and Infrequently Occurring Events and Transactions," as it relates to the disposal of a segment of a business. SFAS 144 establishes a single accounting model for long-lived assets to be disposed of based upon the
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framework of SFAS 121, and resolves significant implementation issues of SFAS
121. SFAS 144 is effective for the Partnership on October 1, 2002. The Partnership believes that the adoption of SFAS 144 will not have a material impact on its financial position or results of operations.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Information contained above in this Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations and elsewhere in this Report on Form 10-K may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Such statements use forward-looking words such as "believe," "plan," "anticipate," "continue," "estimate," "expect," "may," "will," or other similar words. These statements discuss plans, strategies, events or developments that we expect or anticipate will or may occur in the future.
A forward-looking statement may include a statement of the assumptions or bases underlying the forward-looking statement. We believe that we have chosen these assumptions or bases in good faith and that they are reasonable. However, we caution you that actual results almost always vary from assumed facts or bases, and the differences between actual results and assumed facts or bases can be material, depending on the circumstances. When considering forward-looking statements, you should keep in mind the following important factors which could affect our future results and could cause those results to differ materially from those expressed in our forward-looking statements: (1) adverse weather conditions resulting in reduced demand; (2) price volatility and availability of propane, and the capacity to transport to market areas; (3) changes in laws and regulations, including safety, tax and accounting matters; (4) large supplier or customer defaults, (5) competitive pressures from the same and alternative energy sources; (6) liability for environmental claims; (7) customer conservation measures and improvements in energy efficiency and technology resulting in reduced demand; (8) adverse labor relations; (9) inability to make business acquisitions on economically acceptable terms; (10) liability for personal injury and property damage arising from explosions and other catastrophic events resulting from operating hazards and risks incidental to transporting, storing and distributing propane, butane and ammonia, including liability in excess of insurance coverage; (11) political, regulatory and economic conditions in the United States and in foreign countries; and (12) interest rate fluctuations and other capital market conditions.
These factors are not necessarily all of the important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in any of our forward-looking statements. Other unknown or unpredictable factors could also have material adverse effects on future results. We undertake no obligation to update publicly any forward-looking statement whether as a result of new information or future events.
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ITEM 7A. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK.
"Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk" are contained in Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations under the caption "Market Risk Disclosures" and are incorporated here by reference.
ITEM 8. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
The financial statements and financial statement schedules referred to in the index contained on pages F-2 and F-3 of this report are incorporated herein by reference.
ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
None.
PART III: MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY HOLDERS
ITEM 10. DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE GENERAL PARTNER
We do not directly employ any persons responsible for managing or operating the Partnership. The General Partner and UGI provide such services and are reimbursed for direct and indirect costs and expenses including all compensation and benefit costs. See "Certain Relationships and Related Transactions" and Note 12 to the Partnership's Consolidated Financial Statements.
The Board of Directors of the General Partner established a committee (the "Audit Committee") consisting of three individuals, currently, Messrs. Marrazzo, Van Dyck and Vincent, who are neither officers nor employees of the General Partner or any affiliate of the General Partner. The Audit Committee has the authority to review, at the request of the General Partner, specific matters as to which the General Partner believes there may be a conflict of interest, in order to determine if the resolution of such conflict is fair and reasonable to the Partnership. In addition, the Audit Committee acts on behalf of the Board of Directors in fulfilling its responsibility to:
- oversee the financial reporting process and the adequacy of controls relative to financial and business risk;
- monitor the independence of the Partnership's independent public accountants and the performance of the independent public accountants and internal audit staff;
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- provide a means for open communication among the independent public accountants, management, internal audit staff and the Board of Directors; and
- recommend to the Board of Directors the engagement of the independent public accountants to conduct the annual audit of the Partnership's consolidated financial statements.
DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE GENERAL PARTNER
The following table sets forth certain information with respect to the directors and executive officers of the General Partner. Directors are elected annually by AmeriGas, Inc. as the sole shareholder of the General Partner. AmeriGas, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of UGI. Executive officers are elected for one-year terms. There are no family relationships between any of the directors or any of the executive officers or between any of the executive officers and any of the directors.

NAME                       AGE     POSITION WITH THE GENERAL PARTNER
Lon R. Greenberg           51      Chairman, Director

Eugene V. N. Bissell       48      President, Chief Executive Officer
                                   and Director

Thomas F. Donovan          68      Director

Richard C. Gozon           63      Director

William J. Marrazzo        52      Director

James W. Stratton          65      Director

Stephen A. Van Dyck        58      Director

Roger B. Vincent           56      Director

Martha B. Lindsay          49      Vice President - Finance and Chief
                                   Financial Officer

Brendan P. Bovaird         53      Vice President and General Counsel

Richard R. Eynon           54      Controller and Chief Accounting Officer
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R. Paul Grady              48      Senior Vice President - Operations and
                                   Chief Operating Officer

William D. Katz            48      Vice President - Human Resources

Robert H. Knauss           48      Vice President - Law, Associate General
                                   Counsel and Corporate Secretary

David L. Lugar             44      Vice President - Supply and Logistics

Carey M. Monaghan          50      Vice President - Business
                                   Transformation and Marketing

Mr. Greenberg is a director (since 1994) and Chairman of the General Partner. He previously served as President and Chief Executive Officer of the General Partner (1996 to 2000). He is also a director (since 1994) and Chairman
(since 1996), Chief Executive Officer (since 1995), and President (since 1994)
of UGI, having been Senior Vice President - Legal and Corporate Development of UGI (1989 to 1994). Mr. Greenberg previously served as Vice President and General Counsel of AmeriGas, Inc. (1984 to 1994). He also serves as a director of UGI Utilities, Inc.
Mr. Bissell is President, Chief Executive Officer and a director of the General Partner (since July 2000). He previously served as Senior Vice President
- Sales and Marketing of the General Partner (1999 to 2000), having served as Vice President - Sales and Operations (1995 to 1999). Previously, he was Vice President - Distributors and Fabrication, BOC Gases (1995), having been Vice President - National Sales (1993 to 1995) and Regional Vice President Southern Region for Distributor and Cylinder Gases Division, BOC Gases (1989 to 1993). From 1981 to 1987, Mr. Bissell held various positions with UGI and its subsidiaries, including Director, Corporate Development. Mr. Bissell is currently President-Elect and a member of the Board of Directors of the National Propane Gas Association, the national trade association of the propane industry.
Mr. Donovan was elected a director of the General Partner on April 25, 1995. He retired as Vice Chairman of Mellon Bank on January 31, 1997, a position he had held since 1988. He also serves as a director of UGI Corporation, UGI Utilities, Inc., and Nuclear Electric Insurance Ltd.
Mr. Gozon was elected a director of the General Partner on February 24, 1998. He is Executive Vice President of Weyerhaeuser Company (an integrated forest products company), a position he has held since 1994. Mr. Gozon was formerly Director (1984 to 1993), President and Chief Operating Officer of Alco Standard Corporation (a provider of paper and office products) (1988 to 1993); Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer (1987); Vice President (1982 to 1988); and President (1979 to 1987) of Paper Corporation of America. He also serves as
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a director of UGI Corporation, UGI Utilities, Inc., AmeriSource Bergen Corp., and Triumph Group, Inc.
Mr. Marrazzo was elected a director of the General Partner on April 23, 2001. He is Chief Executive Officer and President of WHYY, Inc., a public television and radio company in the nation's fourth largest market (since 1997). Previously, he was Chief Executive Officer and President of Roy F. Weston, Inc. (1988-1997); Water Commissioner for the Philadelphia Water Department (1971-1988) and Managing Director for the City of Philadelphia (1983). He also serves as a director of Tenet Health Corp.-Hahnemann University Hospital.
Mr. Stratton was elected a director of the General Partner on April 25, 1995. He has been the Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and a director of Stratton Management Company (investment advisory and financial consulting firm) since 1972. He has also been Chairman and a director of EFI, a financial services firm (since 1979). In addition, Mr. Stratton is a director of UGI Corporation, UGI Utilities, Inc., Stratton Growth Fund, Inc., Stratton Monthly Dividend REIT Shares, Inc., Stratton Small-Cap Value Fund, Teleflex, Inc. and BE&K, Inc.
Mr. Van Dyck was elected a director of the General Partner on June 15, 1995. He is Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Maritrans Inc. (since 1987), the nation's largest independent marine transporter of petroleum. He also serves as Chairman of the Board of West of England Mutual Insurance Association.
Mr. Vincent was elected a director of the General Partner on January 8, 1998. He is President of Springwell Corporation, a corporate finance advisory firm (since 1989). Mr. Vincent served in various capacities at Bankers Trust Company (1971 to 1989), including managing director (1984 to 1989). He is also a trustee of the GCG Trust of the Golden American Life Insurance Company, management investment company and a subsidiary of the ING Group.
Ms. Lindsay was elected Vice President - Finance and Chief Financial Officer of the General Partner on January 5, 1998. She previously served as Vice President and Treasurer (1994 to 1997) and as Treasurer (1994) of Tambrands Inc., a manufacturer of personal products. Prior to 1994, Ms. Lindsay held the positions of Director of Business Development (1987 to 1989) and Assistant Treasurer (1990 to 1993) at Tambrands Inc.
Mr. Bovaird is Vice President and General Counsel of the General Partner (since 1995). He is also Vice President and General Counsel of UGI Corporation, UGI Utilities, Inc. and AmeriGas, Inc. (since 1995). Mr. Bovaird previously served as Division Counsel and Member of the Executive and Operations Committees of Wyeth-Ayerst International Inc. (1992 to 1995) and Senior Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary of Orion Pictures Corporation (1990 to 1991).
Mr. Eynon was elected Controller and Chief Accounting Officer of the General Partner on January 5, 1998. Prior to his election, Mr. Eynon was Controller of the General Partner (March 1997 to January 1998) and Assistant Controller of UGI Corporation (1985 to 1997). Previously, he was a Senior Manager with Price Waterhouse (now known as PriceWaterhouseCoopers).
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Mr. Grady is Senior Vice President - Operations of the General Partner (since October 1999) and Chief Operating Officer (since July 2000), having served as Vice President - Sales and Operations (1995 to 1999). Previously, he was Vice President - Corporate Development of UGI (1994 to 1995), and Director, Corporate Development (1990 to 1994). Mr. Grady was Director, Corporate Development Services of Campbell Soup Company (1985 to 1990). Mr. Grady is currently Vice Chairman - Marketers of the Propane Education Research Council, which promotes propane as a preferred energy source.
Mr. Katz is Vice President - Human Resources of the General Partner (since December 1999), having served as Vice President - Corporate Development (1996 to 1999). Previously, he was Vice President - Corporate Development of UGI (1995 to 1996). Prior to joining UGI, Mr. Katz was Director of Corporate Development with Campbell Soup Company for over five years. He also practiced law for approximately 10 years, first with the firm of Jones, Day Reavis & Pogue, and later in the Legal Department at Campbell Soup Company.
Mr. Knauss is Vice President - Law and Associate General Counsel of the General Partner (since 1996), having served as Corporate Secretary (since 1994) and Group Counsel - Propane (1989 to 1996) of UGI. He joined UGI as Associate Counsel in 1985. Before joining UGI, Mr. Knauss was an associate at the firm of Ballard, Spahr, Andrews & Ingersoll in Philadelphia.
Mr. Lugar is Vice President - Supply and Logistics of the General Partner (since September 2000). Previously, he served as Director - NGL Marketing for Conoco, Inc., where he spent 20 years in increasingly responsible positions in propane marketing, operations, and supply.
Mr. Monaghan is Vice President - Business Transformation and Marketing of the General Partner (since May 2000). Prior to joining AmeriGas Partners, he was Vice President-General Manager, Dry Soup for Campbell Soup Company (since 1997), where he also served as a Business Director and General Manager of a number of Campbell Soup Divisions for almost 10 years.
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ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
The following table shows cash and other compensation paid or accrued to the General Partner's Chief Executive Officer and each of its four other most highly compensated executive officers, (collectively, the "Named Executives") for the last three fiscal years.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                              SUMMARY COMPENSATION TABLE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                     ANNUAL COMPENSATION               LONG TERM COMPENSATION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                         AWARDS             PAYOUTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                      OTHER
                                                      ANNUAL                  SECURITIES
                                                      COMPEN-    RESTRICTED   UNDERLYING
 NAME AND PRINCIPAL    FISCAL                         SATION       STOCK       OPTIONS/       LTIP          ALL OTHER
      POSITION          YEAR     SALARY    BONUS (1)    (2)      AWARDS (3)    SARS (5)    PAYOUTS (6)   COMPENSATION (4)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Eugene V.N. Bissell,    2001    $329,415   $236,313     $300      $28,263         0            $0            $48,072
President and Chief                                              $99,725
Executive Officer       2000    $245,366    $59,253    $3,142        $0         40,750         $0            $31,886
                        1999    $194,335    $54,668    $1,706     $142,625        0         $386,250         $21,900
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lon R. Greenberg,       2001    $667,799   $595,010   $14,849     $323,438        0            $0            $20,939
Chairman (7)                                                    $1,000,875
                        2000    $640,662   $262,836   $13,092        $0        225,000         $0            $20,147
                        1999    $587,139   $266,766   $11,359     $611,250     225,000         $0            $18,273
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
R. Paul Grady,          2001    $223,850   $120,313    $3,845     $21,196         $0           $0            $25,916
Senior Vice                                                      $77,315
President -
Operations and Chief    2000    $222,480    $50,404    $4,491        $0         28,000         $0            $30,149
Operating Officer       1999    $192,178    $54,108    $5,534     $142,625        0         $386,250         $26,277
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Brendan P. Bovaird,     2001    $222,283    $96,708    $4,860     $38,813         0            $0             $6,112
Vice President and                                               $120,105
General Counsel (7)     2000    $210,392    $49,349    $6,332        $0         28,000         $0             $5,927
                        1999    $189,600    $53,048   $14,399     $142,625        0            $0             $5,215
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Robert H. Knauss,       2001    $186,819    $78,115    $1,793     $14,131         $0           $0            $17,993
Vice President - Law                                             $123,255
Associate General
Counsel and             2000    $184,314    $39,896      $0          $0         15,000         $0            $23,190
Corporate Secretary     1999    $167,191    $70,232    $2,286        $0           0         $270,375         $23,782
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird participate in the UGI Annual Bonus Plan. All other Named Executives participate in the AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Annual Bonus Plan. Awards under both Plans are for the year reported, regardless of the year paid. Awards under both Plans are based on the achievement of pre-determined business and/or financial performance objectives which support business plans and goals. Bonus opportunities vary by position and currently range from 0 to 114% of base salary for Mr. Bissell, 0 to 173% of base salary for Mr. Greenberg, 0 to 92% of base salary for Mr. Bovaird, 0 to 67% of base salary for Mr. Knauss, and 0 to 86% of base salary for Mr. Grady.
(2) Amounts represent tax payment reimbursements for certain benefits.
(3) Effective January 1, 2001 and September 24, 2001, the Board of Directors of AmeriGas Propane, Inc. approved performance-contingent restricted Common Unit awards to the Named Executives, other than Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird, under the 2000 AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Long Term Incentive Plan. Effective January 1, 2001 and September 25, 2001, the Board of Directors of UGI Corporation approved performance contingent restricted Stock awards to Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird under the 2000 UGI Corporation Stock Incentive Plan. Under these plans, Common Units of AmeriGas Partners, or in the case of Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird, shares of UGI Common Stock, were awarded based on the progress of the Partnership and UGI Corporation, respectively, in achieving strategic initiatives and goals contained in their respective 2000 Budget and Plan.
The performance contingency for the January 2001 restricted Common Unit award has been met. Accordingly, the restriction
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period will end on December 31, 2003. The performance requirement was an average closing price per Common Unit on the New York Stock Exchange equal to $19.00 for a period of five consecutive trading days. The performance contingency for the September 2001 restricted Common Unit awards has also been met and the restriction period will end on December 31, 2003. That performance requirement was an average closing price per Common Unit on the New York Stock Exchange equal to $23.75 for a period of five consecutive trading days. When the restriction period ends, the executive will also receive an amount of cash equal to the per unit distributions paid on the Common Units during the restriction period multiplied by the number of restricted Common Units awarded.
The performance contingency for the January 2001 restricted UGI common stock awards has been met. Accordingly, the restriction period will end on December 31, 2003. The performance requirement was an average closing price per share on the New York Stock Exchange equal to $26.00 for a period of five consecutive trading days. The performance contingency for the September 2001 restricted stock awards has also been met and the restriction period will end on December 31, 2003. That performance requirement was an average closing price per share on the New York Stock Exchange equal to $29.00 for a period of five consecutive trading days. When the restriction period ends, the executive will also receive an amount of cash equal to the per share dividends paid on the Company's shares during the restriction period multiplied by the number of restricted shares awarded.
The dollar values shown in the table above represent the aggregate value of each award on the date of grant, determined by multiplying the number of Common Units awarded by the closing price of AmeriGas Partners Common Units, or in the case of Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird, the closing price of UGI Common Stock on the New York Stock Exchange on the effective dates of the respective grants.
Based on the closing unit price of AmeriGas Partners Common Units on the New York Stock Exchange on September 28, 2001, Mr. Bissell's 6,150 restricted units had a market value of $141,204, Mr. Grady's 4,725 restricted units had a market value of $105,887, and Mr. Knauss' 6,350 restricted units had a market value of $142,303. Based on the closing stock price of UGI Common Stock on the New York Stock Exchange on September 28, 2001, Mr. Greenberg's 50,000 restricted shares had a market value of $1,355,000; and Mr. Bovaird's 6,000 restricted shares had a market value of $162,600.
On June 4, 1999, the Board of Directors of UGI Corporation approved restricted UGI Common Stock awards to certain executives of UGI and AmeriGas Propane, Inc. The dollar values shown above represent the aggregate value of each award on the date of grant, determined by multiplying the number of shares awarded by the closing stock price of UGI Common Stock on the New York Stock Exchange on June 4, 1999. Holders of restricted shares have the right to vote and to receive dividends during the restriction period.
(4) The amounts represent contributions by the General Partner or UGI in accordance with the provisions of the AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Employee Savings Plan (the "AmeriGas Employee Savings Plan"), the UGI Utilities, Inc. Employee Savings Plan (the "UGI Employee Savings Plan"), allocations under the UGI Corporation Senior Executive Retirement Plan (the "UGI Executive Retirement Plan"), and/or allocations under the AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan (the "AmeriGas Executive Retirement Plan"). During fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999, the following contributions were made to the Named Executives: (i) under the AmeriGas Employee Savings Plan: Mr. Bissell $7,576, $9,424, and $5,000; Mr. Grady, $8,509, $10,861, and $9,648; Mr. Knauss, $8,666, $8,769, and $8,040; (ii) under the UGI Employee Savings Plan: Mr. Greenberg, $3,825, $3,600, and $3,600; and Mr. Bovaird, $3,825, $3,509, and $3,600; (iii) under the UGI Executive Retirement Plan: Mr. Greenberg, $17,114, $14,673, and $18,554; and Mr. Bovaird, $2,287, $1,706, and $1,852; (iv) under the AmeriGas Executive Retirement Plan: Mr. Bissell, $48,072, $22,462, and $16,900; Mr. Grady, $25,916, $19,288, and $16,629; and Mr. Knauss, $17,993, $14,421, and $15,742.
(5) Non-qualified UGI stock options granted under the UGI Corporation 1997 Stock Option and Dividend Equivalent Plan ("1997 Plan").
(6) Payout under the performance-based AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan ("LTIP"). The performance contingency was satisfied May 18, 1999 when fifty percent of the Partnership's Subordinated Units converted to Common Units in accordance with the Partnership Agreement, based on Partnership financial and operating performance. The awards were made partially in Common Units (approximately 60%) and partially in cash (approximately 40%). Messrs. Bissell and Grady each received 11,250 Common Units; Mr. Knauss received 7,875 Common Units.
(7) Mr. Greenberg was President and Chief Executive Officer of AmeriGas Propane, Inc. from July 1996 to July 2000. Compensation reported for Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird is attributable to their respective positions of Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer, and Vice President and General Counsel of UGI Corporation. Compensation for these individuals is also reported in the UGI Proxy Statement for the 2002 Annual Meeting of Shareholders and is not additive. The General Partner does not compensate Mr. Greenberg or Mr. Bovaird.
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The following table shows information on Option Exercises in the last fiscal year for each of the named officers.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           UGI STOCK OPTION EXERCISES IN LAST FISCAL YEAR
                                  AND FISCAL YEAR-END OPTION VALUES
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                     NUMBER OF SECURITIES
                                                    UNDERLYING UNEXERCISED           VALUE OF UNEXERCISED
                                                          OPTIONS AT                 IN-THE-MONEY OPTIONS
                                                      FISCAL YEAR END (#)             AT FISCAL YEAR END
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                         SHARES
                        ACQUIRED
                           ON          VALUE
       NAME            EXERCISE (#)   REALIZED    EXERCISABLE    UNEXERCISABLE   EXERCISABLE    UNEXERCISABLE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Eugene V.N. Bissell         0            0            9,333          18,667       $60,431 (1)    $120,869 (1)
                                                      4,246           8,504       $22,176 (2)     $45,496 (2)
                                                      5,000                       $32,375 (3)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lon R. Greenberg         20,000       $155,694       73,959         112,500      $515,864 (4)    $756,563 (6)
                                                    200,000         150,000      $895,000 (5)    $971,250 (1)
                                                    112,500                      $756,000 (6)
                                                     75,000                      $485,625 (1)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
R. Paul Grady             2,000        $14,810       17,000          18,667      $118,575 (4)    $120,869 (1)
                                                      9,333                       $60,431 (1)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Brendan P. Bovaird        5,007        $44,234       30,000          18,667      $134,250 (5)    $120,869 (1)
                          9,333        $76,196
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Robert H. Knauss          1,000         $6,435        5,000          10,000       $32,375 (1)     $64,750 (1)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The fiscal 2001 year end closing UGI stock price was $27.10
(1) Value is calculated using the difference between $20.625 (1997 SODEP option price at January 1, 2000) and $27.10 multiplied by the number of Shares underlying the option.
(2) Value is calculated using the difference between $21.750 (1997 SODEP grant price at July 25, 2000) and $27.10 multiplied by the number of Shares underlying the option.
(3) Value is calculated using the difference between $20.625 (1992 Non-Qualified Stock Option grant price at December 18, 1995) and $27.10 multiplied by the number of Shares underlying the option.
(4) Value is calculated using the difference between $20.125 (1992 SODEP option price at January 2, 1992) and $27.10 multiplied by the number of Shares underlying the option.
(5) Value is calculated using the difference between $22.625 (1997 SODEP option grant price at December 10, 1996) and $27.10 multiplied by the number of Shares underlying the option.
(6) Value is calculated using the difference between $20.375 (1997 SODEP option grant price at June 4, 1999) and $27.10 multiplied by the number of Shares underlying the option.
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RETIREMENT BENEFITS
The following Pension Plan Benefits Table shows the annual benefits payable upon retirement to Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird under the Retirement Income Plan for Employees of UGI Utilities, Inc. (the "Retirement Plan") and the UGI Corporation Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan. The amounts shown assume the executive retires in 2001 at age 65, and that the aggregate benefits are not subject to statutory maximums. Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird had, respectively, 21 years and 6 years of credited service under these Plans at September 30, 2001. Messrs Bissell, Knauss and Grady previously accumulated more than 5, 11 and 4 years of credited service with UGI and its subsidiaries before joining AmeriGas Propane, Inc. They do not currently participate in the Retirement Plan.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                              PENSION PLAN BENEFITS TABLE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                ANNUAL PLAN BENEFIT FOR YEARS CREDITED SERVICE SHOWN (2)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FINAL 5-YEAR
 AVERAGE ANNUAL     5          10          15           20          25          30           35             40
 EARNINGS (1)     YEARS       YEARS       YEARS        YEARS       YEARS       YEARS        YEARS          YEARS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  $  100,000     $  9,500    $ 19,000    $ 28,500     $ 38,000    $ 47,500    $ 57,000    $   66,500    $   68,400 (3)

  $  200,000     $ 19,000    $ 38,000    $ 57,000     $ 76,000    $ 95,000    $114,000    $  133,000    $  136,800 (3)

  $  300,000     $ 28,500    $ 57,000    $ 85,500     $114,000    $142,500    $171,000    $  199,500    $  205,200 (3)

  $  400,000     $ 38,000    $ 76,000    $114,000     $152,000    $190,000    $228,000    $  226,000    $  273,600 (3)

  $  500,000     $ 47,500    $ 95,000    $142,500     $190,000    $237,500    $285,000    $  332,500    $  342,000 (3)

  $  600,000     $ 57,000    $114,000    $171,000     $228,000    $285,000    $342,000    $  399,000    $  410,400 (3)

  $  700,000     $ 66,500    $133,000    $199,500     $266,000    $332,500    $399,000    $  465,500    $  478,800 (3)

  $  800,000     $ 76,000    $152,000    $228,000     $304,000    $380,000    $456,000    $  532,000    $  547,200 (3)

  $  900,000     $ 85,500    $171,000    $256,500     $342,000    $427,500    $513,000    $  598,500    $  615,600 (3)

  $1,000,000     $ 95,000    $190,000    $285,000     $380,000    $475,000    $570,000    $  665,000    $  684,000 (3)

  $1,100,000     $104,500    $209,000    $313,500     $418,000    $522,500    $627,000    $  731,500    $  752,400 (3)

  $1,200,000     $114,000    $228,000    $342,000     $456,000    $570,000    $684,000    $  798,000    $  820,800 (3)

  $1,300,000     $123,500    $247,000    $370,500     $494,000    $617,500    $741,000    $  864,500    $  889,200 (3)

  $1,400,000     $133,000    $266,000    $399,000     $532,000    $665,000    $798,000    $  931,000    $  957,600 (3)

  $1,500,000     $142,500    $285,000    $427,500     $570,000    $712,500    $855,000    $  997,500    $1,026,000 (3)

  $1,600,000     $152,000    $304,000    $456,000     $608,000    $760,000    $912,000    $1,064,000    $1,094,400 (3)

  $1,600,000     $152,000    $304,000    $456,000     $608,000    $760,000    $912,000    $1,064,000    $1,094,400 (3)
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(1) Consists of (i) base salary, commissions and cash payments under the Annual Bonus Plan, and (ii) deferrals thereof permitted under the Internal Revenue Code.
(2) Annual benefits are computed on the basis of straight life annuity amounts. These amounts include pension benefits, if any, to which a participant may be entitled as a result of participation in a pension plan of a subsidiary during previous periods of employment. The amounts shown do not take into account exclusion of up to 35% of the estimated primary Social Security benefit. The Retirement Plan provides a minimum benefit equal to 25% of a participant's final 12-months' earnings, reduced proportionately for less than 15 years of credited service at retirement. The minimum Retirement Plan benefit is not subject to Social Security offset.
(3) The maximum benefit under the Retirement Plan and the UGI Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan is equal to 60% of a participant's highest consecutive 12 months' earnings during the last 120 months.
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SEVERANCE PAY PLAN FOR SENIOR EXECUTIVE EMPLOYEES
Named Executives Employed by UGI Corporation. The UGI Corporation Senior Executive Employee Severance Pay Plan (the "UGI Severance Plan") assists certain senior level employees of UGI, including Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird, in the event their employment is terminated without fault on their part. Benefits are payable to a senior executive covered by the UGI Severance Plan if the senior executive's employment is involuntarily terminated for any reason other than for cause or as a result of the senior executive's death or disability.
The UGI Severance Plan provides for cash payments equal to a participant's compensation for a period of time ranging from 3 months to 15 months (30 months in the case of Mr. Greenberg), depending on length of service. In addition, a participant receives the cash equivalent of his or her target bonus under the Annual Bonus Plan, pro-rated for the number of months served in the fiscal year. However, if the termination occurs in the last two months of the fiscal year, the Chief Executive Officer has the discretion to determine whether the participant will receive a pro-rated target bonus, or the actual annual bonus which would have been paid after the end of the fiscal year, assuming that the participant's entire bonus was contingent on meeting the applicable financial performance goal. The Plan also provides for separation pay equal to one day's pay per month of service, not to exceed 12 months' compensation. Certain employee benefits are continued under the Plan for a period of up to 15 months (30 months in the case of Mr. Greenberg). UGI has the option to pay a participant the cash equivalent of those employee benefits.
In order to receive benefits under the UGI Severance Plan, a senior executive is required to execute a release which discharges UGI and its subsidiaries from liability for any claims the senior executive may have against any of them, other than claims for amounts or benefits due to the executive under any plan, program or contract provided by or entered into with UGI or its subsidiaries. The senior executive is also required to cooperate in attending to matters pending at the time of his or her termination of employment.
Named Executives Employed by AmeriGas Propane. The AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Executive Employee Severance Pay Plan (the "AmeriGas Severance Plan") assists certain senior level employees of the General Partner including Messrs. Bissell, Grady and Knauss in the event their employment is terminated without fault on their part. Specified benefits are payable to a senior executive covered by the AmeriGas Severance Plan if the senior executive's employment is involuntarily terminated for any reason other than for cause or as a result of the senior executive's death or disability.
The AmeriGas Severance Plan provides for cash payments equal to a participant's compensation for three months (6 months in the case of the Chief Executive Officer). In addition, a participant receives the cash equivalent of his or her target bonus under the Annual Bonus Plan, pro-rated for the number of months served in the fiscal year. However, if the termination occurs in the last two months of the fiscal year, the Chief Executive Officer has the discretion to determine whether the participant will receive a pro-rated target bonus, or the actual annual bonus which would have been paid after the end of the fiscal year, assuming that the participant's entire bonus
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was contingent on meeting the applicable financial performance goal. The Plan also provides for separation pay equal to one day's pay per month of service, not to exceed 12 months' compensation. Minimum separation pay ranges from six to twelve months' base salary, depending on the executive's employment grade. Certain employee benefits are continued under the Plan for a period not exceeding 15 months (30 months in the case of the Chief Executive Officer). This period is called the "Employee Benefit Period." The General Partner has the option to pay a participant the cash equivalent of those employee benefits.
In order to receive benefits under the AmeriGas Severance Plan, a senior executive is required to execute a release which discharges the General Partner and its affiliates from liability for any claims the senior executive may have against any of them, other than claims for amounts or benefits due to the executive under any plan, program or contract provided by or entered into with the General Partner or its affiliates. The senior executive is also required to cooperate in attending to matters pending at the time of his or her termination of employment.
CHANGE OF CONTROL ARRANGEMENTS
Named Executives Employed By UGI Corporation. Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird each have an agreement with UGI Corporation (the "Agreement") which provides certain benefits in the event of a change of control. The Agreements operate independently of the UGI Severance Plan, continue through July 2004, and are automatically extended in one-year increments thereafter unless, prior to a change of control, UGI terminates an Agreement. In the absence of a change of control, each Agreement will terminate when, for any reason, the executive terminates his or her employment with UGI or its subsidiaries.
A change of control is generally deemed to occur if: (i) any person (other than the executive, his or her affiliates and associates, UGI or any of its subsidiaries, any employee benefit plan of UGI or any of its subsidiaries, or any person or entity organized, appointed, or established by UGI or its subsidiaries for or pursuant to the terms of any such employee benefit plan), together with all affiliates and associates of such person, acquires securities representing 20% or more of either (x) the then outstanding shares of common stock of UGI or (y) the combined voting power of UGI's then outstanding voting securities; (ii) individuals who at the beginning of any 24-month period constitute the Board of Directors (the "Incumbent Board") and any new director whose election by the Board, or nomination for election by UGI's shareholders, was approved by a vote of at least a majority of the Incumbent Board, cease for any reason to constitute a majority thereof; (iii) UGI is reorganized, merged or consolidated with or into, or sells all or substantially all of its assets to, another corporation in a transaction in which former shareholders of UGI do not own more than 50% of the outstanding common stock and the combined voting power, respectively, of the then outstanding voting securities of the surviving or acquiring corporation after the transaction; or (iv) UGI is liquidated or dissolved.
Severance benefits are payable under the Agreements if there is a termination of the executive's employment without cause at any time within three years after a change of control. In addition, following a change of control, the executive may elect to terminate his or her
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employment without loss of severance benefits in certain specified contingencies, including termination of officer status; a significant adverse change in authority, duties, responsibilities or compensation; the failure of UGI to comply with and satisfy any of the terms of the Agreement; or a substantial relocation or excessive travel requirements.
An executive who is terminated with rights to severance compensation under an Agreement will be entitled to receive an amount equal to 1.0 or 1.5 (2.5 in the case of Mr. Greenberg) times his or her average total cash remuneration for the preceding five calendar years. If the severance compensation payable under the Agreement, either alone or together with other payments to an executive, would constitute "excess parachute payments," as defined in Section 280G of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code"), the executive will also receive an amount to satisfy the executive's additional tax burden.
Named Executives Employed by the General Partner. Messrs. Bissell, Grady and Knauss each have an agreement with the General Partner (the "Agreement") which provides certain benefits in the event of a change of control. The Agreements operate independently of the AmeriGas Severance Plan, continue through July 2004, and are automatically extended in one-year increments thereafter unless, prior to a change of control, the General Partner terminates an Agreement. In the absence of a change of control, each Agreement will terminate when, for any reason, the executive terminates his or her employment with the General Partner or any of its subsidiaries.
A change of control is generally deemed to occur if: (i) a change of control of UGI, as defined above, occurs, (ii) the General Partner, AmeriGas Partners or the Operating Partnership is reorganized, merged or consolidated with or into, or sells all or substantially all of its assets to, another corporation or partnership in a transaction in which the former shareholders of the General Partner, or former limited partners, as the case may be, do not own more than 50% of the outstanding common stock and combined voting power, or the outstanding common units of such partnership, after the transaction, (iii) the General Partner, AmeriGas Partners or the Operating Partnership is liquidated or dissolved, (iv) UGI and its subsidiaries fail to own more than fifty percent of the general partnership interests of AmeriGas Partners or the Operating Partnership, (v) UGI and its subsidiaries fail to own more than fifty percent of the combined voting power of the General Partner's then outstanding voting securities, or (vi) AmeriGas Propane, Inc. is removed as the general partner of AmeriGas Partners by vote of the limited partners, or AmeriGas Propane, Inc. is removed as the general partner of AmeriGas Partners or the Operating Partnership as a result of judicial or administrative proceedings.
Severance benefits are payable under the Agreements if there is a termination of the executive's employment without cause at any time within three years after a change of control. In addition, following a change of control, the executive may elect to terminate his or her employment without loss of severance benefits in certain specified contingencies, including termination of officer status; a significant adverse change in authority, duties, responsibilities or compensation; the failure of the General Partner to comply with and satisfy any of the terms of the Agreement; or a substantial relocation or excessive travel requirements.
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An executive who is terminated with rights to severance compensation under an Agreement will be entitled to receive an amount equal to 1.0 (1.5 in the case of Mr. Bissell) times his or her average total cash remuneration for the preceding five calendar years. If the severance compensation payable under the Agreement, either alone or together with other payments to an executive, would constitute "excess parachute payments," as defined in Section 280G of the Code, the executive will also receive an amount to satisfy the executive's additional tax burden.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Officers of the General Partner receive no additional compensation for service on the Board of Directors or on any Committee of the Board. The General Partner pays an annual retainer of $22,000 to all other directors and an attendance fee of $1,000 for each Board meeting. For service on Committees, the General Partner pays an annual retainer of (1) $5,000 to members of the Audit Committee and (2) $2,000 to each Committee Chairman. Directors are paid an attendance fee of $1,000 for each Committee meeting. In addition, a fee of $1,000 is paid to non-employee directors for special service related to Board business rendered at the request of the Chairman of the Board. The General Partner reimburses directors for expenses incurred by them (such as travel expenses) in serving on the Board and Committees. The General Partner determines all expenses allocable to the Partnership, including expenses allocable to the services of directors.
COMPENSATION/PENSION COMMITTEE
The members of the General Partner's Compensation/Pension Committee are Richard C. Gozon (Chairman) and Thomas F. Donovan.
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ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT
OWNERSHIP OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP UNITS BY CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS
The following table sets forth certain information regarding each person known by the Partnership to have been the beneficial owner of more than 5% of the Partnership's voting securities representing limited partner interests as of December 11, 2001. AmeriGas Propane, Inc. is the sole general partner of the Partnership.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                    AMOUNT AND
                                                    NATURE OF
                                                    BENEFICIAL
                       NAME AND ADDRESS (1)        OWNERSHIP OF        PERCENT
  TITLE OF CLASS       OF BENEFICIAL OWNER       PARTNERSHIP UNITS     OF CLASS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Common Units          UGI Corporation              14,633,932 (2)        38.0%
                      AmeriGas, Inc.               14,633,932 (3)        38.0%
                      AmeriGas Propane, Inc.       14,633,932 (4)        38.0%
                      Petrolane Incorporated        7,839,911 (5)        20.0%
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Subordinated Units    UGI Corporation               9,891,072 (6)       100.0%
                      AmeriGas, Inc.                9,891,072 (7)       100.0%
                      AmeriGas Propane, Inc.        9,891,072 (8)       100.0%
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) The address of each of UGI, AmeriGas, Inc., AmeriGas Propane, Inc. and Petrolane Incorporated is 460 North Gulph Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406.
(2) Based on the number of units held by its indirect, wholly owned subsidiaries, Petrolane Incorporated ("Petrolane") and AmeriGas Propane, Inc.
(3) Based on the number of units held by its direct and indirect, wholly-owned subsidiaries, AmeriGas Propane, Inc. and Petrolane.
(4) AmeriGas Propane, Inc's ownership includes 6,794,021 Common Units for which it has sole voting and investment power, and 7,839,911 Common Units held by its subsidiary, Petrolane.
(5) Petrolane has sole voting and investment power.
(6) Based on the number of units held by its indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary, AmeriGas Propane, Inc.
(7) Based on the number of units held by its wholly-owned subsidiary, AmeriGas Propane, Inc.
(8) AmeriGas Propane, Inc. has sole voting and investment power.
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OWNERSHIP OF PARTNERSHIP COMMON UNITS BY THE DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE GENERAL PARTNER
The table below sets forth as of October 31, 2001 the beneficial ownership of Partnership Common Units by each director and each of the Named Executives currently serving the General Partner, as well as by the directors and all of the executive officers of the General Partner as a group. No director, Named Executive or executive officer beneficially owns (i) any Subordinated Units, or
(ii) more than 1% of the Partnership's Common Units. The total number of Common Units beneficially owned by the directors and executive officers of the General Partner as a group represents less than 1% of the Partnership's outstanding Common Units.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                    AMOUNT AND NATURE OF
                  NAME OF                         BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP OF
              BENEFICIAL OWNER                  PARTNERSHIP COMMON UNITS (1)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Lon R. Greenberg                                        6,500 (2)

   Thomas F. Donovan                                       1,000

   Richard C. Gozon                                        5,000

   James W. Stratton                                       1,000 (3)

   Stephen A. Van Dyck                                     1,000

   Roger B. Vincent                                        4,000

   William J. Marrazzo                                         0

   Eugene V.N. Bissell                                    12,750 (4)

   Brendan P. Bovaird                                      1,000 (5)

   R. Paul Grady                                          15,500

   Robert H. Knauss                                        7,875

   Directors and executive officers as a
   group (16 persons)                                     72,813

(1) Sole voting and investment power unless otherwise specified.
(2) Of the Units shown, 4,500 are held by Mr. Greenberg's adult children.
(3) Mr. Stratton's Units are held jointly with his spouse.
(4) Mr. Bissell's Units are held jointly with his spouse.
(5) Mr. Bovaird's Units are held jointly with his spouse.
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The General Partner is a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas, Inc. which is a wholly owned subsidiary of UGI. The table below sets forth, as of October 31, 2001, the beneficial ownership of UGI Common Stock by each director and each of the Named Executives, as well as by the directors and the executive officers of the General Partner as a group. Including the number of shares of stock underlying exercisable options, Mr. Greenberg is the beneficial owner of approximately 2.1% of UGI's Common Stock. All other directors, Named Executives and executive officers own less than 1% of UGI's outstanding shares. The total number of shares beneficially owned by the directors and executive officers as a group (including 617,714 shares subject to exercisable options), represents approximately 3% of UGI's outstanding shares.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       NUMBER OF UGI SHARES
                                          AND NATURE OF
                                       BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP         NUMBER OF
        NAME OF                             EXCLUDING            EXERCISABLE UGI
    BENEFICIAL OWNER                   UGI STOCK OPTIONS (1)      STOCK OPTIONS       TOTAL
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lon R. Greenberg                              111,867 (3)            461,459         573,326

Thomas F. Donovan                               4,741 (2)              8,800          13,541

Richard C. Gozon                               24,048 (2)             13,800          37,848

James W. Stratton                              14,057 (2) (4)         13,800          27,857

Stephen A. Van Dyck                                 0                      0               0

Roger B. Vincent                                    0                      0               0

William J. Marrazzo                                 0                      0               0

Eugene V.N. Bissell                            37,047 (5)             18,579          55,626

Brendan P. Bovaird                             22,690 (6)             30,000          52,690

R. Paul Grady                                  24,395 (7)             26,333          50,728

Robert H. Knauss                                4,504                  5,000           9,504

Directors and executive officers
as a group (16 persons)                       272,641                617,714         890,355

(1) Sole voting and investment power unless otherwise specified.
(2) Included in the number of shares shown are Deferred Units ("Units") acquired through the UGI Corporation 1997 Directors' Equity Compensation Plan. Units are neither actual shares nor other securities, but each Unit will be converted to one share of UGI common stock and paid out to directors upon their retirement or termination of service. The number of Units included for the directors is as follows: Messrs. Donovan (2,772), Gozon (17,051), and Stratton (12,060).
(3) Mr. Greenberg holds 88,220 shares jointly with his spouse and 5,832 shares represented by units held in the UGI Stock Fund of the 401(k) Employee Savings Plan.
(4) Mr. Stratton holds 1,997 shares jointly with his spouse.
(5) Mr. Bissell holds these shares jointly with his spouse.
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(6) Mr. Bovaird holds 19,993 shares jointly with his spouse and 2,697 shares represented by units held in the UGI Stock Fund of the 401(k) Employee Savings Plan.
(7) Mr. Grady's ownership includes 7,583 shares represented by units held in the UGI Stock Fund of the 401(k) Employee Savings Plan.
SECTION 16 (a) - BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP REPORTING COMPLIANCE
Section 16 (a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requires directors and certain officers of the General Partner to send reports of their ownership of Common Units and changes in ownership to the Securities and Exchange Commission. Based on our records, we believe that during Fiscal 2001 the General Partner's directors and officers complied with all SEC filing requirements applicable to them.
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ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS
The General Partner employs persons responsible for managing and operating the Partnership. The Partnership reimburses the General Partner for the direct and indirect costs of providing these services, including all compensation and benefit costs.
The Operating Partnership has a revolving line of credit up to a maximum of $20 million from the General Partner available until September 15, 2002, the termination date of the Revolving Credit Facility. Any loans under this agreement will be unsecured and subordinated to all senior debt of the Operating Partnership. The commitment fees for this line of credit are computed on the same basis as the facility fees under the Revolving Credit Facility, and totaled $70,972 in fiscal year 2001. Interest rates are based on one-month offshore interbank borrowing rates. The interest rate for a recent Credit Facility borrowing from October 23, 2001 to October 24, 2001 was 5.50%, representing a 4.25% one-month Offshore Rate, plus an Applicable Margin of 1.25%. See Note 6 to the Partnership's Consolidated Financial Statements, which are filed as an exhibit to this report.
The Partnership and the General Partner also have extensive, ongoing relationships with UGI and its affiliates. UGI performs certain financial and administrative services for the General Partner on behalf of the Partnership. UGI does not receive a fee for such services, but is reimbursed for all direct and indirect expenses incurred in connection with providing these services, including all compensation and benefit costs. A wholly owned subsidiary of UGI provides the Partnership with general liability, automobile and workers' compensation insurance for up to $500,000 over the Partnership's self-insured retention. Another wholly owned subsidiary of UGI leases office space to the General Partner for its headquarters staff. In addition, a UGI master policy provides accidental death and business travel and accident insurance coverage for employees of the General Partner. The General Partner is billed directly by the insurer for this coverage. As discussed under "Business -- Trade Names; Trade and Service Marks," UGI and the General Partner have licensed the trade names "AmeriGas" and "America's Propane Company" and the related service marks and trademark to the Partnership on a royalty-free basis. Finally, the Partnership obtains management information services from the General Partner, and reimburses the General Partner for its direct and indirect expenses related to those services. The rental payments and insurance premiums charged to the Partnership by UGI and its affiliates are comparable to amounts charged by unaffiliated parties. In fiscal year 2001, the Partnership paid UGI and its affiliates $5,620,941 for the services and expense reimbursements referred to in this paragraph.
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PART IV: ADDITIONAL EXHIBITS, SCHEDULES AND REPORTS
ITEM 14. EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES, AND REPORTS ON FORM 8-K
(a) DOCUMENTS FILED AS PART OF THIS REPORT:
(1) and (2) FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES
The financial statements and financial statement schedules incorporated by reference or included in this report are listed in the accompanying Index to Financial Statements and Financial Statement Schedules set forth on pages F-2 and F-3 of this report, which is incorporated herein by reference.
(3) LIST OF EXHIBITS:
The exhibits filed as part of this report are as follows (exhibits incorporated by reference are set forth with the name of the registrant, the type of report and registration number or last date of the period for which it was filed, and the exhibit number in such filing):

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 EXHIBIT NO.                     EXHIBIT                             REGISTRANT       FILING           EXHIBIT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     2.1         Merger and Contribution Agreement among              AmeriGas     Registration         10.21
                 AmeriGas Partners, L.P., AmeriGas Propane,        Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                 L.P., New AmeriGas Propane, Inc., AmeriGas                        Form S-4 (No.
                 Propane, Inc., AmeriGas Propane-2, Inc., Cal                        33-92734)
                 Gas Corporation of America, Propane
                 Transport, Inc. and NORCO Transportation
                 Company

     2.2         Conveyance and Contribution Agreement among          AmeriGas     Registration         10.22
                 AmeriGas Partners, L.P., AmeriGas Propane,        Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                 L.P. and Petrolane Incorporated                                   Form S-4 (No.
                                                                                    33-92734)

     3.1         Second Amended and Restated Agreement of             AmeriGas       Form 8-K             1
                 Limited Partnership of AmeriGas Partners,         Partners, L.P.   (9/30/00)
                 L.P. dated as of September 30, 2000

     3.2         Certificate of Incorporation of AmeriGas             AmeriGas     Registration          3.3
                 Finance Corp.                                     Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                                                                                   Form S-4 (No.
                                                                                     33-92734)

     3.3         Certificate of Incorporation of AmeriGas             AmeriGas     Registration          3.2
                 Eagle Finance Corp.                               Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                                                                                   Form S-4 (No.
                                                                                    333-72986)
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 EXHIBIT NO.                     EXHIBIT                             REGISTRANT       FILING           EXHIBIT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     3.4         Certificate of Incorporation of AP Eagle             AmeriGas     Registration          3.3
                 Finance Corp.                                     Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                                                                                   Form S-4 (No.
                                                                                    333-72986)

     3.5         Bylaws of AmeriGas Finance Corp.                     AmeriGas     Registration          3.4
                                                                   Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                                                                                   Form S-4 (No.
                                                                                    33-92734)

     3.6         By-Laws of AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp.             AmeriGas      Registration          3.4
                                                                   Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                                                                                   Form S-3 (No.
                                                                                     333-72986)

     3.7         By-Laws of AP Eagle Finance Corp.                    AmeriGas     Registration          3.5
                                                                   Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                                                                                   Form S-3 (No.
                                                                                     333-72986)

    *3.8         Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited
                 Partnership of AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P.
                 dated July 19, 1999

    *3.9         Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited
                 Partnership of AmeriGas Propane, L.P. dated as
                 of April 12, 1995

      4          Instruments defining the rights of security
                 holders, including indentures. (The
                 Partnership agrees to furnish to the
                 Commission upon request a copy of any
                 instrument defining the rights of holders of
                 long-term debt not required to be filed
                 pursuant to Item 601(b)(4) of Regulation S-K)

     4.1         Indenture dated as of April 19, 1995 among           AmeriGas      Form 10-Q             4.1
                 AmeriGas Partners, L.P., AmeriGas Finance         Partners, L.P.   3/31/95
                 Corp., and First Union National Bank
                 (formerly, First Fidelity Bank, National
                 Association) as Trustee

     4.2         Registration Rights Agreement dated as of            AmeriGas      Form 10-Q             4.3
                 April 19, 1995 among Donaldson, Lufkin &          Partners, L.P.   (3/31/95)
                 Jenrette Securities Corporation, Smith Barney,
                 Inc., AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and AmeriGas
                 Finance Corp.

     4.3         Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995            AmeriGas      Form 10-Q            10.8
                 among The Prudential Insurance Company of         Partners, L.P.   (3/31/95)
                 America, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
                 and certain other institutional investors and
                 AmeriGas Propane, L.P., New AmeriGas Propane,
                 Inc. and Petrolane Incorporated
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 EXHIBIT NO.                     EXHIBIT                           REGISTRANT         FILING           EXHIBIT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     4.4         First Amendment dated as of September 12, 1997       AmeriGas      Form 10-Q            4.5
                 to Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995      Partners, L.P.   (9/30/97)

     4.5         Second Amendment dated as of September 15,           AmeriGas      Form 10-K            4.6
                 1998 to Note Agreement dated as of April 12,      Partners, L.P.   (9/30/98)
                 1995

     4.6         Third Amendment dated as of March 23, 1999 to        AmeriGas      Form 10-Q           10.2
                 Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995         Partners, L.P.   (3/31/99)

     4.7         Fourth Amendment dated as of March 16, 2000 to      AmeriGas       Form 10-Q           10.2
                 Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995         Partners, L.P.   (6/30/00)

    *4.8         Fifth Amendment dated as of August 1, 2001 to
                 Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995

     4.9         Indenture dated April 4, 2001 among AmeriGas         AmeriGas      Form 10-Q             4
                 Partners, L.P., AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp.,     Partners, L.P.   (6/30/01)
                 and First Union National Bank, as Trustee

    4.10         Indenture dated August 21, 2001 among AmeriGas       AmeriGas     Registration           4.2
                 Partners, L.P., AP Eagle Finance Corp. and        Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                 First Union National Bank as trustee                              Form S-4 (No.
                                                                                     333-72986)

    4.11         Registration Rights Agreement dated as of            AmeriGas     Registration           4.5
                 April 4, 2001 among AmeriGas Partners, L.P.,      Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                 AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp., AmeriGas                            Form S-4 (No.
                 Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Propane, Inc., Credit                      333-72986)
                 Suisse First Boston Corporation and Banc of
                 America Securities, LLC

    4.12         Registration Rights Agreement dated as of            AmeriGas     Registration           4.6
                 August 21, 2001 among AmeriGas Partners, L.P.     Partners, L.P.  Statement on
                 AP Eagle Finance Corp., AmeriGas Propane,                         Form S-4 (No.
                 L.P., AmeriGas Propane, Inc., Credit Suisse                        333-72986)
                 First Boston Corporation and Salomon Smith
                 Barney, Inc.

    10.1         Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as       AmeriGas      Form 10-K            10.1
                 of September 15, 1997 among AmeriGas Propane,     Partners, L.P.   (9/30/97)
                 L.P., AmeriGas Propane, Inc., Petrolane
                 Incorporated, Bank of America National Trust
                 and Savings Association, as Agent, First Union
                 National Bank, as Syndication Agent and
                 certain banks

    10.2         First Amendment dated as of September 15, 1998       AmeriGas      Form 10-K            10.2
                 to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement          Partners, L.P.   (9/30/98)

    10.3         Second Amendment dated as of March 25, 1999 to       AmeriGas      Form 10-Q            10.1
                 Amended and Restated Credit Agreement             Partners, L.P.   (3/31/99)
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 EXHIBIT NO.                     EXHIBIT                            REGISTRANT       FILING            EXHIBIT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    10.4         Third Amendment dated March 22, 2000 to              AmeriGas      Form 10-Q            10.3
                 Amended and Restated Credit Agreement             Partners, L.P.   (6/30/00)

    10.5         Fourth Amendment dated June 6, 2000 to Amended       AmeriGas      Form 10-Q            10.4
                 and Restated Credit Agreement                     Partners, L.P.   (6/30/00)

   *10.6         Fifth Amendment dated as of July 31, 2001 to
                 Amended and Restated Credit Agreement

    10.7         Intercreditor and Agency Agreement dated as of       AmeriGas       Form 10-Q           10.2
                 April 19, 1995 among AmeriGas Propane, Inc.,      Partners, L.P.    (3/31/95)
                 Petrolane Incorporated, AmeriGas Propane,
                 L.P., Bank of America National Trust and
                 Savings Association ("Bank of America") as
                 Agent, Mellon Bank, N.A. as Cash Collateral
                 Sub-Agent, Bank of America as Collateral Agent
                 and certain creditors of AmeriGas Propane, L.P.

   *10.8         First Amendment dated as of July 31, 2001 to
                 Intercreditor and Agency Agreement dated as of
                 April 19, 1995

    10.9         General Security Agreement dated as of April         AmeriGas       Form 10-Q           10.3
                 19, 1995 among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., Bank of    Partners, L.P.    (3/31/95)
                 America National Trust and Savings Association
                 and Mellon Bank, N.A.

   *10.10        First Amendment dated as of July 31, 2001 to
                 General Security Agreement dated as of April
                 19, 1995

    10.11        Subsidiary Security Agreement dated as of            AmeriGas       Form 10-Q           10.4
                 April 19, 1995 among AmeriGas Propane, L.P.,      Partners, L.P.    (3/31/95)
                 Bank of America National Trust and Savings
                 Association as Collateral Agent and Mellon
                 Bank, N.A. as Cash Collateral Agent

   *10.12        First Amendment dated as of July 31, 2001 to
                 Subsidiary Security Agreement dated as of
                 April 19, 1995

    10.13        Restricted Subsidiary Guarantee dated as of          AmeriGas       Form 10-Q           10.5
                 April 19, 1995 by AmeriGas Propane, L.P. for      Partners, L.P.    (3/31/95)
                 the benefit of Bank of America National Trust
                 and Savings Association, as Collateral Agent

    10.14        Trademark License Agreement dated April 19,          AmeriGas       Form 10-Q           10.6
                 1995 among UGI Corporation, AmeriGas, Inc.,       Partners, L.P.    (3/31/95)
                 AmeriGas Propane, Inc., AmeriGas Partners,
                 L.P. and AmeriGas Propane, L.P.

    10.15        Trademark License Agreement dated April 19,          AmeriGas       Form 10-Q           10.7
                 1995 among AmeriGas Propane, Inc., AmeriGas       Partners, L.P.    (3/31/95)
                 Partners, L.P. and AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
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    10.16        Stock Purchase Agreement dated May 27, 1989,        Petrolane     Registration on      10.16(a)
                 as amended and restated July 31, 1989, between    Incorporated/   Form S-1 (No.
                 Texas Eastern Corporation and QFB Partners        AmeriGas, Inc.   33-69450)

    10.17        Amended and Restated Sublease Agreement dated          UGI           Form 10-K          10.35
                 April 1, 1988, between Southwest Salt Co. and      Corporation       (9/30/94)
                 AP Propane, Inc. (the "Southwest Salt Co.
                 Agreement")

    10.18        Letter dated July 8, 1998 pursuant to Article          UGI           Form 10-K          10.5
                 1, Section 1.2 of the Southwest Salt Co.           Corporation       (9/30/99)
                 Agreement re:  option to renew for period of
                 June 1, 2000 to May 31, 2005

    10.19        Financing Agreement dated as of November 5,          AmeriGas        Form 10-K          10.12
                 1997 between AmeriGas Propane, Inc. and           Partners, L.P.     (9/30/97)
                 AmeriGas Propane, L.P.

    10.20        Agreement by Petrolane Incorporated and             Petrolane        Form 10-K          10.13
                 certain of its subsidiaries parties thereto        Incorporated      (9/23/94)
                 ("Subsidiaries") for the Sale of the
                 Subsidiaries' Inventory and Assets to the
                 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company and D.C.H.,
                 Inc., as Purchaser, dated as of December 18,
                 1985

   10.21**       UGI Corporation 1992 Stock Option and Dividend         UGI           Form 10-Q          10(ee.)
                 Equivalent Plan, as amended May 19, 1992           Corporation       (6/30/92)

   10.22**       UGI Corporation Annual Bonus Plan dated March          UGI           Form 10-Q          10.4
                 8, 1996                                            Corporation       (6/30/96)

   10.23**       AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Annual Bonus Plan             AmeriGas        Form 10-K          10.17
                 effective October 1, 1998                         Partners, L.P.     (9/30/99)

   10.24**       1997 Stock Purchase Loan Plan                          UGI           Form 10-K          10.16
                                                                    Corporation       (9/30/97)

   10.25**       UGI Corporation Senior Executive Employee              UGI           Form 10-K          10.12
                 Severance Pay Plan effective January 1, 1997       Corporation       (9/30/97)

   10.26**       AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Executive Employee            AmeriGas        Form 10-Q          10.1
                 Severance Pay Plan effective January 1, 1997      Partners, L.P.     (12/31/96)

   10.27**       Amendment No. 1 to AmeriGas Propane, Inc.            AmeriGas        Form 10-Q           10
                 Executive Employee Severance Pay Plan             Partners, L.P.     (6/30/98)

   10.28**       UGI Corporation 1992 Non-Qualified Stock               UGI           Form 10-K          10.39
                 Option Plan, as Amended                            Corporation       (9/30/00)

  *10.29**       Form of AmeriGas Propane, Inc. 2000 Long-Term
                 Incentive Plan

   10.30**       UGI Corporation 2000 Stock Incentive Plan              UGI           Form 10-Q          10.1
                                                                    Corporation       (6/30/99)
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   10.31**       AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Supplemental Executive        AmeriGas        Form 10-K          10.27
                 Retirement Plan effective October 1, 1996         Partners, L.P.     (9/30/97)

   10.32**       UGI Corporation 1997 Stock Option and Dividend         UGI           Form 10-Q          10.2
                 Equivalent Plan                                    Corporation       (3/31/97)

   10.33**       UGI Corporation Supplemental Executive                 UGI           Form 10-Q           10
                 Retirement Plan Amended and Restated effective     Corporation       (6/30/98)
                 October 1, 1996

   10.34**       Description of Change of Control arrangements          UGI           Form 10-K          10.33
                 for Messrs. Greenberg and Bovaird                  Corporation       (9/30/99)

   10.35**       Description of Change of Control arrangements       AmeriGas         Form 10-K          10.31
                 for Messrs. Bissell, Grady and Knauss             Partners, L.P.     (9/30/99)

   10.36         Purchase Agreement by and among Columbia             AmeriGas         Form 8-K          10.1
                 Energy Group, Columbia Propane Corporation,       Partners, L.P.      (8/8/01)
                 CP Holdings, Inc., Columbia Propane, L.P.,
                 AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Partners, L.P.
                 and AmeriGas Propane, Inc. dated as of
                 January 30, 2001 and amended and restated
                 August 7, 2001

   10.37         Purchase Agreement by and among Columbia             National         Form 8-K          10.5
                 Propane, L.P., CP Holdings, Inc., Columbia           Propane          (4/19/99)
                 Propane Corporation, National Propane             Partners, L.P.
                 Partners, L.P., National Propane Corporation,
                 National Propane SPG, Inc., and Triarc
                 Companies, Inc. dated as of April 5, 1999

   10.38         Capital Contribution Agreement dated as of           AmeriGas         Form 8-K          10.2
                 August 21, 2001 by and between Columbia           Partners, L.P.      (8/21/01)
                 Propane, L.P. and AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
                 acknowledged and agreed to by CP Holdings, Inc.

  *10.39         Promissory Note by National Propane L.P., a
                 Delaware limited partnership in favor of
                 Columbia Propane Corporation dated July 19,
                 1999

  *10.40         Loan Agreement dated July 19, 1999, between
                 National Propane, L.P. and Columbia Propane
                 Corporation

  *10.41         First Amendment dated August 21, 2001 to Loan
                 Agreement dated July 19, 1999 between National
                 Propane, L.P. and Columbia Propane Corporation

  *10.42         Columbia Energy Group Payment Guaranty dated
                 April 5, 1999

  *10.43         Ground Lease dated August 13, 2001 by and
                 between Reading Terminals Corporation and
                 Columbia Propane Corporation
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   *10.44        Master Lease dated August 20, 2001 between
                 AmeriGas Propane, L.P. and Columbia Propane,
                 L.P.

   *10.45        Master Sublease dated August 20, 2001 between
                 AmeriGas Propane, L.P. and Columbia Propane,
                 L.P.

   *10.46        Keep Well Agreement by and between AmeriGas
                 Propane, L.P. and Columbia Propane Corporation
                 dated August 21, 2001

   *10.47        Management Services Agreement effective as of
                 August 21, 2001 between AmeriGas Propane, Inc.
                 and AmeriGas Eagle Holdings, Inc., the general
                 partner of AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P.

     *13         Pages 10 through 23 of the AmeriGas Partners,
                 L.P. Annual Report for the year ended
                 September 30, 2001

     *21         Subsidiaries of AmeriGas Partners, L.P.

     *23         Consent of Arthur Andersen LLP

* Filed herewith.
** As required by Item 14(a)(3), this exhibit is identified as a compensatory plan or arrangement.
(b) Reports on Form 8-K.
The Company filed the following Current Reports on Form 8-K during the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2001:

 DATE        ITEM NUMBER(S)                            CONTENT
7/23/01            5           Advance Notice of Webcast of regular earnings conference call

8/8/01           5,7,9         Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement dated as of 8/7/01 by
                               and among Columbia Energy Group, Columbia Propane
                               Corporation, CP Holdings, Inc., Columbia Propane, L.P., AmeriGas
                               Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Partners, L.P., and AmeriGas Propane, Inc.

8/9/01             9           Amendment to Item 9 on Report on Form 8-K dated 8/8/01

8/21/01           2,7          Completion of Acquisition; Registration Rights Agreement dated
                               August 21, 2001 and Capital Contribution Agreement dated
                               August 21, 2001

8/21/01            7           Financial Statements of Columbia Propane Corporation and
                               Subsidiaries and Pro Forma information
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this Report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.
Date: December 10, 2001 By: AmeriGas Propane, Inc. its General Partner
By: Martha B. Lindsay
 Martha B. Lindsay Vice President - Finance and Chief Financial Officer
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this Report has been signed below on December 10, 2001 by the following persons on behalf of the Registrant and in the capacities with AmeriGas Propane, Inc., General Partner, indicated.

         SIGNATURE                                     TITLE
         ---------                                     -----


Eugene V.N. Bissell                           President, and Chief
---------------------------------             Executive Officer
Eugene V.N. Bissell                           (Principal Executive Officer)
                                              and Director

Lon R. Greenberg                              Chairman and Director
---------------------------------
Lon R. Greenberg

Martha B. Lindsay                             Vice President - Finance
---------------------------------             and Chief Financial Officer
Martha B. Lindsay                             (Principal Financial Officer)

Richard R. Eynon                              Controller and
---------------------------------             Chief Accounting Officer
Richard R. Eynon                              (Principal Accounting Officer)
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Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this Report has been signed below on December 10, 2001 by the following persons on behalf of the Registrant and in the capacities with AmeriGas Propane, Inc., General Partner, indicated.

         SIGNATURE                                          TITLE
         ---------                                          -----


Thomas F. Donovan                                          Director
----------------------------
Thomas F. Donovan

Richard C. Gozon                                           Director
----------------------------
Richard C. Gozon

William J. Marrazzo                                        Director
----------------------------
William J. Marrazzo

James W. Stratton                                          Director
----------------------------
James W. Stratton

Stephen A. Van Dyck                                        Director
----------------------------
Stephen A. Van Dyck

Roger B. Vincent                                           Director
----------------------------
Roger B. Vincent
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this Report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
AMERIGAS FINANCE CORP.

Date:  December 10, 2001                    By: Martha B. Lindsay
                                                -------------------------------
                                                Martha B. Lindsay
                                                Vice President - Finance
                                                and Chief Financial Officer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this Report has been signed below on December 10, 2001 by the following persons on behalf of the Registrant and in the capacities indicated.

         SIGNATURE                                      TITLE
         ---------                                      -----


Eugene V.N. Bissell                           President (Principal Executive
------------------------------                Officer) and Director
Eugene V.N. Bissell


Martha B. Lindsay                             Vice President - Finance
------------------------------                and Chief Financial Officer
Martha B. Lindsay                             (Principal Financial Officer)
                                              and Director

Richard R. Eynon                              Controller and Chief Accounting
------------------------------                Officer (Principal Accounting
Richard R. Eynon                              Officer)


Brendan P. Bovaird                            Director
-----------------------------
Brendan P. Bovaird
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this Report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
AMERIGAS EAGLE FINANCE CORP.

Date:  December 10, 2001                    By: Martha B. Lindsay
                                                -------------------------------
                                                Martha B. Lindsay
                                                Vice President - Finance
                                                and Chief Financial Officer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this Report has been signed below on December 10, 2001 by the following persons on behalf of the Registrant and in the capacities indicated.

         SIGNATURE                                      TITLE
         ---------                                      -----


Eugene V.N. Bissell                           President (Principal Executive
------------------------------                Officer) and Director
Eugene V.N. Bissell


Martha B. Lindsay                             Vice President - Finance
------------------------------                and Chief Financial Officer
Martha B. Lindsay                             (Principal Financial Officer)
                                              and Director

Richard R. Eynon                              Controller and Chief Accounting
------------------------------                Officer (Principal Accounting
Richard R. Eynon                              Officer)


Brendan P. Bovaird                            Director
-----------------------------
Brendan P. Bovaird
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this Report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
AP EAGLE FINANCE CORP.

Date:  December 10, 2001                    By: Martha B. Lindsay
                                                -------------------------------
                                                Martha B. Lindsay
                                                Vice President - Finance
                                                and Chief Financial Officer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this Report has been signed below on December 10, 2001 by the following persons on behalf of the Registrant and in the capacities indicated.

         SIGNATURE                                      TITLE
         ---------                                      -----


Eugene V.N. Bissell                           President (Principal Executive
------------------------------                Officer) and Director
Eugene V.N. Bissell


Martha B. Lindsay                             Vice President - Finance
------------------------------                and Chief Financial Officer
Martha B. Lindsay                             (Principal Financial Officer)
                                              and Director

Richard R. Eynon                              Controller and Chief Accounting
------------------------------                Officer (Principal Accounting
Richard R. Eynon                              Officer)


Brendan P. Bovaird                            Director
-----------------------------
Brendan P. Bovaird
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AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.
AMERIGAS FINANCE CORP.
AMERIGAS EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
AP EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION
FOR INCLUSION IN ANNUAL REPORT ON
FORM 10-K FOR THE FISCAL
YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2001
F-1
AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P. AND SUBSIDIARIES
INDEX TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES
The consolidated financial statements of AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and subsidiaries, together with the report thereon of Arthur Andersen LLP dated November 16, 2001, listed in the following index, are included in AmeriGas Partners' 2001 Annual Report to Unitholders and are incorporated herein by reference. With the exception of the pages listed in this index and information incorporated in Items 5 and 8, the 2001 Annual Report to Unitholders is not to be deemed filed as part of this Report.

                                                                                                       Annual Report
                                                                                  Form 10-K           to Unitholders
                                                                                    (page)                (page)
                                                                                    ------                ------
AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and Subsidiaries

Financial Statements:

     Report of Independent Public Accountants                                      Exhibit 13                23

          Consolidated Balance Sheets as of September 30,
               2001 and 2000                                                       Exhibit 13               10

          Consolidated Statements of Operations for the years
               ended September 30, 2001, 2000 and 1999                             Exhibit 13               11

          Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the years
               ended September 30, 2001, 2000 and 1999                             Exhibit 13               12

          Consolidated Statements of Partners' Capital for the
               years ended September 30, 2001, 2000 and 1999                       Exhibit 13               13

          Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements                               Exhibit 13              14-22

Financial Statements Schedules:

      I-    Condensed Financial Information of Registrant
              (Parent Company)                                                    S-1 to S-3

     II-    Valuation and Qualifying Accounts                                     S-4 to S-5

            Report of Independent Public Accountants
            on Financial Statement Schedules                                          S-6

F-2
AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P. AND SUBSIDIARIES
INDEX TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES (continued)

                                                                      Form 10-K
                                                                        (page)

AmeriGas Finance Corp.

      Report of Independent Public Accountants                            F-5

      Balance Sheets as of September 30, 2001 and 2000                    F-6

      Statements of Stockholder's Equity for the years ended
           September 30, 2001, 2000 and 1999                              F-7

      Note to Financial Statements                                        F-8

AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp.

      Report of Independent Public Accountants                           F-10

      Balance Sheet as of September 30, 2001                             F-11

      Statements of Stockholder's Equity for the period
           from February 22, 2001 (inception) through
           September 30, 2001                                            F-12

      Note to Financial Statements                                       F-13

AP Eagle Finance Corp.

      Report of Independent Public Accountants                           F-15

      Balance Sheet as of September 30, 2001                             F-16

      Statements of Stockholder's Equity for the period
           from April 12, 2001 (inception) through
           September 30, 2001                                            F-17


      Note to Financial Statements                                       F-18

We have omitted all other financial statement schedules because the required information is either (1) not present; (2) not present in amounts sufficient to require submission of the schedule; or (3) the information required is included elsewhere in the financial statements or related notes.
F-3
AMERIGAS FINANCE CORP.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the years ended September 30, 2001, 2000 and 1999
F-4
 
REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
To AmeriGas Finance Corp.:
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of AmeriGas Finance Corp. (a Delaware corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas Partners, L.P.) as of September 30, 2001 and 2000, and the related statements of stockholder's equity for each of the three years in the period ended September 30, 2001. These financial statements are the responsibility of the management of AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based upon our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of AmeriGas Finance Corp. as of September 30, 2001 and 2000, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States.
ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
November 16, 2001
F-5
 
AMERIGAS FINANCE CORP.
 (A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.)
BALANCE SHEETS

                                                              September 30,
                                                              -------------
ASSETS                                                       2001        2000
------                                                       ----        ----
   Cash                                                     $1,000     $1,000
                                                            ------     ------
           Total assets                                     $1,000     $1,000
                                                            ======     ======
STOCKHOLDER'S  EQUITY
---------------------

   Common stock, $.01 par value; 100 shares authorized;
           100 shares issued and outstanding                $    1     $    1
   Additional paid-in capital                                  999        999
                                                            ------     ------
           Total stockholder's equity                       $1,000     $1,000
                                                            ======     ======

See accompanying note to financial statements.
F-6
 
AMERIGAS FINANCE CORP.
 (A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.)
STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY

                                                     Additional
                                           Common     Paid-in      Retained
                                           Stock      Capital      Earnings
                                           -----      -------      --------
BALANCE SEPTEMBER 30, 1999                  $1          $999          $-
                                            --          ----          --
BALANCE SEPTEMBER 30, 2000                   1           999           -
                                            --          ----          --
BALANCE SEPTEMBER 30, 2001                  $1          $999          $-
                                            ==          ====          ==

See accompanying note to financial statements.
F-7
AMERIGAS FINANCE CORP.
 (A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.)
NOTE TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
SEPTEMBER 30, 2001 AND 2000
AmeriGas Finance Corp. (AmeriGas Finance), a Delaware corporation, was formed on March 13, 1995 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas Partners, L.P. (AmeriGas Partners).
On April 19, 1995, AmeriGas Partners issued $100,000,000 face value of 10.125% Senior Notes due April 2007. AmeriGas Finance serves as a co-obligor of these notes.
AmeriGas Partners owns all 100 shares of AmeriGas Finance common stock outstanding.
F-8
AMERIGAS EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the period from February 22, 2001 (inception) through September 30, 2001
F-9
 
REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
To AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp.:
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp. (a Delaware corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas Partners, L.P.) as of September 30, 2001, and the related statements of stockholder's equity for the period from February 22, 2001 (inception) through September 30, 2001. These financial statements are the responsibility of the management of AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based upon our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp. as of September 30, 2001, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States.
ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
November 16, 2001
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AMERIGAS EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
 (a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas Partners, L.P.)
BALANCE SHEET

                                                                  September 30,
                                                                       2001
                                                                       ----
ASSETS

      Cash                                                             $1,000
                                                                       ------
              Total assets                                             $1,000
                                                                       ======

STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY

      Common stock, $.01 par value; 100 shares authorized;
              100 shares issued and outstanding                        $    1
      Additional paid-in capital                                          999
                                                                       ------
              Total stockholder's equity                               $1,000
                                                                       ======

See accompanying note to financial statements.
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AMERIGAS EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
 (a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas Partners, L.P.)
STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY

                                                        Additional
                                             Common      Paid-in       Retained
                                             Stock       Capital       Earnings
                                             -----       -------       --------
BALANCE FEBRUARY 22, 2001                      $-         $  -            $-

Issuance of AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp.
     Common Stock                               1          999             -
                                               --         ----            --
BALANCE SEPTEMBER 30, 2001                     $1         $999            $-
                                               ==         ====            ==

See accompanying note to financial statements.
F-12
AMERIGAS EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
 (A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.)
NOTE TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
SEPTEMBER 30, 2001
AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp. (Eagle Finance), a Delaware corporation, was formed on February 22, 2001 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas Partners, L.P. (AmeriGas Partners).
On April 4, 2001, AmeriGas Partners issued $60,000,000 face value of 10% Senior Notes due April 2006. Eagle Finance serves as a co-obligor of these notes.
AmeriGas Partners owns all 100 shares of Eagle Finance common stock outstanding.
F-13
AP EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the period from April 12, 2001 (inception) through September 30, 2001
F-14
 
REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
To AP Eagle Finance Corp.:
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of AP Eagle Finance Corp. (a Delaware corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas Partners, L.P.) as of September 30, 2001, and the related statements of stockholder's equity for the period from April 12, 2001 (inception) through September 30, 2001. These financial statements are the responsibility of the management of AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based upon our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of AP Eagle Finance Corp. as of September 30, 2001, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States.
ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
November 16, 2001
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AP EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
 (a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas Partners, L.P.)
BALANCE SHEET

                                                               September 30,
                                                                   2001
                                                                   ----
ASSETS

    Cash                                                          $1,000
                                                                  ------
            Total assets                                          $1,000
                                                                  ======

STOCKHOLDER'S  EQUITY

    Common stock, $.01 par value; 100 shares authorized;
            100 shares issued and outstanding                     $    1
    Additional paid-in capital                                       999
                                                                  ------
            Total stockholder's equity                            $1,000
                                                                  ======

See accompanying note to financial statements.
F-16
 
AP EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
 (A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.)
STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY

                                                     Additional
                                          Common       Paid-in     Retained
                                           Stock       Capital     Earnings
                                           -----       -------     --------
BALANCE APRIL 12, 2001                       $-          $  -         $-

Issuance of AP Eagle Finance Corp.
     Common Stock                             1           999          -
                                             --          ----         --
BALANCE SEPTEMBER 30, 2001                   $1          $999         $-
                                             ==          ====         ==

See accompanying note to financial statements.
F-17
AP EAGLE FINANCE CORP.
 (A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.)
NOTE TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
SEPTEMBER 30, 2001
AP Eagle Finance Corp. (AP Eagle Finance), a Delaware corporation, was formed on April 12, 2001 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas Partners, L.P. (AmeriGas Partners).
On August 21, 2001, AmeriGas Partners issued $200,000,000 face value of 8.875% Senior Notes due May 2011. AP Eagle Finance serves as a co-obligor of these notes.
AmeriGas Partners owns all 100 shares of AP Eagle Finance common stock outstanding.
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AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P. AND SUBSIDIARIES
SCHEDULE I - CONDENSED FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF REGISTRANT (PARENT COMPANY)
BALANCE SHEETS
 (Thousands of dollars)

                                                           September 30,
                                                           -------------
                                                        2001            2000
                                                        ----            ----
ASSETS

Cash                                                 $       2       $      --
Accounts receivable                                      8,246           5,063
Investment in AmeriGas Propane, L.P.                   557,122         253,606
Deferred charges                                        11,511           1,998
                                                     ---------       ---------
      Total assets                                   $ 576,881       $ 260,667
                                                     =========       =========

LIABILITIES AND PARTNERS' CAPITAL

Accounts payable                                     $   3,985       $      55
Accrued interest                                         9,662           4,641
                                                     ---------       ---------
      Total current liabilities                         13,647           4,696

Long-term debt                                         359,729         100,000

Partners' capital:
      Common unitholders                               187,001         118,872
      Subordinated unitholders                          28,513          35,542
      General partner                                    2,174           1,557
      Accumulated other comprehensive income           (14,183)             --
                                                     ---------       ---------
      Total partners' capital                          203,505         155,971
                                                     ---------       ---------
      Total liabilities and partners' capital        $ 576,881       $ 260,667
                                                     =========       =========

S-1
 
AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P. AND SUBSIDIARIES
SCHEDULE I - CONDENSED FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF REGISTRANT (PARENT COMPANY)
STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
 (Thousands of dollars)

                                                                                  Year
                                                                                 Ended
                                                                              September 30,
                                                              -------------------------------------------
                                                                  2001            2000              1999
                                                                  ----            ----              ----
Operating expenses                                             $     (4)        $    (53)        $     (2)
Interest expense                                                (15,722)         (10,430)         (10,430)
                                                               --------         --------         --------
Loss before equity in income of AmeriGas Propane, L.P.          (15,726)         (10,483)         (10,432)

Equity in  income before accounting changes
   of AmeriGas Propane, L.P.                                     68,741           25,679           36,067
                                                               --------         --------         --------
Income before equity in accounting changes
   of unconsolidated subsidiaries                                53,015           15,196           25,635

Equity in accounting changes  of AmeriGas Propane, L.P.          12,494               --               --
                                                               --------         --------         --------
Net income                                                     $ 65,509         $ 15,196         $ 25,635
                                                               ========         ========         ========

General partner's interest in net income                       $    655         $    152         $    256
                                                               ========         ========         ========
Limited partners' interest in net income                       $ 64,854         $ 15,044         $ 25,379
                                                               ========         ========         ========
Income per limited partner unit - basis and diluted:
   Income before accounting changes                            $   1.18         $   0.36         $   0.61
   Cumulative effect of accounting changes, net                    0.28               --               --
                                                               --------         --------         --------
   Net income                                                  $   1.46         $   0.36         $   0.61
                                                               ========         ========         ========
Average limited partner units outstanding - basic
   and diluted (thousands)                                       44,453           41,969           41,918
                                                               ========         ========         ========
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AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P. AND SUBSIDIARIES
SCHEDULE I - CONDENSED FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF REGISTRANT (PARENT COMPANY)
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
 (Thousands of dollars)

                                                                               Year
                                                                               Ended
                                                                            September 30,
                                                           ---------------------------------------------
                                                              2001              2000              1999
                                                              ----              ----              ----
CASH  FLOWS  FROM  OPERATING  ACTIVITIES:
     Net income                                            $  65,509         $  15,196         $  25,635
     Reconciliation of net income to net cash from
       operating activities:
        Equity in income of AmeriGas Propane, L.P.           (81,235)          (25,679)          (36,067)
        Other, net                                            (2,617)              306               305
        Increase (decrease) in accounts receivable            (3,183)               --                30
        Increase (decrease) in current liabilities             8,951                53               (28)
                                                           ---------         ---------         ---------
          Net cash used by operating activities              (12,575)          (10,124)          (10,125)
                                                           ---------         ---------         ---------
CASH  FLOWS  FROM  INVESTING  ACTIVITIES:
     Contributions to AmeriGas Propane, L.P.                (294,357)               --               (16)
     Distributions from AmeriGas Propane, L.P.               111,744           103,390           103,255
                                                           ---------         ---------         ---------
          Net cash provided by investing activities         (182,613)          103,390           103,239
                                                           ---------         ---------         ---------
CASH  FLOWS  FROM  FINANCING  ACTIVITIES:
     Distributions                                           (98,435)          (93,266)          (93,130)
     Issuance of long-term debt                              252,833                --                --
     Proceeds from issuance of Common Units                   39,836                --                --
     Capital contribution from General Partner                   956                --                16
                                                           ---------         ---------         ---------
          Net cash provided (used) by
            financing activities                             195,190           (93,266)          (93,114)
                                                           ---------         ---------         ---------

Change in cash and cash equivalents                        $       2         $      --         $      --
                                                           =========         =========         =========
CASH  AND  CASH  EQUIVALENTS:
     End of period                                         $       2         $      --         $      --
     Beginning of period                                          --                --                --
                                                           ---------         ---------         ---------
          Change                                           $       2         $      --         $      --
                                                           =========         =========         =========
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AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P. AND SUBSIDIARIES
SCHEDULE II - VALUATION AND QUALIFYING ACCOUNTS
 (Thousands of dollars)

                                                                          Charged
                                                         Balance at      (credited)                          Balance at
                                                         beginning      to costs and                           end of
                                                          of year         expenses            Other             year
                                                          -------         --------            -----             ----
YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2001

Reserves deducted from assets in
   the consolidated balance sheet:

     Allowance for doubtful accounts                       $ 6,529          $7,497         $ (3,234)(1)        $10,792
                                                           =======                                             =======
     Allowance for amortization of deferred
         financing costs                                   $ 8,835          $2,024         $     --            $10,859
                                                           =======                                             =======
Other reserves:

     Self-insured property and casualty liability          $32,840         $14,281         $(14,055)(2)        $33,066
                                                           =======                                             =======
     Insured property and casualty liability               $ 2,068          $ (602)        $     --            $ 1,466
                                                           =======                                             =======
     Environmental and other                               $10,562          $  (55)        $ (1,276)(2)        $ 9,231
                                                           =======                                             =======

YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2000

Reserves deducted from assets in
   the consolidated balance sheet:

     Allowance for doubtful accounts                       $ 5,998         $ 5,476         $ (4,945)(1)        $ 6,529
                                                           =======                                             =======
     Allowance for amortization of other
         deferred costs                                    $ 1,371         $    99         $ (1,470)(3)        $     -
                                                           =======                                             =======
     Allowance for amortization of deferred
         financing costs                                   $ 7,063         $ 1,772         $      -            $ 8,835
                                                           =======                                             =======
Other reserves:

     Self-insured property and casualty liability          $34,607         $12,138         $(13,905)(2)        $32,840
                                                           =======                                             =======
     Insured property and casualty liability               $ 5,068         $(3,000)        $      -            $ 2,068
                                                           =======                                             =======
     Environmental and other                               $12,165         $  (500)        $ (1,143)(2)        $10,562
                                                           =======                                             =======
                                                                                                 40 (3)
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AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P. AND SUBSIDIARIES
SCHEDULE II - VALUATION AND QUALIFYING ACCOUNTS (CONTINUED)
 (Thousands of dollars)

                                                                       Charged
                                                       Balance at     (credited)                         Balance at
                                                       beginning      to costs and                         end of
                                                        of year        expenses           Other             year
                                                        -------        --------           -----             ----
YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1999

Reserves deducted from assets in
  the consolidated balance sheet:

     Allowance for doubtful accounts                     $ 6,432        $ 3,528        $ (3,962)(1)        $ 5,998
                                                         =======                                           =======
     Allowance for amortization of other
         deferred costs                                  $   584        $   787        $     --            $ 1,371
                                                         =======                                           =======
     Allowance for amortization of deferred
         financing costs                                 $ 5,407        $ 1,656        $     --            $ 7,063
                                                         =======                                           =======
Other reserves:

     Self-insured property and casualty liability        $41,842        $10,952        $(18,187)(2)        $34,607
                                                         =======                                           =======
     Insured property and casualty liability             $ 4,300        $   768        $     --            $ 5,068
                                                         =======                                           =======
     Environmental and other                             $13,167        $    --        $ (1,161)(2)        $12,165
                                                         =======                                           =======
                                                                                            159(3)

(1) Uncollectible accounts written off, net of recoveries.
(2) Payments, net of any refunds
(3) Other adjustments.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
To the Partners of AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and the Board of Directors of AmeriGas Propane, Inc.:
We have audited, in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States, the consolidated financial statements included in the AmeriGas Partners, L.P. annual report to unitholders for the year ended September 30, 2001, incorporated by reference in this Form 10-K, and have issued our report thereon dated November 16, 2001. Our report on the financial statements includes an explanatory paragraph with respect to the changes in the method of accounting for tank installation costs and nonrefundable tank fees and the adoption of SFAS No. 133 as discussed in notes 2 and 4 to the financial statements. Our audits were made for the purpose of forming an opinion on those basic consolidated financial statements taken as a whole. The schedules listed in the index on pages F-2 and F-3 are the responsibility of the management of AmeriGas Propane, Inc. and are presented for purposes of complying with the Securities and Exchange Commission's rules and are not part of the basic financial statements. These schedules have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audits of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, fairly state in all material respects the financial data required to be set forth therein in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
November 16, 2001
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AMENDED AND RESTATED
AGREEMENT OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
OF NATIONAL PROPANE, L.P.
THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED AGREEMENT OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP OF National Propane, L.P. dated as of July 19, 1999 is entered into by and among CP Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation, as the Managing General Partner, Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership as a Class A Limited Partner, and National Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation, as the Special Limited Partner, together with any other Persons who become Partners in the Partnership or parties hereto as provided herein. In consideration of the covenants, conditions and agreements contained herein, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS
1.1 DEFINITIONS.
The following definitions shall be for all purposes, unless otherwise clearly indicated to the contrary, applied to the terms used in this Agreement.
"Additional Limited Partner" means a Person admitted to the Partnership as a Limited Partner pursuant to Section 10.4 and who is shown as such on the books and records of the Partnership.
"Adjusted Capital Account" means the Capital Account maintained for each Partner as of the end of each fiscal year of the Partnership, (a) increased by any amounts that such Partner is obligated to restore under the standards set by Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(c) (or is deemed obligated to restore under Treasury Regulation Sections 1.704-2(g) and 1.704-2(i)(5)) and (b) decreased by (i) the allocated losses and deductions that, as of the end of such fiscal year, are reasonably expected to be allocated to such Partner in subsequent years under Sections 704(e)(2) and 706(d) of the Code and Treasury Regulation Section 1.751-(b)(2)(ii), and (ii) the amount of all distributions that, as of the end of such fiscal year, are reasonably expected to be made to such Partner in subsequent years in accordance with the terms of this Agreement or otherwise to the extent they exceed offsetting increases to such Partner's Capital Account that are reasonably expected to occur during (or prior to) the year in which such distributions are reasonably expected to be made (other than increases as a result of a minimum gain chargeback pursuant to Section 6.1(d)(i) or 6.1(d)(ii)). The foregoing definition of Adjusted Capital Account is intended to comply with the provisions of Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d) and shall be interpreted consistently therewith, the "Adjusted Capital Account" of a Partner in respect of a general partner interest or any other specified interest in the Partnership shall be the amount which such adjusted capital account would be if such general partner interest or other interest in the Partnership were the only interest in the Partnership held by a Partner from and after the date on which such general partner interest or other interest was first issued.
"Adjusted Property" means any property the Carrying Value of which has been adjusted pursuant to Section 5.5(d)(1) or 5.5(d)(ii).
"Affiliate" means, with respect to any Person, any other Person that directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries controls, is controlled by or is under common control with (either directly or indirectly), the Person in question. As used herein, the term "control" means the possession, direct or indirect, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of a Person, whether through ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise.
"Agreed Allocation" means any allocation, other than a Required Allocation, of an item of income, gain, loss or deduction pursuant to the provisions of Section 6.1, including, without limitation, a Curative Allocation (if appropriate to the context in which the term "Agreed Allocation" is used).
"Agreed Value" of any Contributed Property means the fair market value of such property or other consideration at the time of contribution as determined by the Managing General Partner using such reasonable method of valuation as it may adopt, but subject to the Purchase Agreement. The Managing General Partner shall, in its discretion but consistent with the Purchase Agreement, use such method as it deems reasonable and appropriate to allocate the aggregate Agreed Value of Contributed Properties contributed to the Partnership in a single or integrated transaction among each separate property on a basis proportional to the fair market value of each Contributed Property.
"Agreement" means this Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of National Propane, L.P., as it may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.
"Assignee" means a Person to whom a limited partner interest has been transferred in a manner permitted under this Agreement but who has not been admitted as a Substituted Limited Partner.
"Audit Committee" means a committee of the Board of Directors of the Managing General Partner composed entirely of two or more directors who are neither officers, directors or employees of the Managing General Partner or any Affiliate of the Managing General Partner.
"Available Cash" means, with respect to any Quarter ending prior to the Liquidation Date,
(a) the sum of (i) all cash and cash equivalents of the Partnership Group on hand at the end of such Quarter, and (ii) all additional cash and cash equivalents of the Partnership Group on hand on the date of determination of Available Cash with respect to such Quarter resulting from borrowings for working capital purposes, in each case subsequent to the end of such Quarter, less
(b) the amount of any cash reserves that is necessary or appropriate in the reasonable discretion of the Managing General Partner to (i) provide for the proper conduct of the business of the Partnership Group (including reserves for future capital expenditures) subsequent to such Quarter, or (ii) comply with applicable law or any loan agreement, security
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agreement, mortgage, debt instrument or other agreement or obligation to which any member of the Partnership Group is a party or by which it is bound or its assets are subject; provided, however, that disbursements made by a Group Member or cash reserves established, increased or reduced after the end of such Quarter but on or before the date of determination of Available Cash with respect to such Quarter shall be deemed to have been made, established, increased or reduced, for purposes of determining Available Cash, within such Quarter if the Managing General Partner so determines.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, "Available Cash" with respect to the Quarter in which the Liquidation Date occurs and any subsequent Quarter shall equal zero.
"Book-Tax Disparity" means with respect to any item of Contributed Property or Adjusted Property, as of the date of any determination, the difference between the Carrying Value of such Contributed Property or Adjusted Property and the adjusted basis thereof for federal income tax purposes as of such date, A Partner's share of the Partnership's Book-Tax Disparities in all of its Contributed Property and Adjusted Property will be reflected by the difference between such Partner's Capital Account balance as maintained pursuant to Section 5.5 and the hypothetical balance of such Partner's Capital Account computed as if it had been maintained strictly in accordance with federal income tax accounting principles.
"Business Day" means Monday through Friday of each week, except that a legal holiday recognized as such by the government of the United States of America or the States of New York or Virginia shall not be regarded as a Business Day.
"Capital Account" means the capital account maintained for a Partner pursuant to Section 5.5.
"Capital Contribution" means any cash, cash equivalents or the Net Agreed Value of Contributed Property that a Partner contributes to the Partnership pursuant to this Agreement.
"Carrying Value" means (a) with respect to a Contributed Property, the Agreed Value of such property reduced (but not below zero) by all depreciation, amortization and cost recovery deductions charged to the Partners' and Assignees' Capital Accounts in respect of such Contributed Property, and (b) with respect to any other Partnership property, the adjusted basis of such property for federal income tax purposes, in each case, as of the time of determination and adjusted in accordance with Sections 5.5(d)(i) and 5.5(d)(ii) and to reflect changes, additions or other adjustments to the Carrying Value, as deemed appropriate by the Managing General Partner.
"Certificate of Limited Partnership" means the Certificate of Limited Partnership of the Partnership filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware as referenced in Section 2.1, as such Certificate of Limited Partnership may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.
"Class A Limited Partner" means Columbia Propane, L.P. and its successors and permitted assigns as Class A Limited Partners of the Partnership, and any other Person that after the date hereof is admitted to the Partnership as a Class A Limited Partner.
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"Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended and in effect from time to time. Any reference herein to a specific section or sections of the Code shall be deemed to include a reference to any corresponding provision of future law.
"Committed Capital" means (a) with respect to the Managing General Partner, the MLP and the Special Limited Partner (or any successor thereto), the amounts provided on Schedule A, adjusted to reflect any additional Capital Contributions to the Partnership made by such Person and any distributions to such Partner of any portion of such Partner's Capital Contribution or any amount provided on Schedule A, in each case made after July 19, 1999 and (b) with respect to any Partner other than Managing General Partner, the MLP and the Special Limited Partner (or any successor thereto), Such Partner's aggregate Capital Contributions reduced by any distributions to such Partner of any portion of such Partner's Capital Contributions. For purposes of this definition, distributions shall be characterized as a return of a Partner's Capital Contributions or any amount provided on Schedule A only to the extent the aggregate distributions made to such Partner (or any predecessor) exceeds the aggregate Net Income allocated to such Partner (or any predecessor) pursuant to Article VI hereunder.
"Contributed Property" means each item of property or other asset, in such form as may be permitted by the Delaware Act, but excluding cash, contributed to the Partnership. Once the Carrying Value of a Contributed Property is adjusted pursuant to Section 5.5(d), such property shall no longer constitute a Contributed Property, but shall be deemed an Adjusted Property.
"Curative Allocation" means any allocation of an item of income, gain, deduction, loss or credit pursuant to the provisions of Section 6.1(d)(ix).
"Debt Indemnity" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.2(a) of the Purchase Agreement.
"Delaware Act" means the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act, 6 Del C. ss. 17-101, et seq., as amended, Supplemented or restated from time to time, and any successor to such statute.
"Departing Partner" means a former General Partner from and after the effective date of any withdrawal or removal of such former General Partner pursuant to Section 11.1 or 11.2.
"Economic Risk of Loss" has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulation Section 1.752-2(a).
"Effective Tax Rate" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.2 of the Purchase Agreement.
"Event of Withdrawal" has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 11.1.
"General Partners" means the Managing General Partner and any other Person that after the date hereof is admitted to the Partnership as a general partner.
"Group Member" means a member of the Partnership Group.
"Indemnified Debt" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.2(a) of the Purchase Agreement.
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"Indemnitee" means (a) each General Partner, any Departing Partner and any Person who is or was an Affiliate of one of the General Partners or any Departing Partner, (b) any Person who is or was after the date hereof a director, officer, employee, agent or trustee of the Partnership, the MLP or any Subsidiary, (c) any Person who is or was after the date hereof a director, officer, employee, agent or trustee of any General Partner or any Departing Partner or any such Affiliate, and (d) any Person who is or was after the date hereof serving at the request of any General Partner or any Departing Partner or any such Affiliate as a director, officer, employee, partner, agent, fiduciary or trustee of another Person, provided, that a Person shall not be an Indemnitee by reason of providing, on a fee-for-services basis, trustee, fiduciary or custodial services.
"Limited Partner" means the Class A Limited Partner, the Special Limited Partner and any other Person that is admitted to the Partnership as a limited partner of any class pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, but the term Limited Partner shall not include any Person from and after the time such Person withdraws as a Limited Partner from the Partnership.
"Liquidation Date" means (a) in the case of an event giving rise to the dissolution of the Partnership of the type described in clauses (a) and (b) of the first sentence of Section 12.2, the date on which the applicable time period during which the Class A Limited Partners have the right to elect to reconstitute the Partnership and continue its business has expired without such an election being made, and (b) in the case of any other event giving rise to the dissolution of the Partnership, the date on which such event occurs.
"Liquidator" means one or more Persons selected by the Managing General Partner to perform the functions described in Section 12.3.
"Managing General Partner" means CP Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation, and its successors and permitted assigns as Managing General Partner of the Partnership and any other Person that after the date hereof holds an interest as managing general partner in the Partnership.
"Merger Agreement" has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 14.1.
WLP" means Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership.
WLP Agreement" means the Agreement of Limited Partnership of the MLP, dated as of March 30, 1999.
"Net Agreed Value" means, (a) in the case of any Contributed Property, the Agreed Value of such property reduced by any liabilities either assumed by the Partnership upon such contribution or to which such property is subject when contributed, and (b) in the case of any property distributed to a Partner by the Partnership, the Partnership's Carrying Value of such property (as adjusted pursuant to Section 5.5(d)(ii)) at the time such property is distributed, reduced by any indebtedness either assumed by such Partner upon such distribution or to which such property is subject at the time of distribution, in either case, as determined under Section 752 of the Code.
"Net Income" means, for any taxable year, the excess, if any, of the Partnership's items of income and gain (other than those items taken into account in the computation of Net
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Termination Gain or Net Termination Loss) for such taxable year over the Partnership's items of loss and deduction (other than those items taken into account in the computation of Net Termination Gain or Net Termination Loss) for such taxable year. The items included in the calculation of Net Income shall be determined in accordance with Section 5.5(b) and shall not include any items specially allocated under Section 6.1(d).
"Net Loss" means, for any taxable year, the excess, if any, of the Partnership's items of loss and deduction (other than those items taken into account in the computation of Net Termination Gain or Net Termination Loss) for such taxable year over the Partnership's items of income and gain (other than those items taken into account in the computation of Net Termination Gain or Net Termination Loss) for such taxable year. The items included in the calculation of Net Loss shall be determined in accordance with Section 5.5(b) and shall not include any items specially allocated under Section 6.1(d).
"Net Termination Gain" means, for any taxable year, the sum, if positive, of all items of income, gain, loss or deduction recognized by the Partnership after the Liquidation Date. The items included in the determination of Net Termination Gain shall be determined in accordance with Section 5.5(b) and shall not include any items of income, gain, loss or deduction specially allocated under Section 6.1(d).
"Net Termination Loss" means, for any taxable year, the sum, if negative, of all items of income, gain, loss or deduction recognized by the Partnership after the Liquidation Date. The items included in the determination of Net Termination Loss shall be determined in accordance with Section 5.5(b) and shall not include any items of income, gain, loss or deduction specially allocated under Section 6.1(d).
"Nonrecourse Built-in Gain" means with respect to any Contributed Properties or Adjusted Properties that are subject to a mortgage or pledge securing a Nonrecourse Liability, the amount of any taxable gain that would be allocated to the Partners pursuant to Sections 6.2(b)(i)(A), 6.2(b)(ii)(A) and 6.2(b)(iii) if such properties were disposed of in a taxable transaction in full satisfaction of such liabilities and for no other consideration.
"Nonrecourse Deductions" means any and all items of loss, deduction or expenditures (described. in Section 705(a)(2)(B) of the Code) that, in accordance with the principles of Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(b), are attributable to a Nonrecourse Liability.
"Nonrecourse Liability" has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulation Section 1.752-1(a)(2).
"OLP Subsidiary" means a Subsidiary of the Partnership.
"Opinion of Counsel" means a written opinion of counsel (who may be regular inside or outside counsel to the Managing General Partner or any Affiliate of the Managing General Partner) acceptable to the Managing General Partner in its reasonable discretion.
"Partner Nonrecourse Debt" has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(b)(4).
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"Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain" has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(i)(2).
"Partner Nonrecourse Deductions" means any and all items of loss, deduction or expenditure (including, without limitation, any expenditure described in Section 705(a)(2)(B) of the Code) that, in accordance with the principles of Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(i), are attributable to a Partner Nonrecourse Debt.
"Partners" means the General Partners and the Limited Partners.
"Partnership" means National Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, and any successors thereto.
"Partnership Group" means the Partnership and the OLP Subsidiaries, treated as a single consolidated entity.
"Partner Interest" means the interest of a Partner in the Partnership.
"Partnership Minimum Gain" means that amount determined in accordance with the principles of Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(d).
"Percentage Interest" means the percentage interest in the Partnership held by a Partner, expressed as a percentage, arrived at by dividing the aggregate Committed Capital of such Partner (or any predecessor) at such time by the aggregate Committed Capital of all the Partners (or any predecessors) at such time.
"Person" means an individual or a corporation, limited liability company, partnership, joint venture, trust, unincorporated organization, association, government agency or political subdivision thereof or other entity.
"Purchase Agreement" means the Purchase Agreement dated as of April 5, 1999, by and among the MLP, the Managing General Partner, Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation, National Propane Partners, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, the Special Limited Partner, National Propane SGP, Inc., a Delaware corporation and Triarc Companies, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
"Quarter" means, unless the context requires otherwise, a fiscal quarter of the Partnership.
"Recapture Income" means any gain recognized by the Partnership (computed without regard to any adjustment required by Sections 734 or 743 of the Code) upon the disposition of any property or asset of the Partnership, which gain is characterized as ordinary income because it represents the recapture of deductions previously taken with respect to such property or asset.
"Required Allocations" means (a) any limitation imposed on any allocation of Net Losses or Net Termination Losses under Section 6.1(b) or 6.1(c)(ii) and (b) any allocation of an item of income, gain, loss or deduction pursuant to Section 6.1(d)(i), 6.1(d)(ii), 6.1(d)(iii), 6.1(d)(iv), 6.1(d)(v), 6.1(d)(vi) or 6.1(d)(viii).
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"Residual Gain" or "Residual Loss" means any item of gain or loss, as the case may be, of the Partnership recognized for federal income tax purposes resulting from a sale, exchange or other disposition of a Contributed Property or Adjusted Property, to the extent such item of gain or loss is not allocated pursuant to Section 6.2(b)(i)(A) or 6.2(b)(ii)(A), respectively, to eliminate Book-Tax Disparities.
"Special Approval" means approval by a majority of the members of the Audit Committee.
"Special Limited Partner" means National Propane Corporation and its successors and permitted assigns as Special Limited Partner of the Partnership.
"Subsidiary" means, with respect to any Person, (a) a corporation of which more than 50% of the voting power of shares entitled (without regard to the occurrence of any contingency) to vote in the election of directors or other governing body of such corporation is owned, directly or indirectly, at the date of determination, by such Person, by one or more Subsidiaries of such Person or a combination thereof, (b) a partnership (whether general or limited) in which such Person or a Subsidiary of such Person is, at the date of determination, a general or limited partner of such partnership, but only if more than 50% of the Partner Interests of such partnership (considering all of the Partner Interests of the partnership as a single class) is owned, directly or indirectly, at the date of determination, by such Person, by one or more Subsidiaries of such Person or a combination thereof or (c) any other Person (other than a corporation or a partnership) in which such Person, one or more Subsidiaries of such Person, or a combination thereof, directly or indirectly, at the date of determination has (i) at least a majority ownership interest or (ii) the power to elect or direct the election of a majority of the directors or other governing body of such Person.
"Substituted Limited Partner" means a Person who is admitted as a Limited Partner to the Partnership pursuant to Section 10.2 in place of and with all the rights of a Limited Partner and who is shown as a Limited Partner on the books and records of the Partnership.
"Surviving Business Entity" has the meaning assigned to such term in
Section 14.2(b).
"Transfer" has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 4.1(a).
"Unrealized Gain" attributable to any item of Partnership property means, as of any date of determination, the excess, if any, of (a) the fair market value of such property as of such date (as determined under Section 5.5(d)) over (b) the Carrying Value of such property as of such date (prior to any adjustment to be made pursuant to Section 5.5(d) as of such date).
"Unrealized Loss" attributable to any item of Partnership property means, as of any date of determination, the excess, if any, of (a) the Carrying Value of such property as of such date (prior to any adjustment to be made pursuant to Section 5.5(d) as of such date) over (b) the fair market value of such property as of such date (as determined under Section 5.5(d)).
"U.S. GAAP" means United States Generally Accepted Accounting Principles consistently applied.
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"Withdrawal Opinion of Counsel" has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 11.1(b).
1.2 CONSTRUCTION.
Unless the context requires otherwise: (a) any pronoun used in this Agreement shall include the corresponding masculine, feminine or neuter forms, and the singular form of nouns, pronouns and verbs shall include the plural and vice versa; (b) references to Articles and Sections refer to Articles and Sections of this Agreement, and (c) "include" or "includes" means includes, without limitation, and "including" means including, without limitation.
ARTICLE II
ORGANIZATION
2.1 FORMATION; CONTINUATION.
The Partnership was formed as a Delaware limited partnership as of March 16, 1996, pursuant to the filing of the Certificate of Limited Partnership with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware, and the parties hereby agree to continue the Partnership as a limited partnership under the Delaware Act. The Managing General Partner, the MLP and the Special Limited Partner hereby amend and restate in its entirety the amended Agreement of Limited Partnership of National Propane, L.P. dated as of July 2, 1996, as previously amended and supplemented. This amendment and restatement shall become effective on the date of this Agreement. Except as expressly provided to the contrary in this Agreement, the rights and obligations of the Partners and the administration, dissolution and termination of the Partnership shall be governed by the Delaware Act. All Partner Interests shall constitute personal property of the owner thereof for all purposes. Pursuant to this amendment and restatement, the existing limited partner interests in the Partnership have been reclassified into two separate classes, the Class A Limited Partner Partner Interests and the Special Limited Partner Partner Interests, having such relative rights, powers and duties as this Agreement provides.
2.2 NAME.
The name of the Partnership shall be "National Propane, L.P." The Partnership's business may be conducted under any other name or names deemed necessary or appropriate by the Managing General Partner, including, in its sole discretion, the name of the Managing General Partner. The words "Limited Partnership," "L.P.," "Ltd." or similar words or letters shall be included in the Partnership's name where necessary for the purpose of complying with the laws of any jurisdiction that so requires. The Managing General Partner in its discretion may change the name of the Partnership at any time and from time to time and shall notify the Limited Partners of such change in the next regular communication to the Limited Partners.
2.3 REGISTERED OFFICE; REGISTERED AGENT; PRINCIPAL OFFICE; OTHER OFFICES.
Unless and until changed by the Managing General Partner, the registered office of the Partnership in the State of Delaware shall be located at 1209 Orange Street, New Castle County, Wilmington, Delaware 19801, and the registered agent for service of process on the Partnership
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in the State of Delaware at such registered office shall be CT Corporation System. The principal office of the Partnership shall be located at 9200 Arboretum Parkway, Suite 140, Richmond, Virginia 23235 or such other place as the Managing General Partner may from time to time designate by notice to the Limited Partners. The Partnership may maintain offices at such other place or places within or outside the State of Delaware as the General Partner deems necessary or appropriate. The address of the Managing General Partner shall be 9200 Arboretum Parkway, Suite 140, Richmond, VA 23235 or such other place as the Managing General Partner may from time to time designate by notice to the Limited Partners.
2.4 PURPOSE AND BUSINESS.
The purpose and nature of the business to be conducted by the Partnership shall be to (a) manage and operate the assets of the Partnership and any similar assets or properties, and to engage directly in, or to enter into or form any corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company or other arrangement to engage indirectly in, any type of business or activity engaged in by the Partnership prior to the date hereof and, in connection therewith, to exercise all of the rights and powers conferred upon the Partnership pursuant to the agreements relating to such business activity, (b) engage directly in, or enter into or form any corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company or other arrangement to engage indirectly in, any business activity that is approved by the Managing General Partner and which may lawfully be conducted by a limited partnership organized pursuant to the Delaware Act and, in connection therewith, to exercise all of the rights and powers conferred upon the Partnership pursuant to the agreements relating to such business activity and (c) do anything necessary or appropriate to the foregoing, including the making of capital contributions or loans to any Group Member, the MLP or any Subsidiary of the MLP. The Managing General Partner and its Affiliates have no obligation or duty to the Partnership, the Limited Partners, or the Assignees to propose or approve, and in its discretion may decline to propose or approve, the conduct by the Partnership of any business.
2.5 POWERS.
The Partnership shall be empowered to do any and all acts and things necessary, appropriate, proper, advisable, incidental to or convenient for the furtherance and accomplishment of the purposes and business described in Section 2.4 and for the protection and benefit of the Partnership.
2.6 POWER OF ATTORNEY.
(a) Each of the Limited Partners hereby constitutes and appoints the Managing General Partner and, if a Liquidator shall have been selected pursuant to Section 12.3, the Liquidator, severally (and any successor to the Liquidator by merger, transfer, assignment, election or otherwise) and each of their authorized officers and attorneys-in-fact, as the case may be, with full power of substitution, as his true and lawful agent and attorney-in-fact, with full power and authority in his name, place and stead, to:
(i) execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record in the appropriate public offices (A) all certificates, documents and other instruments (including this
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Agreement and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments or restatements hereof or thereof) that the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator deems necessary or appropriate to form, qualify or continue the existence or qualification of the Partnership as a limited partnership (or a partnership in which the limited partners have limited liability) in the State of Delaware and in all other Jurisdictions in which the Partnership may conduct business or own property; (B) all certificates, documents and other instruments that the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator deems necessary or appropriate to reflect, in accordance with its terms, any amendment, change, modification or restatement of this Agreement; (C) all certificates, documents and other instruments (including conveyances and a certificate of cancellation) that the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator deems necessary or appropriate to reflect the dissolution and liquidation of the Partnership pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, (D) all certificates, documents and other instruments relating to the admission, withdrawal, removal or substitution of any Partner pursuant to, or other events described in, Article IV, X, XI or XII, (E) all certificates, documents and other instruments relating to the determination of the rights, preferences and privileges of any class or series of Partner Interests, and (F) all certificates, documents and other instruments (including agreements and a certificate of merger) relating to a merger or consolidation of the Partnership pursuant to Article XIV; and
(ii) execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record all ballots, consents, approvals, waivers, certificates, documents and other instruments necessary or appropriate, in the discretion of the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator, to make, evidence, give, confirm or ratify any vote, consent, approval, agreement or other action that is made or given by the Partners hereunder or is consistent with the terms of this Agreement or is necessary or appropriate, in the discretion of the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator, to effectuate the terms or intent of this Agreement; provided, that when the approval of the Class A Limited Partners is required by any provision of this Agreement or the approval of the Special Limited Partner is required by Section 13.2, the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator may exercise the power of attorney made in this Section 2.6(a)(ii) only after the necessary vote, consent or approval of the Limited Partners is obtained.
(b) The foregoing power of attorney is hereby declared to be irrevocable and a power coupled with an interest, and it shall survive and, to the maximum extent permitted by law, not be affected by the subsequent death, incompetency, disability, incapacity, dissolution, bankruptcy or termination of the Limited Partners and the transfer of all or any portion of the Limited Partners' Partner Interest and shall extend to the Limited Partners' heirs, successors, assigns and personal representatives. The Limited Partners hereby agree to be bound by any representation made by the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator acting in good faith pursuant to such power of attorney; and the Limited Partners hereby waive, to the maximum extent permitted by law, any and all defenses that may be available to contest, negate or disaffirm the action of the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator taken in good faith under such power of attorney. The Limited Partners shall execute and deliver to the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator, within 15 days after receipt of the request therefor, such further designation, powers of attorney and other instruments as the Managing General Partner or the Liquidator deems necessary to effectuate this Agreement and the purposes of the Partnership.
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2.7 TERM.
The Partnership commenced upon the filing of the Certificate of Limited Partnership in accordance with the Delaware Act and shall continue in existence until the close of Partnership business on December 31, 2080, or until the earlier termination of the Partnership in accordance with the provisions of Article XII.
2.8 TITLE TO PARTNERSHIP ASSETS.
Title to Partnership assets, whether real, personal or mixed and whether tangible or intangible, shall be deemed to be owned by the Partnership as an entity, and no Partner individually or collectively, shall have any ownership interest in such Partnership assets or any portion thereof Title to any or all of the Partnership assets may be held in the name of the Partnership, the Managing General Partner, one or more of its Affiliates or one or more nominees, as the Managing General Partner may determine. The Managing General Partner hereby declares and warrants that any Partnership assets for which record title is held in the name of the Managing General Partner, one or more of its Affiliates or one or more nominees shall be held by the Managing General Partner or such Affiliate or nominee for the use and benefit of the Partnership in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement; provided, however, that the Managing General Partner shall use reasonable efforts to cause record title to such assets (other than those assets in respect of which the Managing General Partner determines that the expense and difficulty of conveyancing makes transfer of record title to the Partnership impracticable) to be vested in the Partnership as soon as reasonably practicable; provided, further, that, prior to the withdrawal or removal of the Managing General Partner or as soon thereafter as practicable, the Managing General Partner shall use reasonable efforts to effect the transfer of record title to the Partnership and, prior to any such transfer, will provide for the use of such assets in a manner satisfactory to the Managing General Partner. All Partnership assets shall be recorded as the property of the Partnership in its books and records, irrespective of the name in which record title to such Partnership assets is held.
ARTICLE III
RIGHTS OF THE LIMITED PARTNERS
3.1 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
The Limited Partners shall have no liability under this Agreement except as expressly provided in this Agreement or the Delaware Act.
3.2 MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS.
No Limited Partner (other than the Managing General Partner, or any of its Affiliates or any officer, director, employee, partner, agent or trustee of the Managing General Partner or any of its Affiliates, or any officer, director, employee or agent of a Group Member, in its capacity as such, if such Person shall also be a Limited Partner) shall participate in the operation, management or control (within the meaning of Section 17-303(a) of the Delaware Act) of the Partnership's business, transact any business in the Partnership's name or have the power to sign documents for or otherwise bind the Partnership. Any action taken by any Affiliate of the
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Managing General Partner or any officer, director, employee, partner, agent or trustee of the Managing General Partner or any of its Affiliates, or any officer, member of the board of directors, employee or agent of a Group Member, the NILP or any Subsidiary of the MLP, in its capacity as such, shall not be deemed to be participation in the control of the business of the Partnership by a limited partner of the Partnership (within the meaning of the Delaware Act) and shall not affect, impair or eliminate the limitations on the liability of the Limited Partners under this Agreement.
3.3 RIGHTS OF LIMITED PARTNERS RELATING TO THE PARTNERSHIP.
(a) In addition to other rights provided by this Agreement or by applicable law, and except as limited by Section 3.3(b), and subject to such reasonable standards (including standards governing what information and documents are to be furnished, at what time and location) as may be established by the Managing General Partner consistent with applicable law, each of the Limited Partners shall have the right, for a purpose reasonably related to such Limited Partner's interest as a limited partner in the Partnership, upon reasonable demand and at the Limited Partner's own expense:
(i) to obtain true and full information regarding the status of the business and financial condition of the Partnership,
(ii) promptly after becoming available, to obtain a copy of the Partnership's federal, state and local tax returns for each year;
(iii) to have furnished to it, a current list of the name and last known business residence or mailing address of each Partner;
(iv) to have furnished to it, a copy of this Agreement and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments thereto, together with a copy of the executed copies of all powers of attorney pursuant to which this Agreement, the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments thereto have been executed;
(v) to obtain information regarding the amount of cash and a description and statement of the Net Agreed Value of any other Capital Contribution by each Partner and which each Partner has agreed to contribute in the future, and the date on which each became a Partner; and
(vi) to obtain such other information regarding the affairs of the Partnership as is just and reasonable.
(b) The Managing General Partner may keep confidential from any or all of the Limited Partners and Assignees, for such period of time as the Managing General Partner deems reasonable, (i) any information that the Managing General Partner reasonably believes to be in the nature of trade secrets or (ii) other information the disclosure of which the Managing General Partner in good faith believes (A) is not in the best interests of the MLP or the Partnership Group, (B) could damage the MLP or the Partnership Group or its business or (C) that the MLP or any Group Member is required by law or by agreement with any third party
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to keep confidential (other than agreements with Affiliates the primary purpose of which is to circumvent the obligations set forth in this Section 3.3).
(c) Except as required by law or with the written consent of the Managing General Partner, each Limited Partner shall keep confidential and not disclose to any third party any information provided to it under this Agreement or under law.
3.4 OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES OF THE LIMITED PARTNERS.
Any Limited Partner shall be entitled to and may have business interests and engage in business activities in addition to those relating to the Partnership, including business interests and activities in direct competition with the Partnership Group.
ARTICLE IV
TRANSFER OF PARTNER INTERESTS
4.1 TRANSFER GENERALLY.
(a) The term "transfer," when used in this Agreement with respect to a Partner Interest, shall be deemed to refer to a transaction by which a Partner assigns its Partner Interest to another Person, and includes a sale, assignment, gift, pledge, encumbrance, hypothecation, mortgage, exchange or any other disposition by law or otherwise.
(b) No Partner Interest shall be transferred, in whole or in part, except in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in this Article IV. Any transfer or purported transfer of a Partner Interest not made in accordance with this Article IV shall be null and void.
(c) Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent a disposition by any shareholder of a General Partner of any or all of the issued and outstanding capital stock of a General Partner.
4.2 TRANSFER OF GENERAL PARTNER PARTNER INTEREST.
A General Partner may transfer all or any part of its Partner Interest as the General Partner of the Partnership to any Person and the Limited Partners hereby expressly consent to any such transfer.
4.3 TRANSFER OF LIMITED PARTNER PARTNER INTERESTS.
Any Class A Limited Partner may transfer any or all of its Partner Interest as a limited partner of the Partnership to any Person and following any such transfer such Person may become a Substituted Limited Partner pursuant to Article X. Without the prior written consent of the Managing General Partner, the Special Limited Partner may not transfer any part of its Partner Interest, other that as set forth in Section 4.5; provided that notwithstanding the foregoing, the Special Limited Partner may transfer all, but not less than all, of its Partner Interest to any affiliate of the Special Limited Partner, and for this purpose only "affiliate" shall
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have the meaning assigned to such term in Rule 12b-2 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
4.4 RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSFERS.
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Article IV, no transfer of any Partner Interest shall be made if such transfer would (i) violate the then applicable federal or state securities laws or rules and regulations of the Commission, any state securities commission or any other governmental authorities with jurisdiction over such transfer, (ii) terminate the existence or qualification of the Partnership under the laws of the jurisdiction of its formation or (iii) cause the Partnership to be treated as an association taxable as a corporation or otherwise to be taxed as an entity for federal income tax purposes (to the extent not already so treated or taxed).
(b) The Managing General Partner may impose restrictions on the transfer of Partner Interests if a subsequent Opinion of Counsel determines that such restrictions are necessary to avoid a significant risk of the Partnership's or the MLP's becoming taxable as a corporation or otherwise to be taxed as an entity for federal income tax purposes. The restrictions may be imposed by making such amendments to this Agreement as the Managing General Partner may determine to be necessary or appropriate to impose such restrictions.
4.5 PUT AND CALL TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING SPECIAL LIMITED PARTNER PARTNER INTERESTS.
(a) At any time, the Special Limited Partner may require, upon 30 days prior written notice to the Managing General Partner and the Partnership, that the Partnership purchase all (but not less than all) of the Special Limited Partner's Partner Interest; provided that as a condition to the obligation of the Partnership to purchase such Special Limited Partner's Partner Interest, (i) the Special Limited Partner must deliver good and valid title to the Special Limited Partner's Partner Interest, free and clear of all liens, claims and other encumbrances and (ii) any waiting periods under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, as amended (the "HSR Act"), or otherwise, shall have expired or been terminated. The Partnership may elect to have an Affiliate make such purchase. The purchase price shall consist of cash in an amount equal to the fair market value of the Special Limited Partner's Partner Interest as of the date of the notice, determined by a nationally recognized independent appraiser or investment banking firm selected by the Managing General Partner. Any payment pursuant to this paragraph shall be made by wire transfer of immediately available funds no later than 30 days after the date of such notice. The Partnership shall not be obligated to purchase the Special Limited Partner's Partner Interest unless the Special Limited Partner delivers good and valid title to the Special Limited Partner's Partner Interest, free and clear of all liens, claims and other encumbrances.
(b) At any time, the Managing General Partner may require, upon 30 days prior written notice to the Special Limited Partner, that the Special Limited Partner sell to the Partnership all (but not less than all) of the Special Limited Partner's Partner Interest in consideration of (i) the payment of the cash price as provided in Section 4.5(a), and (ii) an additional amount in cash, if such sale is consummated prior to July 19, 2009, equal to (A) any incremental gain realized by the Special Limited Partner resulting from a decrease in its share of
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Indemnified Debt, multiplied by (B) a fraction, the numerator of which is the Effective Tax Rate and the denominator of which is one minus the Effective Tax Rate. Such purchase shall be effected no later than 30 days after the date of the notice. Any payment pursuant to this paragraph shall be made by wire transfer of immediately available funds no later than 30 days after the date of such notice, subject to the prior expiration or termination of any applicable waiting periods under the HSR Act or otherwise. The Special Limited Partner shall deliver good and valid title to the Special Limited Partner Partner Interest free and clear of all liens, claims and other encumbrances in the event this call right is exercised.
ARTICLE V
CONTRIBUTIONS AND INITIAL TRANSFERS
5.1 INITIAL CONTRIBUTIONS.
(a) In connection with the formation of the Partnership under the Delaware Act and pursuant to an Agreement of Limited Partnership dated March 15, 1996 and an Amended Agreement of Limited Partnership dated June 21, 1996,
(i) the Special Limited Partner and National Propane SGP, Inc., each made a Capital Contribution to the Partnership in the aggregate amount of $20.96 in exchange for a 2.0956% interest in the Partnership and each was admitted as a general partner of the Partnership, (ii) National Propane Partners, L.P. made a net Capital Contribution to the Partnership in the amount of $.01 in exchange for a .0001% interest in the Partnership and was admitted as a limited partner of the Partnership and (iii) the Special Limited Partner and National Propane SGP, Inc. contributed an aggregate $958.07 in exchange for a 95.8087% limited partner interest in the Partnership. The Special Limited Partner received a managing general partner interest and National Propane SGP, Inc. received a non-managing general partner interest.
(b) On July 2, 1996;
(i) The Special Limited Partner and National Propane SGP, Inc. conveyed substantially all of their assets to the Partnership. In exchange, the Partnership (A) increased the general partner interests of the Partnership so that each of the Special Limited Partner and National Propane SGP, Inc. had a 2.2648% general partner interest in the Partnership, (B) decreased the limited partner interests of the Partnership so that the Special Limited Partner and National Propane SGP, Inc. had a combined 95.4703% limited partner interest in the Partnership and (C) assumed certain liabilities.
(ii) The Special Limited Partner and National Propane SGP, L.P., thereafter conveyed all their limited partner interest in the Partnership to National Propane Partners, L.P., in exchange for the interests received pursuant to Section 5.2 of the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of National Propane Partners, L.P. dated as of July 2, 1996.
(iii) After the Partnership utilized approximately $62.2 million received pursuant to Section 5.1(b)(i) above to repay a portion of the indebtedness assumed in Section 5.1(b)(ii) above, National Propane Partners, L.P. contributed approximately
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$118.2 million to the Partnership. As a result of these conveyances, National Propane Partners, L.P. received an additional limited partner interest in the Partnership so that its aggregate limited partner interest in the Partnership was 97.9798% and the Special Limited Partner and National Propane SGP, Inc. each had a 1.0101% general partner interest in the Partnership.
5.2 CONTRIBUTIONS PURSUANT TO THE PURCHASE AGREEMENT.
(a) On July 19, 1999, pursuant to the Purchase Agreement, the Special Limited Partner caused (i) National Propane Partners, L.P. to redeem (A) all 1.0% of the unsubordinated general partner interests in National Propane Partners, L.P. owned by National Propane SGP, Inc. in exchange for the simultaneous distribution to National Propane SGP, Inc. of a 0.9798% limited partner interest in the Partnership, (B) all 4,533,638 outstanding units representing subordinated general partner interests in National Propane Partners, L.P. and all incentive distribution rights representing general partner interests in National Propane Partners, L.P. owned by the Special Limited Partner in exchange for the simultaneous distribution to the Special Limited Partner of a 22.6351% limited partner interest in the Partnership and
(C) all 1.0% of the unsubordinated general partner interests in National Propane Partners, L.P. owned by the Special Limited Partner (other than a general partner interest valued at $1,000, which was subsequently purchased by the Managing General Partner for $1,000) in exchange for the simultaneous distribution to the Special Limited Partner of a 0.9798% limited partner interest in the Partnership, and immediately thereafter, (ii) the Partnership to redeem all of the units representing limited partner interests in the Partnership owned by the Special Limited Partner other than a 1.0% limited partner interest (inclusive of the interest in (C) above) in exchange for the simultaneous assignment and distribution to the Special Limited Partner of the promissory note in the original amount of $40,700,000, the principal amount of which (at the time of the assignment and distribution referred to in this clause
(ii)) will be $15,816,280, issued by Triarc Companies, Inc. to the order of the Partnership.
(b) Immediately thereafter, (i) the MLP purchased all of the limited partner interests in the Partnership owned by National Propane SGP, Inc. for an aggregate consideration of $686,000, and (ii) the Managing General Partner purchased (A) all of the general partner interests in the Partnership owned by National Propane SGP, Inc. for an aggregate consideration of $707,000, and (B) all of the general partner interests in the Partnership owned by the Special Limited Partner (other than a general partner interest valued at $ 1,000, which was subsequently purchased by the Managing General Partner for $1,000) for an aggregate consideration of $706,000. As contemplated by the Purchase Agreement, pursuant to this Agreement, the 1.0% limited partner interest referred to above has been converted into the Special Limited Partner Partner Interest.
5.3 ADDITIONAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS.
The Special Limited Partner may, but shall not be obligated to, make additional Capital Contributions from time to time to the Partnership in order to maintain its Percentage Interest at 1.0%. Except as provided in the immediately preceding sentence, no Limited Partner shall be entitled to make additional Capital Contributions to the Partnership without prior written consent
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of the Managing General Partner. The Managing General Partner may make additional Capital Contributions to the Partnership at any time.
5.4 INTEREST AND WITHDRAWAL.
No interest shall be paid by the Partnership on Capital Contributions, and no Partner shall be entitled to withdrawal or return of any part of its Capital Contributions or to receive any distribution from the Partnership, except as provided in Articles VI, XI and XII.
5.5 CAPITAL ACCOUNTS.
(a) The Partnership shall maintain for each Partner owning a Partner Interest a separate Capital Account with respect to such Partner Interest in accordance with the rules of Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv). Such Capital Account shall be increased by (i) the amount of all Capital Contributions made to the Partnership with respect to such Partner Interest pursuant to this Agreement and (ii) all items of Partnership income and gain (including, without limitation, income and gain exempt from tax) computed in accordance with Section 5.5(b) and allocated with respect to such Partner Interest pursuant to Section 6.1, and decreased by (x) the amount of cash or the Net Agreed Value of all actual and deemed distributions of cash or property made with respect to such Partner Interest pursuant to this Agreement and (y) all items of Partnership deduction and loss computed in accordance with Section 5.5(b) and allocated with respect to such Partner Interest pursuant to Section 6.1.
(b) For purposes of computing the amount of any item of income, gain, loss or deduction which is to be allocated pursuant to Article VI and is to be reflected in the Partners' Capital Accounts, the determination, recognition and classification of any such item shall be the same as its determination, recognition and classification for federal income tax purposes (including, without limitation, any method of depreciation, cost recovery or amortization used for that purpose), provided, that:
(i) Solely for purposes of this Section 5.5, the Partnership shall be treated as owning directly its proportionate share (as determined by the Managing General Partner) of all property owned by any OLP Subsidiary that is classified as a partnership for federal income tax purposes.
(ii) All fees and other expenses incurred by the Partnership to promote the sale of (or to sell) a Partner Interest that can neither be deducted nor amortized under Section 709 of the Code, if any, shall, for purposes of Capital Account maintenance, be treated as an item of deduction at the time such fees and other expenses are incurred and shall be allocated among the Partners pursuant to Section 6.1.
(iii) Except as otherwise provided in Treasury Regulation
Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(m), the computation or all items of income, gain, loss and deduction shall be made without regard to any election under Section 754 of the Code which may be made by the Partnership and, as to those items described in Section 705(a)(1)(B) or 705(a)(2)(B) of the Code, without regard to the fact that such items are not includable in gross income or are neither currently deductible nor capitalized for federal income tax purposes. To the extent an adjustment to the adjusted
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tax basis of any Partnership asset pursuant to Section 734(b) or 743(b) of the Code is required, pursuant to Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(b)(2)(iv)(m) to be taken into account in determining Capital Accounts, the amount of such adjustment in the Capital Accounts shall be treated as an item of gain or loss.
(iv) Any income, gain or loss attributable to the taxable disposition of any Partnership property shall be determined as if the adjusted basis of such property as of such date of disposition were equal in amount to the Partnership's Carrying Value with respect to such property as of such date.
(v) In accordance with the requirements of Section 704(b) of the Code, any deductions for depreciation, cost recovery or amortization attributable to any Contributed Property shall be determined as if the adjusted basis of such property on the date it was acquired by the Partnership were equal to the Agreed Value of such property. Upon an adjustment pursuant to Section 5.5(d) to the Carrying Value of any Partnership property subject to depreciation, cost recovery or amortization, any further deductions for such depreciation, cost recovery or amortization attributable to such property shall be determined (A) as if the adjusted basis of such property were equal to the Carrying Value of such property immediately following such adjustment and (B) using a rate of depreciation, cost recovery or amortization derived from the same method and useful life (or, if applicable, the remaining useful life) as is applied for federal income tax purposes; provided, however, that, if the asset has a zero adjusted basis for federal income tax purposes, depreciation, cost recovery or amortization deductions shall be determined using any reasonable method that the Managing General Partner may adopt.
(vi) If the Partnership's adjusted basis in a depreciable or cost recovery property is reduced for federal income tax purposes pursuant to Section 48(q)(1) or 48(q)(3) of the Code, the amount of such reduction shall, solely for purposes hereof, be deemed to be an additional depreciation or cost recovery deduction in the year such property is placed in service and shall be allocated among the Partners pursuant to Section 6.1. Any restoration of such basis pursuant to
Section 48(q)(2) of the Code shall, to the extent possible, be allocated in the same manner to the Partners to whom such deemed deduction was allocated.
(c) A transferee of a Partner Interest shall succeed to a pro rata portion of the Capital Account of the transferor relating to the Partner Interest so transferred; provided, however, that, if the transfer causes a termination of the Partnership under Section 708(b)(1)(B) of the Code, the Partnership's properties, liabilities and the Capital Accounts shall be treated as mandated by Treasury Regulations issued pursuant to Sections 708 and 704 of the Code, as amended. The Capital Accounts of such new Partnership shall be maintained in accordance with the principles of this Section 5.5.
(d) (i) In accordance with Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f), on an issuance of additional Partner Interests for cash or Contributed Property, the Capital Account of all Partners and the Carrying Value of each Partnership property immediately prior to such issuance shall be adjusted upward or downward to reflect any Unrealized Gain or Unrealized Loss attributable to such Partnership property, as if such Unrealized Gain or
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Unrealized Loss had been recognized on an actual sale of each such property immediately prior to such issuance and had been allocated to the Partners at such time pursuant to Section 6.1(c). In determining such Unrealized Gain or Unrealized Loss, the aggregate cash amount and fair market value of all Partnership assets (including, without limitation, cash or cash equivalents) immediately prior to the issuance of additional Partner Interests shall be determined by the Managing General Partner using such reasonable method of valuation as it may adopt; provided, however, that the Managing General Partner, in arriving at such valuation, must take fully into account the fair market value of the Partner Interests of all Partners at such time. The Managing General Partner shall allocate such aggregate value among the assets of the Partnership (in such manner as it determines in its discretion to be reasonable) to arrive at a fair market value for individual properties.
(ii) In accordance with Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f), immediately prior to any actual or deemed distribution to a Partner of any Partnership property (other than a distribution of cash that is not in redemption or retirement of a Partner Interest), the Capital Accounts of all Partners and the Carrying Value of all Partnership property shall be adjusted upward or downward to reflect any Unrealized Gain or Unrealized Loss attributable to such Partnership property, as if such Unrealized Gain or Unrealized Loss had been recognized in a sale of such property immediately prior to such distribution for an amount equal to its fair market value, and had been allocated to the Partners, at such time, pursuant to Section 6.1(c). In determining such Unrealized Gain or Unrealized Loss the aggregate cash amount and fair market value of all Partnership assets (including, without limitation, cash or cash equivalents) immediately prior to a distribution shall (A) in the case of an actual distribution which is not made pursuant to Section 12.4, be determined and allocated in the same manner as that provided in Section 5.5(d)(i) or (B) in the case of a liquidating distribution pursuant to Section 12.4, be determined and allocated by the Liquidator using such reasonable method of valuation as it may adopt.
5.6 LOANS FROM PARTNERS.
Loans by a Partner to the Partnership shall not constitute Capital Contributions. If any Partner shall advance funds to the Partnership in excess of the amounts required hereunder to be contributed by it to the capital of the Partnership, the making of such excess advances shall not result in any increase in the amount of the Capital Account of such Partner. The amount of any such excess advances shall be a debt obligation of the Partnership to such Partner and shall be payable or collectible only out of the Partnership assets in accordance with the terms and conditions upon which such advances are made.
5.7 LIMITED PREEMPTIVE RIGHTS.
Except as provided in Section 5.3, no Person shall have preemptive, preferential or other similar fights with respect to (a) additional Capital Contributions; (b) issuance or sale of any class or series of Partner Interests, whether unissued, held in the treasury or hereafter created; (c) issuance of any obligations, evidences of indebtedness or other securities of the Partnership convertible into or exchangeable for, or carrying or accompanied by any rights to receive, purchase or subscribe to, any such Partner Interests; (d) issuance of any right of subscription to
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or right to receive, or any warrant or option for the purchase of, any such Partner Interests; or (e) issuance or sale of any other securities that may be issued or sold by the Partnership.
5.8 FULLY PAID AND NON-ASSESSABLE NATURE OF LIMITED PARTNER PARTNER INTERESTS.
All Limited Partner Partner interests issued pursuant to, and in accordance with the requirements of, this Article V shall be fully paid and non-assessable Partner Interests in the Partnership, except as such non-accessibility may be affected by Section 17-607 of the Delaware Act.
ARTICLE VI
ALLOCATIONS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
6.1 ALLOCATIONS FOR CAPITAL ACCOUNT PURPOSES.
For purposes of maintaining the Capital Accounts and in determining the rights of the Partners among themselves, the Partnership's items of income, gain, loss and deduction (computed in accordance with Section 5.5(b)) shall be allocated among the Partners in each taxable year (or portion thereof) as provided hereinbelow.
(a) Net Income. After giving effect to the special allocations set forth in Section 6.1(d), Net Income for each taxable year (or portion thereof) and all items of income, gain, loss and deduction taken into account in computing Net Income for such taxable year (or portion thereof) shall be allocated as follows:
(i) First, 100% to the General Partners, in accordance with their respective Percentage Interests, until the aggregate Net Income allocated to the General Partners pursuant to this Section 6.1(a)(i) for the current taxable year (or portion thereof) and all previous taxable years is equal to the aggregate Net Losses allocated to the General Partners pursuant to Section 6.1(b)(ii) for all previous taxable years;
(ii) Second, 100% to the General Partners and the Limited Partners, in accordance with their respective Percentage Interests.
(b) Net Losses. After giving effect to the special allocations set forth in Section 6.1(d), Net Losses for each taxable year (or portion thereof) and all items of income, gain, loss and deduction taken into account in computing Net Losses for such taxable year (or portion thereof) shall be allocated as follows:
(i) First, 100% to the General Partners and the Limited Partners, in accordance with their respective Percentage interests; provided, that Net Losses shall not be allocated pursuant to this
Section 6.1(b)(i) to the extent that such allocation would cause a Limited Partner to have a deficit balance in its Adjusted Capital Account at the end of such taxable year (or increase any existing deficit balance in its Adjusted Capital Account) greater than the amount it is obligated to restore;
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(ii) Second, the balance, if any, 100% to the General Partners, in accordance with their respective Percentage Interests.
(c) Net Termination Gains and Losses. After giving effect to the special allocations set forth in Section 6.1(d), all items of income, gain, loss and deduction taken into account in computing Net Termination Gain or Net Termination Loss for such taxable period shall be allocated in the same manner as such Net Termination Gain or Net Termination Loss is allocated hereunder. All allocations under this Section 6.1(c) shall be made after Capital Account balances have been adjusted by all other allocations provided under this Section 6.1 and after all distributions provided under Section 6.3(a) have been made with respect to the taxable period ending on or before the Liquidation Date, provided, however, that solely for purposes of this Section 6.1(c), Capital Accounts shall not be adjusted for distributions made pursuant to Section 12.4.
(i) If a Net Termination Gain is recognized (or deemed recognized pursuant to Section 5.5(d)), Such Net Termination Gain shall be allocated between the General Partners and the Limited Partners in the following manner (and the Capital Accounts of the Partners shall be increased by the amount so allocated in each of the following subclauses, in the order listed, before an allocation is made pursuant to the next succeeding subclause):
(A) First, to each Partner having a deficit balance in its Capital Account, in the proportion that such deficit balance bears to the total deficit balances in the Capital Accounts of all Partners, until each such Partner has been allocated Net Termination Gain equal to any such deficit balance in its Capital Account; and
(B) Second, 100% to the General Partners and the Limited Partners in accordance with their respective Percentage Interests.
(ii) If a Net Termination Loss is recognized (or deemed recognized pursuant to Section 5.5(d)), Such Net Termination Loss shall be allocated to the Partners in the following manner (and the Capital Accounts of the Partners shall be decreased by the amount so allocated in each of the following subclauses, in the order listed, before an allocation is made pursuant to the next succeeding subclause):
(A) First, 100% to the General Partners and the Limited Partners in proportion to, and to the extent of the positive balances in their respective Capital Accounts; and
(B) Second, the balance, if any, 100% to the General Partners, in accordance with their respective Percentage interests.
(d) Special Allocations. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Section 6.1, the following special allocations shall be made for such taxable year (or portion thereof):
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(i) Partnership Minimum Gain Chargeback. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Section 6.1, if there is a net decrease in Partnership Minimum Gain during any Partnership taxable period, each Partner shall be allocated items of Partnership income and gain for such period (and, if necessary, subsequent periods) in the manner and amounts provided in Treasury Regulation Sections 1.704-2(f)(6), 1.704-2(g)(2) and 1.704-20)(2)(i), or any successor provision. For purposes of this Section 6.1(d), each Partner's Adjusted Capital Account balance shall be determined, and the allocation of income or gain required hereunder shall be effected, prior to the application of any other allocations pursuant to this Section 6.1(d) with respect to such taxable period (other than an allocation pursuant to Sections 6.1(d)(v) and 6.1(d)(vi)). This Section 6.1(d)(i) is intended to comply with the Partnership Minimum Gain chargeback requirement in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(f) and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.
(ii) Chargeback of Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain. Notwithstanding the other provisions of this Section 6.1 (other than
Section 6.1(d)(i)), except as provided in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(i)(4), if there is a net decrease in Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain during any Partnership taxable period, any Partner with a share of Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain at the beginning of such taxable period shall be allocated items of Partnership income and gain for such period (and, if necessary, subsequent periods) in the manner and amounts provided in Treasury Regulation Sections 1.704-2(i)(4) and 1.704-2(j)(2)(ii), or any successor provisions. For purposes of this
Section 6.1(d), each Partner's Adjusted Capital Account balance shall be determined, and the allocation of income or gain required hereunder shall be effected, prior to the application of any other allocations pursuant to this Section 6.1(d), other than Section 6.1(d)(i) and other than an allocation pursuant to Sections 6.1(d)(v) and 6.1(d)(vi), with respect to such taxable period. This Section 6.1(d)(ii) is intended to comply with the chargeback of items of income and gain requirement in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(i)(4) and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.
(iii) Qualified Income Offset. In the event any Partner unexpectedly receives any adjustments, allocations or distributions described in Treasury Regulation Sections 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(5), or 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(6), items of Partnership income and gain shall be specially allocated to such Partner in an amount and manner sufficient to eliminate, to the extent required by the Treasury Regulations promulgated tinder Section 704(b) of the Code, the deficit balance, if any, in its Adjusted Capital Account created by such adjustments, allocations or distributions as quickly as possible unless such deficit balance is otherwise eliminated pursuant to Section 6.1(d)(i) or (ii).
(iv) Gross Income Allocations. In the event any Partner has a deficit balance in its Capital Account at the end of any Partnership taxable period in excess of the sum of (A) the amount such Partner is required to restore pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement and (B) the amount such Partner is deemed obligated to restore pursuant to Treasury Regulation Sections 1.704-2(g) and 1.704-2(i)(5), such Partner shall be specially allocated items of Partnership gross income and gain in the amount of such
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excess as quickly as possible, provided, that an allocation pursuant to this Section 6.1(d)(iv) shall be made only if and to the extent that such Partner would have a deficit balance in its Capital Account as adjusted after all other allocations provided in this Section 6.1 have been tentatively made as if this Section 6.1(d)(iv) were not in this Agreement.
(v) Nonrecourse Deductions. Nonrecourse Deductions for any taxable period shall be allocated to the Partners in accordance with their respective Percentage Interests. If the Managing General Partner determines in its good faith discretion that the Partnership's Nonrecourse Deductions must be allocated in a different ratio to satisfy the safe harbor requirements of the Treasury Regulations promulgated under Section 704(b) of the Code, the Managing General Partner is authorized, upon notice to the Limited Partners, to revise the prescribed ratio to the numerically closest ratio that does satisfy such requirements.
(vi) Partner Nonrecourse Deductions. Partner Nonrecourse Deductions for any taxable period shall be allocated 100% to the Partner that bears the Economic Risk of Loss with respect to the Partner Nonrecourse Debt to which such Partner Nonrecourse Deductions are attributable in accordance with Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-2(i). If more than one Partner bears the Economic Risk of Loss with respect to a Partner Nonrecourse Debt, such Partner Nonrecourse Deductions attributable thereto shall be allocated between or among such Partners in accordance with the ratios in which they share such Economic Risk of Loss.
(vii) Nonrecourse Liabilities. For purposes of Treasury Regulation Section 1.752-3(a)(3), the Partners agree that Nonrecourse Liabilities of the Partnership in excess of the sum of (A) the amount of Partnership Minimum Gain and (B) the total amount of Nonrecourse Built-in Gain shall be allocated among the Partners in accordance with their respective Percentage Interests.
(viii) Code Section 754 Adjustments. To the extent an adjustment to the adjusted tax basis of any Partnership asset pursuant to Section 734(b) or 743(c) of the Code is required, pursuant to Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(m), to be taken into account in determining Capital Accounts, the amount of such adjustment to the Capital Accounts shall be treated as an item of gain (if the adjustment increases the basis of the asset) or loss (if the adjustment decreases such basis), and such item of gain or loss shall be specially allocated to the Partners in a manner consistent with the manner in which their Capital Accounts are required to be adjusted pursuant to such Section of the Treasury Regulations.
(ix) Curative Allocation.
(A) Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Section 6.1, other than the Required Allocations, the Required Allocations shall be taken into account in making the Agreed Allocations so that, to the extent possible, the net amount of items of income, gain, loss and deduction allocated to each Partner pursuant to the Required Allocations and the Agreed Allocations, together, shall be equal to the
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net amount of such items that would have been allocated to each such Partner under the Agreed Allocations had the Required Allocations and the related Curative Allocation not otherwise been provided in this Section 6.1. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, Required Allocations relating to (1) Nonrecourse Deductions shall not be taken into account pursuant to this Section 6.1(d)(ix) except to the extent that there has been a decrease in Partnership Minimum Gain and (2) Partner Nonrecourse Deductions shall not be taken into account pursuant to this Section 6.1(d)(ix) except to the extent that there has been a decrease in Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain. Allocations pursuant to this Section 6.1(d)(ix)(A) shall only be made with respect to Required Allocations to the extent the Managing General Partner reasonably determines that Such allocations will otherwise be inconsistent with the economic Agreement among the Partners. Further, allocations pursuant to this Section 6.1(d)(ix)(A) shall be deferred with respect to allocations pursuant to clauses (1) and (2) hereof to the extent the Managing General Partner reasonably determines that such allocations are likely to be offset by subsequent Required Allocations.
(B) The Managing General Partner shall have reasonable discretion, with respect to each taxable period, to
(1) apply the provisions of Section 6.1(d)(ix)(A) in whatever order is most likely to minimize the economic distortions that might otherwise result from the Required Allocations, and (2) divide all allocations pursuant to Section 6.1(d)(ix)(A) among the Partners in a manner that is likely to minimize such economic distortions.
6.2 ALLOCATIONS FOR TAX PURPOSES.
(a) Except as otherwise provided herein, for federal income tax purposes, each item of income, gain, loss and deduction shall be allocated among the Partners in the same manner as its correlative item of "book" income, gain, loss or deduction is allocated pursuant to Section 6.1.
(b) In an attempt to eliminate Book-Tax Disparities attributable to a Contributed Property or Adjusted Property, items of income, gain, loss, depreciation, amortization and cost recovery deductions shall be allocated for federal income tax purposes among the Partners as follows:
(i) (A) in the case of a Contributed Property, such items attributable thereto shall be allocated among the Partners in the manner provided under Section 704(c) of the Code that takes into account the variation between the Agreed Value of such property and its adjusted basis at the time of contribution, and (B) any item of Residual Gain or Residual Loss attributable to a Contributed Property shall be allocated among the Partners in the same manner as its correlative item of "book" gain or loss is allocated pursuant to
Section 6.1.
(ii) (A) In the case of an Adjusted Property, such items shall
(1) first, be allocated among the Partners in a manner consistent with the principles of Section 704(c)
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of the Code to take into account the Unrealized Gain or Unrealized Loss attributable to such property and the allocations thereof pursuant to
Section 5.5(d)(i) or (ii), and (2) second, in the event such property was originally a Contributed Property, be allocated among the Partners in a manner consistent with Section 6.2(b)(i)(A), and (B) any item of Residual Gain or Residual Loss attributable to an Adjusted Property shall be allocated among the Partners in the same manner as its correlative item of "book" gain or loss is allocated pursuant to
Section 6.1.
(iii) The Managing General Partner shall apply the principles of Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-3(d) to eliminate Book-Tax Disparities.
(c) The Managing General Partner shall have sole discretion to
(i) adopt such conventions as it deems appropriate in determining the amount of depreciation, amortization and cost recovery deductions, (ii) make special allocations for federal income tax purposes of income (including, without limitation, gross income) or deductions; and (iii) amend the provisions of this Agreement as appropriate to reflect the proposal or promulgation of Treasury Regulations under Section 704(b) or Section 704(c) of the Code. The Managing General Partner may adopt such conventions, make such allocations and make such amendments to this Agreement as provided in this Section 6.2(c) only if such conventions, allocations or amendments would not have a material adverse effect on the Partners, and if such allocations are consistent with the principles of
Section 704 of the Code.
(d) The Managing General Partner in its discretion may determine to depreciate or amortize the portion of an adjustment under Section 743(b) of the Code attributable to unrealized appreciation in any Adjusted Property (to the extent of the unamortized Book-Tax Disparity) using a predetermined rate derived from the depreciation or amortization method and useful life applied to the Partnership's common basis of such property, despite any inconsistency of such approach with Treasury Regulation Section 1.167(c)-1(a)(6) or the legislative history of Section 197 of the Code or Proposed Treasury Regulation Section 1.197-2(g)(3)).
(e) Any gain allocated to the Partners upon the sale or other taxable disposition of any Partnership asset shall, to the extent possible, after taking into account other required allocations of gain pursuant to this
Section 6.2, be characterized as Recapture Income in the same proportions and to the same extent as such Partners (or their predecessors in interest) have been allocated any deductions directly or indirectly giving rise to the treatment of such gains as Recapture Income.
(f) All items of income, gain, loss, deduction and credit recognized by the Partnership for federal income tax purposes and allocated to the Partners in accordance with the provisions hereof shall be determined without regard to any election under Section 754 of the Code which may be made by the Partnership, provided, however, that such allocations, once made, shall be adjusted as necessary or appropriate to take into account those adjustments permitted or required by Sections 734 and 743 of the Code.
(g) The Managing General Partner may adopt such methods of allocation of income, gain, loss or deduction between a transferor and a transferee of a Partner Interest as it
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determines necessary, to the extent permitted or required by Section 706 of the Code and the regulations or rulings promulgated thereunder.
6.3 DISTRIBUTIONS.
(a) Distribution of Available Cash in any Quarter shall be made to the Partners at the times and in the aggregate amounts determined by the Managing General Partner in its sole discretion. Except as provided in Section 6.3(c), all distributions of Available Cash shall be made to the Partners in accordance with their respective Percentage Interests. No distribution of cash shall be made if and to the extent such distribution would be prohibited by applicable law or by any loan agreement, security agreement, mortgage, debt instrument or other agreement or obligation to which the Partnership is a party or by which it is bound or its assets are subject. All distributions required to be made under this Agreement shall be made subject to Section 17-607 of the Delaware Act.
(b) The Managing General Partner may elect in any Quarter to distribute to any Partner any property other than cash held by the Partnership in the aggregate amount determined by the Managing General Partner in its sole discretion, provided, however, the Managing General Partner may not without the consent of the Special Limited Partner distribute any cash or other property held by the Partnership to the Special Limited Partner pursuant to this Section 6.3(b) if such distribution would reduce the Special Limited Partner's Percentage Interest below 1.0%; provided further, no distribution pursuant to this Section 6.3(b) may be made in any Quarter in which the Liquidation Date occurs or any following Quarter.
(c) In the event of the dissolution and liquidation of the Partnership, all distributions of cash or any other property shall be made solely in accordance with, and subject to the terms and conditions of, Section 12.4.
(d) The Managing General Partner shall have the discretion to treat taxes paid by the Partnership on behalf of, or amounts withheld with respect to, all or less than all of the Partners, as a distribution of Available Cash to such Partners.
ARTICLE VII
MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF BUSINESS
7.1 MANAGEMENT.
(a) The Managing General Partner shall conduct, direct and manage all activities of the Partnership. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, all management powers over the business and affairs of the Partnership shall be exclusively vested in the Managing General Partner, and no Limited Partner shall have any management power over the business and affairs of the Partnership. In addition to the powers now or hereafter granted a general partner of a limited partnership under applicable law or which are granted to the Managing General Partner under any other provision of this Agreement, the Managing General Partner, subject to Section 7.3, shall have full power and authority to do all things and on such terms as it, in its sole discretion, may deem necessary or appropriate to conduct the business of
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the Partnership, to exercise all powers set forth in Section 2.5 and to effectuate the purposes set forth in Section 2.4, including the following:
(i) the making of any expenditures, the lending or borrowing of money, the assumption or guarantee of, or other contracting for, indebtedness and other liabilities, the issuance of evidences of indebtedness and the incurring of any other obligations;
(ii) the making of tax, regulatory and other filings, or rendering of periodic or other reports to governmental or other agencies having jurisdiction over the business or assets of the Partnership;
(iii) the acquisition, disposition, mortgage, pledge, encumbrance, hypothecation or exchange of any or all of the assets of the Partnership or the merger or other combination of the Partnership with or into another Person;
(iv) the use of the assets of the Partnership (including cash on hand) for any purpose consistent with the terms of this Agreement, including the financing of the conduct of the operations of the Partnership Group, the lending of funds to other Persons (including the MLP, the General Partners and their Affiliates), the repayment of obligations of the MLP or any member of the Partnership Group and the making of capital contributions to any member of the Partnership Group;
(v) the negotiation, execution and performance of any contracts, conveyances or other instruments (including instruments that limit the liability of the Partnership under contractual arrangements to all or particular assets of the Partnership, with the other party to the contract to have no recourse against the General Partners or their assets other than its interest in the Partnership, even if same results in the terms of the transaction being less favorable to the Partnership than would otherwise be the case);
(vi) the distribution of Partnership cash;
(vii) the selection and dismissal of employees (including employees having titles Such as "president," "vice president," "secretary" and "treasurer") and agents, outside attorneys, accountants, consultants and contractors and the determination of their compensation and other terms of employment or hiring;
(viii) the maintenance of such insurance for the benefit of the Partnership Group and the Partners (including the assets of the Partnership) as it deems necessary or appropriate;
(ix) the formation of, or acquisition of an interest in, and the contribution of property and the making of loans to, any further limited or general partnerships, joint ventures, corporations or other relationships;
(x) the control of any matters affecting the rights and obligations of the Partnership, including the bringing and defending of actions at law or in equity and otherwise engaging in the conduct of litigation and the incurring of legal expense and the settlement of claims and litigation; and
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(xi) the Indemnification of any Person against liabilities and contingencies to the extent permitted by law.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the MLP Agreement, the Delaware Act or any applicable law, rule or regulation, each of the Partners agrees that the execution, delivery or performance by the Managing General Partner, any Group Member or any Affiliate of any of them, of this Agreement or any agreement authorized or permitted under this Agreement
[(including any agreement necessary or desirable in the event that the Partnership, the Class A Limited Partner or any direct or indirect parent seeks to make a public or private offering of interests therein)], shall not constitute a breach by the Managing General Partner of any duty that the Managing General Partner may owe the Partnership or the Limited Partners or the Assignees or any other Persons under this Agreement (or any other agreements) or of any duty stated or implied by law or equity.
7.2 CERTIFICATE OF PARTNERSHIP.
On March 16, 1990, the Special Limited Partner caused the Certificate of Limited Partnership to be filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware as required by the Delaware Act. The Managing General Partner shall use all reasonable efforts to cause to be filed such other certificates or documents as may be determined by the Managing General Partner in its sole discretion to be reasonable and necessary or appropriate for the formation, continuation, qualification and operation of a limited partnership (or a partnership in which the limited partners have limited liability) in the State of Delaware or any other state in which the Partnership may elect to do business or own property. To the extent that such action is determined by the Managing General Partner in its sole discretion to be reasonable and necessary or appropriate, the Managing General Partner shall file amendments to and restatements of the Certificate of Limited Partnership and do all things to maintain the Partnership as a limited partnership (or a partnership or other entity in which the limited partners have limited liability) under the laws of the State of Delaware or of any other state in which the Partnership may elect to do business or own property.
7.3 RESTRICTIONS ON MANAGING GENERAL PARTNER'S AUTHORITY.
(a) The Managing General Partner may not, without written approval of the specific act by the Limited Partners or by other written instrument executed and delivered by the Limited Partners subsequent to the date of this Agreement, take any action in contravention of this Agreement, including, except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, (i) committing any act that would make it impossible to carry on the ordinary business of the Partnership or (ii) possessing Partnership property, or assigning any rights in specific Partnership property, for other than a Partnership purpose.
(b) The Managing General Partner may sell, exchange or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of the Partnership's assets in a single transaction or a series of related transactions without the approval of the Limited Partners.
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7.4 REIMBURSEMENT OF THE GENERAL PARTNERS.
(a) Except as provided in this Section 7.4 and elsewhere in this Agreement or in the MLP Agreement, the General Partners shall not be compensated for their services as general partners of the MLP or any Group Member.
(b) The General Partners shall be reimbursed on a monthly basis, or such other reasonable basis as the Managing General Partner may determine in its sole discretion, for (i) all direct and indirect expenses that they incur or payments they make on behalf of the Partnership (including salary, bonus, incentive compensation and other amounts paid to any Person, including Affiliates of the General Partner, to perform services for the Partnership or for the General Partners in the discharge of their duties to the Partnership), and (ii) all other necessary or appropriate expenses allocable to the Partnership or otherwise reasonably incurred by the Managing General Partner in connection with operating the Partnership's business (including expenses allocated to the General Partners by their Affiliates). The Managing General Partner shall determine the expenses that are allocable to the Partnership in any reasonable manner determined by the Managing General Partner in its sole discretion. Reimbursements pursuant to this Section 7.4 shall be in addition to any reimbursement to the General Partners as a result of indemnification pursuant to Section 7.7.
(c) The Managing General Partner, in its sole discretion and without the approval of the Limited Partners (who shall have no right to vote in respect thereof), may propose and adopt on behalf of the Partnership employee benefit plans, employee programs and employee practices for the benefit of employees of the Managing General Partner, any Group Member or any Affiliate, or any of them, in respect of services performed, directly or indirectly, for the benefit of the Partnership Group. Expenses incurred by the Managing General Partner in connection with any such plans, programs and practices shall be reimbursed in accordance with Section 7.4(b). Any and all obligations of the Managing General Partner under any employee benefit plans, employee programs or employee practices adopted by the Managing General Partner as permitted by this
Section 7.4(c) shall constitute obligations of the Managing General Partner hereunder and shall be assumed by any successor Managing General Partner approved pursuant to Section 11.1 or 11.2 or the transferee of or successor to all of the Managing General Partner's Partner Interest as a general partner in the Partnership pursuant to Section 4.2.
7.5 OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES.
(a) The General Partners and their Affiliates shall have the right to engage in businesses of every type and description and other activities for profit and to engage in and possess an interest in other business ventures of any and every type or description, whether in businesses engaged in or anticipated to be engaged in by any Group Member, independently or with others, including business interests and activities in direct competition with the business and activities of any Group Member, and none of the same shall constitute a breach of this Agreement or any duty express or implied by law to any Group Member or any Partner or Assignee. Neither any Group Member, any Limited Partner nor any other Person shall have any rights by virtue of this Agreement or the partnership relationship established hereby in any business ventures of any Indemnitee.
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(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, (i) the engaging in competitive activities by any Indemnitee in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7.5 is hereby approved by the Partnership and all Partners and (ii) it shall be deemed not to be a breach of the General Partners' duty (or any other obligation of any type whatsoever of the General Partners) for any General Partner or for any Affiliate of a General Partner to engage in such business interests and activities in preference to or to the exclusion of the Partnership (including, without limitation, the General Partners and their Affiliates shall have no obligation to present business opportunities to the Partnership).
7.6 LOANS FROM THE GENERAL PARTNERS; LOANS OR CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE PARTNERSHIP; CONTRACTS WITH AFFILIATES; CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS ON THE GENERAL PARTNERS.
(a) The General Partners or any of their Affiliates may lend to the MLP or any Group Member, and the MLP or any Group Member may borrow from the General Partners or any of their Affiliates, funds needed or desired by the MLP or the Group Member for such periods of time and in such amounts as the Managing General Partner may determine; provided, however, that in any such case the lending party may not charge the borrowing party interest at a rate greater than the rate that would be charged the borrowing party or impose terms less favorable to the borrowing party than would be charged or imposed on the borrowing party by unrelated lenders on comparable loans made on an arms'-length basis (without reference to the lending party's financial abilities or guarantees). The borrowing party shall reimburse the lending party for any costs (other than any additional interest costs) incurred by the lending company in connection with the borrowing of such funds. For purposes of this Section 7.6(a) and Section 7.6(b), the term "Group Member" shall include any Affiliate of a Group Member that is controlled by the Group Member.
(b) The Partnership may lend or contribute to any Group Member, the General Partners or any of their Affiliates and any Group Member, the General Partners or any of their Affiliates may borrow from the Partnership, funds on terms and conditions established in the sole discretion of the Managing General Partner; provided, however, that the Partnership may not charge the Group Member, General Partners or their Affiliates interest at a rate less than the rate that would be charged to the Group Member, the General Partners or any of their Affiliates by unrelated lenders on comparable loans. The foregoing authority shall be exercised by the Managing General Partner in its sole discretion and shall not create any right or benefit in favor of any Group Member or any other Person.
(c) The Managing General Partner may itself, or may enter into an Agreement with any of its Affiliates to, render services to a Group Member or to the Managing General Partner in the discharge of its duties as a general partner of the Partnership. Any services rendered to a Group Member by the Managing General Partner (other than services it renders in its capacity as Managing General Partner) or any of its Affiliates shall be on terms that are fair and reasonable to the Partnership; provided, however, that the requirements of this Section 7.6(c) shall be deemed satisfied as to (i) any transaction approved by Special Approval, (ii) any transaction, the terms of which are no less favorable to the Partnership Group than those generally being provided to or available from unrelated third parties or (iii) any transaction that, taking into account the totality of the relationships between the parties involved (including other transactions that may be particularly favorable or advantageous to the Partnership Group), is
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equitable to the Partnership Group. The provisions of Section 7.4 shall apply to the rendering of services described in this Section 7.6(c).
(d) Any Group Member may transfer assets to joint ventures, other partnerships, corporations, limited liability companies or other business entities in which it is or thereby becomes a participant upon such terms and subject to such conditions as are consistent with this Agreement and applicable law.
(e) Neither the General Partners nor any of their Affiliates shall sell, transfer or convey any property to, or purchase any property from the Partnership, directly or indirectly, except pursuant to transactions that are fair and reasonable to the Partnership; provided, however, that the requirements of this Section 7.6(e) shall be deemed to be satisfied as to (i) the transactions effected pursuant to Sections 5.1(a) and 5.1(b), (ii) any transaction approved by Special Approval, (iii) any transaction, the terms of which are no less favorable to the Partnership than those generally being provided to or available from unrelated third parties, or (iv) any transaction that, taking into account the totality of the relationships between the parties involved (including other transactions that may be particularly favorable or advantageous to the Partnership), is equitable to the Partnership.
(f) The General Partners and their Affiliates will have no obligation to permit any Group Member to use any facilities or assets of the General Partners and their Affiliates, except as may be provided in contracts entered into from time to time specifically dealing with such use, nor shall there be any obligation the part of the General Partners or their Affiliates to enter into such contracts.
7.7 INDEMNIFICATION.
(a) To the fullest extent permitted by law but subject to the limitations expressly provided in this Agreement, all Indemnitees shall be indemnified and held harmless by the Partnership from and against any and all losses, claims, damages, liabilities, joint or several, expenses (including legal fees and expenses), judgments, fines, penalties, interest, settlements or other amounts arising from any and ail claims, demands, actions, suits or proceedings, whether civil, criminal, administrative or investigative, in which any Indemnitee may be involved, or is threatened to be involved, as a party or otherwise, by reason of its status as an Indemnitee, provided, that in each case the Indemnitee acted in good faith and in a manner that such Indemnitee reasonably believed to be in, or not opposed to, the best interests of the Partnership and, with respect to any criminal proceeding, had no reasonable cause to believe its conduct was unlawful. The termination of any action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction or upon a plea of nolo contendere, or its equivalent, shall not create a presumption that the Indemnitee acted in a manner contrary to that specified above. Any indemnification pursuant to this Section 7.7 shall be made only out of the assets of the Partnership, it being agreed that the General Partners shall not be personally liable for such indemnification and shall have no obligation to contribute or loan any monies or property to the Partnership to enable it to effectuate such indemnification.
(b) To the fullest extent permitted by law, expenses (including legal fees and expenses) incurred by an Indemnitee who is indemnified pursuant to Section 7.7(a) in defending
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any claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding shall, from time to time, be advanced by the Partnership prior to the final disposition of such claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding upon receipt by the Partnership of any undertaking by or on behalf of the Indemnitee to repay such amount if it shall be determined that the Indemnitee is not entitled to be indemnified as authorized in this Section 7.7.
(c) The indemnification provided by this Section 7.7 shall be in addition to any other rights to which an Indemnitee may be entitled under any agreement, pursuant to any vote of the Partners, as a matter of law or otherwise, both as to actions in the Indemnitee's capacity as an Indemnitee and as to actions in any other capacity, and shall continue as to an Indemnitee who has ceased to serve in such capacity and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs, successors, assigns and administrators of the Indemnitee.
(d) The Partnership may purchase and maintain (or reimburse the Managing General Partner or its Affiliates for the cost of) insurance, on behalf of the General Partners, their Affiliates and such other Persons as the Managing General Partner shall determine, against any liability that may be asserted against or expense that may be incurred by such Person in connection with the Partnership's activities or such Person's activities on behalf of the Partnership, regardless of whether the Partnership would have the power to indemnify such Person against such liability under the provisions of this Agreement.
(e) For purposes of this Section 7.7, the Partnership shall be deemed to have requested an Indemnitee to serve as fiduciary of an employee benefit plan whenever the performance by it of its duties to the Partnership also imposes duties on, or otherwise involves services by, it to the plan or participants or beneficiaries of the plan, excise taxes assessed on an Indemnitee with respect to an employee benefit plan Pursuant to applicable law shall constitute "fines" within the meaning of Section 7.7(a); and action taken or omitted by it with respect to any employee benefit plan in the performance of its duties for a purpose reasonably believed by it to be in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries of the plan shall be deemed to be for a purpose which is in, or not opposed to, the best interests of the Partnership.
(f) In no event may an Indemnitee subject the Limited Partners to personal liability by reason of the indemnification provisions set forth in this Agreement.
(g) An Indemnitee shall not be denied indemnification in whole or in part under this Section 7.7 because the Indemnitee had an interest in the transaction with respect to which the indemnification applies if the transaction was otherwise permitted by the terms of this Agreement.
(h) The provisions of this Section 7.7 are for the benefit of the Indemnitees, their heirs, successors, assigns and administrators and shall not be deemed to create any rights for the benefit of any other Persons.
(i) No amendment, modification or repeal of this Section 7.7 or any provision hereof shall in any manner terminate, reduce or impair (i) the right of any Indemnitee to be indemnified by the Partnership, or (ii) the obligations of the Partnership to indemnify any such Indemnitee under and in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7.7 as in effect
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immediately prior to such amendment, modification or repeal with respect to claims arising from or relating to matters occurring, in whole or in part, prior to such amendment, modification or repeal, regardless of when such claims may arise or be asserted.
7.8 LIABILITY OR INDEMNITEES.
(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this Agreement, no Indemnitee shall be liable for monetary damages to the Partnership, the Limited Partners, the Assignees or any other Persons who have acquired Partner Interests, for losses sustained or liabilities incurred as a result of any act or omission if such Indemnitee acted in good faith.
(b) Subject to its obligations and duties as Managing General Partner set forth in Section 7.1(a), the Managing General Partner may exercise any of the powers granted to it by this Agreement and perform any of the duties imposed upon it hereunder either directly or by or through its agents, and the General Partners shall not be responsible for any misconduct or negligence on the part of any such agent appointed by the Managing General Partner in good faith.
(c) Any amendment, modification or repeal of this Section 7.8 or any provision hereof shall be prospective only and shall not in any way affect the limitations on liability under this Section 7.8 as in effect immediately prior to such amendment, modification or repeal with respect to claims arising from or relating to matters occurring, in whole or in part, prior to such amendment, modification or repeal, regardless of when such claims may arise or be asserted.
7.9 RESOLUTION OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST.
(a) Unless otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement whenever a potential conflict of interest exists or arises between one of the General Partners or any of its Affiliates, on the one hand, and the Partnership, the MLP, any Partner or any Assignee, on the other, any resolution or course of action by the General Partners or their Affiliates in respect of such conflict of interest shall be permitted and deemed approved by all Partners, and shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement of any agreement contemplated herein, or of any duty stated or implied by law or equity, if the resolution or course of action is, or by operation of this Agreement is deemed to be, fair and reasonable to the Partnership. The Managing General Partner shall be authorized but not required in connection with its resolution of such conflict of interest to seek Special Approval of such resolution. Any conflict of interest and any resolution of such conflict of interest shall be conclusively deemed fair and reasonable to the Partnership if such conflict of interest or resolution is (i) approved by Special Approval, (ii) on terms no less favorable to the Partnership than those generally being provided to or available from unrelated third parties or (iii) fair to the Partnership, taking into account the totality of the relationships between the parties involved (including other transactions that may be particularly favorable or advantageous to the Partnership). The Managing General Partner may also adopt a resolution or course of action that has not received Special Approval. The Managing General Partner (including the Audit Committee in connection with Special Approval) shall be authorized in connection with its determination of what is "fair and reasonable" to the Partnership and in connection with its resolution of any conflict of interest to consider (A) the relative interests of
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any party to such conflict, agreement, transaction or situation and the benefits and burdens relating to such interest; (B) any customary or accepted industry practices and any customary or historical dealings with a particular Person; (C) any applicable generally accepted accounting practices or principles; and (D) such additional factors as the Managing General Partner (including the Audit Committee) determines in its sole discretion to be relevant, reasonable or appropriate under the circumstances. Nothing contained in this Agreement, however, is intended to nor shall it be construed to require the Managing General Partner (including the Audit Committee) to consider the interests of any Person other than the Partnership. In the absence of bad faith by the Managing General Partner, the resolution, action or terms so made, taken or provided by the Managing General Partner with respect to such matter shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated herein or a breach of any standard of care or duty imposed herein or therein or, to the extent permitted by law, under the Delaware Act or any other law, rule or regulation.
(b) Whenever this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby provides that the Managing General Partner or any of its Affiliates is permitted or required to make a decision (i) in its "sole discretion" or "discretion," that it deems "necessary or appropriate" or "necessary or advisable" or under a grant of similar authority or latitude, except as otherwise provided herein, the Managing General Partner or such Affiliate shall be entitled to consider only such interests and factors as it desires and shall have no duty or obligation to give any consideration to any interest of, or factors affecting, the Partnership, any Limited Partner or any Assignee, (ii) it may make such decision in its sole discretion (regardless of whether there is a reference to "sole discretion" or "discretion") unless another express standard is provided for, or (iii) in "good faith" or under another express standard, the Managing General Partner or such Affiliate shall act under such express standard and shall not be subject to any other or different standards imposed by this Agreement, any other agreement or under the Delaware Act or any other law, rule or regulation. In addition, any actions taken by the Managing General Partner or such Affiliate consistent with the standards of "reasonable discretion" set forth in the definitions of Available Cash shall not constitute a breach of any duty of the General Partner to the Partnership, or any Limited Partner. The Managing General Partner shall have no duty, express or implied, to sell or otherwise dispose of any asset of the Partnership Group other than in the ordinary course of business.
(c) Whenever a particular transaction, arrangement or resolution of a conflict of interest is required under this Agreement to be "fair and reasonable" to any Person, the fair and reasonable nature of such transaction, arrangement or resolution shall be considered in the context of all similar or related transactions.
(d) The Limited Partners hereby authorize the Managing General Partner, on behalf of the Partnership as a partner of a Group Member, to approve actions by the general partner of such Group Member similar to those actions permitted to be taken by the Managing General Partner pursuant to this Section 7.9.
7.10 OTHER MATTERS CONCERNING; THE MANAGING GENERAL PARTNER.
(a) The Managing General Partner may rely and shall be protected in acting or refraining from acting upon any resolution, certificate, statement, instrument, opinion, report,
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notice, request, consent, order, bond, debenture or other paper or document believed by it to be genuine and to have been signed or presented by the proper party or parties.
(b) The Managing General Partner may consult with legal counsel, accountants, appraisers, management consultants, investment bankers and other consultants and advisers selected by it, and any act taken or omitted to be taken in reliance upon the opinion (including an Opinion of Counsel) of such Persons as to matters that the Managing General Partner reasonably believes to be within such Person's professional or expert competence shall be conclusively presumed to have been done or omitted in good faith and in accordance with such opinion.
(c) The Managing General Partner shall have the right, in respect of any of its powers or obligations hereunder, to act through any of its duly authorized officers, a duly appointed attorney or attorneys-in-fact or the duly authorized officers of the Partnership.
(d) Any standard of care and duty imposed by this Agreement or under the Delaware Act or any applicable law, rule or regulation shall be modified, waived or limited, to the extent permitted by law, as required to permit the Managing General Partner to act under this Agreement or any other Agreement contemplated by this Agreement and to make any decision pursuant to the authority prescribed in this Agreement, so long as such action is reasonably believed by the Managing General Partner to be in, or not inconsistent with, the best interests of the Partnership.
7.11 RESERVED.
7.12 RELIANCE BY THIRD PARTIES.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, any Person dealing with the Partnership shall be entitled to assume that the Managing General Partner and any officer of the Managing General Partner authorized by the Managing General Partner to act on behalf of and in the name of the Partnership has full power and authority to encumber, sell or otherwise use in any manner any and all assets of the Partnership and to enter into any authorized contracts on behalf of the Partnership, and such Person shall be entitled to deal with the Managing General Partner or any such officer as if it were the Partnership's sole party in interest, both legally and beneficially. Each Limited Partner hereby waives any and all defenses or other remedies that may be available against such Person to contest, negate or disaffirm any action of the Managing General Partner or any such officer in connection with any such dealing. In no event shall any Person dealing with the Managing General Partner or any such officer or `its representatives be obligated to ascertain that the terms of this Agreement have been complied with or to inquire into the necessity or expedience of any act or action of the Managing General Partner or any such officer or its representatives. Each and every certificate, document or other instrument executed on behalf of the Partnership by the Managing General Partner or its representatives shall be conclusive evidence in favor of any and every Person relying thereon or claiming thereunder that (a) at the time of the execution and delivery of such certificate, document or instrument, this Agreement was in full force and effect, (b) the Person executing and delivering such certificate, document or instrument was duly authorized and empowered to do so for and on behalf of the
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Partnership and (c) such certificate, document or instrument was duly executed and delivered in accordance with the terms and provisions of this Agreement and is binding upon the Partnership.
ARTICLE VIII
BOOKS, RECORDS, ACCOUNTING AND REPORTS
8.1 RECORDS AND ACCOUNTING.
The Managing General Partner shall keep or cause to be kept at the principal office of the Partnership appropriate books and records with respect to the Partnership's business, including all books and records necessary to provide to the Limited Partners any information required to be provided pursuant to Section 3.3(a). Any books and records maintained by or on behalf of the Partnership in the regular course of its business, including books of account and records of Partnership proceedings, may be kept on, or be in the form of computer disks, hard drives, punch cards, magnetic tape, photographs, micrographics or any other information storage device, provided, that the books and records so maintained are convertible into clearly legible written form within a reasonable period of time. The books of the Partnership shall be maintained, for financial reporting purposes, on an accrual basis in accordance with U.S. GAAP.
8.2 FISCAL YEAR.
The fiscal year of the Partnership shall be the calendar year.
ARTICLE IX
TAX MATTERS
9.1 PREPARATION OF TAX RETURNS.
The Partnership shall timely file all returns of the Partnership that are required for federal, state and local income tax purposes on the basis of the accrual method and a taxable year ending on December 31. The tax information reasonably required by the Partners for federal and state income tax reporting purposes with respect to a taxable year shall be furnished to them within 90 days of the close of the calendar year in which the Partnership's taxable year ends. The classification, realization and recognition of income and deductions and other items shall be on the accrual method of accounting for federal income tax purposes.
9.2 TAX ELECTIONS.
(a) The Partnership shall have in effect an election under
Section 754 of the Code in accordance with applicable regulations thereunder.
(b) The Partnership elected to deduct expenses incurred in organizing the Partnership ratably over a sixty-month period as provided in
Section 709 of the Code.
(c) Except as otherwise provided herein, the Managing General Partner shall determine whether the Partnership should make any other elections permitted by the Code.
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9.3 TAX CONTROVERSIES.
Subject to the provisions hereof, the Managing General Partner is designated as the Tax Matters Partner (as defined in Section 6231 of the Code) and is authorized and required to represent the Partnership (at the Partnership's expense) in connection with all examinations of the Partnership's affairs by tax authorities, including resulting administrative and judicial proceedings, and to expend Partnership funds for professional services and costs associated therewith; provided, however, that the Special Limited Partner may exercise the authority and responsibilities provided for in Section 5.2 of the Purchase Agreement. Each Partner agrees to cooperate with the Managing General Partner and to do or refrain from doing any or all things reasonably required by the Managing General Partner to conduct such proceedings.
9.4 WITHHOLDING.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Managing General Partner is authorized to take any action that it determines in its discretion to be necessary or appropriate to cause the Partnership to comply with any withholding requirements established under the Code or any other federal, state or local law including, without limitation, pursuant to Sections 1441, 1442, 1445 and 1446 of the Code. To the extent that the Partnership is required or elects to withhold and pay over to any taxing authority any amount resulting from the allocation or distribution of income to any Partner (including, without limitation, by reason of Section 1446 of the Code), the amount withheld may be treated as a distribution of cash pursuant to Section 6.3 in the amount of such withholding from such Partner.
ARTICLE X
ADMISSION OF PARTNERS
10.1 ADMISSION OF THE GENERAL PARTNERS AND LIMITED PARTNERS.
The Managing General Partner was previously admitted as a General Partner, the MLP was previously admitted as a Limited Partner (and is now the Class A Limited Partner) and the Special Limited Partner was previously admitted as a Limited Partner (and is now the Special Limited Partner).
10.2 ADMISSION OF SUBSTITUTED LIMITED PARTNERS.
Any person that is the successor in interest to a Limited Partner as described in Section 4.3 or 4,5 shall be admitted to the Partnership as a Class A Limited Partner or the Special Limited Partner, as applicable, upon (a) furnishing to the Managing General Partner (i) acceptance in form satisfactory to the Managing General Partner of all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement and (ii) such other documents or instruments as may be required to effect its admission as a Limited Partner in the Partnership and (b) obtaining the consent of the Managing General Partner, which consent may be given or withheld in the Managing General Partner's sole discretion, except that the Managing General Partner shall give such consent to an affiliate of the Special Limited Partner who has become a successor in interest pursuant to a transfer permitted by Section 4.3. Such Person shall be admitted to the Partnership as a Class A
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Limited Partner or the Special Limited Partner, as applicable, immediately prior to the transfer of the Partner Interest, and the business of the Partnership shall continue without dissolution.
10.3 ADMISSION OF SUCCESSOR OR TRANSFEREE GENERAL PARTNERS.
A successor General Partner approved pursuant to Section 11.1 or 11.2 or the transferee of or successor to all of a General Partner's Partner Interest as a general partner in the Partnership pursuant to Section 4.2 who is proposed to be admitted as a successor General Partner shall, subject to compliance with the terms of Section 11.3, if applicable, be admitted to the Partnership as a General Partner, effective immediately prior to the withdrawal or removal of the General Partner pursuant to Section 11.1 or 11.2 or the transfer of the General Partner's Partner Interest as a general partner in the Partnership pursuant to
Section 4.2, provided, however, that no such successor shall be admitted to the Partnership until such successor has executed and delivered such documents or instruments as may be required, in the discretion of the Departing Partner, to effect such admission. Any such successor shall, subject to the terms hereof, carry on the business of the Partnership without dissolution.
10.4 ADMISSION OF ADDITIONAL UNITED PARTNERS.
(a) A Person (other than the General Partners, the Special Limited Partner, the MLP or a Substituted Limited Partner) who makes a Capital Contribution to the Partnership in accordance with this Agreement shall be admitted to the Partnership as an Additional Limited Partner only upon furnishing to the Managing General Partner (i) evidence of acceptance in form satisfactory to the Managing General Partner of all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, including the granting of the power of attorney granted in
Section 2.6 and (ii) such other documents or instruments as may be required in the discretion of the Managing General Partner to effect such Person's admission as an Additional Limited Partner.
(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 10.4, no Person shall be admitted as an Additional Limited Partner without the consent of the Managing General Partner, which consent may be given or withheld in the Managing General Partner's discretion. The admission of any Person as an Additional Limited Partner shall become effective on the date upon which the name of such Person is recorded as such in the books and records of the Partnership, following the consent of the Managing General Partner to such admission.
10.5 AMENDMENT OF AGREEMENT AND CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.
To effect the admission to the Partnership of any Partner, the Managing General Partner shall take all steps necessary and appropriate under the Delaware Act to amend the records of the Partnership to reflect such admission and, if necessary, to prepare as soon as practicable an amendment to this Agreement and, if required by law, the Managing General Partner shall prepare and file an amendment to the Certificate of Limited Partnership, and the Managing General Partner may for this purpose, among others, exercise the power of attorney granted pursuant to Section 2.6.
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                                   ARTICLE XI

                        WITHDRAWAL OR REMOVAL OF PARTNERS

11.1     WITHDRAWAL OF THE GENERAL PARTNERS.

                  (a) The Managing General Partner shall be deemed to have

withdrawn from the Partnership upon the occurrence of any one of the following events (each such event herein referred to as an "Event of Withdrawal"):
(i) the Managing General Partner voluntarily withdraws from the Partnership by giving written notice to the other Partners;
(ii) the Managing General Partner transfers all of its rights as Managing General Partner pursuant to Section 4.2;
(iii) the Managing General Partner is removed pursuant to
Section 11.2;
(iv) the Managing General Partner (A) makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors; (B) files a voluntary bankruptcy petition for relief under Chapter 7 of the United States Bankruptcy Code; (C) files a petition or answer seeking for itself a liquidation, dissolution or similar relief (but not a reorganization) under any law; (D) files an answer or other pleading admitting or failing to contest the material allegations of a petition filed against the Managing General Partner in a proceeding of the type described in clauses (A)-(C) of this Section 11.1(a)(iv); or (E) seeks, consents to or acquiesces in the appointment of a trustee (but not a debtor in possession), receiver or liquidator of the Managing General Partner or of all or any substantial part of its properties;
(v) a final and non-appealable order of relief under Chapter 7 of the United States Bankruptcy Code is entered by a court with appropriate jurisdiction pursuant to a voluntary or involuntary petition by or against the Managing General Partner; or
(vi) (A) in the event the Managing General Partner is a corporation, a certificate of dissolution or its equivalent is filed for the Managing General Partner, or 90 days expire after the date of notice to the Managing General Partner of revocation of its charter without a reinstatement of its charter, under the laws of its state of incorporation; (B) in the event the Managing General Partner is a partnership, the dissolution and commencement of winding up of the Managing General Partner; (C) in the event the Managing General Partner is acting in such capacity by virtue of being a trustee of the trust, the termination of the trust; (D) in the event the Managing General Partner is a natural person, his death or adjudication of incompetency; (E) and otherwise in the event of the termination of the Managing General Partner.
If an Event of Withdrawal specified In Section 11.1(a)(iv), (v) or (vi)(A), (B),
(C) or (E) occurs, the withdrawing Managing General Partner shall give notice to the Limited Partners within 30 days after such occurrence. The Partners hereby agree that only the Events of Withdrawal described in this Section 11.1 shall result in the withdrawal of the Managing General- Partner from the Partnership.
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(b) Withdrawal of the Managing General Partner from the Partnership upon the occurrence of an Event of Withdrawal shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement under the following circumstances: (i) at any time prior to July 1, 2006, the Managing General Partner voluntarily withdraws by giving at least 90 days advance notice of its intention to withdraw to the Limited Partners, provided, that prior to the effective date of such withdrawal the Managing General Partner delivers to the Partnership an Opinion of Counsel ("Withdrawal Opinion of Counsel") that such withdrawal (following the selection of the successor Managing General Partner) would not result in the loss of the limited liability of any Limited Partner or any limited partner of any Group Member or cause the Partnership to be treated as an association taxable as a corporation or otherwise to be taxed as an entity for federal income tax purposes; (ii) at any time after June 30, 2006, the Managing General Partner voluntarily withdraws by giving at least 90 days' advance notice to the Limited Partners, such withdrawal to take effect on the date specified in such notice; or (iii) at any time that the Managing General Partner ceases to be the Managing General Partner pursuant to Section 11.1(a)(ii) or (iii). If the Managing General Partner gives a notice of withdrawal pursuant to Section 11.1(a)(i) a majority in interest of the Class A Limited Partners may, prior to the effective date of such withdrawal or removal, elect a Successor Managing General Partner. If, prior to the effective date of the Managing General Partner's withdrawal, a successor is not selected by the Class A Limited Partners as provided herein (or, if applicable, the Partnership does not receive a Withdrawal Opinion of Counsel), the Partnership shall be dissolved in accordance with Section 12.1. Any successor Managing General Partner elected In accordance with the terms of this Section 11.1 shall be subject to the provisions of Section 10.3).
11.2 REMOVAL OF THE MANAGING GENERAL PARTNER.
The Managing General Partner may be removed if such removal is approved by the Class A Limited Partners holding 66 2/3% of the Class A Limited Partner Partner Interests (including the Partner Interests held by the General Partners and their Affiliates). Any such action by such Class A Limited Partners for removal of the Managing General Partner must also provide for the election of a successor General Partner by the Class A Limited Partners holding at least a majority of the Partner Interests (including the Partner Interests held by the General Partners and their Affiliates). Such removal shall be effective immediately following the admission of a successor General Partner pursuant to
Section 10.3. The removal of the Managing General Partner shall also automatically constitute the removal or the Managing General Partner as general partner of the other Group Members. If a Person `is elected as a successor General Partner in accordance with the terms of this Section 11.2, such Person shall, upon admission pursuant to Section 10.3, automatically become the successor general partner of the other Group Members. Any successor General Partner elected in accordance with the terms of this Section 11.2 shall be subject to the provisions of Section 10.3.
11.3 INTEREST OF DEPARTING PARTNER AND SUCCESSOR GENERAL PARTNER.
(a) The Partner Interest of a Departing Partner departing as a result of withdrawal or removal pursuant to Section 11.1 or 11.2 shall be purchased by the successor to the Departing Partner for cash in an amount equal to the fair market value of such Departing Partner's Partner Interest, such amount to be determined and payable as of the effective date of its departure. Such purchase shall be a condition to the admission to the Partnership of the
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successor as a General Partner. Any successor General Partner shall Indemnify the Departing Partner as to all debts and liabilities of the Partnership arising on or after the effective date of the withdrawal or removal of the Departing Partner.
For purposes of this Section 11.3(a), the fair market value of the Departing Partners' Partner Interest shall be determined by agreement between the Departing Partner and its successor or, failing agreement within 30 days after the effective date of such Departing Partner's departure, by an independent investment banking firm or other independent expert selected by the Departing Partner and its successor, which, in turn, may rely on other experts, and the determination of which shall be conclusive as to such matter. If such parties cannot agree upon one independent investment banking firm or other independent expert within 45 days after the effective date of such departure, then the Departing Partner shall designate an independent investment banking firm or other independent expert, the Departing Partner's successor shall designate an independent investment banking firm or other independent expert, and such firms or experts shall mutually select a third independent investment banking firm or independent expert, which third independent investment banking firm or other independent expert shall determine the fair market value of the Departing Partner's Partner Interest.
(b) The Departing Partner shall be entitled to receive all reimbursements due such Departing Partner pursuant to Section 7.4, including any employee-related liabilities (including severance liabilities), incurred in connection with the termination of any employees employed by such Departing Partner for the benefit of the Partnership.
(c) Any successor General Partner shall indemnify the Departing Partner as to all debts and liabilities of the Partnership arising on or after the effective date of the withdrawal or removal of the Departing Partner.
11.4 WITHDRAWAL OF THE LIMITED PARTNER.
Except as provided in Section 4.5, no Limited Partner shall have the right to withdraw from the Partnership without the prior written consent of the Managing General Partner, which may be granted or withheld in its sole discretion.
ARTICLE XII
DISSOLUTION AND LIQUIDATION
12.1 DISSOLUTION.
The Partnership shall not be dissolved by the admission of Substituted Limited Partners or Additional Limited Partners or by the admission of a Successor General Partner in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. Upon the removal or withdrawal of the Managing General Partner, if a successor General Partner is elected pursuant to Section 11.1 or 11.2, the Partnership shall not be dissolved and such successor Managing General Partner shall continue the business of the Partnership. The Partnership shall dissolve, and (subject to Section 12.2) its affairs shall be wound up, upon:
(a) the expiration of its term as provided in Section 2.7,
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(b) an Event of Withdrawal of the Managing General Partner as provided in Section 11.1(a) (other than Section 11.1(a)(ii)), unless a successor is elected and an Opinion of Counsel is received as provided in Section 11.1(b) or 11.2 and such successor is admitted to the Partnership pursuant to Section 10.3);
(c) an election to dissolve the Partnership by the Managing General Partner that is approved by all of the Class A Limited Partners;
(d) entry of a decree of judicial dissolution of the Partnership pursuant to the provisions of the Delaware Act, or
(e) the sale of all or substantially all of the assets and properties of the Partnership Group.
12.2 CONTINUATION OF THE BUSINESS OF THE PARTNERSHIP AFTER DISSOLUTION.
Upon dissolution of the Partnership following an Event of Withdrawal caused by the withdrawal or removal of the Managing General Partner as provided in Section 11.1(a)(i) or (iii) and following a failure of the Class A Limited Partners to appoint a successor Managing General Partner as provided in Section 11.1 or 11.2, then within 90 days thereafter, all of the Class A Limited Partners may elect to reconstitute the Partnership and continue its business on the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement by forming a new limited partnership on terms identical to those set forth in this Agreement and having as a Managing General Partner a Person approved by the majority of the Class A Limited Partners. Upon any such election by the Class A Limited Partners, all Partners shall be bound thereby and shall be deemed to have approved same. Unless such an election is made within the applicable time period as set forth above, the Partnership shall conduct only activities necessary to wind up its affairs of such an election is so made, then:
(i) the reconstituted Partnership shall continue until the end of the term set forth in Section 2.7 unless earlier dissolved in accordance with this Article XII;
(ii) if the successor General Partner is not the former Managing General Partner, then the interest of the former Managing General Partner shall be purchased by the successor General Partner; and
(iii) all necessary steps shall be taken to cancel this Agreement and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and to enter into and, as necessary, to file a new partnership agreement and certificate of limited partnership, and the successor General Partner may for this purpose exercise the powers of attorney granted the Managing General Partner pursuant to Section 2.6; provided, that the right to approve a successor General Partner and to reconstitute and to continue the business or the Partnership shall not exist and may not be exercised unless the Partnership has received an Opinion of Counsel that (x) the exercise of the right would not result in the loss of limited liability of the Limited Partners and (y) neither the Partnership, the reconstituted limited partnership nor any Group Member would be treated as an association taxable as a corporation or otherwise be taxable as an entity for federal income tax purposes upon the exercise of such right to continue.
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12.3 LIQUIDATOR.
Upon dissolution of the Partnership, unless the Partnership is continued under an election to reconstitute and continue the Partnership pursuant to Section 12,2, the Managing General Partner shall select one or more Persons to act as Liquidator. The Liquidator (if other than the Managing General Partner) shall be entitled to receive such compensation (or its services as may be approved by the Class A Limited Partners. The Liquidator (if other than the Managing General Partner) shall agree not to resign at any time without 15 days' prior notice and may be removed at any time, with or without cause, by notice of removal approved by a majority in interest of the Class A Limited Partners. Upon dissolution, removal or resignation of the Liquidator, a successor and substitute Liquidator (who shall have and succeed to all rights, powers and duties of the original Liquidator) shall within 30 days thereafter be approved by a majority in interest of the Class A Limited Partners. The right to approve a successor or substitute Liquidator in the manner provided herein shall be deemed to refer also to any such successor or substitute Liquidator approved in the manner herein provided. Except as expressly provided in this Article XII, the Liquidator approved in the manner provided herein shall have and may exercise, without further authorization or consent of any of the parties hereto, all of the powers conferred upon the Managing General Partner under the terms of this Agreement (but subject to all of the applicable limitations, contractual or otherwise, upon the exercise of such powers) to the extent necessary or desirable in the good faith judgment of the Liquidator to carry out the duties and Functions of the Liquidator hereunder for and during such period of time as shall be reasonably required in the good faith judgment of the Liquidator to complete the winding up and liquidation of the Partnership as provided for herein.
12.4 LIQUIDATION.
The Liquidator shall proceed to dispose of the assets of the Partnership, discharge its liabilities, and otherwise wind up its affairs in such manner and over such period as the Liquidator determines to be in the best interest of the Partners, subject to Section 17-804 of the Delaware Act and the following:
(a) Disposition of Assets. The assets may be disposed of by public or private sale or by distribution in kind to one or more Partners on such terms as the Liquidator and such Partner or Partners may agree, if any property is distributed in kind, the Partner receiving the property shall be deemed for purposes of Section 12.4(c) to have received cash equal to its fair market value; and contemporaneously therewith, appropriate cash distributions must be made to the other Partners. The Liquidator may, in its absolute discretion, defer liquidation of the Partnership's assets for a reasonable time if it determines that an immediate sale of all or part of the Partnership's assets would be impractical or would cause undue loss to the Partners. The Liquidator may, in its absolute discretion, distribute the Partnership's assets, in whole or in part, in kind if it determines that a sale would be impractical or would cause undue loss to the partners.
(b) Discharge of Liabilities. Liabilities of the Partnership include amounts owed to Partners otherwise than in respect of their distribution rights under Article VI, with respect to any liability that is contingent or is otherwise not yet due and payable, the Liquidator shall either settle such claim for such amount as it thinks appropriate or establish a reserve of
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cash or other assets to provide for its payment. When paid, any unused portion of the reserve shall be distributed as additional liquidation proceeds.
(c) Liquidation Distributions. All property and all cash in excess of that required to discharge liabilities as provided in Section 12.4(b) shall be distributed to the Partners in accordance with, and to the extent of, the positive balances in their respective Capital Accounts, as determined after taking into account all Capital Account adjustments (other than those made by reason of distributions pursuant to this Section 12.4(c)) for the taxable year of the Partnership during which the liquidation of the Partnership occurs (with such date of occurrence being determined pursuant to Treasury Regulation,
Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(g)), and such distribution shall be made by the end of such taxable year (or, if later, within 90 days after said date of such occurrence).
12.5 CANCELLATION OF CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.
Upon the completion of the distribution of Partnership cash and property as provided in Section 12.4 in connection with the liquidation of the Partnership, the Partnership shall be terminated and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all qualifications of the Partnership as a foreign limited partnership in jurisdictions other than the State of Delaware shall be canceled and such other actions as may be necessary to terminate the Partnership shall be taken.
12.6 RETURN OF CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS.
Except as provided in Section 12.8, the General Partners shall not be personally liable for, and shall have no obligation to contribute or loan any monies or property to the Partnership to enable it to effectuate, the return of the Capital Contributions of any Limited Partner, or any portion thereof, it being expressly understood that any such return shall be made solely from Partnership assets.
12.7 WAIVER OF PARTITION.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, each Partner hereby waives any right to partition of the Partnership property.
12.8 CAPITAL ACCOUNT RESTORATION.
No Limited Partner shall have any obligation to restore any negative balance in its Capital Account upon liquidation of the Partnership. The Managing General Partner shall be obligated to restore any negative balance in its Capital Account upon liquidation of its interest in the Partnership by the end of the taxable year of the Partnership during which such liquidation occurs, or, if later, within 90 days after the date of such liquidation.
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ARTICLE XIII
AMENDMENT OF PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
13.1 AMENDMENT PROCEDURE.
Each Partner agrees that the Managing General Partner may amend any provision of this Agreement and may execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record whatever documents may be required in connection therewith. Unless such amendment is expressly permitted under this Agreement to be made by the Managing General Partner acting alone, any such amendment, to be effective, shall require the approval of a majority in interest of the Class A Limited Partners. Other than as set forth in Section 13.2, no consent or approval of the Special Limited Partner shall be required in connection with any such amendment.
13.2 LIMITATION.
Other than as set forth in the next sentence, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement to the contrary, the Special Limited Partner shall have no voting or approval rights with respect to any matter, including the matters covered by Articles XI, XII, XIII and XV hereof Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, without the approval of the Special Limited Partner no amendment of this Agreement shall (a) adversely affect the tax deferral for the benefit of the Special Limited Partner sought to be accomplished by the Debt Indemnity or (b) materially adversely affect the non-voting, economic value of the Special Limited Partner's Partner Interest.
ARTICLE XIV
MERGER
14.1 AUTHORITY.
The Partnership may merge or consolidate with one or more corporations, business trusts or associations, real estate investment trusts, common law trusts or unincorporated businesses, including a general partnership or limited partnership, formed under the laws of the State of Delaware or any other state of the United States of America, pursuant to a written agreement of merger or consolidation ("Merger Agreement") in accordance with this Article XIV.
14.2 PROCEDURE FOR MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION.
Merger or consolidation of the Partnership pursuant to this Article XIV requires the prior approval of the Managing General Partner. If the Managing General Partner shall determine, in the exercise of its discretion, to consent to the merger or consolidation, the Managing General Partner shall approve the Merger Agreement, which shall set forth:
(a) The names and jurisdictions of formation or organization of each of the business entities proposing to merge or consolidate;
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(b) The name and jurisdictions of formation or organization of the business entity that is to survive the proposed merger or consolidation (the "Surviving Business Entity");
(c) The terms and conditions of the proposed merger or consolidation;
(d) The manner and basis of exchanging or converting the equity securities of each constituent business entity for, or into, cash, property or general or limited partner interests, rights, securities or obligations of the Surviving Business Entity, and (i) if any general or limited partner interests. securities or rights of any constituent business entity are not to be exchanged or converted solely for, or into, cash, property or general or limited partner interests, rights, securities or obligations of the Surviving Business Entity, the cash, property or general or limited partner interests, rights, securities or obligations of any limited partnership, corporation, trust or other entity (other than the Surviving Business Entity) which the holders of such general or limited partner interests, securities or rights are to receive in exchange for, or upon conversion of their general or limited partner interests, securities or rights, and (ii) in the case of securities represented by certificates, upon the surrender of such certificates, which cash, property or general or limited partner interests, rights, securities or obligations of the Surviving Business Entity or any general or limited partnership, corporation, trust or other entity (other than the Surviving Business Entity), or evidences thereof, are to be delivered;
(e) A statement of any changes in the constituent documents or the adoption of new constituent documents (the articles or certificate of incorporation, articles of trust, declaration of trust, certificate or agreement of limited partnership or other similar charter or governing document) of the Surviving Business Entity to be effected by such merger or consolidation;
(f) The effective time of the merger, which may be the date of the filing of the certificate of merger pursuant to Section 14.4 or a later date specified in or determinable in accordance with the Merger Agreement (provided, that if the effective time of the merger is to be later than the date of the filing of the certificate of merger, the effective time shall be fixed no later than the time of the filing of the certificate of merger and stated therein); and
(g) Such other provisions with respect to the proposed merger or consolidation as are deemed necessary or appropriate by the Managing General Partner.
14.3 APPROVAL BY CLASS A LIMITED PARTNERS OF MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION.
(a) The Managing General Partner, upon its approval of the Merger Agreement, shall direct that a copy or a summary of the Merger Agreement be submitted to the Class A Limited Partners for their approval.
(b) The Merger Agreement shall be approved upon receiving the approval of a majority in interest of the Class A Limited Partners.
(c) After Such approval by the Class A Limited Partners, and at any time prior to the filing of the certificate of merger pursuant to Section 14.4 the merger or consolidation may be abandoned pursuant to provisions therefor, if any, set forth in the Merger Agreement.
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14.4 CERTIFICATE OF MERGER.
Upon the required approval by the Managing General Partner and the Class A Limited Partners of a Merger Agreement, a certificate of merger shall be executed and filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware in conformity with the requirements of the Delaware Act.
14.5 EFFECT OF MERGER.
(a) At the effective time of the certificate of merger:
(i) all of the rights, privileges and powers of each of the business entities that has merged or consolidated, and all property, real, personal and mixed, and all debts due to any of those business entities and all other things and causes of action belonging to each of those business entities shall be vested in the Surviving Business Entity and after the merger or consolidation shall be the property of the Surviving Business Entity to the extent they were of each constituent business entity;
(ii) the title to any real property vested by deed or otherwise in any of those constituent business entities shall not revert and is not in any way impaired because of the merger or consolidation;
(iii) all rights of creditors and all liens on or security interests in property of any of those constituent business entities shall be preserved unimpaired; and
(iv) all debts, liabilities and duties of those constituent business entities shall attach to the Surviving Business Entity, and may be enforced against it to the same extent as if the debts, liabilities and duties had been incurred or contracted by it.
(b) A merger or consolidation effected pursuant to this Article XIV shall not be deemed to result in a transfer or assignment of assets or liabilities from one entity to another.
ARTICLE XV
GENERAL PROVISIONS
15.1 ADDRESSES AND NOTICES.
Any notice, demand, request, report or proxy materials required or permitted to be given or made to a Partner under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed given or made when received by it at the principal office of the Partnership referred to in Section 2.3.
15.2 REFERENCES.
Except as specifically provided otherwise, references to "Articles" and "Sections" are to Articles and Sections of this Agreement.
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15.3 FURTHER ACTION.
The parties shall execute and deliver all documents, provide all information and take or refrain from taking action as may be necessary or appropriate to achieve the purposes of this Agreement.
15.4 BINDING EFFECT.
This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their heirs, executors, administrators, successors, legal representatives and permitted assigns.
15.5 INTEGRATION.
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the parties hereto pertaining to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings pertaining thereto.
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to waive or modify the rights of any of the parties to the Purchase Agreement, to the extent therein provided, and any and all remedies or damages asserted with respect to such rights shall be governed solely by the Purchase Agreement.
15.6 CREDITORS.
None of the provisions of this Agreement shall be for the benefit of, or shall be enforceable by, any creditor of the Partnership.
15.7 WAIVER.
No failure by any party to insist upon the strict performance of any covenant, duty, agreement or condition of this Agreement or to exercise any right or remedy consequent upon a breach thereof shall constitute waiver of any such breach of any other covenant, duty, agreement or condition.
15.8 COUNTERPARTS.
This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, all of which together shall constitute an agreement binding on all the parties hereto, notwithstanding that all such parties are not signatories to the original or the same counterpart. Each party shall become bound by this Agreement immediately upon affixing its signature hereto, independently of the signature of any other party.
15.9 APPLICABLE LAW.
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of Delaware, without regard to the principles of conflicts of law.
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15.10 INVALIDITY OF PROVISIONS.
If any provision of this Agreement is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions contained herein shall not be affected thereby.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.
MANAGING GENERAL PARTNER:
CP HOLDINGS, INC.
By:

Name:
Title:
CLASS A LIMITED PARTNER:
COLUMBIA PROPANE, L.P.
By:

Name:
Title:
SPECIAL LIMITED PARTNER:
NATIONAL PROPANE CORPORATION
By:

Name:
Title:
 
SCHEDULE A

                                             Committed        Percentage
             Name of Owner                    Capital          Interest
             -------------                    -------          --------
MLP                                         $68,600,000          98.0
Managing General Partner                    $   700,000           1.0
Special Limited Partner                     $   700,000           1.0
                                                               ------
                                                               100.00
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AMENDED AND RESTATED
AGREEMENT OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP OF
AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P.
THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED AGREEMENT OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP OF AMERIGAS PROPANE, L P., dated as of April 12, 1995, is entered into by and among New AmeriGas Propane, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, as the General Partner, and AmeriGas Partners, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, as the initial Limited Partner, together with any other Persons who become Partners in the Partnership as provided herein. In consideration of the covenants, conditions and agreements contained herein, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS
1.1 FORMATION. The General Partner and the MLP have previously formed the Partnership as a limited partnership pursuant to the provisions of the Delaware Act and hereby amend and restate the original Agreement of Limited Partnership of AmeriGas Propane, L.P. in its entirety. Except as expressly provided to the contrary in this Agreement, the rights and obligations of the Partners and the administration, dissolution and termination of the Partnership shall be governed by the Delaware Act. All Partnership Interests shall constitute personal property of the owner thereof for all purposes.
1.2 NAME. The name of the Partnership shall be "AmeriGas Propane, L.P." The Partnership's business may be conducted under any other name or names deemed necessary or appropriate by the General Partner, including the name of the General Partner. The words "Limited Partnership," "L.P.," "Ltd." or similar words or letters shall be included in the Partnership's name where necessary for the purposes of complying with the laws of any jurisdiction that so requires. The General Partner in its sole discretion may change the name of the Partnership at any time and from time to time and shall notify the Limited Partner of such change in the next regular communication to the Limited Partner.
1.3 REGISTERED OFFICE; PRINCIPAL OFFICE. Unless and until changed by the General Partner, the registered office of the Partnership in the State of Delaware shall be located at 32 Loockerman Square, Suite L-100, Dover, Delaware 19904, and the registered agent for service of process on the Partnership in the State of Delaware at such registered office shall be The Prentice-Hall Corporation System, Inc. The principal office of the Partnership shall be located at, and the address of the General Partner shall be, 460 North Gulph Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406, or such other place as the General Partner may from time to time designate by notice to the Limited Partner. The Partnership may maintain offices at such other place or places within or outside the State of Delaware as the General Partner deems necessary or appropriate.
1.4 POWER OF ATTORNEY. (a) The Limited Partner hereby constitutes and appoints each of the General Partner and, if a Liquidator shall have been selected pursuant to Section 13.3, the Liquidator severally (and any
successor to either thereof by merger, transfer, assignment, election or otherwise) and each of their authorized officers and attorneys-in-fact, with full power of substitution, as its true and lawful agent and attorney-in-fact, with full power and authority in its name, place and stead, to:
(i) execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record in the appropriate public offices (A) all certificates, documents and other instruments (including this Agreement and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments or restatements thereof) that the General Partner or the Liquidator deems necessary or appropriate to form, qualify or continue the existence or qualification of the Partnership as a limited partnership (or a partnership in which the limited partners have limited liability) in the State of Delaware and in all other jurisdictions in which the Partnership may conduct business or own property; (B) all certificates, documents and other instruments that the General Partner or the Liquidator deems necessary or appropriate to reflect, in accordance with its terms, any amendment, charge, modification or restatement of this Agreement; (C) all certificates, documents and other instruments (including conveyances and a certificate of cancellation) that the General Partner or the Liquidator deems necessary or appropriate to reflect the dissolution and liquidation of the Partnership pursuant to the terms of this Agreement; (D) all certificates, documents and other instruments relating to the admission, withdrawal, removal or substitution of any Partner pursuant to, or other events described in, Article X, XI, XII or XIII; (E) all certificates, documents and other instruments relating to the determination of the rights, preferences and privileges of any class or series of Partnership Interests; and (F) all certificates, documents and other instruments (including agreements and a certificate of merger) relating to a merger or consolidation of the Partnership pursuant to Article XV; and
(ii) execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record all ballots, consents, approvals, waivers, certificates, documents and other instruments necessary or appropriate, in the sole discretion of the General Partner or the Liquidator, to make, evidence, give, confirm or ratify any vote, consent, approval, agreement or other action that is made or given by the Partners hereunder or is consistent with the terms of this Agreement or is necessary or appropriate, in the sole discretion of the General Partner or the Liquidator, to effectuate the terms or intent of this Agreement; provided, that when the approval of the Limited Partner is required by any provision of this Agreement, the General Partner or the Liquidator may exercise the power of attorney made in this Section 1.4(a)(ii) only after the necessary approval of the Limited Partner is obtained.
Nothing contained in this Section 1.4(a) shall be construed as authorizing the General Partner to amend this Agreement except in accordance with Article XIV or as may be otherwise expressly provided for in this Agreement.
(b) The foregoing power of attorney is hereby declared to be irrevocable and a power coupled with an interest, and it shall survive and not be affected by the subsequent death, incompetency, disability, incapacity, dissolution, bankruptcy or termination of the Limited Partner and the transfer of all or any portion of the Limited Partner's Partnership Interest and shall extend to the Limited Partner's heirs, successors, assigns and personal representatives. The Limited Partner hereby agrees to be bound by any representation made by the General Partner or the Liquidator acting in good faith pursuant to such power of attorney; and the Limited Partner hereby waives any and all defenses that may be available to contest, negate or disaffirm the
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action of the General Partner or the Liquidator taken in good faith under such power of attorney. The Limited Partner shall execute and deliver to the General Partner or the Liquidator, within 15 days after receipt of the General Partner's or the Liquidator's request therefor, such further designation, powers of attorney and other instruments as the General Partner or the Liquidator deems necessary to effectuate this Agreement and the purposes of the Partnership.
1.5 TERM. The Partnership commenced upon the filing of the Certificate of Limited Partnership in accordance with the Delaware Act and shall continue in existence until the close of Partnership business on December 31, 2093, or until the earlier termination of the Partnership in accordance with the provisions of Article XIII.
1.6 POSSIBLE RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSFER. The General Partner may impose restrictions on the transfer of Partnership Interests if a subsequent Opinion of Counsel determines that such restrictions are necessary to avoid a substantial risk of the Partnership's becoming taxable as a corporation or otherwise as an entity for federal income tax purposes. The restrictions may be imposed by making such amendments to this Agreement as the General Partner in its sole discretion may determine to be necessary or appropriate to impose such restrictions.
ARTICLE II
DEFINITIONS
The following definitions shall be for all purposes, unless otherwise clearly indicated to the contrary, applied to the terms used in this Agreement.
"ADDITIONAL LIMITED PARTNER" means a Person admitted to the Partnership as a Limited Partner pursuant to Section 11.5 and who is shown as such on the books and records of the Partnership.
"AFFILIATE" means, with respect to any Person, any other Person that directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries controls, is controlled by or is under common control with, the Person in question. As used herein, the term "control" means the possession, direct or indirect, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of a Person, whether through ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise.
"AGREEMENT" means this Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of AmeriGas Propane, L.P., as it may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.
"AMERIGAS" means AmeriGas Propane, Inc, a Pennsylvania corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of AmeriGas, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation.
"AUDIT COMMITTEE" means a committee of the Board of Directors of the General Partner composed entirely of two or more directors who are neither officers nor employees of the General Partner or any of its Affiliates.
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"AVAILABLE CASH" as to any Quarter ending before the Liquidation Date, means
(a) the sum of (i) all cash of the Partnership Group on hand at the end of such Quarter and (ii) all additional cash of the Partnership Group on hand on the date of determination of Available Cash with respect to such Quarter resulting from borrowings subsequent to the end of such Quarter, less
(b) the amount of cash reserves that is necessary or appropriate in the reasonable discretion of the General Partner to (i) provide for the proper conduct of the business of the Partnership Group (including reserves for future capital expenditures) subsequent to such Quarter, (ii) provide funds for distributions under Sections 5.3(a), (b) and (c) or 5.4(a) of the MLP Agreement in respect of any one or more of the next four Quarters, or (iii) comply with applicable law or any debt instrument or other agreement or obligation to which any member of the Partnership Group is a party or its assets are subject.
"BUSINESS DAY" means Monday through Friday of each week, except that a legal holiday recognized as such by the government of the United States or the states of New York or Pennsylvania shall not be regarded as a Business Day.
"CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP" means the Certificate of Limited Partnership filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware as referenced in Section 6.2, as such Certificate of Limited Partnership may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.
"CLOSING DATE" means the first date on which Common Units are sold by the MLP to the Underwriters pursuant to the provisions of the Underwriting Agreement.
"CODE" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended and in effect from time to time. Any reference herein to a specific section or sections of the Code shall be deemed to include a reference to any corresponding provision of future law.
"COMMON UNIT" means a unit representing a fractional part of the partnership interests of all limited partners and assignees and having the rights and obligations specified with respect to Common Units in the MLP Agreement.
"CONTRIBUTION" means any cash, cash equivalents or the Net Agreed Value of any property or asset that a Partner contributes to the Partnership pursuant to the Conveyance and Contribution Agreement, the Merger and Contribution Agreement, Article IV or Article XIII.
"CONVEYANCE AND CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT" means that certain Conveyance and Contribution Agreement, dated as of the Closing Date, between Petrolane, the MLP, the Partnership and certain other parties, together with the additional conveyance documents and instruments contemplated or referenced thereunder.
"DELAWARE ACT" means the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act, 6 Del C Section 11-101, et seq., as amended, supplemented or restated from time to time, and any successor to such statute.
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"DEPARTING PARTNER" means a former General Partner, from and after the effective date of any withdrawal or removal of such former General Partner pursuant to Section 12.1 or Section 12.2.
"EVENT OF WITHDRAWAL" has the meaning assigned to such term in
Section 12.1(a).
"EXCHANGE ACT" means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, supplemented or restated from time to time, and any successor to such statute.
"GENERAL PARTNER" means AmeriGas and its successors as general partner of the Partnership.
"GROUP MEMBER" means a member of the Partnership Group.
"INCLUDES" means includes, without limitation, and "including" means including, without limitation.
"INDEMNITEE" means (a) the General Partner, any Departing Partner, any Person who is or was an Affiliate of the General Partner or any Departing Partner, (b) any Person who is or was an officer, director, employee, partner, agent or trustee of the General Partner or any Departing Partner or any such Affiliate, or (c) any Person who is or was serving at the request of the General Partner or any Departing Partner or any such Affiliate as a director, officer, employee, partner, agent, fiduciary or trustee of another Person; provided, that a Person shall not be an Indemnitee pursuant to this clause (c) by reason of providing, on a fee-for-services basis, trustee, fiduciary or custodial services.
"INITIAL OFFERING" means the initial offering and sale of Common Units to the public, as described in the Registration Statement.
"LIMITED PARTNER" means the MLP, AmeriGas and Petrolane pursuant to
Section 4.2, each Substituted Limited Partner, if any, each Additional Limited Partner and any Departing Partner upon the change of its status from General Partner to Limited Partner pursuant to Section 12.3, but excluding any such Person from and after the time it withdraws from the Partnership.
"LIQUIDATION DATE" means (a) in the case of an event giving rise to the dissolution of the Partnership of the type described in clauses (a) and (b) of the first sentence of Section 13.2, the date on which the applicable time period during which the Partners have the right to elect to reconstitute the Partnership and continue its business has expired without such an election being made, and (b) in the case of any other event giving rise to the dissolution of the Partnership, the date on which such event occurs.
"LIQUIDATOR" means the General Partner or other Person approved pursuant to Section 13.3 who performs the functions described therein.
"MERGER AGREEMENT" has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 15.1.
"MERGER AND CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT" means that certain Merger and Contribution Agreement, dated as of the Closing Date, between AmeriGas, the
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MLP, the Partnership and certain other parties, together with the additional conveyance documents and instruments contemplated or referenced thereunder.
"MLP" means AmeriGas Partners, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership.
"MLP AGREEMENT" means the Agreement of Limited Partnership of AmeriGas Partners, L.P., as it may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.
"NATIONAL SECURITIES EXCHANGE" means an exchange registered with the Commission under Section 6(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, supplemented or restated from time to time, and any successor to such statute, or the NASDAQ Stock Market or any successor thereto.
"NET AGREED VALUE" means the fair market value any asset or property contributed to the Partnership reduced by any liabilities either assumed by the Partnership upon such contribution or to which the asset or to which the asset or property is subject when contributed, in each case as determined by the General Partner using such reasonable method of valuation as it may adopt.
"1989 CUSTOMER LIST" means a customer list established in 1989 on the books of Petrolane Gas Services LP, a partnership which was merged into Petrolane on July 15, 1993.
"OPINION OF COUNSEL" means a written opinion of counsel (who may be regular counsel to AmeriGas, any Affiliate of AmeriGas, the Partnership or the General Partner) acceptable to the General Partner in its reasonable discretion.
"PARTNERS" means the General Partner and the Limited Partner.
"PARTNERSHIP" means AmeriGas Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, and any successor thereto.
"PARTNERSHIP GROUP" means the Partnership and its partnership Subsidiaries, treated as a single consolidated partnership.
"PARTNERSHIP INTEREST" means the interest of a Partner in the Partnership.
"PERCENTAGE INTEREST" means (a) as to the General Partner, in its capacity as such, 1.0101% and (b) as to the Limited Partner, 98.9899%.
"PERSON" means an individual or a corporation, partnership, trust, unincorporated organization, association or other entity.
"PETROLANE" means Petrolane Incorporated, a California corporation.
"QUARTER" means, unless the context requires otherwise, a three-month period of time ending on March 31, September 30, or December 31.
"REGISTRATION STATEMENT" means the Registration Statement on Form S-1 (Registration No. 33-86028), as it has been or as it may be amended or supplemented from time to time, filed by the MLP with the Securities and
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Exchange Commission under the Securities Act to register the offering and sale of the Common Units in the Initial Offering.
"RESTRICTED ACTIVITIES" means the retail sales of propane to end users in the continental United States in the manner engaged in by AmeriGas and Petrolane immediately prior to the Closing Date.
"SECURITIES ACT" means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, supplemented or restated from time to time and any successor to such statute.
"SPECIAL APPROVAL" means approval by the Audit Committee.
"SPECIAL PROPANE CORPORATION" means any corporation that is engaged in Restricted Activities, is not an S Corporation within the meaning of Section 1361 of the Code, and whose tax basis in its assets is in the aggregate substantially less than the fair market value of such assets.
"SUBSIDIARY" means, with respect to any Person, (a) a corporation of which more than 50% of the voting power of shares entitled (without regard to the occurrence of any contingency) to vote in the election of directors or other governing body of such corporation is owned, directly or indirectly, by such Person, by one or more Subsidiaries of such Person or a combination thereof, (b) a partnership (whether general or limited) in which such Person or a Subsidiary of such Person is, at the date of determination, a general or limited partner of such partnership, but only if more than 50% of the partnership interests of such partnership (considering all of the partnership interests of the partnership as a single class) is owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by such Person, by one or more Subsidiaries of such Person, or a combination thereof, or (c) any other Person (other than a corporation or a partnership) in which such Person, directly or indirectly, at the date of determination, has (i) at least a majority ownership interest or (ii) the power to elect or direct the election of a majority of the directors or other governing body of such Person.
"SUBSTITUTED LIMITED PARTNER" means a Person who is admitted as a Limited Partner to the Partnership pursuant to Section 11.3 in place of and with all the rights of a Limited Partner and who is shown as a Limited Partner on the books and records of the Partnership.
"SURVIVING BUSINESS ENTITY" has the meaning assigned to such term in
Section 15.2(b).
"UNDERWRITER" means each Person named as an underwriter in Schedule 1 to the Underwriting Agreement who purchases Common Units pursuant thereto.
"UNDERWRITING AGREEMENT" means the Underwriting Agreement dated April 12, 1995, among the Underwriters, the MLP and other parties providing for the purchase of Common Units by such Underwriters.
"WITHDRAWAL OPINION OF COUNSEL" has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 12.1(b).
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ARTICLE III
PURPOSE
3.1 PURPOSE AND BUSINESS. The purpose and nature of the business to be conducted by the Partnership shall be to (a) acquire, manage and operate the assets transferred to the Partnership pursuant to the Merger and Contribution Agreement and the Conveyance and Contribution Agreement, and any similar assets or properties, and to engage directly in, or to enter into or form any corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company or other arrangement to engage indirectly in, any type of business or activity engaged in by AmeriGas or Petrolane or their Affiliates immediately prior to the Closing Date and, in connection therewith, to exercise all of the rights and powers conferred upon the Partnership pursuant to the agreements relating to such business activity, (b) engage directly in, or enter into or form any corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company or other arrangement to engage indirectly in, any business activity that is approved by the General Partner and which may lawfully be conducted by a limited partnership organized pursuant to the Delaware Act and, in connection therewith, to exercise all of the rights and powers conferred upon the Partnership pursuant to the agreements relating to such business activity, and (c) do anything necessary or appropriate to the foregoing, including the making of capital contributions or loans to the MLP or any Subsidiary of the Partnership or the MLP. The General Partner has no obligation or duty to the Partnership or the Limited Partner to propose or approve, and in its sole discretion may decline to propose or approve, the conduct by the Partnership of any business.
3.2 POWERS. The Partnership shall be empowered to do any and all acts and things necessary, appropriate, proper, advisable, incidental to or convenient for the furtherance and accomplishment of the purposes and business described in Section 3.1 and for the protection and benefit of the Partnership.
ARTICLE IV
CONTRIBUTIONS
4.1 INITIAL CONTRIBUTIONS. In connection with the formation of the Partnership under the Delaware Act, the General Partner made an initial Contribution to the Partnership in the amount of $10.10 for an interest in the Partnership and has been admitted as the general partner of the Partnership, and the MLP made an initial Contribution to the Partnership in the amount of $989.90 for an interest in the Partnership and has been admitted as a limited partner of the Partnership.
4.2 CONTRIBUTIONS BY AMERIGAS AND THE MLP. (a) On the Closing Date and pursuant to the Merger and Contribution Agreement, various Subsidiaries of AmeriGas shall merge with and into the Partnership. Pursuant to the Merger and Contribution Agreement, AmeriGas shall receive merger consideration consisting of, among other items, (i) the continuation of its general partner interest in the Partnership consisting of a Partnership Interest representing a 1.0101% Percentage Interest and (ii) a limited partner interest in the Partnership, which shall thereupon be contributed to the MLP as set forth in the Merger and Contribution Agreement.
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(b) On the Closing Date and pursuant to the Conveyance and Contribution Agreement, Petrolane, or Petrolane and one of its Subsidiaries, will convey substantially all of its or their assets to the Partnership in exchange for, among other items, a limited partner interest or interests in the Partnership, which shall thereupon be contributed to the MLP as set forth in the Conveyance and Contribution Agreement.
(c) On the Closing Date, the MLP shall contribute in respect of its Partnership Interest the net proceeds to the MLP from the issuance of the Common Units pursuant to the Initial Offering.
(d) The Partnership Interests contributed to the Partnership pursuant to the provisions of Sections 4.2(a) and (b), together with the Partnership Interest previously held by the MLP, will represent a 98.9899% Percentage Interest in the Partnership.
4.3 ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS. With the consent of the General Partner, the Limited Partner may, but shall not be obligated to, make additional Contributions to the Partnership. Contemporaneously with the making of any such additional Contributions by the Limited Partner, the General Partner shall be obligated to make an additional Contribution to the Partnership in an amount equal to 1.0101 / 98.9899% of the Net Agreed Value of the additional Contribution then made by the Limited Partner. Except as set forth in the immediately preceding sentence and Article XIII, the General Partner shall not be obligated to make any additional Contributions to the Partnership.
4.4 NO PREEMPTIVE RIGHTS. No Person shall have any preemptive, preferential or other similar right with respect to issuance or sale of any class or series of Partnership Interests, any option, right, warrant or appreciation rights relating thereto, or any other type of equity interest that the Partnership may lawfully issue, or any unsecured or secured debt obligation of the Partnership that is convertible into any class or series of equity interests of the Partnership.
4.5 INTEREST AND WITHDRAWAL. No interest shall be paid by the Partnership on Contributions, no Partner shall be entitled to withdraw any part of its Contributions or to receive any distribution from the Partnership, except as provided in Articles V, VII, XII and XIII.
ARTICLE V
DISTRIBUTIONS
5.1 TIMING AND AMOUNT OF REGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS. (a) Subject to Section 5.1(b), cash shall be distributed to the Partners at such times and in such amount as the General Partner shall from time to time determine.
(b) The General Partner shall determine the amount of Available Cash with respect to each Quarter ending before the Liquidation Date within 45 days following the end of such Quarter. Such determination shall be made by reference to the books and records of the Partnership Group and, if made in good faith, shall be conclusive. Promptly following such determination, an
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amount equal to Available Cash with respect to such prior Quarter shall be distributed to the Partners.
5.2 SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. Immediately following the issuance and sale by the Partnership of its $110,000,000 of Series C First Mortgage Notes, and in anticipation of the contributions to be made to the Partnership pursuant to Section 4.2, the net proceeds to the Partnership from the issuance of such notes shall be distributed to the General Partner.
5.3 DISTRIBUTION RATIO. Except as provided in Sections 5.2 and 13.4(c), all distributions shall be made to the Partners in the ratio of their respective Percentage Interests.
5.4 PAYMENTS OTHER THAN DISTRIBUTIONS. Amounts payable as compensation or reimbursement to the General Partner, or amounts payable to any person other than in his capacity as a Partner, such as for goods or services, shall not be treated as distributions.
5.5 ENTITY-LEVEL TAX PAYMENTS. The General Partner is authorized to take any action it determines in its sole discretion to be necessary or appropriate to cause the Partnership to comply with any withholding requirements established under the Code or any other law. Whether or not pursuant to any withholding requirement, if the Partnership is required or elects to pay any tax on behalf of the General Partner or the Limited Partner that is attributable to the Partnership, the General Partner is authorized to pay such taxes from Partnership funds. To the extent feasible, each such payment shall be treated as a distribution pursuant to Article V in respect of the Person on whose behalf the payment was made. If the payment is made on behalf of a Person whose identity cannot be determined, the General Partner is authorized to treat the payment as a distribution to the Limited Partner. Alternatively, the General Partner may elect to treat an amount paid on behalf of the General Partner and the Limited Partner as an expenditure of the Partnership if the amount paid on behalf of the General Partner is not substantially greater per Percentage Interest than that paid on behalf of the Limited Partner.
ARTICLE VI
MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF BUSINESS
6.1 MANAGEMENT. (a) The General Partner shall conduct, direct and manage all activities of the Partnership. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, all management powers over the business and affairs of the Partnership shall be exclusively vested in the General Partner, and the Limited Partner shall have no right of control or management power over the business and affairs of the Partnership. In addition to the powers now or hereafter granted a general partner of a limited partnership under applicable law or which are granted to the General Partner under any other provision of this Agreement, the General Partner, subject to Section 6.3, shall have full power and authority to do all things and on such terms as it, in its sole discretion, may deem necessary or appropriate to conduct the business of the Partnership, to exercise all powers set forth in Section 3.2 and to effectuate the purposes set forth in
Section 3.1, including the following:
(i) the making of any expenditures, the lending or borrowing of money, the assumption or guarantee of, or other contracting for, indebtedness
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and other liabilities, the issuance of evidences of indebtedness and the incurring of any other obligations;
(ii) the making of tax, regulatory and other filings, or rendering of periodic or other reports to governmental or other agencies having jurisdiction over the business or assets of the Partnership;
(iii) the acquisition, disposition, mortgage, pledge, encumbrance, hypothecation or exchange of any or all of the assets of the Partnership or the merger or other combination of the Partnership with or into another Person;
(iv) the use of the assets of the Partnership (including cash on hand) for any purpose consistent with the terms of this Agreement, including the financing of the conduct of the operations of the Partnership, the lending of funds to other Persons (including the MLP, the General Partner and its Affiliates), the repayment of obligations of the Partnership and the making of capital contributions to a Subsidiary;
(v) the negotiation, execution and performance of any contracts, conveyances or other instruments (including instruments that limit the liability of the Partnership under contractual arrangements to all or particular assets of the Partnership, with the other party to the contract to have no recourse against the General Partner or its assets other than its interest in the Partnership, even if same results in the terms of the transaction being less favorable to the Partnership than would otherwise be the case);
(vi) the distribution of Partnership cash;
(vii) the selection and dismissal of employees (including employees having titles such as "president," "vice president," "secretary" and "treasurer") and agents, outside attorneys, accountants, consultants and contractors and the determination of their compensation and other terms of employment or hiring;
(viii) the maintenance of such insurance for the benefit of the Partnership Group and the Partners (including the assets of the Partnership) as it deems necessary or appropriate;
(ix) the formation of, or acquisition of an interest in, and the contribution of property and the making of loans to, any further limited or general partnerships, joint ventures, corporations, limited liability companies or other relationships;
(x) the control of any matters affecting the rights and obligations of the Partnership, including the bringing and defending of actions at law or in equity and otherwise engaging in the conduct of litigation and the incurring of legal expense and the settlement of claims and litigation; and
(xi) the indemnification of any Person against liabilities and contingencies to the extent permitted by law.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the MLP Agreement, the Delaware Act or any applicable law, rule or regulation, each of the Partners hereby (i) approves, ratifies and confirms the execution, delivery and performance by the parties thereto of the Underwriting Agreement, the Conveyance and Contribution Agreement, the Merger and Contribution
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Agreement, the agreements and other documents filed as exhibits to the Registration Statement, and the other agreements described in or filed as a part of the Registration Statement; (ii) agrees that the General Partner (on its own or through any officer of the Partnership) is authorized to execute, deliver and perform the agreements referred to in clause (i) of this sentence and the other agreements, acts, transactions and matters described in or contemplated by the Registration Statements on behalf of the Partnership without any further act, approval or vote of the Partners; and (iii) agrees that the execution, delivery or performance by the General Partner, the MLP, any Group Member or any Affiliate of any of them, of this Agreement or any agreement authorized or permitted under this Agreement, shall not constitute a breach by the General Partner of any duty that the General Partner may owe the Partnership or the Limited Partner or any other Persons under this Agreement (or any other agreements) or of any duty stated or implied by law or equity.
6.2 CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP. The General Partner has caused the Certificate of Limited Partnership to be filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware as required by the Delaware Act and shall use all reasonable efforts to cause to be filed such other certificates or documents as may be determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion to be reasonable and necessary or appropriate for the formation, continuation, qualification and operation of a limited partnership (or a partnership in which the Limited Partner has limited liability) in the State of Delaware or any other state in which the Partnership may elect to do business or own property. To the extent that such action is determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion to be reasonable and necessary or appropriate, the General Partner shall file amendments to and restatements of the Certificate of Limited Partnership and do all things to maintain the Partnership as a limited partnership (or a partnership in which the Limited Partner has limited liability) under the laws of the State of Delaware or of any other state in which the Partnership may elect to do business or own property. Subject to the terms of Section 7.4(a), the General Partner shall not be required, before or after filing, to deliver or mail a copy of the Certificate of Limited Partnership, any qualification document or any amendment thereto to the Limited Partner.
6.3 RESTRICTIONS ON GENERAL PARTNER'S AUTHORITY. (a) The General Partner may not, without written approval of the specific act by the Limited Partner or by other written instrument executed and delivered by the Limited Partner subsequent to the date of this Agreement, take any action in contravention of this Agreement, including, except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, (i) committing any act that would make it impossible to carry on the ordinary business of the Partnership; (ii) possessing Partnership property, or assigning any rights in specific Partnership property, for other than a Partnership purpose; (iii) admitting a Person as a Partner; (iv) amending this Agreement in any manner; or (v) transferring its interest as general partner of the Partnership.
(b) Except as provided in Articles XIII and XV, the General Partner may not sell, exchange or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of the Partnership's assets in a single transaction or a series of related transactions without the approval of the Limited Partner; provided, however, that this provision shall not preclude or limit the General Partner's ability to mortgage, pledge, hypothecate or grant a security interest in all or substantially all of the Partnership's assets and shall not apply to any forced
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sale of any or all of the Partnership's assets pursuant to the foreclosure of, or other realization upon, any such encumbrance.
(c) At all times while serving as the general partner of the Partnership, the General Partner shall not make any dividend or distribution on, or repurchase any shares of, its stock or take any other action within its control if the effect of such action would be to reduce its net worth, independent of its interest in the Partnership Group and the MLP, to be less than $10 million.
6.4 REIMBURSEMENT OF THE GENERAL PARTNER. (a) Except as provided in this Section 6.4 and elsewhere in this Agreement or in the MLP Agreement, the General Partner shall not be compensated for its services as general partner of any Group Member.
(b) The General Partner shall be reimbursed on a monthly basis, or such other basis as the General Partner may determine in its sole discretion, for (i) all direct and indirect expenses it incurs or payments it makes on behalf of the Partnership (including salary, bonus, incentive compensation and other amounts paid to any Person to perform services for the Partnership or for the General Partner in the discharge of its duties to the Partnership) and (ii) all other necessary or appropriate expenses allocable to the Partnership or otherwise reasonably incurred by the General Partner in connection with operating the Partnership's business (including expenses allocated to the General Partner by its Affiliates). The General Partner shall determine the fees and expenses that are allocable to the Partnership in any reasonable manner determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion. Reimbursements pursuant to this Section 6.4 shall be in addition to any reimbursement to the General Partner as a result of indemnification pursuant to Section 6.7.
(c) The General Partner, in its sole discretion and without the approval of the Limited Partner (who shall have no right to vote in respect thereof), may propose and adopt on behalf of the Partnership employee benefit plans, employee programs and employee practices for the benefit of employees of the General Partner, any Group Member, or any Affiliate, or any of them, in respect of services performed, directly or indirectly, for the benefit of the Partnership Group. Expenses incurred by the General Partner in connection with any such plans, programs and practices shall be reimbursed in accordance with
Section 6.4(b). Any and all obligations of the General Partner under any employee benefit plans, employee programs or employee practices adopted by the General Partner as permitted by this Section 6.4(c) shall constitute obligations of the General Partner hereunder and shall be assumed by any successor General Partner approved pursuant to Section 12.1 or 12.2 or the transferee of or successor to all of the General Partner's Partnership Interest as a general partner in the Partnership pursuant to Section 11.3.
6.5 OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES. (a) After the Closing Date, the General Partner, for so long as it is the general partner of the Partnership, shall not engage in any business or activity or incur any debts or liabilities except in connection with or incidental to (i) its performance as general partner of the MLP or one or more Group Members or as described in or contemplated by the Registration Statement, (ii) the acquiring, owning or disposing of debt or equity securities in the MLP or any Group Member, (iii) engaging in an activity permitted by Section 6.5(b), and (iv) permitting its employees to perform services for its Affiliates, including Affiliates engaging in an activity permitted by Section 6.5(b).
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(b) The General Partner or any of its Affiliates may engage in an activity that is a Restricted Activity only if
(i) the General partner determines, prior to commencing such activity, that it is inadvisable for the Partnership to engage in such activity either because (A) of the financial commitments associated with such activity or (B) such activity is not consistent with the Partnership's business strategy or cannot otherwise be integrated with the Partnership's operations on a beneficial basis, and such determination is approved by Special Approval;
(ii) such activity arises as a result of an acquisition utilizing primarily equity securities of a corporate Affiliate of the Partnership, and the aggregate consideration paid in connection with such acquisition and all other acquisitions of then-owned entities made pursuant to the exception provided by this Section 6.5(b)(ii) does not exceed $50 million; or
(iii) such activity arises as a result of an acquisition of stock of one or more Special Propane Corporations, and the aggregate total assets of all then-owned Special Propane Corporations acquired pursuant to the exception provided by this Section 6.5(b)(iii) and owned for more than 24 months does not exceed 10% of the total assets of the Partnership (in each case as such assets shall be determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles).
Subject to the restrictions of Section 6.5(c), the General Partner or its Affiliates may engage in the activity described in Section 6.5(b), either through the direct ownership of the assets of a business or indirectly through the ownership of equity interests in a business, may sell or otherwise transfer such assets or equity interests to any Group Member or any third person, and may retain all the profits derived from any of the foregoing.
(c) During the period the activity being undertaken pursuant to
Section 6.5(b) is being carried on directly or indirectly by the General Partner or an Affiliate, the personnel engaged in such activity shall not (A) attempt to sell propane to persons to whom any Group Member is selling propane or (B) seek new customers in geographical areas in which any Group Member is engaged in the retail propane business and in which the business was not engaged at the time it was acquired by the General Partner or an Affiliate.
(d) Except a restricted by Sections 6.5(a), (b) or (c), each Indemnitee shall have the right to engage in businesses of every type and description and other activities for profit and to engage in and possess an interest in other business ventures of any and every type or description, whether in businesses engaged in or anticipated to be engaged in by any Group Member, independently or with others, including business interests and activities in direct competition with the business and activities of any Group Member, and none of the same shall constitute a breach of this Agreement or any duty to any Group Member or any Partner or Assignee. Neither any Group Member, any Limited Partner nor any other Person shall have any rights by virtue of this Agreement, the Operating Partnership Agreement or the partnership established hereby or thereby in any business ventures of any Indemnitee.
(e) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, (i) the engaging in competitive activities by any Indemnitees in accordance with the provisions of this Section 6.5 is hereby approved by the Partnership and all Partners and (ii) it shall be deemed not to be a breach of the General
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Partner's fiduciary duty or any other obligation of any type whatsoever of the General Partner for the Indemnitees to engage in such business interests and activities in preference to or to the exclusion of the Partnership.
(f) The term "Affiliates" when used in this Section 6.5(b) or (c) with respect to the General Partner shall not include any Group Member, the MLP or any Subsidiary of any Group Member or the MLP.
6.6 LOANS TO AND FROM THE GENERAL PARTNER; CONTRACTS WITH AFFILIATES. (a) The General Partner, the Limited Partner or any Affiliate thereof may lend to any Group Member, and any Group Member may borrow, funds needed or desired by the Group Member for such periods of time as the General Partner may determine, and the General Partner, the Limited Partner or any Affiliate thereof may borrow from any Group Member, and any Group Member may lend to such Persons, excess funds of the Group Member for such periods of time and in such amounts as the General Partner may determine; provided, however, that in either such case the lending party may not charge the borrowing party interest at a rate greater than the rate that would be charged the borrowing party (without reference to the lending party's financial abilities or guarantees) by unrelated lenders on comparable loans. The borrowing party shall reimburse the lending party for any costs (other than any additional interest costs) incurred by the lending party in connection with the borrowing of such funds. For purposes of this Section 6.6(a) and Section 6.6(b), the term "Group Member" shall include any Affiliate of the Group Member that is controlled by the Group Member.
(b) The Partnership may lend or contribute to any Group Member, and any Group Member may borrow, funds on terms and conditions established in the sole discretion of the General Partner; provided, however, that the Partnership may not charge the Group Member interest at a rate greater than the rate that would be charged to the Group Member (without reference to the General Partner's financial abilities or guarantees), by unrelated lenders on comparable loans. The foregoing authority shall be exercised by the General Partner in its sole discretion and shall not create any right or benefit in favor of any Group Member or any other Person.
(c) The General Partner may itself, or may enter into an agreement with any of its Affiliates to, render services to the Partnership or to the General Partner in the discharge of its duties as general partner of the Partnership. Any service rendered to the Partnership by the General Partner or any of its Affiliates shall be on terms that are fair and reasonable to the Partnership; provided, however, that the requirements of this Section 6.6(c) shall be deemed satisfied as to (i) any transaction approved by Special Approval, (ii) any transaction, the terms of which are no less favorable to the Partnership than those generally being provided to or available from unrelated third parties or (iii) any transaction that, taking into account the totality of the relationships between the parties involved (including other transactions that may be particularly favorable or advantageous to the Partnership), is equitable to the Partnership. The provisions of Section 6.4 shall apply to the rendering of services described in this Section 6.6(c).
(d) The Partnership may transfer assets to joint ventures, other partnerships, corporations, limited liability companies or other business entities in which it is or thereby becomes a participant upon such terms and subject to such conditions as are consistent with this Agreement and applicable law.
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(e) Neither the General Partner nor any of its Affiliates shall sell, transfer or convey any property to, or purchase any property from, the Partnership, directly or indirectly, except pursuant to transactions that are fair and reasonable to the Partnership; provided, however, that the requirements of this Section 6.6(e) shall be deemed to be satisfied as to (i) the transactions effected pursuant to Section 4.2, the Conveyance and Contribution Agreement, the Merger and Contribution Agreement and any other transactions described in or contemplated by the Registration Statements, (ii) any transaction approved by Special Approval, (iii) any transaction, the terms of which are no less favorable to the Partnership than those generally being provided to or available from unrelated third parties, or (iv) any transaction that, taking into account the totality of the relationships between the parties involved (including other transactions that may be particularly favorable or advantageous to the Partnership), is equitable to the Partnership.
(f) The General Partner and its Affiliates will have no obligation to permit any Group Member or the MLP to use any facilities or assets of the General Partner and its Affiliates, except as may be provided in contracts entered into from time to time specifically dealing with such use and except as set forth in the Registration Statement with respect to the "FAST" propane purchase optimization and fuel accounting system, nor shall there be any obligation on the part of the General Partner or its Affiliates to enter into such contracts.
(g) Notwithstanding Section 6.6(f), the General Partner shall make available to the Partnership the "STARS I" and "STARS II" proprietary computer systems to the same extent and on the same terms and conditions that the General Partner is obligated to make available the FAST proprietary computer system pursuant to Sections 6.6(f) and 13.3(d) of the MLP Agreement.
(h) Without limitation of Sections 6.6(a) through 6.6(g), and notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the existence of the conflicts of interest described in the Registration Statements are hereby approved by all Partners.
6.7 INDEMNIFICATION. (a) To the fullest extent permitted by law but subject to the limitations expressly provided in this Agreement, all Indemnitees shall be indemnified and held harmless by the Partnership from and against any and all losses, claims, damages, liabilities, joint or several, expenses (including legal fees and expenses), judgments, fines, penalties, interest, settlements and other amounts arising from any and all claims, demands, actions, suits or proceedings, whether civil, criminal, administrative or investigative, in which any Indemnitee may be involved, or is threatened to be involved, as a party or otherwise, by reason of its status as an Indemnitee, provided, that in each case the Indemnitee acted in good faith and in a manner that such Indemnitee reasonably believed to be in, or not opposed to, the best interests of the Partnership and, with respect to any criminal proceeding, had no reasonable cause to believe its conduct was unlawful; provided, further, no indemnification pursuant to this Section 6.7 shall be available to the General Partner with respect to its obligations incurred pursuant to the Underwriting Agreement or the Merger and Contribution Agreement (other than obligations incurred by the General Partner on behalf of the Partnership or the MLP), or to Petrolane with respect to its obligations incurred pursuant to the Conveyance and Contribution Agreement. The termination of any action, suit or proceeding
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by judgment, order, settlement, conviction or upon a plea of nolo contendere, or its equivalent, shall not create a presumption that the Indemnitee acted in a manner contrary to that specified above. Any indemnification pursuant to this
Section 6.7 shall be made only out of the assets of the Partnership, it being agreed that the General Partner shall not be personally liable for such indemnification and shall have no obligation to contribute or loan any monies or property to the Partnership to enable it to effectuate such indemnification.
(b) To the fullest extent permitted by law, expenses (including legal fees and expenses) incurred by an Indemnitee who is indemnified pursuant to Section 6.7(a) in defending any claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding shall, from time to time, be advanced by the Partnership prior to the final disposition of such claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding upon receipt by the Partnership of an undertaking by or on behalf of the Indemnitee to repay such amount if it shall be determined that the Indemnitee is not entitled to be indemnified as authorized in this Section 6.7.
(c) The indemnification provided by this Section 6.7 shall be in addition to any other rights to which an Indemnitee may be entitled under any agreement, pursuant to any vote of the Partners, as a matter of law or otherwise, both as to actions in the Indemnitee's capacity as and Indemnitee and as to actions in any other capacity (including any capacity under the Underwriting Agreement) and shall continue as to an Indemnitee who has ceased to serve in such capacity and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs, successors, assigns and administrators of the Indemnitee.
(d) The Partnership may purchase and maintain (or reimburse the General Partner or its Affiliates for the cost of) insurance, on behalf of the General Partner and such other Persons as the General Partner shall determine, against any liability that may be asserted against or expense that may be incurred by such Person in connection with the Partnership's activities, regardless of whether the Partnership would have the power to indemnify such Person against such liability under the provisions of this Agreement.
(e) For purposes of this Section 6.7, the Partnership shall be deemed to have requested an Indemnitee to serve as fiduciary of an employee benefit plan whenever the performance by it of its duties to the Partnership also imposes duties on, or otherwise involves services by, it to the plan or participants or beneficiaries of the plan; excise taxes assessed on an Indemnitee with respect to an employee benefit plan pursuant to applicable law shall constitute "fines" within the meaning of Section 6.7(a); and action taken or omitted by it with respect to any employee benefit plan in the performance of its duties for a purpose reasonably believed by it to be in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries of the plan shall be deemed to be for a purpose which is in, or not opposed to, the best interests of the Partnership.
(f) In no event may an Indemnitee subject the Limited Partner to personal liability by reason of the indemnification provisions set forth in this Agreement.
(g) An Indemnitee shall not be denied indemnification in whole or in part under this Section 6.7 because the Indemnitee had an interest in the transaction with respect to which the indemnification applies if the transaction was otherwise permitted by the terms of this Agreement.
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(h) The provisions of this Section 6.7 are for the benefit of the Indemnitees, their heirs, successors, assigns and administrators and shall not be deemed to create any rights for the benefit of any other Persons.
(i) No amendment, modification or repeal of this Section 6.7 or any provision hereof shall in any manner terminate, reduce or impair the right of any past, present or future Indemnitee to be indemnified by the Partnership, nor the obligations of the Partnership to indemnify any such Indemnitee under and in accordance with the provisions of this Section 6.7 as in effect immediately prior to such amendment, modification or repeal with respect to claims arising from or relating to matters occurring, in whole or in part, prior to such amendment, modification or repeal, regardless of when such claims may arise or be asserted.
6.8 LIABILITY OF INDEMNITEES. (a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this Agreement, no Indemnitee shall be liable for monetary damages to the Partnership, the Limited Partner, or any other Persons who have acquired interests in the Partnership, for losses sustained or liabilities incurred as a result of any act or omission if such Indemnitee acted in good faith.
(b) Subject to its obligations and duties as General Partner set forth in Section 6.1(a), the General Partner may exercise any of the powers granted to it by this Agreement and perform any of the duties imposed upon it hereunder either directly or by or through its agents, and the General Partner shall not be responsible for any misconduct or negligence on the part of any such agent appointed by the General Partner in good faith.
(c) Any amendment, modification or repeal of this Section 6.8 or any provision hereof shall be prospective only and shall not in any way affect the limitations on the liability to the Partnership and the Limited Partner of the General Partner, its directors, officers and employees and any other Indemnitees under this Section 6.8 as in effect immediately prior to such amendment, modification or repeal with respect to claims arising from or relating to matters occurring, in whole or in part, prior to such amendment, modification or repeal, regardless of when such claims may arise or be asserted.
6.9 RESOLUTION OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST. (a) Unless otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement or the MLP Agreement, whenever a potential conflict of interest exists or arises between the General Partner or any of its Affiliates, on the one hand, and the Partnership, the MLP or the Limited Partner, on the other hand, any resolution or course of action in respect of such conflict of interest shall be permitted and deemed approved by the Limited Partner, and shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement, of the MLP Agreement or of any agreement contemplated herein or therein, or of any duty stated or implied by law or equity, if the resolution or course of action is, or by operation of this Agreement is deemed to be, fair and reasonable to the Partnership. The General Partner shall be authorized but not required in connection with its resolution of such conflict of interest to seek Special Approval of a resolution of such conflict or course of action. Any conflict of interest and any resolution of such conflict of interest shall be conclusively deemed fair and reasonable to the Partnership if such conflict of interest or resolution is (i) approved by Special Approval, (ii) on terms no less favorable to the Partnership than those generally being provided to or available from unrelated third parties or (iii) fair to the Partnership, taking into account the totality of the relationships between the parties involved (including other
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transactions that may be particularly favorable or advantageous to the Partnership). The General Partner may also adopt a resolution or course of action that has not received Special Approval. The General Partner (including the Audit Committee in connection with Special Approval) shall be authorized in connection with its determination of what is "fair and reasonable" to the Partnership and in connection with its resolution of any conflict of interest to consider (A) the relative interests of any party to such conflict, agreement, transaction or situation and the benefits and burdens relating to such interest; (B) any customary or accepted industry practices and any customary or historical dealings with a particular Person; (C) any applicable generally accepted accounting or engineering practices or principles; and (D) such additional factors as the General Partner (including the Audit Committee) determines in its sole discretion to be relevant, reasonable or appropriate under the circumstances. Nothing contained in this Agreement, however, is intended to nor shall it be construed to require the General Partner (including the Audit Committee) to consider the interests of any Person other than the Partnership. In the absence of bad faith by the General Partner, the resolution, action or terms so made, taken or provided by the General Partner with respect to such matter shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement, the MLP Agreement or any other agreement contemplated herein or therein or a breach of any standard of care or duty imposed herein or therein or, to the extent permitted by law, under the Delaware Act or any other law, rule or regulation.
(b) Whenever this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby provides that the General Partner or any of its Affiliates is permitted or required to make a decision (i) in its "sole discretion" or "discretion," that it deems "necessary or appropriate" or "necessary or advisable" or under a grant of similar authority or latitude, the General Partner or such Affiliate shall be entitled to consider only such interests and factors as it desires and shall have no duty or obligation to give any consideration to any interest of, or factors affecting, the Partnership, the Limited Partner or any limited partner of the Limited Partner, (ii) it may make such decision in its sole discretion (regardless of whether there is a reference to "sole discretion" or "discretion") unless another express standard is provided for, or (iii) in "good faith" or under another express standard, the General Partner or such Affiliate shall act under such express standard and shall not be subject to any other or different standards imposed by this Agreement, the MLP Agreement, any other agreement contemplated hereby or under the Delaware Act or any other law, rule or regulation. In addition, any actions taken by the General Partner or such Affiliate consistent with the standards of "reasonable discretion" set forth in the definition of Available Cash shall not constitute a breach of any duty of the General Partner to the Partnership, the Limited Partner or any limited partner of the Limited Partner. The General Partner shall have no duty, express or implied, to sell or otherwise dispose of any asset of the Partnership Group, other than in the ordinary course of business. No borrowing by any Group Member or the approval thereof by the General Partner shall be deemed to constitute a breach of any duty of the General Partner to the Partnership, the Limited Partner or any limited partner of the Limited Partner by reason of the fact that the purpose or effect of such borrowing is directly or indirectly to (A) enable distributions in respect of the general partner interest under the MLP Agreement to exceed 1% of the total amount distributed by the MLP, or (B) hasten the expiration of the "Subordination Period" under the MLP Agreement or the conversion of any "Subordinated Units" in the MLP into Common Units.
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(c) Whenever a particular transaction, arrangement or resolution of a conflict of interest is required under this Agreement to be "fair and reasonable" to any Person, the fair and reasonable nature of such transaction, arrangement or resolution shall be considered in the context of all similar or related transactions.
(d) The Limited Partner hereby authorizes the General Partner, on behalf of the Partnership as a partner of a Group Member, to approve of actions by the general partner of such Group Member similar to those actions permitted to be taken by the General Partner pursuant to this Section 6.9.
6.10 OTHER MATTERS CONCERNING THE GENERAL PARTNER. (a) The General Partner may rely and shall be protected in acting or refraining from acting upon any resolution, certificate, statement, instrument, opinion, report, notice, request, consent, order, bond, debenture, or other paper or document believed by it to be genuine and to have been signed or presented by the proper party or parties.
(b) The General Partner may consult with legal counsel, accountants, appraisers, management consultants, investment bankers and other consultants and advisers selected by it, and any act taken or omitted to be taken in reliance upon the opinion (including an Opinion of Counsel) of such Persons as to matters that the General Partner reasonably believes to be within such Person's professional or expert competence shall be conclusively presumed to have been done or omitted in good faith and in accordance with such opinion.
(c) The General Partner shall have the right, in respect of any of its powers or obligations hereunder, to act through any of its duly authorized officers and a duly appointed attorney or attorneys-in-fact or the duly authorized officers of the Partnership.
(d) Any standard of care and duty imposed by this Agreement or under the Delaware Act or any applicable law, rule or regulation shall be modified, waived or limited as required to permit the General Partner to act under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated by this Agreement and to make any decision pursuant to the authority prescribed in this Agreement, so long as such action is not reasonably believed by the General Partner to be in, or not inconsistent with, the best interests of the Partnership.
6.11 TITLE TO PARTNERSHIP ASSETS. Title to Partnership assets, whether real, personal or mixed and whether tangible or intangible, shall be deemed to be owned by the Partnership as an entity, and no Partner, individually or collectively, shall have any ownership interest in such Partnership assets or any portion thereof. Title to any or all of the Partnership assets may be held in the name of the Partnership, the General Partner, one or more of its Affiliates or one or more nominees, as the General Partner may determine. The General Partner hereby declares and warrants that any Partnership assets for which record title is held in the name of the General Partner or one or more of its Affiliates or one or more nominees shall be held by the General Partner or such Affiliate or nominee for the use and benefit of the Partnership in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement; provided, however, that the General Partner shall use its reasonable efforts to cause record title to such assets (other than those assets in respect of which the General Partner determines that the expense and difficulty of conveyancing makes transfer of record title to the Partnership impracticable) to be vested in the Partnership as soon as reasonably practicable; provided that, prior to
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the withdrawal or removal of the General Partner or as soon thereafter as practicable, the General Partner shall use reasonable efforts to effect the transfer of record title to the Partnership and, prior to any such transfer, will provide for the use of such assets in a manner satisfactory to the Partnership. All Partnership assets shall be recorded as the property of the Partnership in its books and records, irrespective of the name in which record title to such Partnership assets is held. The General Partner covenants and agrees that at the Closing Date, the Partnership Group shall have all licenses, permits, certificates, franchises, or other governmental authorizations or permits necessary for the ownership of their properties or for the conduct of their businesses, except for such licenses, permits, certificates, franchises, or other governmental authorizations or permits, failure to have obtained which will not, individually or in the aggregate, have a material adverse effect on the Partnership Group.
6.12 RELIANCE BY THIRD PARTIES. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, any Person dealing with the Partnership shall be entitled to assume that the General Partner and any officer of the Partnership authorized by the General Partner to act on behalf of and in the name of the Partnership has full power and authority to encumber, sell or otherwise use in any manner any and all assets of the Partnership and to enter into any contracts on behalf of the Partnership, and such Person shall be entitled to deal with the General Partner as if it were the Partnership's sole party in interest, both legally and beneficially. The Limited Partner hereby waives any and all defenses or other remedies that may be available against such Person to contest, negate or disaffirm any action of the General Partner or any such officer in connection with any such dealing. In no event shall any Person dealing with the General Partner or and such officer or its representatives be obligated to ascertain that the terms of this Agreement have been complied with or to inquire into the necessity or expedience of any act or action of the General Partner or and such officer or its representatives. Each and every certificate, document or other instrument executed on behalf of the Partnership by the General Partner or any such officer or its representatives shall be conclusive evidence in favor of any and every Person relying thereon or claiming thereunder that (a) at the time of the execution and delivery of such certificate, document or instrument, this Agreement was in full force and effect, (b) the Person executing and delivering such certificate, document or instrument was duly authorized and empowered to do so for and on behalf of the Partnership and (c) such certificate, document or instrument was duly executed and delivered in accordance with the terms and provisions of this Agreement and is binding upon the Partnership.
ARTICLE VII
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE LIMITED PARTNER
7.1 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. The Limited Partner shall have no liability under this Agreement except as expressly provided in this Agreement or the Delaware Act.
7.2 MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS. The Limited Partner, in its capacity as such, shall not participate in the operation, management or control (within the meaning of the Delaware Act) of the Partnership's business, transact any business in the Partnership's name or have the power to sign documents for or otherwise bind the Partnership. The transaction of any such business by the
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General Partner, any of its Affiliates or any officer, director, employee, partner, agent or trustee of the General Partner or any of its Affiliates, in its capacity as such, shall not affect, impair or eliminate the limitations on the liability of the Limited Partner under this Agreement.
7.3 OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES. Subject to the provisions of Section 6.5, which shall continue to be applicable to the Persons referred to therein, regardless of whether such Person shall also be a Limited Partner, any Limited Partner shall be entitled to and may have business interests and engage in business activities in addition to those relating to the Partnership, including business interests and activities in direct competition with the Partnership Group. Neither the Partnership not any of the other Partners shall have any rights by virtue of this Agreement in any business ventures of any Limited Partner.
7.4 RETURN OF CAPITAL. The Limited Partner shall not be entitled to the withdrawal or return of its Contribution, except to the extent, if any, that distributions made pursuant to this Agreement or upon termination of the Partnership may be considered as such by law and then only to the extent provided for in this Agreement.
7.5 RIGHT OF THE LIMITED PARTNER RELATING TO THE PARTNERSHIP. (a) In addition to other rights provided by this Agreement or by applicable law, and except as limited by Section 7.4(b), the Limited Partner shall have the right, for a purpose reasonably related to the Limited Partner's interest as a limited partner in the Partnership, upon reasonable demand and at the Limited Partner's own expense:
(i) to obtain true and full information regarding the status of the business and financial condition of the Partnership;
(ii) promptly after becoming available, to obtain a copy of the Partnership's federal, state and local tax returns for each year;
(iii) to have furnished to it, upon notification to the General Partner, a current list of the name and last known business, residence or mailing address of each Partner;
(iv) to have furnished to it, upon notification to the General Partner, a copy of this Agreement and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments thereto, together with a copy of the executed copies of all powers of attorney pursuant to which this Agreement, the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments thereto have been executed;
(v) to obtain true and full information regarding the amount of cash and a description and statement of the Net Agreed Value of any other Contribution by each Partner and which each Partner has agreed to contribute in the future, and the date on which each became a Partner; and
(vi) to obtain such other information regarding the affairs of the Partnership as is just and reasonable.
(b) The General Partner may keep confidential from the Limited Partner for such period of time as the General Partner deems reasonable, (i) any information that the General Partner reasonably believes to be in the nature of trade secrets or (ii) other information the disclosure of which the
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General Partner in good faith believes (A) is not in the best interests of the Partnership Group, (B) could damage the Partnership Group or (C) that the Partnership Group is required by law or by agreements with third parties to keep confidential (other than agreements with Affiliates the primary purpose of which is to circumvent the obligations set forth in this Section 7.4).
ARTICLE VIII
BOOKS, RECORDS, ACCOUNTING AND REPORTS
8.1 RECORDS AND ACCOUNTING. The General Partner shall keep or cause to be kept at the principal office of the Partnership appropriate books and records with respect to the Partnership's business, including all books and records necessary to provide to the Limited Partner any information required to be provided pursuant to Section 7.4(a). Any books and records maintained by or on behalf of the Partnership in the regular course of its business, including books of account and records of Partnership proceedings, may be kept on, or be in the form of, computer disks, hard drives, punch cards, magnetic tape, photographs, micrographics or any other information storage device, provided, that the books and records so maintained are convertible into clearly legible written form within a reasonable period of time. The books of the Partnership shall be maintained, for financial reporting purposes, on an accrual basis in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
8.2 FISCAL YEAR. The fiscal year of the Partnership shall be October 1 to September 30.
ARTICLE IX
TAX MATTERS
9.1 TAX ALLOCATIONS. The Partnership shall allocate all taxable items of income, deduction, and credit of the Partnership among the Partners in accordance with their Partnership Interests, subject to the following:
(a) SECTION 754 ELECTION. Income and deductions of the Partnership that are attributable to the Section 754 Election ("754 allocations") shall be allocated to the Partners entitled thereto.
(b) CONTRIBUTED PROPERTY. Income and deductions attributable to each property contributed to the Partnership shall be shared among the Partners so as to take into account the variation between the tax basis of such property to the Partnership at the time of contribution and its fair market value at such time ("704(c) allocations"). In addition, the General Partner will make curative allocations permitted by the Code with respect to the assets contributed to the Partnership on the Closing Date to the extent that the General Partner determines, as of the Closing Date and in light of the General Partner's estimates of its other income and deductions and its expected distributions and in light of Section 9.1(g) and Article V of the MLP Agreement, are necessary to cause the cumulative taxable income allocated in respect of the Common Units during the first four taxable years of the Partnership not to exceed 30% of the cumulative distributions in respect of the Common Units during such period.
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(c) GENERAL PARTNER AUTHORITY. The General Partner may change any of the above allocations if and to the extent it determines that such change is required by the Code. Moreover, if, as to one or more classes of tax items, the General Partner determines that more than one method is permitted or that the correct method is uncertain, the General Partner may adopt such method for reporting purposes that it thinks is in the best interest of the Partnership, taking into account ease of administration, the desire to match taxable income and deductions with economic income and deductions, the economic interests of the Partners in the Partnership, and the risk of proposed adjustments by the Internal Revenue Service and the consequences thereof.
(d) SPECIAL INTANGIBLES ALLOCATION. There shall be allocated to the General Partner all deductions attributable to the ownership of, and any gain or loss on the distribution or other disposition of, the 1989 Customer List and the rights of the Partnership Group to use without cost the "FAST" propane purchase optimization and fuel accounting system, the "STARS I" and "STARS II" proprietary software system, and the trademark, tradename, or similar intangible rights of Petrolane, the General Partner or its other Affiliates.
9.2 PREPARATION OF TAX RETURNS. The General Partner shall timely file all returns of the Partnership required for federal and state income tax purposes and shall furnish to Record Holders within 90 days of the close of the calendar year the tax information reasonably required by them for federal and state income tax reporting purposes. The classification, realization, and recognition of income, deductions, credit, and other items shall be on the accrual method of accounting for federal income tax purposes. The taxable year of the Partnership shall end on September 30.
9.3 TAX ELECTIONS.
(a) The Partnership shall make the Section 754 Election in accordance with applicable regulations thereunder, subject to the reservation of the right to seek to revoke any such election upon the General Partner's determination that such revocation is in the best interests of the Limited Partners.
(b) The Partnership shall elect to deduct expenses incurred in organizing the Partnership ratably over a sixty-month period as provided in
Section 709 of the Code.
(c) Except as otherwise provided herein, the General Partner shall determine whether the Partnership should make any other elections permitted by the Code.
9.4 TAX CONTROVERSIES. Subject to the provisions hereof, the General Partner is designated as the Tax Matters Partner (as defined in the Code) and is authorized and required to represent the Partnership (at the Partnership's expense) in connection with all examinations of the Partnership's affairs by tax authorities, including resulting administrative and judicial proceedings, and to expend Partnership funds for professional services and costs associated therewith. Each Partner agrees to cooperate with the General Partner and to do or refrain from doing any or all things reasonably required by the General Partner to conduct such proceedings.
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ARTICLE X
TRANSFER OF INTERESTS
10.1 TRANSFER. (a) The term "transfer," when used in this Article X with respect to a Partnership Interest, shall be deemed to refer to a transaction by which a Partner assigns its Partnership Interest to another Person and includes a sale, assignment, gift, pledge, encumbrance, hypothecation, mortgage, exchange or any other disposition by law or otherwise.
(b) No Partnership Interest shall be transferred, in whole or in part, except in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in this Article X. Any transfer or purported transfer of a Partnership Interest not made in accordance with this Article X shall be null and void.
(c) Nothing contained in this Article X shall be construed to prevent a disposition by the parent entity of the General Partner of any or all of the issued and outstanding capital stock of the General Partner.
10.2 TRANSFER OF THE GENERAL PARTNER'S PARTNERSHIP INTEREST. If the general partner of the MLP transfers its partnership interest as the general partner therein to any Person in accordance with the provisions of the MLP Agreement, the General Partner shall contemporaneously therewith transfer its Partnership Interest as the general partner of the Partnership to such Person, and the Limited Partner hereby expressly consents to such transfer. Except as set forth in the immediately preceding sentence, the General Partner may not transfer all or any part of its Partnership Interest as the general partner in the Partnership.
10.3 TRANSFER OF THE LIMITED PARTNER'S PARTNERSHIP INTEREST. If the Limited Partner merges or consolidates with or into any other Person or transfers all or substantially all of its assets to another Person, such Person may become a Substituted Limited Partner pursuant to Article XI. Except as set forth in the immediately preceding sentence and except for the transfers contemplated by Sections 4.2 and 11.1, the Limited Partner may not transfer all or any part of its Partnership Interest or withdraw from the Partnership.
ARTICLE XI
ADMISSION OF PARTNERS
11.1 ADMISSION OF AMERIGAS AS A LIMITED PARTNER. Upon the making by AmeriGas and Petrolane of the Contributions described in Section 4.2, AmeriGas and Petrolane shall be admitted to the Partnership as Limited Partners. Upon the transfer by AmeriGas and Petrolane of their respective Partnership Interests as Limited Partners to the MLP as provided in the Conveyance and Contribution Agreement and the Merger and Contribution Agreement, AmeriGas and Petrolane shall each withdraw and cease to be a Limited Partner of the Partnership.
11.2 ADMISSION OF SUBSTITUTED LIMITED PARTNERS. Any person that is the successor in interest to a Limited Partner as described in Section 10.3 shall be admitted to the Partnership as a limited partner upon (a) furnishing to the General Partner (i) acceptance in form satisfactory to the General
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Partner of all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement and (ii) such other documents or instruments as may be required to effect its admission as a limited partner in the Partnership and (b) obtaining the consent of the General Partner, which consent may be given or withheld in the General Partner's sole discretion. Such Person shall be admitted to the Partnership as a limited partner immediately prior to the transfer of the Partnership Interest, and the business of the Partnership shall continue without dissolution.
11.3 ADMISSION OF SUCCESSOR GENERAL PARTNER. A successor General Partner approved pursuant to Section 12.1 or 12.2 or the transferee of or successor to all of the General Partner's Partnership Interest as the general partner in the Partnership pursuant to Section 10.2 who is proposed to be admitted as a successor General Partner shall, subject to compliance with the terms of Section 12.3, if applicable, be admitted to the Partnership as the successor General Partner, effective immediately prior to the withdrawal or removal of the General Partner pursuant to Section 12.1 or 12.2 or the transfer of the General Partner's Partnership Interest as the general partner of the Partnership pursuant to Section 10.2. Any such successor shall, subject to the terms hereof, carry on the business of the Partnership without dissolution. In each case, the admission of such successor General Partner to the Partnership shall, subject to the terms hereof, be subject to the successor General Partner executing and delivering to the Partnership an acceptance of all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement and such other documents or instruments as may be required to effect such admission.
11.4 AMENDMENT OF AGREEMENT AND CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP. To effect the admission to the Partnership of any Partner, the General Partner shall take all steps necessary and appropriate under the Delaware Act to amend the records of the Partnership to reflect such admission and, if necessary, to prepare as soon as practical an amendment of this Agreement and, if required by law, to prepare and file an amendment to the Certificate of Limited Partnership, and the General Partner may for this purpose, among others, exercise the power of attorney granted pursuant to Section 1.4.
11.5 ADMISSION OF ADDITIONAL LIMITED PARTNERS. (a) A Person (other
than the General Partner, the MLP or a Substituted Limited Partner) who makes a Contribution to the Partnership in accordance with this Agreement shall be admitted to the Partnership as an Additional Limited Partner only upon furnishing to the General Partner (i) evidence of acceptance in form satisfactory to the General Partner of all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, including the granting of the power of attorney granted in Section 1.4, and (ii) such other documents or instruments as may be required in the discretion of the General Partner to effect such Person's admission as an Additional Limited Partner.
(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 11.5, no Person shall be admitted as an Additional Limited Partner (i) without the consent of the General Partner, which consent may be given or withheld in the General Partner's sole discretion, and (ii) unless such admission is contemporaneous with a transfer by such Limited Partner of its Partnership Interest to the MLP and consequent withdrawal as a Limited Partner, during the Subordination Period. The admission of any Person as an Additional Limited Partner shall become effective on the date upon which the name of such Person is recorded as such in the books and records of the Partnership, following the consent of the General Partner to such admission.
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ARTICLE XII
WITHDRAWAL OR REMOVAL OF PARTNERS
12.1 WITHDRAWAL OF THE GENERAL PARTNER. (a) The General Partner shall be deemed to have withdrawn from the Partnership upon the occurrence of any one of the following events (each such event herein referred to as an "EVENT OF WITHDRAWAL");
(i) the General Partner voluntarily withdraws from the Partnership by giving written notice to the Limited Partner;
(ii) the General Partner transfers all of its rights as General Partner pursuant to Section 10.2;
(iii) the General Partner is removed pursuant to Section 12.2; or
(iv) the general partner of the MLP (A) withdraws from, or (B) is removed as the general partner of, the MLP.
If an Event of Withdrawal specified in Section 12.1(a)(iv) (A) occurs, the withdrawing General Partner shall give notice to the Limited Partner within 30 days after such occurrence. The Partners hereby agree that only the Events of Withdrawal described in this Section 12.1 shall result in the withdrawal of the General Partner from the Partnership.
(b) Withdrawal of the General Partner from the Partnership upon the occurrence of an Event of Withdrawal shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement under the following circumstances: (i) at any time during the period beginning on the Closing Date and ending at 12:00 midnight, Eastern Standard Time, on December 31, 2004, the General Partner voluntarily withdraws by giving at least 90 days' advance notice of its intention to withdraw to the Limited Partner, provided that prior to the effective date of such withdrawal, the Limited Partner approves such withdrawal and the General Partner delivers to the Partnership an Opinion of Counsel ("WITHDRAWAL OPINION OF COUNSEL") that such withdrawal (following the selection of the successor General Partner) would not result in the loss of the limited liability of the Limited Partner, any limited partner of the Limited Partner, or any limited partner of any Group Member, or cause the Limited Partner or any Group Member to be treated as an association taxable as a corporation or otherwise to be taxed as an entity for federal income tax purposes; (ii) at any time on or after 12:00 midnight, Eastern Standard Time, on December 31, 2004, the General Partner voluntarily withdraws by giving at least 90 days' advance notice to the Limited Partner, such withdrawal to take effect on the date specified in such notice; (iii) at any time that the General Partner ceases to be the General Partner pursuant to
Section 12.1(a)(ii), (iii) or (iv)(B); or (iv) at any time that the General Partner ceases to be the General Partner pursuant to Section 12.1(a)(iv)(A), and such withdrawal does not constitute a breach of the MLP Agreement. If the General Partner gives a notice of withdrawal pursuant to Section 12.1(a)(i) or
Section 13.1(a)(i) of the MLP Agreement, the Limited Partner may, prior to the effective date of such withdrawal or removal, elect a successor General Partner, provided that such successor shall be the same Person, if any, that is elected by the limited partners of the MLP pursuant to Section 13.1 of the MLP
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Agreement as the successor to the General Partner in its capacity as general partner of the MLP. If, prior to the effective date of the General Partner's withdrawal, a successor is not selected by the Limited Partner as provided herein or the Partnership does not receive a Withdrawal Opinion of Counsel, the Partnership shall be dissolved in accordance with Section 13.1. Any successor General Partner elected in accordance with the terms of this Section 12.1 shall be subject to the provisions of Section 11.3.
12.2 REMOVAL OF THE GENERAL PARTNER. The General Partner shall be removed if such General Partner is removed as a general partner of the MLP pursuant to Section 13.2 of the MLP Agreement. Such removal shall be effective concurrently with the effectiveness of the removal of such General Partner as the general partner of the MLP pursuant to the terms of the MLP Agreement. If a successor General Partner is elected in connection with the removal of such General Partner as a general partner of the MLP, such successor General Partner shall, upon admission pursuant to Article XI, automatically become a successor General Partner of the Partnership. The admission of any such successor General Partner to the Partnership shall be subject to the provisions of Section 11.3.
12.3 INTEREST OF DEPARTING PARTNER AND SUCCESSOR GENERAL Partner. The Partnership Interest of a Departing Partner departing as a result of withdrawal or removal pursuant to Section 12.1 or 12.2 shall (unless it is otherwise required to be converted into Common Units pursuant to Section 13.3(b) of the MLP Agreement) be purchased by the successor to the Departing Partner for cash in the manner specified in the MLP Agreement. Such purchase (or conversion into Common Units, as applicable) shall be a condition to the admission to the Partnership of the successor as the General Partner. Any successor General Partner shall indemnify the Departing General Partner as to all debts and liabilities of the Partnership arising on or after the effective date of the withdrawal or removal of the Departing Partner.
12.4 REIMBURSEMENT OF DEPARTING PARTNER. The Departing Partner shall be entitled to receive all reimbursements due such Departing Partner pursuant to
Section 6.4, including any employee-related liabilities (including severance liabilities), incurred in connection with the termination of any employees employed by such Departing Partner for the benefit of the Partnership.
12.5 WITHDRAWAL OF THE LIMITED PARTNER. Without the prior consent of the General Partner, which may be granted or withheld in its sole discretion, and except as provided in Section 11.1, the Limited Partner shall not have the right to withdraw from the Partnership.
ARTICLE XIII
DISSOLUTION AND LIQUIDATION
13.1 DISSOLUTION. The Partnership shall not be dissolved by the admission of Substituted Limited Partners or Additional Limited Partners or by the admission of a successor General Partner in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. Upon the removal or withdrawal of the General Partner, any successor General Partner shall continue the business of the Partnership. The Partnership shall dissolve and, subject to Section 13.2, its affairs should be wound up, upon:
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(a) the expiration of its term as provided in Section 1.5;
(b) an Event of Withdrawal of the General Partner as provided in
Section 12.1(a) (other than Section 12.1(a)(ii)), unless a successor is elected and an Opinion of Counsel is received as provided in Section 12.1(b) or 12.2 and such successor is admitted to the Partnership pursuant to Section 11.3;
(c) an election to dissolve the Partnership by the General Partner that is approved by the Limited Partner;
(d) entry of a decree of judicial dissolution of the Partnership pursuant to the provisions of the Delaware Act;
(e) the sale of all or substantially all of the assets and properties of the Partnership Group; or
(f) the dissolution of the MLP.
13.2 CONTINUATION OF THE BUSINESS OF THE PARTNERSHIP AFTER DISSOLUTION. Upon (a) dissolution of the Partnership following an Event of Withdrawal caused by the withdrawal or removal of the General Partner as provided in Section 12.1(a)(i) or (iii) and following a failure of the Limited Partner to appoint a successor General Partner as provided in Section 12.1 or 12.2, then within 90 days thereafter, or (b) dissolution of the Partnership upon an event constituting an Event of Withdrawal as defined in Section 13.1(a)(iv),
(v) or (vi) of the MLP Agreement, then within 180 days thereafter, the Limited Partner may elect to reconstitute the Partnership and continue its business on the same terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement by forming a new limited partnership on terms identical to those set forth in this Agreement and having as a general partner a Person approved by the Limited Partner. In addition, upon dissolution of the Partnership pursuant to Section 13.1(f), if the MLP is reconstituted pursuant to Section 14.2 of the MLP Agreement, the reconstituted MLP may, within 180 days after such event of dissolution, as the Limited Partner, elect to reconstitute the Partnership in accordance with the immediately preceding sentence. Upon any such election by the Limited Partner, all Partners shall be bound thereby and shall be deemed to have approved same. Unless such an election is made within the applicable time period as set forth above, the Partnership shall conduct only activities necessary to wind up its affairs. If such an election is so made, then:
(i) the reconstituted Partnership shall continue until the end of the term set forth in Section 1.5 unless earlier dissolved in accordance with this Article XIII;
(ii) if the successor General Partner is not the former General Partner, then the interest of the former General Partner shall be purchased by the successor General Partner or converted into Common Units of the MLP as provided in Section 13.3 of the MLP Agreement; and
(iii) all necessary steps shall be taken to cancel this Agreement and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and to enter into and, as necessary, to file a new partnership agreement and certificate of limited partnership, and the successor General Partner may for this purpose exercise the powers of attorney granted the General Partner pursuant to Section 1.4; provided, that the right to approve a successor General Partner and to reconstitute and to
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continue the business of the Partnership shall not exist and may not be exercised unless the Partnership has received an Opinion of Counsel that (x) the exercise of the right would not result in the loss of limited liability of the Limited Partner or any limited partner of the Limited Partner and (y) neither the Partnership, the reconstituted limited partnership nor any Group Member would be treated as an association taxable as a corporation or otherwise be taxable as an entity for federal income tax purposes upon the exercise of such right to continue.
13.3 LIQUIDATOR. Upon dissolution of the Partnership, unless the Partnership is continued under an election to reconstitute and continue the Partnership pursuant to Section 13.2, the General Partner, or in the event the dissolution is the result of an Event of Withdrawal, a liquidator or liquidating committee approved by the Limited Partner, shall be the Liquidator. The Liquidator (if other than the General Partner) shall be entitled to receive such compensation for its services as may be approved by the Limited Partner. The Liquidator shall agree not to resign at any time without 15 days' prior notice and (if other than the General Partner) may be removed at any time, with or without cause, by notice of removal approved by the Limited Partner. Upon dissolution, removal or resignation of the Liquidator, a successor and substitute Liquidator (who shall have and succeed to all rights, powers and duties of the original Liquidator) shall within 30 days thereafter be approved by the Limited Partner. The right to approve a successor or substitute Liquidator in the manner provided herein shall be deemed to refer also to any such successor or substitute Liquidator approved in the manner herein provided. Except as expressly provided in this Article XIII, the Liquidator approved in the manner provided herein shall have and may exercise, without further authorization or consent of any of the parties hereto, all of the powers conferred upon the General Partner under the terms of this Agreement (but subject to all of the applicable limitations, contractual and otherwise, upon the exercise of such powers, other than the limitation on sale set forth in
Section 6.3(b)) to the extent necessary or desirable in the good faith judgment of the Liquidator to carry out the duties and functions of the Liquidator hereunder for and during such period of time as shall be reasonably required in the good faith judgment of the Liquidator to complete the winding-up and liquidation of the Partnership as provided for herein.
13.4 LIQUIDATION. The Liquidator shall proceed to dispose of the assets of the Partnership, discharge its liabilities, and otherwise wind up its affairs in such manner and over such period as the Liquidator determines to be in the best interest of the Partners, subject to the following:
(a) Disposition of Assets. The assets may be disposed of by public or private sale or by distribution in kind to one or more Partners on such terms as the Liquidator and the receiving Partner may agree. If any property is distributed in kind, the Partner receiving the property shall be deemed for purposes of Section 13.4(c) to have received cash equal to its fair market value; and contemporaneously therewith, appropriate cash distributions must be made to the other Partners.
(b) Discharge of Liabilities. Liabilities of the Partnership include amounts owed to Partners otherwise in respect of their distribution rights under Article V. With respect to any liability that is contingent or is otherwise not yet due and payable, the Liquidator shall either settle such claim for such amount as it thinks appropriate or establish a reserve of cash
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or other assets to provide for its payment. When paid, any unused portion of the reserve shall be distributed as additional liquidation proceeds.
(c) Liquidation Distributions. The Liquidator shall reassign the 1989 Customer List and other assets described in Section 9.1(d) to the General Partner. Subject to Section 13.4(a), all other property and all cash in excess of that required to discharge liabilities as provided in Section 13.4(b) shall be distributed to the Partners in the ratio of their respective Percentage Interests.
13.5 CANCELLATION OF CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP. Upon the completion of the distribution of Partnership cash and property as provided in Sections 13.3 and 13.4 in connection with the liquidation of the Partnership, the Partnership shall be terminated and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all qualifications of the Partnership as a foreign limited partnership in jurisdictions other than the State of Delaware shall be cancelled and such other actions as may be necessary to terminate the Partnership shall be taken.
13.6 RETURN OF CONTRIBUTIONS. The General Partner shall not be personally liable for, and shall have no obligation to contribute or loan any monies or property to the Partnership to enable it to effectuate, the return of the Contributions of the Limited Partner, or any portion thereof, it being expressly understood that any such return shall be made solely from Partnership assets.
13.7 WAIVER OF PARTITION. Each Partner hereby waives any right to partition of the Partnership property.
ARTICLE XIV
AMENDMENT OF PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
14.1 AMENDMENT TO BE ADOPTED SOLELY BY GENERAL PARTNER. The Limited Partner agrees that the General Partner (pursuant to its powers of attorney from the Limited Partner), without the approval of the Limited Partner, may amend any provision of this Agreement, and execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record whatever documents may be required in connection therewith, to reflect:
(a) a change in the name of the Partnership, the location of the principal place of business of the Partnership, the registered agent of the Partnership or the registered office of the Partnership;
(b) admission, substitution, withdrawal or removal of Partners in accordance with this Agreement;
(c) a change that, in the sole discretion of the General Partner, is necessary or advisable to qualify or continue the qualification of the Partnership as a limited partnership or a partnership in which the limited partners have limited liability under the laws of any state or to ensure that neither the Partnership nor the MLP will be treated as an association taxable as a corporation or otherwise be taxable as an entity for federal income tax purposes;
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(d) a change that, in the sole discretion of the General Partner,
(i) does not adversely affect the Limited Partner in any material respect, (ii) is necessary or advisable to satisfy any requirements, conditions or guidelines contained in any opinion, directive, order, ruling or regulation of any federal or state agency or judicial authority or contained in any federal or state statute (including the Delaware Act), compliance with any of which the General Partner determines in its sole discretion to be in the best interests of the Partnership and the Limited Partner, (iii) is required to effect the intent of the provisions of this Agreement or is otherwise contemplated by this Agreement or (iv) is required to conform the provisions of this Agreement with the provisions of the MLP Agreement as the provisions of the MLP Agreement may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time;
(e) a change in the fiscal year and taxable year of the Partnership and any changes that, in the sole discretion of the General Partner, are necessary or advisable as a result of a change in the fiscal year and taxable year of the Partnership, including, if the General Partner shall so determine, a change in the definition of "Quarter" and the dates on which distributions are to be made by the Partnership;
(f) an amendment that is necessary, in the Opinion of Counsel, to prevent the Partnership or the General Partner or its directors or officers from in any manner being subjected to the provisions of the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended, or "plan asset" regulations adopted under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended, regardless of whether such are substantially similar to plan asset regulations currently applied or proposed by the United States Department of Labor;
(g) any amendment expressly permitted in this Agreement to be made by the General Partner acting alone;
(h) an amendment effected, necessitated or contemplated by a Merger Agreement approved in accordance with Section 15.3;
(i) an amendment that, in the sole discretion of the General Partner, is necessary or advisable to reflect, account for and deal with appropriately the formation by the Partnership of, or investment by the Partnership in, any corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company or other entity, in connection with the conduct by the Partnership of activities permitted by the terms of Section 3.1; or
(j) any other amendments substantially similar to the foregoing.
14.2 AMENDMENT PROCEDURES. Except with respect to amendments of the type described in Section 14.1, all amendments to this Agreement shall be made in accordance with the following requirements. Amendments to this Agreement may be proposed only by or with the consent of the General Partner. Each such proposal shall contain the text of the proposed amendment. A proposed amendment shall be effective upon its approval by the Limited Partner.
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ARTICLE XV
MERGER
15.1 AUTHORITY. The Partnership may merge or consolidate with one or more corporations, business trusts or associations, real estate investment trusts, common law trusts or unincorporated businesses, including a general partnership or limited partnership, formed under the laws of the State of Delaware or any other state of the United States of America, pursuant to a written agreement of merger or consolidation ("MERGER Agreement") in accordance with this Article XV.
15.2 PROCEDURE FOR MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION. Merger or consolidation of the Partnership pursuant to this Article XV requires the prior approval of the General Partner. If the General Partner shall determine, in the exercise of its sole discretion, to consent to the merger or consolidation, the General Partner shall approve the Merger Agreement, which shall set forth:
(a) The names and jurisdictions of formation or organization of each of the business entities proposing to merge or consolidate;
(b) The name and jurisdictions of formation or organization of the business entity that is to survive the proposed merger or consolidation (the "SURVIVING BUSINESS ENTITY");
(c) The terms and conditions of the proposed merger or consolidation;
(d) The manner and basis of exchanging or converting the equity securities of each constituent business entity for, or into, cash, property or general or limited partnership interests, rights, securities or obligations of the Surviving Business Entity; and (i) if any general or limited partner interests, securities or rights of any constituent business entity are not to be exchanged or converted solely for, or into, cash, property or general or limited partner interests, rights, securities or obligations of the Surviving Business Entity, the cash, property or general or limited partner interests, rights, securities or obligations of any limited partnership, corporation, trust or other entity (other than the Surviving Business Entity) which the holders of such general or limited partner interests, securities or rights are to receive in exchange for, or upon conversion of, their general or limited partner interests, securities or rights, and (ii) in the case of securities represented by certificates, upon the surrender of such certificates, which cash, property or general or limited partner interests, rights, securities or obligations of the Surviving Business Entity or any general or limited partnership, corporation, trust or other entity (other than the Surviving Business Entity), or evidences thereof, are to be delivered;
(e) A statement of any changes in the constituent documents or the adoption of new constituent documents (the articles or certificate of incorporation, articles of trust, declaration of trust, certificate or agreement of limited partnership or other similar charter or governing document) of the Surviving Business Entity to be effected by such merger or consolidation;
(f) The effective time of the merger, which may be the date of the filing of the certificate of merger pursuant to Section 15.4 or a later
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date specified in or determinable in accordance with the Merger Agreement (provided, that if the effective time of the merger is to be later than the date of the filing of the certificate of merger, the effective time shall be fixed no later than the time of the filing of the certificate of merger and stated therein); and
(g) Such other provisions with respect to the proposed merger or consolidation as are deemed necessary or appropriate by the General Partner.
15.3 APPROVAL BY LIMITED PARTNER OF MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION.
(a) The General Partner, upon its approval of the Merger Agreement, shall direct that a copy or a summary of the Merger Agreement be submitted to the Limited Partner for its approval.
(b) The Merger Agreement shall be approved upon receiving the approval of the Limited Partner. After such approval by the Limited Partner, and at any time prior to the filing of the certificate of merger pursuant to Section 15.4, the merger or consolidation may be abandoned pursuant to provisions therefor, if any, set forth in the Merger Agreement.
15.4 CERTIFICATE OF MERGER. Upon the required approval by the General Partner and the Limited Partner of a Merger Agreement, a certificate of merger shall be executed and filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware in conformity with the requirements of the Delaware Act.
15.5 EFFECT OF MERGER. (a) At the effective time of the certificate of merger:
(i) all of the rights, privileges and powers of each of the business entities that has merged or consolidated, and all property, real, personal and mixed, and all debts due to any of those business entities and all other things and causes of action belonging to each of those business entities shall be vested in the Surviving Business Entity and after the merger or consolidation shall be the property of the Surviving Business Entity to the extent they were of each constituent business entity;
(ii) the title to any real property vested by deed or otherwise in any of those constituent business entities shall not revert and is not in any way impaired because of the merger or consolidation;
(iii) all rights of creditors and all liens on or security interest in property of any of those constituent business entities shall be preserved unimpaired; and
(iv) all debts, liabilities and duties of those constituent business entities shall attach to the Surviving Business Entity, and may be enforced against it to the same extent as if the debts, liabilities and duties had been incurred or contracted by it.
(b) A merger or consolidation effected pursuant to this Article shall not be deemed to result in a transfer or assignment of assets or liabilities from one entity to another having occurred.
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ARTICLE XVI
GENERAL PROVISIONS
16.1 ADDRESSES AND NOTICES. Any notice, demand, request or report required or permitted to be given or made to a Partner under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed given or made when received by it at the principal office of the Partnership referred to in Section 1.3.
16.2 REFERENCES. Except as specifically provided otherwise, references to "Articles" and "Sections" are to Articles and Sections of this Agreement.
16.3 PRONOUNS AND PLURALS. Whenever the context may require, any pronoun used in this Agreement shall include the corresponding masculine, feminine or neuter forms, and the singular form of nouns, pronouns and verbs shall include the plural and vice versa.
16.4 FURTHER ACTION. The parties shall execute and deliver all documents, provide all information and take or refrain from taking action as may be necessary or appropriate to achieve the purposes of this Agreement.
16.5 BINDING EFFECT. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their heirs, executors, administrators, successors, legal representatives and permitted assigns.
16.6 INTEGRATION. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the parties hereto pertaining to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings pertaining thereto.
16.7 CREDITORS. None of the provisions of this Agreement shall be for the benefit of, or shall be enforceable by, any creditor of the Partnership.
16.8 WAIVER. No failure by any party to insist upon the strict performance of any covenant, duty, agreement or condition of this Agreement or to exercise any right or remedy consequent upon a breach thereof shall constitute waiver of any such breach or any other covenant, duty, agreement or condition.
16.9 COUNTERPARTS. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, all of which together shall constitute an agreement binding on all the parties hereto, notwithstanding that all such parties are not signatories to the original or the same counterpart. Each party shall become bound by this Agreement immediately upon affixing its signature hereto, independently of the signature of any other party.
16.10 APPLICABLE LAW. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of Delaware, without regard to the principles of conflicts of law.
16.11 INVALIDITY OF PROVISIONS. If any provision of this Agreement is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions contained herein shall not be affected thereby.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.
GENERAL PARTNER:
NEW AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
By:
LIMITED PARTNER:
AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.
By: New AmeriGas Propane, Inc.,
as general partner
By:
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EXECUTION COPY
FIFTH AMENDMENT AND CONSENT AND WAIVER (this "Fifth Amendment and Waiver"), dated as of August 1, 2001, to the NOTE AGREEMENTS, dated as of April 12, 1995, as amended by the First Amendment, dated as of September 12, 1997, the Second Amendment, dated as of September 15, 1998, the Third Amendment, dated as of March 23, 1999, and the Fourth Amendment, dated as of March 16, 2000 (as amended, the "Agreements"), by and among AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (the "Company"), AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation (the "General Partner"), PETROLANE INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation and successor by merger to Petrolane Incorporated, a California corporation ("Petrolane"; the Company, the General Partner and Petrolane being hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Obligors"), and each of the holders of the Notes (the "Holders"). Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined in this Fifth Amendment and Waiver shall have the same meanings in this Fifth Amendment and Waiver as set forth in the Agreements, or, in the case of Section 5 below, the Intercreditor Agreement, and the rules of interpretation set forth in Section 13.2 of the Agreements shall be applicable to this Fifth Amendment and Waiver.
RECITALS
1. The Company has entered into a Purchase Agreement, dated as of January 30, 2001, by and among Columbia Energy Group, a Delaware corporation ("Seller"), Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation ("Columbia"), Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("CPLP"), the Company, the Public Partnership and the General Partner (as the same may be amended, modified or supplemented from time to time, the "Acquisition Agreement"; capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein or in the Agreements are being used herein as defined in the Acquisition Agreement), pursuant to which the Company has agreed to acquire the propane distribution businesses of the Seller (the "Acquisition") through a series of transactions described in pertinent part in Annex I hereto (which Annex I is hereby incorporated herein by reference) and more fully set forth in the Acquisition Agreement (the "Transactions").
2. In connection with the Transactions, the Company has requested that the Holders amend certain sections of the Agreements, consent to the Transactions and waive compliance with certain covenants, agreements and obligations of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries set forth in the Agreements, all as set forth below.
3. In order to finance a portion of the Acquisition and to provide proceeds for the general purposes of the Company, the Public Partnership intends to make an additional capital contribution of up to $200,000,000 to the Company from the proceeds of an issuance of unsecured senior notes of the Public Partnership to institutional investors in an aggregate principal amount of up to $200,000,000.
4. The Holders are willing to agree to so amend the Agreements, to consent to the Transactions and waive the Obligors' compliance with certain provisions
of the Agreements and to make certain other agreements, in each case on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth below.
AMENDMENT, CONSENT AND WAIVER
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual covenants and agreements set forth below and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
SECTION 1. Amendments. On the terms of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver and subject to the satisfaction of all of the conditions precedent set forth below in Section 4:
(a) Clause (iii) of Section 7.1(c) of the Agreements is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(iii) demonstrating in reasonable detail compliance at the end of such accounting period with the restrictions contained in Section 9.3 (calculation of any Excess Taking Proceeds), Section 10.1 (first two sentences and the last two paragraphs), Sections 10.1(b), (d), (e), (f) and (k), Section 10.3(c), Section 10.3(h), Section 10.4, Section 10.7(a)(ii), Section 10.7(a)(iii), Section 10.7(c)(ii) (calculation of any Excess Sale Proceeds), Section 10.19, Section 10.22(c), Section 10.23 and Sections 10.25(a), (b) and (d),
(b) Section 10.1 of the Agreements is hereby amended by adding the following subsection (k) after Section 10.1(j):
(k) the Company may become and remain liable with respect to Indebtedness which otherwise complies with the terms of
Section 10.1(f), the proceeds of which are used to make distributions permitted under Section 10.4, provided that the aggregate principal amount of all Indebtedness incurred under this Section 10.1(k) since the Amendment Effective Date shall not exceed $105,000,000, provided, further, that the aggregate principal amount of Indebtedness incurred under this Section 10.1(k) shall not exceed the sum of (i) aggregate net cash proceeds previously received by the Company from time to time from both the Public Partnership as a capital contribution made with the proceeds of Public Partnership Debt and the General Partner in connection with its related and contemporaneous capital contribution and designated by such Persons at the time of contribution in the corporate or other records of such Persons as a "PPD/GP Debt Contribution", and used by the Company or its Subsidiaries, (A) to finance the making of expenditures for the improvement or repair (to the extent such improvements and repairs may be capitalized on the books of the Company in accordance with GAAP) of or additions (including additions by way of acquisitions or capital contributions of businesses and related
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assets) to the General Collateral, or (B) to repay, refund or refinance any Indebtedness evidenced by the Notes or any Parity Debt (other than Parity Debt incurred under this Section 10.1(k)) or Funded Debt incurred in accordance with this Section 10.1 in connection with an extension, renewal, refunding or refinancing of any such Indebtedness,
(ii) the amount of any accrued interest payable and accreted issue discount and any prepayment fees, make whole amounts and reasonable transaction expenses to be incurred in connection with any purchase, acquisition, prepayment, redemption, retirement, defeasance or other repayment of any Indebtedness of the Public Partnership to be made with the proceeds of any such distribution and (iii) the amount of any reasonable transaction expenses incurred in connection with the issuance of any Indebtedness incurred under this Section 10.1(k), provided, further, that at the time the Company incurs any Indebtedness permitted under the above provisions of this Section 10.1(k), such Indebtedness and the Indebtedness evidenced by the Notes shall have received (i) a Special Rating and (ii) an investment grade rating from at least two nationally recognized statistical rating organizations (as defined for purposes of Rule 436(g) under the Securities Act), such as Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., Fitch IBCA and Moody's Investors Service, Inc., provided, further, that the $58,653,226 contribution received by the Company from the Public Partnership and the General Partner in April of 2001 shall be deemed a PPD/GP Debt Contribution for all purposes hereof;
(c) Section 10.1 of the Agreements is hereby amended by adding the following paragraphs at the end of such section:
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, until the CPLP Security Date (as defined in Section 10.25), except for Indebtedness of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries incurred pursuant to Section 10.1(d), 10.1(f), 10.1(i), 10.1(j) or 10.1(k) (and in accordance with the Total Debt maintenance restrictions set forth in the first sentence of this Section 10.1) on or after the Amendment Effective Date in an aggregate principal amount at any time not in excess of $275,000,000, the Company will not, and will not permit any Restricted Subsidiary to, create, incur, assume or otherwise become or remain directly or indirectly liable with respect to any Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 10.1(d), 10.1(f), 10.1(i), 10.1(j) or
10.1(k) (and in accordance with the Total Debt maintenance restrictions set forth in the first sentence of this Section 10.1) unless on the date the Company or such Restricted Subsidiary becomes liable with respect to any such Indebtedness and immediately after giving effect thereto and the substantially concurrent repayment of any other Indebtedness, (i) the ratio of Total Debt of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries to EBITDA does not exceed 4.75 to 1.00 and (ii) no Default or Event of Default exists. For purposes of determining compliance with the ratio of Total Debt to EBITDA as set
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forth above, (i) EBITDA shall be determined as at the end of each fiscal quarter for (A) the four most recent fiscal quarters then ended or (B) the eight most recent fiscal quarters then ended and divided by two (2), whichever is greater and (ii) Total Debt shall be determined as of the date the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary becomes liable with respect to Indebtedness incurred in accordance with this paragraph.
Further, notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, until the CPLP Security Date, the Company will not permit CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries to create, incur, assume or otherwise become or remain directly or indirectly liable with respect to any Indebtedness, other than (i) Indebtedness of the type described in Section 10.1(c),
(ii) the Indebtedness of CPLP on the date of closing of the Acquisition (as defined in the Fifth Amendment), as disclosed in the Acquisition Agreement (as defined in the Fifth Amendment) (which amount shall not be in excess of $10,000,000), and (iii) the Indebtedness of CPLP owing to the Company which is evidenced by the Intercompany Note to the extent that the aggregate principal amount outstanding thereunder does not exceed $137,997,000.
(d) Section 10.2(m) of the Agreements is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(m) Liens (other than the Liens referred to in clauses (j), (k) or (l) above) securing Indebtedness represented by the Series D Notes or other Indebtedness incurred in accordance with Sections 10.1(b), 10.1(e) or 10.1(k) or, to the extent incurred (i) to repay Indebtedness or letter of credit obligations incurred and outstanding under the Acquisition Facility or the Revolving Credit Facility (or any extension, renewal, refunding, replacement or refinancing of any such Indebtedness), (ii) to finance the making of expenditures for the improvement or repair (to the extent such improvements and repairs may be capitalized on the books of the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries in accordance with GAAP) of or additions (including additions by way of acquisitions or capital contributions of businesses and related assets) to the General Collateral, or (iii) by assumption in connection with additions (including additions by way of acquisitions or capital contributions of businesses and related assets) to the General Collateral, under Section 10.1(f), provided that (1) such Liens are effected through an amendment to the Security Documents to the extent necessary to provide the holders of such Indebtedness equal and ratable security in the property and assets subject to the Security Documents with the holders of the Notes and the other Indebtedness secured under the Security Documents,
(2) in the case of Indebtedness incurred in accordance with Section 10.1(b) or 10.1(f) to finance the making of additions to the General Collateral, the Company has delivered to the Collateral Agent an Officers' Certificate demonstrating that the principal amount of such Indebtedness (net of transaction costs funded by the proceeds of such Indebtedness) does not exceed the lesser of the cost
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to the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries of such additional property or assets and the fair market value of such additional property or assets at the time of the acquisition thereof (as determined in good faith by the General Partner), and (3) the Company has delivered to the Collateral Agent an opinion of counsel reasonably satisfactory to the Collateral Agent with regard to the attachment and perfection of the Lien of the Security Documents with respect to such additional property and assets;
(e) Section 10.2 of the Agreements is hereby amended by adding the following paragraph at the end of such Section:
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, until the CPLP Security Date, other than Liens permitted by subdivisions (a),
(b), (c), (d), (f), (g), (h), (o) and (to the extent that any such Lien extends or renews a Lien permitted by subdivision (h) of this Section 10.2) (q), of this Section 10.2, the Company will not permit CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, create, incur, assume or permit to exist any Lien on or with respect to any property or asset (including any document or instrument in respect of goods or accounts receivable) of CPLP or such Subsidiary, whether such property or assets are now owned or held or hereafter acquired, or any income or profits therefrom, until the CPLP Security Date.
(f) The first sentence of Section 10.4 of the Agreements is hereby amended by adding the following proviso at the end of such sentence:
; provided, that, notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company may declare, order, pay, make or set apart sums for Restricted Payments to the Public Partnership at any time, and from time to time, in an aggregate amount not exceeding the proceeds of Indebtedness of the Company incurred pursuant to Section 10.1(k) if immediately after giving effect to any such proposed action no Event of Default (or Default under Section 11(b), 11(g) or 11(h)) shall exist and be continuing; provided, further, that for the purposes of this Section 10.4 an amount equal to the cash proceeds of any PPD/GP Debt Contribution made prior to such calculation shall be excluded from Available Cash until an amount equal to such prior PPD/GP Debt Contributions has been used for the purposes set forth in Section 10.1(k).
(g) Section 10.6 of the Agreements is hereby amended by adding the following at the end thereof "and (iii) CPLP may issue or sell its Capital Stock to the Special Limited Partner (as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement) of CPLP in accordance with Section 5.3 of the CPLP Partnership Agreement, as such Section 5.3 is in effect on the date hereof".
(h) Section 10.21 of the Agreements is hereby amended by (i) deleting the period at the end of subsection (a)(iii) and substituting ";" in lieu thereof and (ii) adding the following provision after subsection (a)(iii):
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provided, however, that notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, until the CPLP Security Date, CPLP and each of its Subsidiaries shall at all times remain Restricted Subsidiaries and in no event shall the Company have any right to redesignate CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries as an Unrestricted Subsidiary.
(i) Section 10.22(c) of the Agreements is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(c) The General Partner will not permit the Public Partnership or any Subsidiary of the Public Partnership to use funds or other property received from the Company or a Restricted Subsidiary (as distributions of Available Cash, the proceeds of loans, advances or investments or otherwise) to pay, prepay, redeem, retire, purchase, acquire, collateralize or defease any Indebtedness of a Control Affiliate (including without limitation the Public Partnership Notes); provided, however, that the General Partner may permit the Public Partnership to expend any funds received from the Company as distributions of Available Cash in order (i) to make open market or private purchases of Public Partnership Debt, but only to the extent that after giving effect to such expenditure (a "Public Partnership Expenditure") the sum of (x) all Public Partnership Expenditures (excluding any purchases pursuant to clause (ii) below) and (y) all payments in respect of accepted Note Offers pursuant to Section 9.8 at prices less than 100% of the principal amount of the applicable Notes shall not exceed $103,600,000, (ii) to make payments purchases, prepayments, redemptions, defeasances or other repayments (scheduled or unscheduled) of Public Partnership Debt (and to pay all fees, premiums, make whole amounts and transaction expenses incurred in connection therewith) with the proceeds of Indebtedness incurred pursuant to
Section 10.1(k) ("Additional Expenditures"), and (iii) to pay interest on the Public Partnership Debt and to pay the principal thereof at maturity or at any scheduled mandatory prepayment date (including without limitation pursuant to a (1) Purchase Event or (2) prepayment under circumstances and on terms substantially identical to, and not inconsistent with, Section 9.3(b) to the extent it relates to Excess Taking Proceeds or Section 10.7(c)(ii) to the extent it relates to Excess Sale Proceeds, in each case not involving a default); provided, further, that the General Partner shall apply all distributions received by the Public Partnership from the Company and made with the proceeds of Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 10.1(k) only to make Additional Expenditures, and to the extent any such distributions are not used for such purpose within 30 Business Days of the date thereof, such unused amounts shall be contributed immediately to the Company to repay Indebtedness of the Company referred to in Section 10.1(k)(i)(B).
(j) The following provision is hereby added as Section 10.23 of the Agreements:
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Section 10.23. Acquisitions. After the Amendment Effective Date and until the CPLP Security Date, the Company will not, and will not permit any Restricted Subsidiary to, make any Acquisition unless, after giving effect to the consummation of such Acquisition (including any substantially concurrent mergers), (a) all PP&E Assets (as defined in Section 10.25) acquired in connection with such Acquisition shall be owned by the Company or a Restricted Subsidiary, (b) the aggregate net book value of the PP&E Assets of CPLP and its Subsidiaries (both prior to and after giving effect to such Acquisition) shall not exceed the sum of (1) 33-1/3% of the aggregate net book value of all PP&E Assets of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries and (2) $70,000,000, and
(c) the aggregate net book value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner) of all PP&E Assets acquired by CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries in any fiscal year pursuant to Acquisitions (other than PP&E Assets acquired with the proceeds of any prior or concurrent Capped Investments or PP&E Transfers (each as defined in Section 10.25)) ("CPLP Acquisitions") shall not, together with any Capped Investments and any PP&E Transfers made in such fiscal year pursuant to
Section 10.25(a) and Section 10.25(b)(iii), respectively, in the aggregate, exceed (i) $35,000,000 (the "Yearly Threshold"), plus (ii) the amount of any Carryover Threshold (such sum is referred to herein as the "PP&E Acquisition/Investment/Transfer Limit"). "Carryover Threshold" shall mean, for any fiscal year, an amount equal to the PP&E Acquisition/Investment/Transfer Limit for the prior fiscal year minus the aggregate CPLP Acquisitions, Capped Investments and PP&E Transfers in such prior fiscal year, provided, that the Carryover Threshold shall in no event exceed $100,000,000.
(k) The following provision is hereby added as Section 10.24 of the Agreements:
Section 10.24. Limitation on Restricted Agreements. The Company will not, and will not permit any Subsidiary to, enter into, or suffer to exist, any agreement (other than the National Propane Purchase Agreement) with any Person which, directly or indirectly, prohibits or limits the ability of any Restricted Subsidiary to (a) pay dividends or make other distributions to the Company or prepay any Indebtedness owed to the Company, (b) make loans or advances to the Company or (c) transfer any of its properties or assets to the Company.
(l) The following provision is hereby added as Section 10.25 of the Agreements:
Section 10.25. CPLP. Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary (including the final paragraph of Section 10.7 hereof), until the first date as of which (i) the property and assets of CPLP and each of its Subsidiaries have become part of the General Collateral and are subjected to the Lien of the Security Documents and (ii) CPLP and
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each of its Subsidiaries have become guarantors under the Subsidiary Guarantee and assignors under the Subsidiary Security Agreement in accordance with Section 10.14 and 10.16 hereof (such date, the "CPLP Security Date"), provided that (A) the security interest granted by CPLP pursuant to the Subsidiary Security Agreement may be subject and subordinate to the first priority Lien on the assets of CPLP held by the Company to secure the obligations of CPLP under the Intercompany Note and the Intercompany Loan Agreement, upon terms and conditions satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, (B) the security interest granted by any Subsidiary of CPLP pursuant to the Subsidiary Security Agreement may be subject and subordinate to the first priority Lien on the assets of such Subsidiary held by the Company to secure the obligation of such Subsidiary to guarantee (the "CPLP Subsidiary Guaranty") the obligations of CPLP under the Intercompany Note and the Intercompany Loan Agreement, upon terms and conditions satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, (C) the Subsidiary Guarantee of each Subsidiary of CPLP may be subject and subordinate to the guaranty of such Subsidiary in favor of the Company pursuant to the CPLP Subsidiary Guaranty of such Subsidiary, upon terms and conditions satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, and (D) the Subsidiary Guarantee of CPLP may be subject and subordinate to the obligations of CPLP under the Intercompany Note and the Intercompany Loan, upon terms and conditions satisfactory to the Collateral Agent:
(a) Investments. The Company will not, and will not permit any Restricted Subsidiary (other than CPLP and its Subsidiaries) (each, a "Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary") to, directly or indirectly, make or own any Investment in CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries, except for Investments in CPLP or its Subsidiaries permitted under Sections 10.3(b), (c), (d) and
(e) and Section 10.25(b) hereof; provided, however, that the aggregate net book value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner) of all such Investments made pursuant to Sections 10.3(b) and (c) (the "Capped Investments") in any fiscal year shall not, together with any CPLP Acquisitions and PP&E Transfers made in such fiscal year pursuant to Section 10.23 and Section 10.25(b)(iii), respectively, in the aggregate, exceed the PP&E Acquisition/Investment/Transfer Limit for such fiscal year.
(b) Asset Transfers. The Company will not, and will not permit any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to, directly or indirectly, sell, lease, convey or otherwise transfer, directly or indirectly, any of its assets to CPLP or any Subsidiary of CPLP, including by way of a Sale and Lease-Back Transaction (each, a "Transfer"), except that:
(i) the Company may, and may permit any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to, Transfer to CPLP or any of
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its Subsidiaries assets, provided that (A) such assets ("Non-PP&E Assets") would not, in accordance with the past practice of the Company, be classified and accounted for as "property, plant and equipment" on the consolidated balance sheet of the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries, (B) the consideration paid by CPLP or its Subsidiaries to the Company or a Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary for such Non-PP&E Assets is at least equal to the transferor's aggregate net book value therefor and (C) the aggregate amount of propane inventory (by number of gallons) of CPLP and its Subsidiaries shall not at any time exceed 40% of the aggregate amount of propane inventory (by number of gallons) of the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries;
(ii) the Company may, and may permit any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to, Transfer to CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries assets in exchange for other assets used in the line of business permitted under Section 10.8(c) and having a fair market value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner and the Managing General Partner (as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement) of CPLP) not less than that of the assets so Transferred (so long as the assets Transferred to the Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary or to the Company shall become part of the General Collateral and shall be subjected to the Lien of the Security Documents);
(iii) the Company may, and may permit any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to, Transfer (a "PP&E Transfer") to CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries assets that would, in accordance with the past practice of the Company, be classified and accounted for as "property, plant and equipment" on the consolidated balance sheet of the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries ("PP&E Assets") (together with associated working capital), provided that (A) the aggregate net book value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner) of all PP&E Assets that are Transferred by the Company or a Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries in any fiscal year shall not, together with any CPLP Acquisitions and Capped Investments made in such fiscal year pursuant to Section 10.23 and Section 10.25(a), respectively, in the aggregate, exceed the PP&E Acquisition/Investment/ Transfer Limit for such fiscal year, (B) the consideration paid by CPLP or its Subsidiaries to the Company or any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary for
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such PP&E Assets is at least equal to the transferor's net book value therefor, and (C) the aggregate net book value of all PP&E Assets of CPLP and its Subsidiaries shall not at any time exceed the sum of (1) 33-1/3% of the aggregate net book value of all PP&E Assets of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries and (2) $70,000,000; and
(iv) the limitations contained in Sections 10.23(b) and (c) and Sections 10.25(b)(iii)(A) and
(C) shall not apply to or prohibit or otherwise restrict (A) any Investment in CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries permitted by Section 10.25(a), (B) any lease of real or personal property from the Company or a Restricted Subsidiary (other than CPLP and its Subsidiaries), as lessor, to CPLP or a Subsidiary of CPLP, as lessee, where the interest of the lessee in the leased assets is expressly subject to the Liens created by the Security Documents securing Indebtedness evidenced by the Notes, (C) any Transfer of assets by the Company or any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries if (1) such assets consist of the proceeds, or assets purchased or subsequently funded with the proceeds, of a sale of equity interests or debt of the Public Partnership or the General Partner to an entity other than the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary, (2) such Transfer is made within one year of such equity or debt sale and (3) in the case of a subsequent funding, such proceeds are used to repay Parity Debt of the Company (other than Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 10.1(e) or 10.1(f) (to the extent such Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 10.1(f) is used to repay Indebtedness or letter of credit obligations incurred and outstanding under the Revolving Credit Facility)) or Indebtedness incurred by the Company to make Acquisitions of assets that have been Transferred to CPLP, or (D) any CPLP Acquisition (1) if the assets acquired are purchased in exchange for equity interests or debt of the Public Partnership or the General Partner or (2)(x) if the assets acquired are purchased or subsequently funded with the proceeds of a sale of equity interests or debt by the Public Partnership or the General Partner to an entity other than the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary, (y) such CPLP Acquisition is made within one year of such equity or debt sale and (z) in the case of a subsequent funding, such proceeds are used to repay Parity Debt of the Company (other than Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 10.1(e) or 10.1(f) (to the extent such Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 10.1(f) is used to repay Indebtedness or letter of credit
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obligations incurred and outstanding under the Revolving Credit Facility)) or Indebtedness incurred by CPLP (and owing to the Company) or the Company to make CPLP Acquisitions.
In addition, without regard to the restrictions of the PP&E Acquisition/Investment/Transfer Limit set forth in Section 10.23(c), Section 10.25(a), Section 10.25(b)(iii)(A) above, the Company may contribute to CPLP or its Subsidiaries, within one year after the Amendment Effective Date, PP&E Assets having an aggregate net book value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner) at the time of contribution not exceeding $120,000,000 (together with associated working capital) (such assets are referred to herein collectively as the "Drop Down Assets"), provided, that the Company shall make no contribution of Drop Down Assets unless (i) no Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing or would result from any such contribution and (ii) the Company shall give the Collateral Agent written notice of each such contribution of Drop Down Assets substantially concurrently with the consummation thereof and (iii) the consideration paid by CPLP or its Subsidiaries to the Company for such Drop Down Assets is at least equal to the transferor's net book value therefor.
(c) CPLP Partnership Agreement, Intercompany Loan and Note. The Company will not, and will cause its Subsidiaries to not, (i) permit the CPLP Partnership Agreement, as in effect on the date hereof, to be amended, modified or supplemented in any respect if such amendment, modification or supplement would adversely affect the rights or powers of the Managing General Partner, or any successor General Partner (each as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement), with respect to the liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the affairs of CPLP or any disposition of assets, discharge of liabilities or distribution of assets in connection therewith (including but not limited to any modification to Section 12.1 of the Partnership Agreement) or (ii) permit CPLP to admit any Person as a Class A Limited Partner or any Managing General Partner (as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement) unless all of the capital stock of such Person has been pledged to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the holders of the Notes.
(d) Trade Accounts Payable. The Company will not permit CPLP and its Subsidiaries to create, incur, assume or otherwise become or remain directly or indirectly liable with respect to an aggregate amount of trade accounts payable (including but not limited to amounts owed under equipment leases) in excess of $15,000,000 at any time, provided that the
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amount of any (a) Taxes, fines or penalties owing by CPLP and its Subsidiaries to any Governmental Authority and (b) obligations of CPLP and its Subsidiaries owing to the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary, shall in each case be excluded from the calculation of the aggregate amount of trade accounts payable pursuant to this Section 10.25(d).
In addition, both prior to and after the CPLP Security Date, the Company will not, and will cause its Subsidiaries to not, permit the Intercompany Note to be amended, modified or supplemented in any respect if such amendment, modification or supplement would materially and adversely affect the rights of the holder of the Intercompany Note (in its capacity as a holder of the Intercompany Note), including, without limitation, any modification of the July 19, 2009, maturity date of the outstanding principal amount thereunder.
(m) Section 11(d) of the Agreements is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(d) the Company, any Restricted Subsidiary, the General Partner or Petrolane shall default in the performance of or compliance with any other term contained in this Agreement or contained in any of the other Financing Documents or any License Agreement, and such default shall not have been remedied within 45 days (30 days in the case of any such default under Section 10.23) after such default shall first have become known to any Responsible Officer or written notice thereof shall have been received by a Responsible Officer; provided, however, that defaults under any Mortgage (other than under any Specified Mortgage) shall not constitute an Event of Default under this subdivision (d) unless such default shall not have been remedied within the applicable 45-day period and (x) applies to Mortgages covering Mortgaged Property having an aggregate fair market value at the time of at least $1,000,000, or (y) would cost in excess of $1,000,000 to cure or would present a reasonable likelihood of resulting in liability to the Company or the Restricted Subsidiaries in excess of $1,000,000 or
(z) would result in a Material Adverse Effect; or
(n) The following definitions are hereby added to Section 13.1 of the Agreements in their respective appropriate alphabetical order:
"Acquisition" means, as to any Person, any acquisition or investment by such Person, whether by means of (a) the purchase or other acquisition of capital stock or other securities of another Person, (b) a loan, advance or capital contribution to, guaranty of debt of, or purchase or other acquisition of any other debt or equity participation or interest in, another Person, including any partnership or joint venture interest in such other Person, or (c) the purchase or other acquisition (in one transaction or
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a series of transactions) of assets of another Person that constitute a business unit.
"Amendment Effective Date" means the date of satisfaction or waiver of all of the conditions set forth in Section 4 of the Fifth Amendment.
"AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service" means AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
"Atlantic Energy" means Atlantic Energy, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
"Columbia" means Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation.
"CPH" means CP Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
"CPLP" means Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership.
"CPLP Partnership Agreement" means that certain Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of National Propane, L.P. (renamed CPLP), dated as of July 19, 1999, by and among Columbia, CPH, and National Propane Corporation, as amended from time to time in accordance with the terms thereof.
"Fifth Amendment" means the Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver dated as of August 1, 2001, to the Agreements.
"Intercompany Loan Agreement" means that certain Loan Agreement, dated July 19, 1999, between National Propane, L.P. (renamed CPLP) and Columbia, as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time in accordance with the terms thereof.
"Intercompany Note" means that certain Promissory Note, dated July 19, 1999, by CPLP in favor of the Company by endorsement from Columbia in the original principal amount of $137,997,000, as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time in accordance with the terms thereof.
"National Propane Purchase Agreement" means that certain Purchase Agreement, dated April 5, 1999, by and among CPLP, CPH, Columbia, National Propane Partners, L.P., National Propane Corporation, National Propane SGP, Inc. and Triarc Companies, Inc., as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time in accordance with the terms thereof.
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"Series E First Mortgage Notes" means the First Mortgage Notes, Series E, in an aggregate principal amount of $80,000,000, issued pursuant to that certain Note Agreement, dated as of March 15, 2000, among the Company, the General Partner and the purchasers named in Schedule I thereto.
"Special Rating" means a risk-based capital factor attributable to Indebtedness for purposes of generally applicable state insurance regulations for life, health and disability insurance companies, substantially equivalent to an investment grade rating issued by a nationally recognized credit rating agency.
"Taxes" means all federal, state, local or foreign taxes, governmental fees or like charges of any kind whatsoever, whether disputed or not.
(o) The definition of "Wholly-Owned" contained in Section 13.1 of the Agreements is hereby amended by adding the following proviso at the end thereof "; provided, that, for the purposes of this Agreement, (i) CPLP shall be deemed a "Wholly-Owned" Subsidiary of the Company for so long as the Company directly or indirectly owns at least 99% of the Capital Stock of CPLP and 100% of the general partnership interest therein and (ii) AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service shall be deemed a "Wholly-Owned" Subsidiary of the Company for so long as (i) CPLP remains a Restricted Subsidiary and (ii) CPLP directly or indirectly owns at least 100% of the Capital Stock of AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service".
(p) Section 13.1 of the Agreements is hereby amended by deleting the definition of "EBIT" in its entirety and substituting the following definition therefor:
"EBIT" means, for any period, the Company's and its Restricted Subsidiaries' consolidated net income (not including extraordinary gains or losses, other than losses arising from reserves established in connection with the Tax Indemnity Provisions (as defined in the National Propane Purchase Agreement)) plus interest charges and income tax expense in each case for such period, as determined in accordance with GAAP.
(q) Section 13.1 of the Agreements is hereby amended by deleting the definition of "Parity Debt" in its entirety and substituting the following definition therefor:
"Parity Debt" means Indebtedness of the Company incurred in accordance with Section 10.1(a), 10.1(b), 10.1(e), 10.1(f) or 10.1(k) and secured by the respective Liens of the Security Documents in accordance with Section 10.2(j), (k), (l) or (m).
(r) The definition of "Restricted Payment" contained in
Section 13.1 of the Agreements is hereby amended by adding the following at the end thereof "; or (c) any indemnification payment made by CPLP, CPH or Columbia pursuant to the
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indemnity provisions described in Items 13-17 of Annex I to the Fifth Amendment, including any payment made by the Company to Columbia pursuant to the "Keep Well" Agreement described in Item 12 of Annex I to the Fifth Amendment".
(s) The following provision is hereby added as Section 18.3 of the Agreements:
18.3 Payment. The Obligors will not directly or indirectly pay or cause to be paid any remuneration, whether by way of supplemental or additional interest, fee or otherwise, or grant any security, to any holder of Notes as consideration for or as an inducement to the entering into by any holder of Notes of any waiver or amendment of any of the terms and provisions hereof or of the Notes unless such remuneration is concurrently paid, or security is concurrently granted, on the same terms, ratably to each holder of Notes even if such holder did not consent to such waiver or amendment.
SECTION 2. Consents. On the terms of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver and subject to the satisfaction of all of the conditions precedent set forth below in Section 4, the Holders hereby consent to the Transactions; provided, that in the event of any conflict between the provisions of the Agreements, as amended and supplemented by this Fifth Amendment and Waiver, and those of Annex I hereto, the provisions of the Agreements, as so amended and supplemented, shall control.
SECTION 3. Waivers. On the terms of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver and subject to the satisfaction of all of the conditions precedent set forth below in Section 4:
(a) Waiver of Certain Investment Restrictions. The Holders hereby permanently waive compliance with the Investment restrictions set forth in Section 10.3 and 10.25(a) of the Agreements, as amended by this Fifth Amendment and Waiver, with respect to (i) the Intercompany Note and (ii) the Investment by Columbia in Atlantic Energy as described in Item 11 of Annex I; provided, that the aggregate principal amount outstanding under the Intercompany Note shall not exceed $137,997,000. Subject to the proviso of the preceding sentence, the foregoing waiver shall hereafter permanently exclude the amount of each such Investment from any calculation of "Investment Limit" or "Annual Limit" made under Section 10.3(c) of the Agreements; provided, that the amount of any Investments made by Columbia and its Affiliates in Atlantic Energy after the Amendment Effective Date shall be included in the calculation of "Investment Limit" and "Annual Limit" in accordance with Section 10.3(c) of the Agreements and such Investments shall otherwise comply with Section 10.3(c).
(b) Waiver of Certain Guaranty Restrictions. The Holders hereby permanently waive compliance with the Guaranty restrictions of Section 10.3 of the Agreements with respect to (i) the obligations of the Company, CPLP, Columbia and CPH for those indemnities described in Items 13 through 17 of Annex I and (ii) the indemnification and guarantee obligations of the Company under the Acquisition
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Agreement, as in effect on the Amendment Effective Date, and the "Keep Well" Agreement described in Item 12 of Annex I, as in effect on the Amendment Effective Date.
(c) Waiver of Certain Subsidiary Guaranty, Lien and Subsidiary Mortgage Requirements. The Holders hereby waive compliance, until the earliest of (i) 180 days after the expiration of the Debt Indemnity (as defined in Item 14 of Annex I hereto) provided under the National Propane Purchase Agreement,
(ii) the purchase by CPLP of the partnership interest of the Special Limited Partner (as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement) in CPLP pursuant to the Special Limited Partner's put option under Section 4.5 of the CPLP Partnership Agreement and (iii) the purchase by CPLP of the partnership interest of the Special Limited Partner in CPLP pursuant to CPLP's call option under Section 4.5 of the CPLP Partnership Agreement, with the provisions of Section 10.14
(Subsidiary Guarantors) and Section 10.15 (New Mortgages; Conveyance Agreements) of the Agreements with respect to (A) CPLP, or any Subsidiary of CPLP, including, without limitation, AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, becoming a guarantor under the Subsidiary Guarantee or an assignor under the Subsidiary Security Agreement, (B) the obligations of the Company to cause CPLP, or any Subsidiary of CPLP, including, without limitation, AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, to execute and deliver to the Collateral Agent first priority Mortgages in accordance with Section 10.14 and Section 10.15 of the Agreements, (C) the obligations of the Company and CPLP under Sections 10.14 through 10.16 of the Agreements and under the Subsidiary Security Agreement to provide to the Collateral Agent a first priority Lien in the assets of CPLP (including the Drop Down Assets and the Capital Stock of AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service), and (D) the obligations of the Company and AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service under Sections 10.14 through 10.16 of the Agreements and under the Subsidiary Security Agreement to provide to the Collateral Agent a first priority Lien in the assets of AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service.
(d) Waiver of Lien on Capital Stock of Atlantic Energy. The Holders hereby permanently waive compliance with the obligations of the Company and Columbia under Section 10.14 of the Agreements and under the Subsidiary Security Agreement to provide to the Collateral Agent a Lien on the Capital Stock of Atlantic Energy.
SECTION 4. Conditions to Effectiveness of Section 1 Amendments, Section 2 Consents and Section 3 Waivers. The amendments set forth in Section 1, the consents set forth in Section 2 and the waivers set forth in
Section 3 of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver shall become effective only upon the satisfaction of all of the following conditions precedent (the date of satisfaction of all such conditions being referred to as the "Amendment Effective Date"):
(a) No Defaults. On the Amendment Effective Date (after giving effect to this Fifth Amendment and Waiver), no Default or Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing.
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(b) Fifth Amendment. Each of the Obligors and the Required Holders shall have executed this Fifth Amendment and Waiver, and counterparts hereof bearing the signatures of the Obligors shall have been delivered to the Holders together with a notice from the Company to each Holder as to the satisfaction of this condition.
(c) Other Amendments. Each of the Holders shall have received copies of the duly executed (i) First Amendment and Consent and Waiver to the Note Agreement, dated as of March 15, 2000, by and among the Company, the General Partner and the noteholders signatory thereto (the "First Amendment to the Series E Note Agreement"), (ii) Second Amendment and Consent and Waiver to the Note Agreement, dated as of March 15, 1999, by and among the Company, the General Partner and the noteholders signatory thereto (the "Second Amendment to the Series D Note Agreement"), and (iii) the Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver to the Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of September 15, 1997, by and among the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane Incorporated, Bank of America, N.A., as agent, and each of the financial institutions signatory thereto (the "Fifth Amendment to the Amended and Restated Credit Agreement"), and the terms of such documents shall be substantially similar to the terms of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver.
(d) Fees. The Company shall have paid to each Holder a fee equal to the product of (i) 0.0040 and (ii) the outstanding principal amount of the Notes then held by such Holder (the "Amendment Fee"); provided, that no other holder of Indebtedness of the Obligors shall receive any greater amount of consideration (calculated based upon each $1,000 principal amount of Indebtedness of the Obligors held by each holder or, in the case of any Bank (as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement), $1,000 of the Commitments (as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement) of such Bank), for its consent to the transactions contemplated by this Fifth Amendment and Waiver.
(e) Collateral Documents. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received, on behalf of the Holders, (i) a joinder agreement in respect of the Subsidiary Guarantee duly executed by each of Columbia and CPH in favor of the Collateral Agent, (ii) a joinder agreement in respect of the Subsidiary Security Agreement duly executed by each of Columbia and CPH in favor of the Collateral Agent, (iii) a pledge by the Company in favor of the Collateral Agent, in form and substance satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, providing the Collateral Agent with a first priority perfected security interest in the Intercompany Note and any other agreements evidencing indebtedness owed by CPLP or its Subsidiaries to the Company, (iv) any documents or instruments reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent to evidence the pledge by the Company and CPH of the Capital Stock of CPLP held by the Company and CPH, respectively, which pledge shall provide the Collateral Agent with a first priority perfected security interest in such Capital Stock, (v) any documents or instruments reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent to evidence the pledge by the Company of the Capital Stock of Columbia held by the Company, which pledge shall provide the Collateral Agent with a first priority perfected security interest in such Capital Stock, (vi) any documents or instruments reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent to evidence the pledge by Columbia of the Capital Stock of CPH held by Columbia, which pledge shall provide the Collateral Agent with a first priority perfected
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security interest in such Capital Stock, and (vii) an amendment to the General Security Agreement and the Subsidiary Security Agreement, each in form and substance satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, (A) adding "investment property" to the description of the Collateral, (B) correcting the account number of the Cash Concentration Account (as defined in each of the General Security Agreement and the Subsidiary Security Agreement) and (C) permitting the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries to transfer amounts from the Cash Concentration Account to one or more permitted investment accounts for the purpose of making temporary investments.
(f) Collateral. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received, as pledgee, (i) all Capital Stock of Columbia, CPH and CPLP (other than the Capital Stock of CPLP owned by National Propane Corporation), together with executed and undated stock powers, and (ii) the Intercompany Note, together with an endorsement by Columbia to the Company and by the Company in blank.
(g) Financing Statements. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Company, Columbia and CPH shall have duly authorized, executed and delivered proper Financing Statements (Form UCC-1) fully executed for filing under the Uniform Commercial Code or other appropriate filing offices of each jurisdiction as may be necessary or, in the opinion of the Collateral Agent, desirable to perfect the security interests purported to be created by the Security Documents.
(h) Perfection of Security Interests. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received evidence that all other actions necessary or, in the opinion of the Collateral Agent, desirable to perfect and protect the security interests purported to be created by the Security Documents (other than recording and other than actions necessary or desirable to perfect the security interests of the Collateral Agent in the vehicles acquired by the Company, which security interests will be perfected in accordance with Section 2.7 of the General Security Agreement) have been taken.
(i) Information Regarding Intercompany Loan Agreement and Intercompany Note. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received resolutions of the board of directors of the general partner of CPLP ratifying the due authorization, execution, delivery and enforceability of the Intercompany Loan Agreement, as amended through the Amendment Effective Date, and the Intercompany Note and such other matters incident to the transactions contemplated herein as the Collateral Agent may reasonably request.
(j) Reliance Letter. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received a copy of the opinion of Baker & Botts L.L.P., special counsel for the Company delivered in connection with the closing of the Transactions, together with a letter from Baker & Botts L.L.P. authorizing reliance thereon by the Collateral Agent and the Secured Creditors (as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement).
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(k) Officer's Certificate. The Company shall have delivered to the Holders an Officer's Certificate to the effect that the conditions set forth in subsections (a) through (i) of this Section 4 have been satisfied.
(l) Opinion. The Company shall have delivered to the Holders an opinion of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, in substantially the form of Exhibit B hereto.
SECTION 5. Direction Notices. Pursuant to Sections 3(b) and 8(b) of the Intercreditor Agreement, the undersigned hereby authorizes and directs the Collateral Agent and, where appropriate, the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent, to:
(a) execute and deliver any and all documents or instruments necessary or desirable to release the Collateral Agent's existing first priority Liens on the Drop Down Assets;
(b) execute and deliver an amendment to the Intercreditor Agreement in substantially the form attached as Exhibit A hereto;
(c) execute and deliver amendments to the Security Documents to add "investment property" of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries to the General Collateral, to correct the account number of the Cash Concentration Account, to amend the definition of "Parity Debt" to include debt issued pursuant to Section 10.1(k) of the Note Agreements and to permit the Company to transfer amounts from the Cash Concentration Account to one or more permitted investment accounts for the purpose of making Investments;
(d) execute and deliver a joinder agreement to the Subsidiary Security Agreement to add Columbia and CPH as assignors thereunder;
(e) execute, deliver and record new Security Documents to add the real and personal property of Columbia and CPH to the General Collateral;
(f) execute and deliver a joinder agreement to the Subsidiary Guarantee to add Columbia and CPH as guarantors thereunder; and
(g) execute, deliver, file or record such other documents, agreements or instruments, and take such action, as the Collateral Agent reasonably believes to be necessary or desirable in furtherance of any of the foregoing.
Each of the undersigned Holders acknowledges and agrees that (i) neither CPLP nor any of its Subsidiaries, including, without limitation, AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, will execute the Subsidiary Security Agreement, the Subsidiary Guarantee or otherwise guarantee or pledge any of their respective assets to secure the Obligations, (ii) no Liens on any real or personal property of CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries, including, without limitation, AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, will be granted to or held by the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Creditors, (iii) although Columbia owns 50% of the Capital Stock of Atlantic Energy neither the Collateral Agent nor any Secured
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Creditor will receive a pledge of such Capital Stock, (iv) the Collateral Agent will not receive lien searches on any of the real or personal property of Columbia, CPH, AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service or CPLP prior to the consummation of the Acquisition, and (v) neither the Collateral Agent nor any Secured Creditor will receive any opinions of counsel as to the perfection or priority of the Liens granted to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Creditors pursuant to the Security Documents.
SECTION 6. Miscellaneous.
(a) Agreement; Terms. Except as expressly amended hereby, the Agreements shall continue in full force and effect in accordance with the provisions thereof on the date hereof, and this Fifth Amendment and Waiver shall not be deemed to waive or amend any provision of the Agreements or the Intercreditor Agreement except as expressly set forth herein. As used in the Agreements, the terms "this Agreement," "herein," "hereinafter," "hereunder," "hereto" and words of similar import shall mean and refer to, from and after the Amendment Effective Date, unless the context otherwise specifically requires, the respective Agreement as amended by this Fifth Amendment and Waiver.
(b) Binding Agreement. In connection with any distribution of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver to the Holders for execution thereof, the Company shall include in such distribution a counterpart hereof bearing the signatures of the Obligors. If after receipt of such distribution, the Required Holders have executed this Fifth Amendment and Waiver and have delivered counterparts of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver to the Company, this Fifth Amendment and Waiver (other than the provisions of Section 1, 2 and 3 hereof, which shall only be effective upon satisfaction of all of the conditions set forth in Section 4 hereof) shall become effective and shall be a binding and enforceable agreement between the Obligors and the Holders, including the obligation of the Company to pay the portion of the Amendment Fee described in
Section 6(e) below.
(c) Headings. Section headings in this Fifth Amendment and Waiver are included herein for convenience of reference only and shall not define, limit or otherwise affect any of the terms or provisions hereof.
(d) Counterparts. This Fifth Amendment and Waiver may be executed by the parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when so executed and delivered shall be an original, but all such counterparts shall together constitute one and the same instrument, and all signatures need not appear on any one counterpart. Any party hereto may execute and deliver a counterpart of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver by delivering by facsimile transmission a signature page of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver signed by such party, and such facsimile signature shall be treated in all respects as having the same effect as an original signature.
(e) Fees and Expenses. Promptly after execution and delivery of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver by the Required Holders, the Company shall pay to each Holder 32.5% of the Amendment Fee, regardless of whether the other conditions to effectiveness of Sections 1, 2 and 3 of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver set forth herein
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are satisfied at the time of such payment or at any future time. In addition, promptly after execution and delivery of (a) the First Amendment to the Series E Note Agreement by the holders of at least 51% in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding Series E First Mortgage Notes, (b) the Second Amendment to the Series D Note Agreement by the holders of at least 51% in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding Series D First Mortgage Notes and (c) the Fifth Amendment to the Amended and Restated Credit Agreement by the Required Banks (as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement), the Company shall pay to each Holder an additional 17.5% of the Amendment Fee, regardless of whether the other conditions to effectiveness of Sections 1, 2 and 3 of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver set forth herein are satisfied at the time of such payment or at any future time. The payment of the remaining portion of the Amendment Fee shall remain a condition to the effectiveness of Sections 1, 2 and 3 hereof in accordance with Section 4(d) hereof. In addition, the Company agrees to pay all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred by the Holders in connection with the preparation of this Fifth Amendment and Waiver, including, but not limited to, the fees, charges and disbursements of one outside special counsel for the Holders as provided for in Section 16.1 of the Agreements. In furtherance of the foregoing, on the Amendment Effective Date the Company will pay or cause to be paid the fees and disbursements and other charges (including estimated unposted disbursements and other charges as of the Amendment Effective Date) of Willkie Farr & Gallagher, your special counsel, which are reflected in the statement of such special counsel submitted to the Company at least three Business Days prior to the Amendment Effective Date. The Company will also pay, promptly upon receipt of supplemental statements therefor, reasonable additional fees, if any, and disbursements and other charges of such special counsel in connection with the transactions hereby contemplated (including disbursements and other charges unposted as of the Amendment Effective Date to the extent such disbursement and other charges exceed estimated amounts paid as aforesaid).
(f) Governing Law. This Fifth Amendment and Waiver shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the State of New York (other than any conflicts of law rule which might result in the application of the laws of any other jurisdiction).
(g) Ratification and Confirmation of Security Documents. The Company hereby ratifies and confirms the provisions of the Security Documents for the benefit from time to time of the holders of the Notes.
[Signature Pages to Follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Fifth Amendment and Waiver to be executed as of the date first above written.
AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P.
By: AmeriGas Propane, Inc.,
its general partner
By:

Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
By:

Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
PETROLANE INCORPORATED
By:

Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF
 AMERICA (registered holder of Notes
#RA-1, RA-2, RA-4 and RA-5)
By:

Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
PRUCO LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
 (registered holder of Note #RA-3)
By:

Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
 (registered holder of Note #RB-1)
By:

Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE
 U.S. (registered holder of Note
#RC-1)
By:

Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
CIG & CO. (registered holder of Notes #RC-2, RC-3, RC-4, RC-6 and RC- 14 (beneficially owned by Connecticut General Life Insurance Company) and Note #RC-13 (beneficially owned by Life Insurance Company of North America))
By:
 Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
TEACHERS INSURANCE AND ANNUITY
 ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (registered
holder of Note #RC-10)
By:

Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
TRAL & CO (registered holder of Note #RC-11 (beneficially owned by Travelers Insurance Company))
By:
 Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
CUDD & CO (registered holder of Note #RC-16 (beneficially owned by Travelers Insurance Company))
By:
 Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
NATIONWIDE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
 (registered holder of Note #RC-17)
By:

Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
NATIONWIDE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
 (registered holder of Note #RC-18)
By:

Name:

Title:
[Signature Pages to Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver]
EXHIBIT A
FIRST AMENDMENT
TO INTERCREDITOR AND AGENCY AGREEMENT
This FIRST AMENDMENT TO INTERCREDITOR AND AGENCY AGREEMENT (this "Amendment"), dated as of August 1, 2001, is entered into by and among AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (the "Company"), AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation (the "General Partner"), PETROLANE INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation ("Petrolane"; the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each of the Company's Restricted Subsidiaries are, collectively, the "General Obligors"), and BANK OF AMERICA, N.A. acting pursuant to a direction notice given in accordance with Section 8(a) of the Intercreditor Agreement (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), a national banking association, in its capacity as Collateral Agent for the Secured Creditors (the "Collateral Agent"), and amends that certain Intercreditor and Agency Agreement, dated as of April 19, 1995 (as the same is in effect immediately prior to the effectiveness of this Amendment, the "Existing Intercreditor Agreement" and as the same may be amended, supplemented or modified and in effect from time to time, the "Intercreditor Agreement"), by and among the General Obligors, the original purchasers of the Notes as set forth in Schedule I to the Existing Intercreditor Agreement (as defined below) and any successors of assigns thereof (the "Note Holders"), BANK OF AMERICA, N.A., in its capacity as Agent under the Intercreditor Agreement and any successors or assigns thereof (in such capacity, the "Agent"), the Collateral Agent and MELLON BANK, N.A., a national banking association, in its capacity as Cash Collateral Sub-Agent for the Secured Creditors (the "Cash Collateral Sub-Agent"). Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined in this Amendment shall have the same meanings in this Amendment as set forth in the Intercreditor Agreement, and the rules of interpretation set forth in Section 1.2 of the Intercreditor Agreement shall be applicable to this Amendment.
RECITAL
The Company has requested certain amendments of the Existing Intercreditor Agreement, and the Secured Creditors are willing to agree to so amend the Existing Intercreditor Agreement on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth below.
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual covenants and agreements set forth below and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
SECTION 1. Amendment. On the terms of this Amendment and subject to the satisfaction of the conditions precedent set forth below in
Section 2:
(a) The definition of Parity Debt in Appendix A of the Existing Intercreditor Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:
"Parity Debt" Indebtedness of the Company that is (a) incurred in accordance with (i) Section 10.1(a), 10.1(b), 10.1(e), 10.1(f) or 10.1(k) of the Note Agreements and (ii) Sections 8.1(a), 8.1(b), 8.1(e), 8.1(f) and 8.1(l) of the Credit Agreement (other than Indebtedness evidenced by the Notes or the Bank Notes, but including in any event the Public Notes) and (b) secured by the respective Liens of the Security Documents in accordance with (i) Section 10.2(j), 10.2 (k),
10.2 (l) or 10.2 (m) of the Note Agreements and (ii) Section 8.3(j), 8.3(k), 8.3(l) or 8.3(m) of the Credit Agreement.
(b) Section 6(a)(ii) of the Existing Intercreditor Agreement is hereby amended by replacing subsection (2) therein with the following:
together with evidence that the incurrence of the Indebtedness to be issued under the New Parity Debt Agreements complies with the terms of Section 10.1(a), 10.1(b), 10.1(e), 10.1(f) or 10.1(k) of the Note Agreements and Section 8.1(a), 8.1(b), 8.1(e), 8.1(f) or 8.1(l)of the Credit Agreement;
(c) Section 2(c) in Exhibit A of the Existing Intercreditor Agreement is hereby amended by replacing such Section 2(c) with the following:
as evidenced by the calculations contained in the attached schedule, the Indebtedness to be issued under the New Parity Debt Agreement complies with the terms of Section 10.1(a), 10.1(b), 10.1(e), 10.1(f) or 10.1(k) of the Note Agreements and Section 8.1(a), 8.1(b), 8.1(e), 8.1(f) or 8.1(l) of the Credit Agreement.
SECTION 2. Conditions to Effectiveness. The amendments set forth in Section 1 of this Amendment shall become effective only upon the satisfaction of all of the following conditions precedent (the date of satisfaction of all such conditions being referred to as the "Amendment Effective Date"):
(a) On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received, on behalf of the Secured Creditors, this Amendment, duly executed and delivered by each of the General Obligors and by the Collateral Agent acting pursuant to a Direction Notice.
(b) On or before the Amendment Effective Date, all corporate, partnership and other proceedings taken or to be taken in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Amendment, and all documents incidental thereto, shall be reasonably satisfactory in form and substance to the Collateral Agent and its counsel, and the Collateral Agent and such counsel shall have received all such counterpart originals or certified copies of such documents as they may reasonably request.
SECTION 3. The General Obligors' Representations and Warranties. In order to induce the Secured Creditors to enter into this Amendment and to amend the Existing Intercreditor Agreement in the manner provided in this Amendment, each General Obligor
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represents and warrants to each Secured Creditor as of the Amendment Effective Date as follows:
(a) Power and Authority. The Company has all requisite partnership power and authority to enter into this Amendment and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Existing Intercreditor Agreement as amended by this Amendment (hereafter referred to as the "Amended Intercreditor Agreement"). The General Partner has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment in its individual capacity and in its capacity as the sole general partner of the Company and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Amended Intercreditor Agreement. Petrolane has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Amended Intercreditor Agreement. Each Restricted Subsidiary (other than Columbia Propane, L.P. and its Subsidiaries) has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Amended Intercreditor Agreement.
(b) Authorization of Agreements. The execution and delivery of this Amendment by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary (other than Columbia Propane, L.P. and its Subsidiaries) and the performance of the Amended Intercreditor Agreement by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each such Restricted Subsidiary have been duly authorized by all necessary action, and this Amendment has been duly executed and delivered by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each such Restricted Subsidiary.
(c) Enforceability. The Amended Intercreditor Agreement constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto enforceable against the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto in accordance with its terms, except as such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium or similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally.
(d) No Conflict. The execution, delivery and performance by each of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto of this Amendment, and the performance by each of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto of the Amended Intercreditor Agreement do not and will not (i) violate (x) any provision of the Partnership Agreement or the certificate or articles of incorporation or other Organization Documents of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane or any of their respective Subsidiaries, (y) any applicable law, ordinance, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority or any applicable order, judgment or decree of any court, arbitrator or Governmental Authority, or
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(z) any provision of any agreement or instrument to which the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane or any of their respective Subsidiaries is a party or by which any of its properties is bound, except (in the case of clauses (y) and
(z) above) for such violations which would not, individually or in the aggregate, present a reasonable likelihood of having a Material Adverse Effect, or (ii) result in the creation of (or impose any express obligation on the part of the General Obligors to create) any Lien not permitted by Section 8.3 of the Credit Agreement and under Section 10.2 of the Note Agreements.
(e) Governmental Consents. No consent, approval or authorization of, or declaration or filing with, any Governmental Authority is required for the valid execution, delivery and performance of this Amendment by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto.
(f) Representations and Warranties in the Intercreditor Agreement. The Company, the General Partner and Petrolane confirm that, as of the Amendment Effective Date, that no General Default or General Event of Default has occurred and is continuing.
(g) Liens. As of the Amendment Effective Date, there are no Liens on the General Collateral other than Liens permitted under Section 8.3 of the Credit Agreement and under
Section 10.2 of the Note Agreements.
(h) Subsidiaries. As of the Amendment Effective Date, the Company has no Restricted Subsidiaries other than AmeriGas Propane Parts & Service, Inc., AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, Inc., Columbia Propane, L.P. (to be renamed AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P.), CP Holdings, Inc. (to be renamed AmeriGas Eagle Holdings, Inc.) and Columbia Propane Corporation (to be renamed AmeriGas Eagle Propane, Inc.).
SECTION 4. Miscellaneous.
(a) Reference to and Effect on the Existing Intercreditor Agreement and the Other Loan Documents.
(i) Except as specifically amended by this Amendment and the documents executed and delivered in connection herewith, the Existing Intercreditor Agreement and the Security Documents shall remain in full force and effect and are hereby ratified and confirmed.
(ii) The execution and delivery of this Amendment and performance of the Amended Intercreditor Agreement shall not, except as expressly provided herein, constitute a waiver of any provision of, or operate as a waiver of any right, power or remedy of the Banks under, the Existing Intercreditor Agreement or any Security Document.
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(iii) Upon the conditions precedent set forth herein being satisfied, this Amendment shall be construed as one with the Existing Intercreditor Agreement, and the Existing Intercreditor Agreement shall, where the context requires, be read and construed throughout so as to incorporate this Amendment.
(b) Fees and Expenses. The Company, the General Partner and Petrolane acknowledge that all reasonable costs, fees and expenses incurred in connection with this Amendment will be paid in accordance with
Section 11.4 of the Credit Agreement and Section 16.1 of the Note Agreements.
(c) Headings. Section and subsection headings in this Amendment are included for convenience of reference only and shall not constitute a part of this Amendment for any other purpose or be given any substantive effect.
(d) Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
(e) Governing Law. This Amendment shall be governed by and construed according to the laws of the State of New York.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Amendment as of the date first above written.
GENERAL OBLIGORS
AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware
limited partnership
By: AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
Its: General Partner
By:

Name:
Title:
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AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
By:

Name:
Title:
PETROLANE INCORPORATED
By:

Name:
Title:
AMERIGAS PROPANE PARTS & SERVICE, INC.
By:

Name:
Title:
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Each of the undersigned agrees to be bound by the terms and provisions of the Intercreditor Agreement and shall, as of the date hereof, be deemed to be a party to the Intercreditor Agreement.
AMERIGAS EAGLE PARTS & SERVICE, INC.,
 a Delaware corporation
By:

Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
COLUMBIA PROPANE CORPORATION,
 a Delaware corporation
By:

Name:
Title:
AMERIGAS EAGLE PROPANE, INC.,
 a Delaware corporation
By:

Name:
Title:
COLUMBIA PROPANE, L.P.,
 a Delaware limited partnership
By: CP Holdings, Inc.
Its: General Partner
By:

Name:
Title:
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AMERIGAS EAGLE PROPANE, L.P.,
 a Delaware limited partnership
By: AmeriGas Eagle Holdings, Inc.
Its: General Partner
By:

Name:
Title:
CP HOLDINGS, INC.,
 a Delaware corporation
By:

Name:
Title:
AMERIGAS EAGLE HOLDINGS, INC.,
 a Delaware corporation
By:

Name:
Title:
COLLATERAL AGENT
BANK OF AMERICA NATIONAL TRUST AND
SAVINGS ASSOCIATION, as Collateral Agent
By:

Name:
Title:
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EXHIBIT B
FORM OF OPINION
_______________, 2001
To each of the Holders party to the Fifth Amendment and and Consent and Waiver, dated as of _________, 2001, to the Note Agreements dated as of April 12, 1995, among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Propane, Inc., Petrolane Incorporated and each of the Holders that are signatories thereto
Ladies and Gentlemen:
This opinion is furnished to you pursuant to Section 4(l) of the Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver, dated as of _______, 2001 (the "Amendment and Waiver"), to the Note Agreements, dated as of April 12, 1995, by and among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (the "Company"), AmeriGas Propane, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation (the "General Partner"), Petrolane Incorporated, a Pennsylvania corporation ("Petrolane"), and each of the noteholders that are signatories thereto. Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings in this opinion as set forth in the Amendment and Waiver.
We have acted as special counsel for AmeriGas Propane Parts and Service, Inc. (the "Existing Restricted Subsidiary"), Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("CPLP"), CP Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("CPH"), AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("AEPS"), Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation ("CPC", and collectively with CPH, AEPS and CPLP, the "New Restricted Subsidiaries"), Petrolane, the General Partner and the Company (collectively, the "Credit Parties") in connection with the Amendment and Waiver.
In that connection, we have examined:
1. the Amendment and Waiver;
2. the Note Agreements, dated as of April 12, 1995, by and among the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each of the noteholders listed in Schedule I to the Note Agreements, as amended by the First Amendment, dated as of September 12, 1997, the Second Amendment, dated as of September 15, 1998, the Third Amendment, dated as of March
23, 1999, and the Fourth Amendment, dated as of March 16, 2000 (as so amended, the "Note Agreements");
3. the Intercreditor Agreement;
4. the First Amendment to Intercreditor and Agency Agreement, dated as of _______, 2001, by and among the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane, the Existing Restricted Subsidiary, CPC, CPH and the Collateral Agent (the "First Amendment to Intercreditor Agreement");
5. the General Security Agreement;
6. the First Amendment to General Security Agreement, dated as of _________, 2001, by and among the Company, the Collateral Agent and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent (the "First Amendment to General Security Agreement");
7. the Subsidiary Security Agreement;
8. the First Amendment to Subsidiary Security Agreement, dated as of _________, 2001, by and among each Restricted Subsidiary party thereto, the Collateral Agent and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent (the "First Amendment to Subsidiary Security Agreement");
9. the Joinder No. 1 to Subsidiary Security Agreement, dated as of __________, 2001, by each Restricted Subsidiary party thereto for the benefit of Collateral Agent (the "Subsidiary Security Agreement Joinder");
10. the Subsidiary Guarantee;
11. the Joinder No. 1 to Restricted Subsidiary Guarantee, dated as of __________, 2001, by each Restricted Subsidiary party thereto for the benefit of Collateral Agent (the "Subsidiary Guarantee Joinder");
12. copies of UCC-1 financing statements (the "Financing Statements") filed since __________, 2001 or to be filed promptly after the date hereof, under the Uniform Commercial Code (the "UCC"), as in effect on the date hereof in the States of Delaware and Pennsylvania (together with the NY UCC (defined below), each a ("Relevant UCC")), copies of which financing statements are attached hereto as Schedule I, which Financing Statements have been or shall be presented for filing in the central and local offices noted therein (the "Filing Offices");
13. the articles or certificate of incorporation or certificate of limited partnership, as the case may be, of each Credit Party; and
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14. the by-laws of each Credit Party that is a corporation, the Partnership Agreement and the CPLP Partnership Agreement.
The Amendment and Waiver, the First Amendment to Intercreditor Agreement, the First Amendment to General Security Agreement, the First Amendment to Subsidiary Security Agreement, the Subsidiary Security Agreement Joinder and the Subsidiary Guarantee Joinder are, collectively, referred to herein as the "Amendment Documents." The Note Agreements, the Intercreditor Agreement, the General Security Agreement, the Subsidiary Security Agreement, the Subsidiary Guarantee and the Amendment Documents are, collectively, referred to herein as the "Credit Documents".
We have also examined the originals or copies, certified or otherwise identified to our satisfaction, of such other records of the Credit Parties, certificates of public officials and certificates of officers of the Credit Parties (copies of which have been provided or made available to you), and such other agreements, instruments and other documents, as we have deemed necessary as a basis for the opinions expressed below. As to questions of fact material to such opinions, we have relied upon the representations and warranties of, and other factual information provided by, the Credit Parties and contained in the certificates referred to above or the Credit Documents.
In our examination, we have assumed the due execution and delivery, pursuant to due authorization, of the Credit Documents by the Banks, the Note Holders, the Parity Lenders, the Collateral Agent, the Agent and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent, the genuineness of all signatures, the authenticity of all documents submitted to us as originals, the conformity to the original documents of all documents submitted to us as copies and the authenticity of the originals of such latter documents.
Based upon the foregoing, and subject to the qualifications and limitations contained herein, it is our opinion that as of the date hereof:
1. The Company is a limited partnership validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Delaware, and has all requisite partnership power and authority to own and operate its properties, to enter into the Amendment Documents to which it is a party and to carry out the terms of the Amendment Documents to which it is a party. The General Partner is a corporation duly incorporated, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and has all requisite corporate power and authority to own and operate its properties, to act as the sole general partner of the Company, to execute and deliver in its individual capacity or in its capacity as the sole general partner of the Company (as applicable) the Amendment Documents to which it or the Company is a party and to carry out the terms of the Amendment Documents to which it is a party. Petrolane is a corporation validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and has all requisite corporate power and authority to own and operate its properties, to enter into the Amendment Documents to which it is a party and to carry out the terms of the Amendment Documents to which it is a party. The Existing Restricted Subsidiary is a corporation duly incorporated, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and has all requisite corporate power and authority to own and operate its properties, to execute and deliver the Amendment Documents to which it is a party and to carry
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out the terms of the Amendment Documents to which it is a party. Each of CPH, AEPS and CPC is a corporation validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Delaware, and has all requisite corporate power and authority to own and operate its properties, to execute and deliver the Amendment Documents to which it is a party and to carry out the terms of the Amendment Documents to which it is a party. CPLP is a limited partnership validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Delaware, and has all requisite partnership power and authority to own and operate its properties, to enter into the Amendment Documents to which it is a party and to carry out the terms of the Amendment Documents to which it is a party.
2. Each of the Credit Parties has taken all necessary partnership action or corporate action, as the case may be, to authorize the execution, delivery and performance by it of the Amendment Documents to the extent it is a party thereto.
3. Each of the Credit Parties has duly executed and delivered the Amendment Documents to which it is a party and such Amendment Documents constitute such Credit Party's legal, valid and binding obligations, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms.
4. To the best of our knowledge, and based upon a certificate executed and delivered to us by the Company, upon which with your permission we are entitled to rely, there is no action or proceeding pending or threatened against any Credit Party that questions the validity of the Amendment Documents or any action taken or to be taken pursuant to the Amendment Documents or which could reasonably be expected to have a materially adverse effect on the business or assets of any Credit Party.
5. The execution, delivery and performance by each of the Credit Parties of the Amendment Documents to which it is a party, and the completion of the transactions governed by the Amendment Documents, will not (i) violate (x) any provision of the Partnership Agreement, the CPLP Partnership Agreement or the certificate or articles of incorporation, or certificate of limited partnership, as the case may be, or by-laws of any of the Credit Parties, (y) any applicable federal, New York or Pennsylvania law, ordinance, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority or any applicable order, judgment or decree known to us of any court, arbitrator or Governmental Authority, or (z) to the best of our knowledge after due inquiry, any provision of any agreement or instrument listed on Schedule 1 hereto (assuming that the Credit Parties' rights under any such agreement or instrument shall not be assigned to the Collateral Agent to the extent that such assignment is restricted by the terms thereof), or (ii) result in the creation of (or impose any express obligation on the part of the Company to create) any Lien not permitted by Section 10.2 of the Note Agreements, except (in the case of clauses (i)(y) and (z) and (ii) above) for such violations which would not, individually or in the aggregate, present a reasonable likelihood of having a Material Adverse Effect.
6. The provisions of the General Security Agreement (as amended by the First Amendment to General Security Agreement) are effective to create in favor of the Collateral Agent (in its capacity as such) a valid security interest in all of the Company's right, title and interest in and to the Intercompany Note, the Intercompany Loan Agreement, all of the Capital Stock of CPC and the Capital Stock of CPLP owned by the Company (collectively, the "New Company Collateral"), to the extent that a security interest can be created therein under the
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Uniform Commercial Code as in effect in the State of New York (the "NY UCC"). The provisions of the Subsidiary Security Agreement (as amended by the First Amendment to Subsidiary Security Agreement) are effective to create in favor of the Collateral Agent (in its capacity as such) a valid security interest in all right, title and interest of each respective Assignor (as defined in the Subsidiary Security Agreement) thereunder in and to the Capital Stock of CPLP owned by the CPH and all of the Capital Stock of CPH (collectively, the "New Subsidiary Collateral" and together with all of the Capital Stock of CPC and the Capital Stock of CPLP owned by the Company, the "Pledged Stock"), to the extent that a security interest can be created therein under the NY UCC.
7. Except (a) as expressly contemplated by the Credit Documents, (b) the UCC-1 financing statements to be filed in accordance with Section 4(g) of the Amendment and Waiver and (c) for Routine Permits, to the best of our knowledge after due inquiry, no consent, approval or authorization of, or declaration or filing with, any federal, New York or Pennsylvania Governmental Authority is required for the valid execution and delivery of the Amendment Documents by any Credit Party and the performance of the transactions governed thereby.
8. Assuming delivery to the Collateral Agent within the State of New York of the certificates representing the Pledged Stock (other than the Capital Stock of CPLP) and the Intercompany Note pursuant to the General Security Agreement and the Subsidiary Security Agreement, together with duly executed stock powers or endorsements in blank, as applicable, and assuming (i) the Collateral Agent has at all times held and holds the certificates representing such Pledged Stock and the Intercompany Note and (ii) the Collateral Agent has taken in pledge such Pledged Stock and the Intercompany Note in good faith without notice of any adverse claim, the security interest created in favor of the Collateral Agent under the General Security Agreement or the Subsidiary Security Agreement, as the case may be, in such Pledged Stock and the Intercompany Note constitutes a valid and perfected security interest subject to no equal or prior consensual security interest in favor of any other Person.
9. The Financing Statements, assuming each of them contains a description of the relevant Company Collateral in the form we have examined and, where required, the relevant Assignor's federal tax identification number, upon their proper filing in the Filing Offices under the Relevant UCC, are sufficient in form to perfect security interests in the relevant Company Collateral to the extent security interests in the relevant Company Collateral may be perfected by filing a financing statement in the States of Delaware and Pennsylvania.
For purposes of our good standing opinions in paragraph 1 above, we have relied solely upon certificates of good standing of the Secretaries of State of the States referred to in paragraph 1.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, we have made no examination of dockets or other public records whatsoever, except as expressly set forth above. Whenever our opinion herein, with respect to the existence or absence of facts or circumstances, indicates that it is based on our knowledge or awareness, such indication signifies that during the course of our representation of the Credit Parties, as herein described, no information has come to the attention of the lawyers in our firm who have participated directly in the transactions to which this opinion
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relates that would give us current actual knowledge and, other than as herein described, no special or additional investigation has been undertaken for the purpose thereof.
Our opinions in paragraphs 3, 6 and 8 above with respect to the enforceability or effectiveness of the Amendment Documents, or the validity, perfection, or, in the case of paragraph 8 above, priority of the security interests referred to in such paragraphs are limited by the following:
(a) applicable bankruptcy, receivership, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium, fraudulent conveyance and other similar laws affecting the enforcement of the rights or remedies of creditors, secured parties or parties to executory contracts generally; and such duties and standards as are or may be imposed on creditors, including, without limitation, good faith, materiality, reasonableness and fair dealing, under applicable law or judicial decision;
(b) general principles of equity (regardless of whether such enforceability is considered in a proceeding in equity or at law) and the exercise of equitable powers by a court of competent jurisdiction (and no opinion is given herein as to any specific or equitable relief of any kind or as to the availability of equitable remedies); and
(c) law and public policy governing provisions of the Credit Documents providing contribution to a party or indemnifying or prospectively releasing a party with respect to a liability.
Our opinions rendered in paragraphs 5 and 7 above are based upon our review only of those statutes, rules and regulations which, in our experience, are normally applicable to transactions which are similar to the transactions contemplated by the Amendment Documents.
In rendering our opinions in paragraphs 6 and 8 above, we have assumed that neither the Collateral Agent nor any of the Secured Creditors has waived, subordinated or agreed to any modification of the perfection or priority of the security interests created by the General Security Agreement (as amended by the First Amendment to General Security Agreement) or the Subsidiary Security Agreement (as amended by the First Amendment to Subsidiary Security Agreement) or taken any action adverse to the maintenance or perfection of such security interests.
Our opinions in paragraph 8 are limited by the following clauses (a) through (d):
(a) In the case of the issuance of additional securities or distributions in respect of the Pledged Stock consisting of additional instruments or securities (as such terms are defined in Articles 8 and 9 of the NY UCC), the security interests therein will be perfected (and, in the case of securities, created) only if possession thereof is obtained in accordance with the provisions of the NY UCC and the relevant Security Documents;
(b) The perfection of a security interest in "proceeds" (as defined in the NY UCC) of collateral is governed and restricted by Section 9-306 of the NY UCC;
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(c) The definition of "proceeds" in Section 9-306 of the NY UCC under applicable state law does not include dividends payable with respect to the Pledged Stock; and
(d) We express no opinion as to the priority of any security interest in the Pledged Stock against (i) any Lien or claim in favor of the United States or any agency or instrumentality thereof (including federal tax Liens having priority under Section 6323 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, Liens arising under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and claims given priority pursuant to 31 U.S.C. Section 3713) or (ii) any Lien or claim in favor of any state or agency or instrumentality thereof under applicable state law.
We express no opinion as to any matter of rights in, title to or (except as set forth in paragraph 8 above) the perfection or priority of any security interest in, any real or personal property.
Our opinions are also subject to the qualification that certain remedial and exculpatory provisions (including waivers with respect to the exercise of remedies) of the Credit Documents are or may be rendered unavailable or unenforceable in whole or in part under the laws of the State of New York or Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, but in our opinion the inclusion of such provisions does not affect the validity of the security interests created thereby and in our opinion the Credit Documents and the laws of the State of New York or Commonwealth of Pennsylvania contain adequate remedial provisions for the practical realization of the benefits provided for in such documents.
Finally, we express no opinion as to the following:
(a) the effect of the law of any jurisdiction, other than the State of New York or the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, which limits the rate of interest legally chargeable or collectible;
(b) any provision of the Credit Documents relating to subject matter jurisdiction;
(c) whether a federal or state court located outside of the State of New York or the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania would give effect to the choice of law provided for in the Credit Documents; and
(d) any federal, state or foreign securities laws.
To the extent that the obligations of any Credit Party may be dependent upon such matters, we assume for purposes of this opinion that each Person who is a party to the Credit Documents (other than the Credit Parties) is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of its jurisdiction of organization; that each Credit Document has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by each Person (other than the Credit Parties) party thereto and constitutes or will constitute the legal, valid and binding obligation of each such Person (other than the Credit Parties), enforceable in accordance with its terms against such
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Person; and that each such Person (other than the Credit Parties) has the requisite corporate or other organizational power and authority to perform its obligations under the Credit Documents.
With respect to the Persons referred to in the immediately preceding paragraph, we are not expressing any opinion as to the effect of any such Person's (other than the Credit Parties') compliance with any state or federal laws or regulations applicable to the transactions described herein because of the nature of such Person's business.
This opinion is limited to the Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act of the State of Delaware, the laws of the State of New York and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Federal law of the United States of America, to the extent that the same may apply to or govern the transactions described herein. We express no opinion as to the laws of any other jurisdiction.
This opinion relates only to the matters expressly addressed above and is applicable only as of the date hereof, and we express no opinion with respect to any other matters. We acknowledge that we have been instructed by the Company to deliver this opinion to you in connection with the transactions contemplated by the Amendment and Waiver. This opinion is rendered only to you and is solely for your benefit in connection with the transactions governed by the Amendment and Waiver, may not be relied upon by you for any other purpose, and may not be relied upon by any other Person or entity other than permitted participants and assignees of any Holder for any purpose without our prior written consent.
Very truly yours,
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SCHEDULE 1
MATERIAL CONTRACTS
1. Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of September 15, 1997 among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Propane, Inc., Petrolane Incorporated, Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as Agent, First Union National Bank, as Syndication Agent, and certain banks.
2. First Amendment dated as of September 15, 1998 to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement.
3. Second Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated March 25, 1999.
4. Third Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of March 22, 2000.
5. Fourth Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of June 6, 2000.
6. Fifth Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of ______, 2001.
7. Agreement dated as of May 1, 1996 between TE Products Pipeline Company, L.P., and AmeriGas Propane, L.P., effective until April 1, 2001.
8. Intercreditor and Agency Agreement dated as of April 19, 1995 among AmeriGas Propane, Inc., Petrolane Incorporated, AmeriGas Propane, L.P., Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association) ("Bank of America"), as Agent, Mellon Bank, N.A., as Cash Collateral Sub-Agent, Bank of America as Collateral Agent and certain creditors of AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
9. First Amendment to Intercreditor and Agency Agreement dated as of ___________, 2001.
10. General Security Agreement dated as of April 19, 1995 among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association) and Mellon Bank, N.A.
11. First Amendment to General Security Agreement dated as of _________, 2001.
12. Subsidiary Security Agreement dated as of April 19, 1995 among all of the Restricted Subsidiaries of AmeriGas Propane, L.P., Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as Collateral Agent, and Mellon Bank, N.A. as Cash Collateral Agent.
13. First Amendment to Subsidiary Security Agreement dated as of ________, 2001.
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14. Joinder to Subsidiary Security Agreement dated as of ________, 2001 by each of Columbia Propane Corporation and CP Holdings, Inc. for the benefit of Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as Collateral Agent for the Secured Creditors.
15. Restricted Subsidiary Guarantee dated as of April 19, 1995 by all of the Restricted Subsidiaries of AmeriGas Propane, L.P. for the benefit of Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as Collateral Agent.
16. Joinder to Subsidiary Guarantee dated as of _________, 2001 by each of Columbia Propane Corporation and CP Holdings, Inc. for the benefit of Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as collateral agent for the Secured Creditors.
17. Trademark License Agreement dated April 19, 1995 among UGI Corporation, AmeriGas, Inc., AmeriGas Propane, Inc., AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
18. Trademark License Agreement dated April 19, 1995 among AmeriGas Propane, Inc., AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
19. Stock Purchase Agreement dated May 27, 1989, as amended and restated July 31, 1989, between Texas Eastern Corporation and QFB Partners.
20. Amended and Restated Sublease Agreement dated April 1, 1988, between Southwest Salt Co. and AP Propane, Inc. (the "Southwest Salt Co. Agreement").
21. Letter dated July 8, 1998 pursuant to Article 1, Section 1.2 of the Southwest Salt Co. Agreement re: option to renew for period of June 1, 2000 to May 31, 2005.
22. Financing Agreement dated as of November 5, 1997 between AmeriGas Propane, Inc. and AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
23. Agreement by Petrolane Incorporated and certain of its subsidiaries parties thereto ("Subsidiaries") for the Sale of the Subsidiaries Inventory and Assets to the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company and D.C.H., Inc., as Purchaser, dated as of December 18, 1985.
24. UGI Corporation 1992 Stock Option and Dividend Equivalent Plan, as amended May 19, 1992.
25. UGI Corporation Annual Bonus Plan dated March 8, 1996.
26. AmeriGas Partners, L.P. Annual Bonus Plan effective October 1, 1998.
27. 1997 Stock Purchase Loan Plan.
28. UGI Corporation Senior Executive Employee Severance Pay Plan effective January 1, 1997.
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29. AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Executive Employee Severance Pay Plan effective January 1, 1997.
30. Amendment No. 1 to AmeriGas Propane Inc. Executive Employee Severance Plan.
31. UGI Corporation 1992 Non-Qualified Stock Option Plan.
32. Amendment No. 1 to the UGI Corporation 1992 Non-Qualified Stock Option Plan.
33. UGI Corporation 2000 Stock Incentive Plan.
34. Form of Change of Control Agreement between UGI Corporation and Lon R.
Greenberg.
35. Form of Change of Control Agreement between UGI Corporation and Brendon P.
Bovaird.
36. Form of Change of Control Agreement between AmeriGas Propane, Inc. and Messrs. Bissel, Grady and Knauss.
37. AmeriGas Propane Inc. 1997 Long-Term Incentive Plan effective October 1, 1996.
38. AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan amended and restated effective October 1, 1996.
39. UGI Corporation 1997 Stock Option Plan and Dividend Equivalent Plan.
40. UGI Corporation Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan amended and restated effective October 1, 1996.
41. Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995 among The Prudential Insurance Company of America, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company and certain other institutional investors and AmeriGas Propane, L.P., New AmeriGas Propane, Inc. and Petrolane Incorporated.
42. First Amendment dated as of September 12, 1997 to Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995.
43. Second Amendment dated as of September 15, 1998 to Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995.
44. Third Amendment dated as of March 23, 1999 to Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995.
45. Fourth Amendment dated as of March 16, 2000 to Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995.
46. Fifth Amendment dated as of __________, 2001 to Note Agreement dated as of April 12, 1995.
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47. Indenture dated as of April 19, 1995 among AmeriGas Partners, L.P., AmeriGas Finance Corp. and First Union National Bank (formerly, First Fidelity Bank, National Association) as Trustee.
48. Registration Rights Agreement dated as of April 19, 1995 among Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities Corporation, Smith Barney, Inc., AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and AmeriGas Finance Corp.
49. Letter dated July 8, 1998 pursuant to Article 1, Section 1.2 of the Southwest Salt Co. Agreement re: option to renew for a period of June 1, 2000 to May 31, 2005.
50. UGI Corporation 2000 Stock Incentive Plan.
51. Note Agreement dated as of March 5, 1999 among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Propane, Inc. and the noteholders listed on Schedule 1 thereto.
52. First Amendment dated as of March 16, 2000 to Note Agreement dated as of March 15, 1999.
53. Second Amendment dated as of _________, 2001 to Note Agreement dated as of March 15, 1999.
54. Note Agreement dated as of March 15, 2000 among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Propane, Inc. and the noteholders listed on Schedule 1 thereto.
55. First Amendment dated as of ________, 2001 to Note Agreement dated as of March 15, 2000.
56. Purchase Agreement dated as of January 30, 2001 among Columbia Energy Group, Columbia Propane Corporation, Columbia Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and AmeriGas Propane, Inc., as amended by that certain Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement dated as of _______, 2001.
57. Capital Contribution Agreement dated as of _________, 2001 between Columbia Propane L.P. and AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
58. Agreement and Plan of Merger dated as of _________, 2001 of CPC Sub, L.L.C. with and into Columbia Propane, L.P.
59. Loan Agreement dated as of July 19, 1999 between Columbia Propane, L.P.
(formerly known as National Propane, L.P.) and Columbia Propane Corporation.
60. First Amendment dated as of __________, 2001 to Loan Agreement dated July 19, 1999.
61. Registration Rights Agreement dated as of _________, 2001 between Columbia Energy Group and AmeriGas Partners, L.P.
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62. Trademark License Agreement dated as of __________, 2001 between Columbia Energy Group, Columbia Petroleum Corporation, AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Propane, Inc., Columbia Propane, L.P. ("CPLP") and Columbia Propane Corporation ("CPC") and the subsidiaries of CPC and CPLP.
63. Transition Services Agreement dated as of __________, 2001 among Ni Source Corporate Services Company, Columbia Propane Corporation, Columbia Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Propane, Inc., CP Holdings, Inc. and Atlantic Energy, Inc.
64. Purchase Agreement dated as of April 5, 1999 among Columbia Propane, L.P., CP Holdings, Inc., Columbia Propane Corporation, National Propane Partners, L.P., National Propane Corporation, National Propane SGP, Inc. and Triarc Companies, Inc.
65. Promissory Note executed by Columbia Propane, L.P. (formerly known as National Propane, L.P.), as payor, in favor of Columbia Propane Corporation, as payee.
66. Agreement dated as of April 14, 1972 between Atlantic Energy, Inc. and
[Conoco, Inc.] (the "Atlantic Energy Terminal Agreement").
67. Indenture dated as of ________, 2001 among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Finance Corp. and First Union National Bank, as Trustee.
68. Registration Rights Agreement dated as of __________, 2001 among Credit Suisse First Boston Corporation, Banc of America Securities LLC, AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and AmeriGas Finance Corp.
69. Purchase Agreement dated as of ________, 2001 among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp. and Credit Suisse First Boston Corporation and Banc of America Securities LLC, as the initial purchasers.
70. Underwriting Agreement dated October 11, 2000.
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ANNEX I
This Annex I summarizes the structure for the acquisition (the "Acquisition") of Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation ("CPC"), and its subsidiaries. CPC is engaged in the propane distribution business directly and through its subsidiary, Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("CPLP"). A diagram that depicts the new AmeriGas structure following the completion of the Acquisition is attached hereto as Appendix I.
A. PARTIES AND BACKGROUND
An Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement (as the same may be amended, modified or supplemented, the "Purchase Agreement") will be entered into by and among Columbia Energy Group, a Delaware corporation (the "Seller"), CPC, CPLP, CP Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("CPH"), AmeriGas Propane, L.P. (the "Buyer"), AmeriGas Partners, L.P., the parent of the Buyer (the "Buyer Parent"), and AmeriGas Propane, Inc., the general partner of each of the Buyer Parent and the Buyer (the "General Partner," and together with the Buyer and the Buyer Parent, the "Buyer Parties," and each individually, a "Buyer Party").
The Seller is the owner of 100% of the outstanding shares of the common stock of CPC (the "CPC Shares"), and CPC is the owner of (i) 99.26% of the outstanding limited partnership interests (the "CPLP Limited Partner Interest") of CPLP, (ii) all of the issued and outstanding capital stock (the "CPH Shares") of CPH, the general partner of CPLP, (iii) 50% of the issued and outstanding capital stock (the "Atlantic Interest") of Atlantic Energy, Inc. ("Atlantic," and together with CPLP, CPH and CPC, the "CPC Parties"), which is a joint venture between CPC and Conoco, Inc. ("Conoco"), and (iv) substantial assets directly used in the propane distribution business.
B. DESCRIPTION OF COLUMBIA PROPANE ACQUISITION TRANSACTIONS(1)
1. Sale and Purchase of the Buyer's Limited Partnership Interests; Capital Contribution of the General Partner to the Buyer. The Buyer sells and issues to the Seller limited partnership interests of the Buyer ("Buyer Limited Partnership Interests") for cash in the amount of $50,000,000. The General Partner contributes $510,204.05 (1/98th of $50,000,000) to the Buyer in order to maintain its ownership interest in the Buyer.
2. Contribution of the Buyer Limited Partnership Interests to the Buyer Parent in return for Buyer Parent Units; Capital Contribution of the General Partner to the Buyer Parent. The Buyer Parent sells and issues to the Seller publicly traded common limited partnership units (the "Buyer Parent Units") valued at approximately $50,000,000 pursuant to a formula set forth in the Purchase Agreement in exchange for the Seller's contribution to the Buyer Parent of the Buyer Limited Partnership Interests. The General Partner

(1) Each of the transaction steps are to be consummated in the sequence set forth herein in immediate succession on a single closing date, except as otherwise indicated as occurring at a later date.
contributes 1/99th of the fair market value of the Buyer Parent Units to the Buyer Parent in order to maintain its ownership interest in the Buyer Parent.
3. Buyer Parent Financing; Capital Contributions to the Buyer. The Buyer Parent borrows at least $148,500,000 from institutional lenders and makes a capital contribution of the amount borrowed to the Buyer. The General Partner contributes to the Buyer 1/98th of the amount contributed to the Buyer pursuant to the prior sentence in order to maintain its ownership interest in the Buyer.
4. Distribution to CPC and Assumption by CPC of Certain CPLP Assets and Liabilities. CPLP sells or assigns to CPC certain "non-usable" current assets and current liabilities of CPLP.(2) CPC instructs CPLP to transfer title to certain real estate that the Buyer is not purchasing to an affiliate of the Seller.
5. Purchase of CPC Assets and Liabilities by Buyer. CPC sells to Buyer substantially all of CPC's assets, and Buyer assumes substantially all of CPC's liabilities (collectively, the "Company Assets and Liabilities"), in exchange for $55,315,000. Specifically excluded from the Company Assets and Liabilities are: (i) the rights and obligations of CPC under the Purchase Agreement, dated as of April 5, 1999 (the "National Propane Purchase Agreement"), by and among Old CPLP (as defined in Item 13 hereof), CPH, CPC, National Propane Partners, L.P. ("National MLP"), National Propane Corporation ("National MGP"), National Propane SGP, Inc. and Triarc Companies, Inc. ("Triarc"), the Promissory Note dated July 19, 1999, with the current outstanding balance due of $137,997,000 executed by National Propane, L.P. (now CPLP via name change) ("National OLP"), as payor, in favor of CPC, as payee (the "Intercompany Note"), and the Loan Agreement dated July 19, 1999, between National OLP (now CPLP) and CPC (the "Intercompany Loan Agreement"), pursuant to which the Intercompany Note was issued; (ii) the rights and obligations of CPC under the Atlantic Energy Terminal Agreement, the document that governs the Atlantic Energy joint venture between CPC and Conoco; (iii) the capital stock of CPH and Atlantic Energy owned by CPC; (iv) CPC's limited partnership interest in CPLP, which is later transferred to the Buyer in Step 8 hereof; and (v) the assets and liabilities distributed to CPLP, CPC or an affiliate of CPC or the Seller, as the case may be, pursuant to Steps 4 and 10.
6. Execution and Delivery of Capital Contribution Agreement. The Buyer and CPLP enter into a Capital Contribution Agreement, which provides for the making of a capital contribution by the Buyer to CPLP, on the closing date of the Acquisition, of assets of the Buyer with an aggregate fair market value net of associated liabilities of at least $105,315,000, consisting of assets previously owned by the Buyer, together with certain related liabilities (the "Buyer Blend Assets and Liabilities") in exchange for a limited

(2) Steps 4 and 10 of the Acquisition transactions, together, were designed to transfer out of CPC and CPLP all "non-usable" current assets and liabilities that would provide minimal or no value to the Buyer Parties following the closing and that would complicate and distort the purchase price adjustment to be made under the Purchase Agreement.
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partnership interest in CPLP equal in value to the fair market value of the Buyer Blend Assets and Liabilities as determined by the managing general partner of CPLP using a reasonable method of valuation (the "Additional CPLP Limited Partnership Interest").
7. Amendment of the Intercompany Loan Agreement. CPC and CPLP amend the Intercompany Loan Agreement to eliminate provisions of the Intercompany Loan Agreement that CPC will breach if it ceases to own at least 80% of the outstanding equity and voting securities of CPLP.(3)
8. Purchase of the CPLP Limited Partnership Interest in the Intercompany Note. CPC sells to the Buyer the CPLP Limited Partnership Interest for $3,216,000 and CPC's rights and obligations under the Loan Agreement and the Intercompany Note for $138,000,000. CPC declares and pays to the Seller a special cash dividend in the amount of $196,531,000.
9. Contribution of Buyer Blend Assets and Liabilities to CPLP. Pursuant to the Capital Contribution Agreement, the Buyer contributes the Buyer Blend Assets and Liabilities to CPLP in exchange for the Additional CPLP Limited Partnership Interest.
10. Distribution to Seller and Assumption by Seller of Certain CPC Assets and Liabilities. CPC distributes and assigns to the Seller certain "non-usable" current assets and liabilities of CPC, as well as the "non-usable" current assets and liabilities of CPLP that have been distributed to CPC.
11. Purchase and Sale of CPC Shares. The Seller sells, conveys, distributes, assigns and transfers the CPC Shares to the Buyer in exchange for $5,219,000.(4)
12. Keep Well Agreement. Buyer executes and delivers to CPC a Keep Well Agreement in favor of CPC in the form of Exhibit I to the Purchase Agreement.

(3) The Acquisition was structured to avoid triggering the tax and debt indemnity provisions of the National Propane Purchase Agreement, the agreement pursuant to which the Seller acquired the CPLP assets. These provisions, as summarized below, essentially provide that, if any transaction occurs where National MGP, an affiliate of Triarc, recognizes taxable gain resulting from a decrease in National MGP's share of certain indemnified debt (in the form of the intercompany note from National OLP to CPC), then it will be indemnified for any grossed-up losses due to that decrease. The National Propane Purchase Agreement also contains other restrictive covenants designed to prevent this decrease from occurring. The Acquisition was designed to also comply with these covenants.
(4) Pursuant to the Atlantic Energy Terminal Agreement, any sale of the shares of Atlantic would trigger a right of first refusal pursuant to which Conoco would have the right to buy CPC's 50% interest in Atlantic. The Acquisition was structured to maintain CPC as a separate entity and as the owner of the 50% interest in Atlantic, in part, to avoid triggering Conoco's right of first refusal.
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C. SUMMARY OF NATIONAL PROPANE TAX AND DEBT INDEMNITY PROVISIONS IN NATIONAL PROPANE PURCHASE AGREEMENT
13. Pursuant to the National Propane Purchase Agreement, the old Columbia Propane, L.P., an affiliate of the Seller ("Old CPLP"), which was the Class A Limited Partner of National OLP and which was later dissolved with all of its assets, including its Class A limited partnership interest in National OLP (now CPLP), being distributed to CPC, acquired all of the common units of National MLP, which then merged with and into CPLP. An affiliate of Triarc (such affiliate is referred to in Items 13 through 17 of this Annex I for all purposes as "Triarc") is now, and will remain after the Acquisition, a special limited partner of CPLP.
14. In connection with the National Propane transaction, National OLP, which was subsequently renamed as CPLP, issued to CPC the Intercompany Note in an amount equal to the debt owed by the former National OLP (now CPLP) to its lenders pursuant to a credit facility and certain first mortgage notes (the "Indemnified Debt"). In addition, pursuant to the National Propane Purchase Agreement, Triarc agreed to indemnify CPC and its affiliates against any losses incurred (after recourse to the assets of the former National OLP) by CPC and its affiliates due to the failure of CPLP to meet its obligations under the Indemnified Debt (the "Debt Indemnity"). Interest on the Intercompany Note accrues at the rate of 7.65%, payable on March 1 and September 1. The maturity date on the Note is July 19, 2009.
15. The National Propane Purchase Agreement imposes certain tax-related restrictions on CPC, CPLP and CPH (collectively, the "Columbia Parties"). The Columbia Parties agreed to indemnify Triarc for any breach of these restrictions resulting in Triarc losses, which are calculated based primarily upon taxes and related costs incurred by Triarc as a result of any incremental gain recognized by Triarc, on an after-tax basis (the "Tax Indemnity Provisions"). These tax restrictions on CPLP are effective until the termination of the Debt Indemnity and include restrictions as to material changes in CPLP's federal income tax methods and dispositions of assets of CPLP.
16. The National Propane Purchase Agreement also imposes certain restrictions on the Columbia Parties with respect to the Intercompany Note (or Indemnified Debt). The Columbia Parties also indemnify Triarc for a breach of these restrictions.
These restrictions on CPLP are also effective until the termination of the Debt Indemnity and include restrictions on prepayment, defeasance, purchase or retirement of the Indemnified Debt, modification that eliminates or limits the recourse liability of Triarc, merger or consolidation with, or other conversion of CPLP into, a corporation for federal tax purposes, assumption of, guarantee of, or indemnification against, any liability with respect to the Indemnified Debt by any person or entity other than CPH or its affiliates, any successor to CPH or any successor to CPLP.
17. The Debt Indemnity expires on the sale of the CPLP partnership interest owned by Triarc pursuant to a put notice or a call notice. However, if Triarc is forced to sell its CPLP partnership interests pursuant to the call notice by CPH within a ten year period from the
4
effective time of the National Propane Purchase Agreement, then in addition to the fair market value which would be due to Triarc for its Special Limited Partner Interests, CPH would also be obligated to pay Triarc an additional amount equal to any taxes incurred by Triarc in respect of any incremental gain realized by Triarc resulting from a decrease in its share of Indemnified Debt.
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FIFTH AMENDMENT TO AMENDED AND
RESTATED CREDIT AGREEMENT AND CONSENT AND WAIVER
This FIFTH AMENDMENT TO AMENDED AND RESTATED CREDIT AGREEMENT AND CONSENT AND WAIVER (this "Amendment and Waiver"), dated as of July 31, 2001, is entered into by and among AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (the "Company"), AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation (the "General Partner"), PETROLANE INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation ("Petrolane"; the Company, the General Partner and Petrolane are, collectively, the "Borrowers"), each of the financial institutions that is a signatory to this Amendment and Waiver (collectively, the "Banks"), BANK OF AMERICA, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as agent for the Banks (in such capacity, the "Agent"), and amends that certain Amended and Restated Credit Agreement (as the same is in effect immediately prior to the effectiveness of this Amendment and Waiver, the "Existing Credit Agreement" and as the same may be amended, supplemented or modified and in effect from time to time, the "Credit Agreement"), dated as of September 15, 1997, by and among the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane, the Agent, First Union National Bank, as Syndication Agent, and the Banks from time to time party to the Credit Agreement, as amended by that certain First Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of September 15, 1998, that certain Second Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of March 25, 1999, that certain Third Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of March 22, 2000, and that certain Fourth Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of June 6, 2000. Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined in this Amendment and Waiver shall have the same meanings in this Amendment and Waiver as set forth in the Existing Credit Agreement and the rules of interpretation set forth in Section 1.2 of the Existing Credit Agreement shall be applicable to this Amendment and Waiver.
RECITALS
1. The Company has entered into a Purchase Agreement, dated as of January 30, 2001, by and among Columbia Energy Group, a Delaware corporation ("Seller"), Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation ("CPC"), Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("CPLP"), the Company, the Public Partnership and the General Partner, pursuant to which the Company has agreed to acquire the propane distribution businesses of the Seller (the "Columbia Acquisition") through a series of transactions described in pertinent part in Annex I hereto (which Annex I is hereby incorporated herein by reference) and more fully set forth in the Columbia Purchase Agreement (collectively, the "Transactions").
2. In connection with the Transactions, the Company has requested that the Banks amend certain sections of the Existing Credit Agreement, consent to the Transactions and waive compliance with certain covenants, agreements and obligations of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries set forth in the Existing Credit Agreement, all as set forth below.
3. In order to finance a portion of the Columbia Acquisition and to provide proceeds for the general purposes of the Company, the Public Partnership intends to make an additional capital contribution of up to $200,000,000 to the Company from the proceeds of an issuance of unsecured senior notes of the Public Partnership to institutional investors in an aggregate principal amount of up to $200,000,000.
4. The Agent and the Banks are willing to agree to so amend the Existing Credit Agreement, to consent to the Transactions and waive the Borrowers' compliance with certain provisions of the Existing Credit Agreement and to make certain other agreements, in each case on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth below.
AMENDMENT, CONSENT AND WAIVER
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual covenants and agreements set forth below and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
SECTION 1. Amendments. On the terms of this Amendment and Waiver and subject to the satisfaction of all of the conditions precedent set forth below in Section 4:
(a) The definition of "Restricted Payment" contained in Section 1.1 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following at the end thereof "; or (c) any indemnification payment made by CPLP, CPH or CPC pursuant to the Tax Indemnity Provisions (as defined in the National Propane Purchase Agreement), including any payment made by the Company to Columbia pursuant to the "Keep Well" Agreement described in Item 12 of Annex I to the Fifth Amendment."
(b) The definitions of "EBIT", "Parity Debt" and "Subsidiary Guarantee" contained in Section 1.1 of the Existing Credit Agreement are hereby amended to read in their entirety as follows:
"EBIT" means, for any period, the Company's and its Restricted Subsidiaries' consolidated net income (not including extraordinary gains or losses, other than losses arising from reserves established in connection with the Tax Indemnity Provisions (as defined in the National Propane Purchase Agreement)) plus interest charges and income tax expense in each case for such period, as determined in accordance with GAAP.
"Parity Debt" means the Mortgage Notes, the Series D First Mortgage Notes, the Series E First Mortgage Notes and other Indebtedness of the Company (other than Indebtedness hereunder) incurred in accordance with
Section 8.1(a), (b), (e), (f) and (l) and secured by the respective Liens of the Security Documents in accordance with Section 8.3(j), (k), (l) and (m).
"Subsidiary Guarantee" means that certain Restricted Subsidiary Guarantee, dated as of April 19, 1995, by all of the Restricted Subsidiaries (other than CPLP and any Subsidiary of CPLP) for the benefit of the Collateral Agent, as the same may be amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
(c) The following definitions are hereby added to Section 1.1 of the Existing Credit Agreement in their respective appropriate alphabetical order:
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"Acquisition" means, as to any Person, any acquisition or investment by such Person, whether by means of (a) the purchase or other acquisition of capital stock or other securities of another Person, (b) a loan, advance or capital contribution to, guaranty of debt of, or purchase or other acquisition of any other debt or equity participation or interest in, another Person, including any partnership or joint venture interest in such other Person, or (c) the purchase or other acquisition (in one transaction or a series of transactions) of assets of another Person that constitute a business unit.
"Amendment Effective Date" means the date of satisfaction or waiver of all of the conditions set forth in Section 4 of the Fifth Amendment.
"AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service" means AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
"Atlantic Energy" means Atlantic Energy, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
"Columbia Purchase Agreement" means that certain Purchase Agreement, dated as of January 30, 2001, by and among Columbia Energy Group, a Delaware corporation, CPC, CPLP, the Company, the Public Partnership and the General Partner, as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
"CPC" means Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation.
"CPH" means CP Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
"CPLP" means Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership.
"CPLP Partnership Agreement" means that certain Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of National Propane, L.P. (renamed CPLP), dated as of July 19, 1999, by and among CPC, CPH, and National Propane Corporation, as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
"CPLP Security Date" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 8.17 hereof.
"CPLP Taxes" means all federal, state, local or foreign taxes, governmental fees or like charges of any kind whatsoever, whether disputed or not.
"Fifth Amendment" means that certain Fifth Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement and Consent and Waiver, dated as of July 31, 2001, to this Agreement.
"Intercompany Loan Agreement" means that certain Loan Agreement, dated July 19, 1999, between National Propane, L.P. (renamed CPLP) and CPC, as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
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"Intercompany Note" means that certain Promissory Note, dated July 19, 1999, by CPLP in favor of the Company by endorsement from CPC in the original principal amount of $137,997,000, as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
"National Propane Purchase Agreement" means that certain Purchase Agreement, dated April 5, 1999, by and among CPLP, CPH, CPC, National Propane Partners, L.P., National Propane Corporation, National Propane SGP, Inc. and Triarc Companies, Inc., as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.
"PP&E Assets" means assets that would, in accordance with the past practice of the Company, be classified and accounted for as "property, plant and equipment" on the consolidated balance sheet of the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries.
"Series E First Mortgage Notes" means the First Mortgage Notes, Series E, in an aggregate principal amount of $80,000,000, issued pursuant to that certain Note Agreement, dated as of March 15, 2000, among the Company, the General Partner and the purchasers named in Schedule I thereto.
"Special Rating" means a risk-based capital factor attributable to Indebtedness for purposes of generally applicable state insurance regulations for life, health and disability insurance companies, substantially equivalent to an investment grade rating issued by a nationally recognized credit rating agency.
"Specified Acquisition Loans" means the Acquisition Loans used solely for the purposes described in Section 8.9(d)(ii).
(d) The definition of "Loan Documents" contained in Section 1.1 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by adding the words "the Fifth Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement and Consent and Waiver, dated as of July 31, 2001, among the Borrowers, the Banks and the Agent," after the words "the Fourth Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of June 6, 2000, among the Borrowers, the Banks and the Agent,".
(e) The definition of "Wholly-Owned Subsidiary" contained in
Section 1.1 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following proviso at the end thereof "; provided, that, for the purposes of this Agreement, CPLP shall be deemed a "Wholly-Owned Subsidiary" for so long as the Company directly or indirectly owns at least 99% of the Capital Stock of CPLP and 100% of the general partnership interests therein, and (b) AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service shall be deemed a "Wholly-Owned" Subsidiary of the Company for so long as (i) CPLP remains a Restricted Subsidiary and (ii) CPLP directly or indirectly owns at least 100% of the Capital Stock of AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service".
(f) The first sentence of Section 2.1(a) of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
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Each Bank severally agrees, on the terms and conditions set forth herein, to make loans to the Borrowers (each such loan, an "Acquisition Loan") from time to time on any Business Day during the period from the Restatement Effective Date to the New Acquisition Loan Termination Date in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed at any time outstanding the amount set forth opposite such Bank's name on Schedule 2.1 (such amount as the same may be reduced under Section 2.5 or Section 2.7 or as reduced or increased as a result of one or more assignments under Section 11.9, the Bank's "Acquisition Commitment"); provided, that the Effective Amount of all outstanding Specified Acquisition Loans shall not exceed $30,000,000.
(g) Section 2.3(a)(D) of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(D) whether the Loans comprising the Borrowing shall be Acquisition Loans or Revolving Loans and, if the Loans comprising the Borrowing shall be Acquisition Loans, whether the Acquisition Loans comprising the Borrowing shall be Specified Acquisition Loans; and
(h) The second sentence of Section 2.6 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following proviso immediately preceding the period at the end thereof "provided, that no amount of any optional prepayment under this Section 2.6 may be applied to the Revolving Loans unless and until all Specified Acquisition Loans have been paid in full."
(i) Section 5.2 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by (i) deleting the word "and" at the end of subsection (b), (ii) deleting the period at the end of subsection (c) and substituting "; and" in lieu thereof and
(iii) adding the following provision as subsection (d):
(d) Specified Acquisition Loans. If a Specified Acquisition Loan is requested by the Borrowers, the sum of (i) the Effective Amount of the Revolving Loans and (ii) the Effective Amount of the L/C Obligations shall be equal to the Revolving Commitment.
(j) Section 6.3 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
Qualification; Corporate or Partnership Authorization. The Company is duly qualified or registered and is in good standing as a foreign limited partnership for the transaction of business, and each of the General Partner, Petrolane and the Restricted Subsidiaries is qualified or registered and is in good standing as a foreign corporation or foreign limited partnership for the transaction of business, in the states listed in Schedule 6.3, which are the only jurisdictions in which the nature of their respective activities or the character of the properties they own, lease or use makes such qualification or registration necessary as of the Restatement Effective Date and in which the failure so to qualify or to be so registered as of the Restatement Effective Date would have a Material
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Adverse Effect. Each of the Company, the General Partner and Petrolane has taken all necessary partnership action or corporate action, as the case may be, to authorize the execution, delivery and performance by it of this Agreement and other Loan Documents to which it is a party. Each Restricted Subsidiary has taken all necessary corporate or partnership action, as the case may be, to authorize the execution, delivery and performance by it of each of the Security Documents to which it is a party. Each of the Company, the General Partner and Petrolane has duly executed and delivered each of this Agreement and the other Loan Documents to which it is a party, and each of them constitutes the Company's, the General Partner's or Petrolane's, as the case may be, legal, valid and binding obligation enforceable against it in accordance with its terms, except as such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium or similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally. Each Restricted Subsidiary has duly executed and delivered each of the Security Documents to which it is a party, and each of them constitutes such Restricted Subsidiary's legal, valid and binding obligation enforceable against it in accordance with its terms, except as such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium or similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally.
(k) Clause (iii) of Section 7.1(c) of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(iii) demonstrating in reasonable detail compliance at the end of such accounting period with the restrictions contained in Section 7.14(d) and
(e), Section 8.1 (the last two paragraphs), Sections 8.1(b), (d), (e) and
(f), Section 8.2, Section 8.4(c), Section 8.4(h), Section 8.5, Section 8.8(a)(ii), Section 8.8(a)(iii), Section 8.8(c)(ii) (calculation of Excess Sale Proceeds), Section 8.13, Section 8.14 (first sentence), Section 8.15 and Sections 8.17(a), (b) and (d).
(l) Section 7.13 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by (i) deleting the period at the end of subsection (a)(iii) and substituting ";" in lieu thereof and (ii) adding the following provision after subsection (a)(iii):
provided, however, that notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, until the CPLP Security Date, CPLP and each of its Subsidiaries shall at all times remain Restricted Subsidiaries and in no event shall the Company have any right to redesignate CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries as an Unrestricted Subsidiary.
(m) Section 7.14 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following subsection (e) after Section 7.14(d):
(e) The General Partner agrees to apply all distributions received by the Public Partnership from the Company and made with the proceeds of Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 8.1(l) only to make payments, purchases, prepayments, redemptions, defeasances or other repayments (scheduled or unscheduled) of Indebtedness of the Public Partnership (and to pay all fees, premiums, make whole amounts and transaction expenses incurred in connection therewith), and to the extent any such distributions are not used for
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such purpose within 30 Business Days of the date thereof, such unused amounts shall be contributed immediately to the Company to repay Indebtedness of the Company referred to in Section 8.1(l)(i)(B).
(n) Section 8.1(a) of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(a) the Company may become and remain liable with respect to the Indebtedness evidenced by the Mortgage Notes, the Series D First Mortgage Notes, the Series E First Mortgage Notes and Long Term Funded Debt incurred in connection with any extension, renewal, refunding or refinancing of Indebtedness evidenced by the Mortgage Notes, the Series D First Mortgage Notes and the Series E First Mortgage Notes, provided that the principal amount of such Long Term Funded Debt shall not exceed the principal amount of such Indebtedness evidenced by the Mortgage Notes, the Series D First Mortgage Notes or the Series E First Mortgage Notes, together with any accrued interest and prepayment charges with respect thereto, being extended, renewed, refunded or refinanced;
(o) Section 8.1(e) of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(e) the Company may become and remain liable with respect to Indebtedness incurred for any purpose permitted by the Revolving Commitment, and any Indebtedness incurred for any such permitted purpose which replaces, extends, renews, refunds or refinances any such Indebtedness, in whole or in part, in an aggregate principal amount at any time not in excess of the lesser of (i) $130,000,000 and (ii) $175,000,000 less the aggregate principal amount of the Acquisition Loans outstanding at such time;
(p) Section 8.1 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following subsection (l) after Section 8.1(k):
(l) the Company may become and remain liable with respect to Indebtedness which otherwise complies with the terms of Section 8.1(f), the proceeds of which are used to make distributions permitted under
Section 8.5, provided that the aggregate principal amount of all Indebtedness incurred under this Section 8.1(l) since the Amendment Effective Date and outstanding at any time shall not exceed $105,000,000, provided, further, that the aggregate principal amount of Indebtedness incurred under this Section 8.1(l) shall not exceed the sum of (i) the amount of aggregate net cash proceeds previously received by the Company from time to time from the Public Partnership as a capital contribution made with the proceeds of Public Partnership Indebtedness and the General Partner in connection with its related and contemporaneous capital contribution and designated by such Persons at the time of contribution in the corporate or other records of such Persons as a "PPD/GP Debt Contribution", and used by the Company or its Subsidiaries, (A) to finance the making of expenditures for the improvement or repair (to the extent such improvements and repairs may be
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capitalized on the books of the Company in accordance with GAAP) of or additions (including additions by way of acquisitions or capital contributions of businesses and related assets) to the General Collateral, or (B) to repay, refund or refinance any Indebtedness evidenced by the Acquisition Facility, the Mortgage Notes, the Series D First Mortgage Notes, the Series E First Mortgage Notes, any Parity Debt (other than Parity Debt incurred under this Section 8.1(l)) or Funded Debt incurred in accordance with this Section 8.1 in connection with an extension, renewal, refunding or refinancing of any such Indebtedness, (ii) the amount of any accrued interest payable and accreted issue discount and any prepayment fees, make whole amounts and reasonable transaction expenses incurred in connection with any purchase, acquisition, prepayment, redemption, retirement, defeasance or other repayment of any Indebtedness of the Public Partnership to be made with the proceeds of any such distribution, and (iii) the amount of any reasonable transaction expenses incurred in connection with the issuance of any Indebtedness incurred under this
Section 8.1(l), provided, further, that at the time the Company incurs any Indebtedness permitted under the above provisions of this Section 8.1(l), such Indebtedness shall have received (i) a Special Rating and (ii) an investment grade rating from at least two nationally recognized statistical rating organizations (as defined for purposes of Rule 436(g) under the Securities Act), such as Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., Fitch IBCA and Moody's Investors Service, provided, further, that the $58,653,226 contribution received by the Company from the Public Partnership and the General Partner in April of 2001 shall be deemed a PPD/GP Debt Contribution for all purposes hereof;
(q) The following paragraphs are hereby added at the end of
Section 8.1 of the Existing Credit Agreement:
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, until the CPLP Security Date, except for Indebtedness of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries incurred pursuant to Section 8.1(d), 8.1(f), 8.1(i), 8.1(j) or 8.1(l) (and in accordance with the Total Debt maintenance restrictions set forth in Section 8.14) on or after the Amendment Effective Date in an aggregate principal amount at any time not in excess of $275,000,000, the Company will not, and will not permit any Restricted Subsidiary to, create, incur, assume or otherwise become or remain directly or indirectly liable with respect to, any Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 8.1(d), 8.1(f), 8.1(i), 8.1(j) or 8.1(l) (and in accordance with the Total Debt maintenance restrictions set forth in Section 8.14) unless on the date the Company or such Restricted Subsidiary becomes liable with respect to any such Indebtedness and immediately after giving effect thereto and the substantially concurrent repayment of any other Indebtedness, (i) the Leverage Ratio does not exceed 4.75 to 1.00 and (ii) no Default or Event of Default exists. For purposes of determining compliance with the ratio of Total Debt to EBITDA as set forth above, (i) EBITDA shall be determined as at the end of each fiscal quarter for (A) the four most recent fiscal quarters then ended or (B) the eight most recent fiscal quarters then ended and divided by two (2), whichever is greater and (ii) Total Debt shall be determined as of the date the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary becomes liable with respect to Indebtedness incurred in accordance with this paragraph.
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Further, notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, until the CPLP Security Date, the Company will not permit CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries to create, incur, assume or otherwise become or remain directly or indirectly liable with respect to any Indebtedness, other than
(i) Indebtedness of the type described in Section 8.1(c), (ii) the Indebtedness of CPLP on the date of closing of the Columbia Acquisition (as defined in the Fifth Amendment), as disclosed in the Columbia Purchase Agreement (which amount shall not be in excess of $10,000,000), and (iii) the Indebtedness of CPLP owing to the Company which is evidenced by the Intercompany Note to the extent that the aggregate principal amount outstanding thereunder does not exceed $137,997,000.
(r) Section 8.3(j) of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(j) Liens created by any of the Security Documents securing Indebtedness evidenced by the Mortgage Notes, the Series D First Mortgage Notes or the Series E First Mortgage Notes (or any extension, renewal, refunding, replacement or refinancing of any such Indebtedness) in accordance with
Section 8.1(a);
(s) Section 8.3(m) of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(m) Liens (other than the Liens referred to in clauses (j), (k) or (l) above) securing Indebtedness represented by the Series D First Mortgage Notes, the Series E First Mortgage Notes or other Indebtedness incurred in accordance with Section 8.1(b), 8.1(e) or 8.1(l) or, to the extent incurred (i) to repay Indebtedness or letter of credit obligations incurred and outstanding under the Acquisition Commitment or the Revolving Commitment (or any extension, renewal, refunding, replacement or refinancing of any such Indebtedness), (ii) to finance the making of expenditures for the improvement or repair (to the extent such improvements and repairs may be capitalized on the books of the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries in accordance with GAAP) of or additions (including additions by way of acquisitions or capital contributions of businesses and related assets) to the General Collateral, or (iii) by assumption in connection with additions (including additions by way of acquisitions or capital contributions of businesses and related assets) to the General Collateral, under Section 8.1(f), provided that (1) such Liens are effected through an amendment to the Security Documents to the extent necessary to provide the holders of such Indebtedness equal and ratable security in the property and assets subject to the Security Documents with the holders of the Notes and the other Indebtedness secured under the Security Documents, (2) in the case of Indebtedness incurred in accordance with Section 8.1(b) or Section 8.1(f) to finance the making of additions to the General Collateral, the Company has delivered to the Collateral Agent an Officers' Certificate demonstrating that the principal amount of such Indebtedness (net of transaction costs funded by the proceeds of such Indebtedness) does not exceed the lesser of the cost to the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries of such additional property or assets and the fair market
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value of such additional property or assets at the time of the acquisition thereof (as determined in good faith by the General Partner), and (3) the Company has delivered to the Collateral Agent an opinion of counsel reasonably satisfactory to the Collateral Agent with regard to the attachment and perfection of the Lien of the Security Documents with respect to such additional property and assets;
(t) Section 8.3 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following paragraph at the end of such Section:
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, until the CPLP Security Date, other than Liens permitted by subdivisions (a), (b), (c),
(d), (f), (g), (h), (o) and (to the extent that any such Lien extends or renews a Lien permitted by subdivision (h) of this Section 8.3) (q) of this Section 8.3, the Company will not permit CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, create, incur, assume or permit to exist any Lien on or with respect to any property or asset (including any document or instrument in respect of goods or accounts receivable) of CPLP or such Subsidiary, whether such property or assets are now owned or held or hereafter acquired, or any income or profits therefrom.
(u) The first sentence of Section 8.5 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following proviso at the end of such sentence:
; provided, that, notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company may declare, order, pay, make or set apart sums for Restricted Payments to the Public Partnership at any time, and from time to time, in an aggregate amount not exceeding the proceeds of Indebtedness of the Company incurred pursuant to
Section 8.1(l) if immediately after giving effect to any such proposed action no Event of Default (or Default under Sections 9.1(a), (f), or (g)) shall exist and be continuing; provided, further, that for all purposes of this Section 8.5 an amount equal to the cash proceeds of any PPD/GP Debt Contribution made prior to such calculation shall be excluded from Available Cash until an amount equal to such prior PPD/GP Debt Contributions has been used for the purposes set forth in Section 8.1(l).
(v) Section 8.7 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended by replacing the period at the end thereof with the following:
and (iii) CPLP may issue or sell its Capital Stock to the Special Limited Partner (as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement) of CPLP in accordance with Section 5.3 of the CPLP Partnership Agreement, as such
Section 5.3 is in effect on the date hereof
(w) Section 8.9(d) of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(d) The proceeds of the Acquisition Loans will be used for, as selected by the Borrowers in a Notice of Borrowing, (i) the acquisition by the Company of companies or assets in businesses similar to the Business, and may be used, without limitation, for the payment of related fees and expenses and the retirement, repayment or refinancing of any Indebtedness incurred as part of such
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acquisition, including any Indebtedness assumed by the Company in connection with an addition of assets by way of capital contribution and
(ii) working capital purposes and general purposes (other than the purposes described in clause (i) above) of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries.
(x) Section 8.12 of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
8.12 Clean Down. The Borrowers will not permit the sum of (a) the outstanding Revolving Loans and (b) the outstanding Specified Acquisition Loans to exceed $30,000,000 for a period of 30 consecutive days during each fiscal year.
(y) The following provision is hereby added as Section 8.15 of the Existing Credit Agreement:
8.15 Acquisitions. After the Amendment Effective Date and until the CPLP Security Date, the Company will not, and will not permit any Restricted Subsidiary to, make any Acquisition unless, after giving effect to the consummation of such Acquisition (including any substantially concurrent mergers), (a) all PP&E Assets (as defined in Section 8.17) acquired in connection with such Acquisition shall be owned by the Company or a Restricted Subsidiary and (b) the aggregate net book value of the PP&E Assets of CPLP and its Subsidiaries (both prior to and after giving effect to such Acquisition) shall not exceed 33-1/3% of the aggregate net book value of all PP&E Assets of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries and (c) the aggregate net book value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner) of all PP&E Assets acquired by CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries in any fiscal year pursuant to Acquisitions (other than PP&E Assets acquired with the proceeds of any prior or concurrent Capped Investments (as defined in Section 8.17) or PP&E Transfers (as defined in
Section 8.17)) ("CPLP Acquisitions") shall not, together with any Capped Investments and any PP&E Transfers made in such fiscal year pursuant to
Section 8.17(a) and Section 8.17(b)(iii), respectively, in the aggregate, exceed (i) $35,000,000 (the "Yearly Threshold"), plus (ii) the amount of any Carryover Threshold (such sum is referred to herein as the "PP&E Acquisition/Investment/Transfer Limit"). "Carryover Threshold" shall mean, for any fiscal year, an amount equal to the PP&E Acquisition/Investment/Transfer Limit for the prior fiscal year minus the aggregate CPLP Acquisitions, Capped Investments and PP&E Transfers in such prior fiscal year, provided, that the Carryover Threshold shall in no event exceed $100,000,000. Notwithstanding the foregoing, (i) CPLP and its Subsidiaries shall be permitted to make Acquisitions after the Amendment Effective Date without complying with clause (b) of this Section 8.15 unless and until the sum of (A) the aggregate net book value of the PP&E Assets acquired by CPLP and its Subsidiaries in connection with all Acquisitions made pursuant to this sentence since the Amendment Effective Date (valued in each case on the date of the Acquisition), plus (B) the aggregate net book value of all PP&E Assets acquired by CPLP and its Subsidiaries in connection with all PP&E Transfers made pursuant to
Section 8.17(b)(iii)(D), exceeds $70,000,000 and (ii) the value of any
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Acquisitions made by CPLP and its Subsidiaries pursuant to clause (i) of this sentence after the Amendment Effective Date shall be excluded from the calculation of "the aggregate net book value of the PP&E Assets of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries" for the purposes of clause (b) of this Section 8.15.
(z) The following provision is hereby added as Section 8.16 of the Existing Credit Agreement:
8.16. Limitation on Restricted Agreements. The Company will not, and will not permit any Subsidiary to, enter into, or suffer to exist, any agreement (other than the National Propane Purchase Agreement) with any Person which, directly or indirectly, prohibits or limits the ability of any Restricted Subsidiary to (a) pay dividends or make other distributions to the Company or prepay any Indebtedness owed to the Company, (b) make loans or advances to the Company or (c) transfer any of its properties or assets to the Company.
(aa) The following provision is hereby added as Section 8.17 of the Agreement:
8.17. CPLP. Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary (including the final paragraph of Section 8.8 hereof), until the first date as of which (i) the property and assets of CPLP and each of its Subsidiaries have become part of the General Collateral and are subjected to the Lien of the Security Documents and (ii) CPLP and each of its Subsidiaries have become guarantors under the Subsidiary Guarantee and assignors under the Subsidiary Security Agreement in accordance with
Section 7.9 and 7.11 hereof (such date, the "CPLP Security Date"), provided that (A) the security interest granted by CPLP pursuant to the Subsidiary Security Agreement may be subject and subordinate to the first priority Lien on the assets of CPLP held by the Company to secure the obligations of CPLP under the Intercompany Note and the Intercompany Loan Agreement, upon terms and conditions satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, (B) the security interest granted by any Subsidiary of CPLP pursuant to the Subsidiary Security Agreement may be subject and subordinate to the first priority Lien on the assets of such Subsidiary held by the Company to secure the obligation of such Subsidiary to guarantee (the "CPLP Subsidiary Guaranty") the obligations of CPLP under the Intercompany Note and the Intercompany Loan Agreement, upon terms and conditions satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, (C) the Subsidiary Guarantee of each Subsidiary of CPLP may be subject and subordinate to the guaranty of such Subsidiary in favor of the Company pursuant to the CPLP Subsidiary Guaranty of such Subsidiary, upon terms and conditions satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, and (D) the Subsidiary Guarantee of CPLP may be subject and subordinate to the obligations of CPLP under the Intercompany Note and the Intercompany Loan, upon terms and conditions satisfactory to the Collateral Agent:
(a) Investments. The Company will not, and will not permit any Restricted Subsidiary (other than CPLP and its Subsidiaries) (each, a
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"Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary") to, directly or indirectly, make or own any Investment in CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries, except for Investments in CPLP or its Subsidiaries permitted under Sections 8.4(b), (c), (d) and (e) and Section 8.17(b) hereof; provided, however, that the aggregate net book value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner) of all such Investments made pursuant to Sections 8.4(b) and (c) (the "Capped Investments") in any fiscal year shall not, together with any CPLP Acquisitions and PP&E Transfers made in such fiscal year pursuant to Section 8.15 and
Section 8.17(b)(iii), respectively, in the aggregate, exceed the PP&E Acquisition/Investment/Transfer Limit for such fiscal year.
(b) Asset Transfers. The Company will not, and will not permit any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to, directly or indirectly, sell, lease, convey or otherwise transfer, directly or indirectly, any of its assets to CPLP or any Subsidiary of CPLP, including by way of a Sale and Lease-Back Transaction (each, a "Transfer"), except that:
(i) the Company may, and may permit any non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to, Transfer to CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries assets, provided that (A) such assets ("Non-PP&E Assets") would not, in accordance with the past practice of the Company, be classified and accounted for as "property, plant and equipment" on the consolidated balance sheet of the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries, (B) the consideration paid by CPLP or its Subsidiaries to the Company or a Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary for such Non-PP&E Assets is at least equal to the transferor's aggregate net book value therefor and (C) the aggregate amount of propane inventory (by number of gallons) of CPLP and its Subsidiaries shall not at any time exceed 40% of the aggregate amount of propane inventory (by number of gallons) of the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries;
(ii) the Company may, and may permit any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to, Transfer to CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries assets in exchange for other assets used in the line of business permitted under Section 8.10 and having a fair market value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner and the Managing General Partner (as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement) of CPLP) not less than that of the assets so Transferred (so long as the assets Transferred to the Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary or to the Company shall become part of the General Collateral and shall be subjected to the Lien of the Security Documents);
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(iii) the Company may, and may permit any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to, Transfer (a "PP&E Transfer") to CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries assets that would, in accordance with the past practice of the Company, be classified and accounted for as "property, plant and equipment" on the consolidated balance sheet of the Company and the Restricted Subsidiaries ("PP&E Assets") (together with associated working capital), provided that (A) the aggregate net book value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner) of all PP&E Assets that are Transferred by the Company or a Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries in any fiscal year shall not, together with any CPLP Acquisitions and Capped Investments made in such fiscal year pursuant to
Section 8.15 and Section 8.17(a), respectively, in the aggregate, exceed the PP&E Acquisition/Investment/ Transfer Limit for such fiscal year and (B) the consideration paid by CPLP or its Subsidiaries to the Company or any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary for such PP&E Assets is at least equal to the transferor's net book value therefor; (C) the aggregate net book value of all PP&E Assets of CPLP and its Subsidiaries shall not at any time exceed 33-1/3% of the aggregate net book value of all PP&E Assets of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries and (D) notwithstanding the foregoing, (i) the Company and any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary shall be permitted to make PP&E Transfers without complying with clause
(C) of this Section 8.17(b)(iii) unless and until the sum of
(1) the aggregate net book value of the PP&E Assets acquired by CPLP and its Subsidiaries in connection with all Acquisitions made pursuant to the last sentence of Section 8.15 since the Amendment Effective Date (valued in each case on the date of the Acquisition), plus (2) the aggregate net book value of all PP&E Assets Transferred to CPLP and its Subsidiaries in connection with all PP&E Transfers made pursuant to this Section 8.17(b)(iii)(D) exceeds $70,000,000 and (ii) the value of any PP&E Transfers made by the Company or any Non-CPLP Subsidiary pursuant to clause (D) of this
Section 8.17(b)(iii) shall be excluded from the calculation of "the aggregate net book value of all PP&E Assets of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries" for the purposes of clause (C) of this Section 8.17(b)(iii);
(iv) the limitations contained in Sections 8.15(b) and
(c) and Sections 8.17(b)(iii)(A) and (C) shall not apply to or prohibit or otherwise restrict (A) any Investment in CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries permitted by Section 8.17(a), (B) any lease of real or personal property from the Company or a Restricted Subsidiary (other than CPLP and its Subsidiaries), as lessor, to CPLP or a Subsidiary of CPLP, as lessee, where the interest of the lessee in
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the leased assets is expressly subject to the Liens created by the Security Documents securing Indebtedness evidenced by the Notes, (C) any Transfer of assets by the Company or any Non-CPLP Restricted Subsidiary to CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries if (1) such assets consist of the proceeds, or assets purchased or subsequently funded with the proceeds, of a sale of equity interests or debt of the Public Partnership or the General Partner to an entity other than the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary (2) such Transfer is made within one year of such equity or debt sale and (3) in the case of a subsequent funding, such proceeds are used to repay Parity Debt of the Company (other than Indebtedness incurred previously pursuant to Section 8.1(e) or (to the extent such Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 8.1(f) is used to repay Indebtedness or letter of credit obligations incurred and outstanding under the Revolving Credit Facility) 8.1(f)) or Indebtedness incurred by the Company to make Acquisitions of assets that have been Transferred to CPLP, or (D) any CPLP Acquisition (1) if the assets acquired are purchased in exchange for equity interests or debt of the Public Partnership or the General Partner or (2)(x) if the assets acquired are purchased or subsequently funded with the proceeds of a sale of equity interests or debt by the Public Partnership or the General Partner to an entity other than the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary, (y) such CPLP Acquisition is made within one year of such equity or debt sale and (z) in the case of a subsequent funding, such proceeds are used to repay Parity Debt of the Company (other than Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 8.1(e) or (to the extent such Indebtedness incurred pursuant to Section 8.1(f) is used to repay Indebtedness or letter of credit obligations incurred and outstanding under the Revolving Credit Facility) 8.1(f)) or Indebtedness incurred by CPLP (and owing to the Company) or the Company to make CPLP Acquisitions.
In addition, without regard to the restrictions of the PP&E Acquisition/Investment/Transfer Limit set forth in Section 8.15(c),
Section 8.17(a), Section 8.17(b)(iii)(A) above, the Company may contribute to CPLP or its Subsidiaries, within one year after the Amendment Effective Date, PP&E Assets having an aggregate net book value (as determined in good faith by the General Partner) at the time of contribution not exceeding $120,000,000 (together with associated working capital) (such assets are referred to herein collectively as the "Drop Down Assets"), provided, that the Company shall make no contribution of Drop Down Assets unless (i) no Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing or would result from any such contribution and (ii) the Company shall give the Collateral Agent written notice of each such contribution of Drop Down Assets substantially concurrently with the
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consummation thereof and (iii) the consideration paid by CPLP or its Subsidiaries to the Company for such Drop Down Assets is at least equal to the transferor's net book value therefor.
(c) CPLP Partnership Agreement. The Company will not, and will cause its Subsidiaries to not, (i) permit the CPLP Partnership Agreement, as in effect on the date hereof, to be amended, modified or supplemented in any respect if such amendment, modification or supplement would adversely affect the rights or powers of the Managing General Partner, or any successor General Partner (each as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement), with respect to the liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the affairs of CPLP or any disposition of assets, discharge of liabilities or distribution of assets in connection therewith (including but not limited to any modification to Section 12.1 of the Partnership Agreement) or (ii) permit CPLP to admit any Person as a Class A Limited Partner or any Managing General Partner (as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement) unless all of the capital stock of such Person has been pledged to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Banks.
(d) Trade Accounts Payable. The Company will not permit CPLP and its Subsidiaries to create, incur, assume or otherwise become or remain directly or indirectly liable with respect to an aggregate amount of trade accounts payable (including but not limited to amounts owed under equipment leases) in excess of $15,000,000 at any time, provided that the amount of any (a) CPLP Taxes, fines or penalties owing by CPLP and its Subsidiaries to any Governmental Authority and (b) obligations of CPLP and its Subsidiaries owing to the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary, shall in each case be excluded from the calculation of the aggregate amount of trade accounts payables pursuant to this Section 8.17(d).
In addition, both prior to and after the CPLP Security Date, the Company will not, and will cause its Subsidiaries to not, permit the Intercompany Note to be amended, modified or supplemented in any respect if such amendment, modification or supplement would materially and adversely affect the rights of the holder of the Intercompany Note (in its capacity as a holder of the Intercompany Note), including, without limitation, any modification of the July 19, 2009, maturity date of the outstanding principal amount thereunder.
(bb) Each of Schedule 6.2 (Partnership Interests and Subsidiaries) and Schedule 6.3 (Qualification; Corporate or Partnership Authorization) of the Existing Credit Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as set forth on Schedule 6.2 and Schedule 6.3, respectively, to this Amendment and Waiver.
SECTION 2. Consents. On the terms of this Amendment and Waiver and subject to the satisfaction of all of the conditions precedent set forth below in Section 4, the Banks hereby consent to the Transactions; provided, that in the event of any conflict between the
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provisions of the Existing Credit Agreement, as amended and supplemented by this Amendment and Waiver, and those of Annex I hereto, the provisions of the Existing Credit Agreement, as so amended and supplemented, shall control.
SECTION 3. Waivers. On the terms of this Amendment and Waiver and subject to the satisfaction of all of the conditions precedent set forth below in Section 4:
(a) Waiver of Certain Subsidiary Guaranty, Lien and Subsidiary Mortgage Requirements. The Banks hereby waive compliance, until the earliest of
(i) 180 days after the expiration of the Debt Indemnity (as defined in Item 14 of Annex I hereto) provided under the National Propane Purchase Agreement, (ii) the purchase by CPLP of the partnership interest of the Special Limited Partner (as defined in the CPLP Partnership Agreement) in CPLP pursuant to the Special Limited Partner's put option under Section 4.5 of the CPLP Partnership Agreement and (iii) the purchase by CPLP of the partnership interest of the Special Limited Partner in CPLP pursuant to CPLP's call option under Section 4.5 of the CPLP Partnership Agreement, with the provisions of Section 7.9 (Subsidiary Guarantors) and Section 7.10 (New Mortgages; Recordation) of the Existing Credit Agreement with respect to (A) CPLP, or any Subsidiary of CPLP, including, without limitation, AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, becoming a guarantor under the Subsidiary Guarantee or an assignor under the Subsidiary Security Agreement, (B) the obligations of the Company to cause CPLP, or any Subsidiary of CPLP, including, without limitation, AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, to execute and deliver to the Collateral Agent first priority Mortgages in accordance with
Section 7.9 and Section 7.10 of the Existing Credit Agreement, (C) the obligations of the Company and CPLP under Sections 7.9 through 7.11 of the Existing Credit Agreement and under the Subsidiary Security Agreement to provide to the Collateral Agent a first priority Lien in the assets of CPLP (including the Drop Down Assets and the Capital Stock of AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service), and (D) the obligations of the Company and AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service under Sections 7.9 through 7.11 of the Existing Credit Agreement and under the Subsidiary Security Agreement to provide to the Collateral Agent a first priority Lien in the assets of AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service.
(b) Waiver of Certain Investment Restrictions. The Banks hereby permanently waive compliance with the Investment restrictions set forth in
Section 8.4 and 8.17(a) of the Existing Credit Agreement, as amended by this Amendment and Waiver, with respect to (i) the Intercompany Note and (ii) the Investment by CPC in Atlantic Energy as described in Item 11 of Annex I; provided, that the aggregate principal amount outstanding under the Intercompany Note shall not exceed $137,997,000. The foregoing waiver shall hereafter permanently exclude the amount of each such Investment from any calculation of "Investment Limit" or "Annual Limit" made under Section 8.4(c) of the Existing Credit Agreement; provided, that the amount of any Investments made by CPC and its Affiliates in Atlantic Energy after the Amendment Effective Date shall be included in the calculation of "Investment Limit" or "Annual Limit" in accordance with Section 8.4(c) of the Existing Credit Agreement and such Investments shall otherwise comply with Section 8.4(c).
(c) Waiver of Certain Contingent Obligation Restrictions. The Banks hereby permanently waive compliance with the Contingent Obligation restrictions of Section 8.4 of the Existing Credit Agreement with respect to (i) the obligations of CPC, CPH and CPLP for the indemnities described in Items 13 through 17 of Annex I and (ii) the indemnification and
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guarantee obligations of the Company under the Columbia Purchase Agreement, as in effect on the Amendment Effective Date, and the "Keep Well" Agreement described in Item 12 of Annex I, as in effect on the Amendment Effective Date.
(d) Waiver of Lien on Capital Stock of Atlantic Energy. The Banks hereby permanently waive compliance with the obligations of the Company and CPC under Section 7.9 of the Existing Credit Agreement and under the Subsidiary Security Agreement to provide to the Collateral Agent a Lien on the Capital Stock of Atlantic Energy.
SECTION 4. Conditions to Effectiveness of Section 1 Amendments, Section 2 Consents and Section 3 Waivers. The amendments set forth in Section 1, the consents set forth in Section 2 and the waivers set forth in Section 3 of this Amendment and Waiver shall become effective only upon the satisfaction of all of the following conditions precedent (the date of satisfaction of all such conditions being referred to as the "Amendment Effective Date"):
(a) Fifth Amendment. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Agent shall have received, on behalf of the Banks, this Amendment and Waiver, duly executed and delivered by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane, each Restricted Subsidiary, the Required Banks and the Agent.
(b) Direction Notice. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received a Direction Notice, in substantially the form of Exhibit A attached hereto, from the Requisite Percentage (as defined in the Collateral Agency Agreement) with respect to, among other things, the amendments to the Security Documents and the modifications to the General Collateral contemplated by this Amendment and Waiver.
(c) Collateral Documents. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received, on behalf of the Banks, (i) a joinder agreement in respect of the Subsidiary Guarantee duly executed by each of CPC and CPH in favor of the Collateral Agent, (ii) a joinder agreement in respect of the Subsidiary Security Agreement duly executed by each of CPC and CPH in favor of the Collateral Agent, (iii) a pledge by the Company in favor of the Collateral Agent providing the Collateral Agent with a first priority perfected security interest in the Intercompany Note and any other agreements evidencing Indebtedness owed by CPLP or its Subsidiaries to the Company, (iv) any documents or instruments reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent to evidence the pledge by the Company and CPH of the Capital Stock of CPLP held by the Company and CPH, respectively, which pledge shall provide the Collateral Agent with a first priority perfected interest in such Capital Stock, (v) any documents or instruments reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent to evidence the pledge by the Company of the Capital Stock of CPC held by the Company, which pledge shall provide the Collateral Agent with a first priority perfected security interest in such Capital Stock, (vi) any documents or instruments reasonably requested by the Collateral Agent to evidence the pledge by CPC of the Capital Stock of CPH held by CPC, which pledge shall provide the Collateral Agent with a first priority perfected security interest in such Capital Stock, and (vii) an amendment to the General Security Agreement and the Subsidiary Security Agreement, each in form and substance satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, (A) adding "investment property" to the description of the Collateral, (B) correcting the account number of the Cash Concentration Account (as defined in each of the General Security Agreement and the Subsidiary Security
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Agreement) and (C) permitting the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries to transfer amounts from the Cash Concentration Account to one or more permitted investment accounts for the purpose of making Permitted Investments.
(d) Collateral. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received, as pledgee, (i) all Capital Stock of CPC, CPH and CPLP (other than the Capital Stock of CPLP owned by National Propane Corporation), together with executed and undated stock powers, and (ii) the Intercompany Note, together with an endorsement by CPC to the Company and by the Company in blank.
(e) Financing Statements. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Company, CPC and CPH shall have duly authorized, executed and delivered proper Financing Statements (Form UCC-1) fully executed for filing under the Uniform Commercial Code or other appropriate filing offices of each jurisdiction as may be necessary or, in the opinion of the Agent or the Collateral Agent, desirable to perfect the security interests purported to be created by the Security Documents.
(f) Perfection of Security Interests. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received evidence that all other actions necessary or, in the opinion of the Collateral Agent or the Agent, desirable to perfect and protect the security interests purported to be created by the Security Documents (other than recording and other than actions necessary or desirable to perfect the security interests of the Collateral Agent in the vehicles acquired by the Company, which security interests will be perfected in accordance with Section 2.7 of the General Security Agreement) have been taken.
(g) Information Regarding Intercompany Loan Agreement and Intercompany Note. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received resolutions of the board of directors of the general partner of CPLP ratifying the due authorization, execution, delivery and enforceability of the Intercompany Loan Agreement, as amended through the Amendment Effective Date, and the Intercompany Note and such other matters incident to the transactions contemplated herein as the Collateral Agent may reasonably request.
(h) Reliance Letter. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received a copy of the opinion of Baker & Botts L.L.P., special counsel for the Company delivered in connection with the closing of the Transactions, together with a letter from Baker & Botts L.L.P. authorizing reliance thereon by the Collateral Agent and the Secured Creditors (as defined in the Collateral Agency Agreement).
(i) Certificates. The Agent shall have received a certificate from a Responsible Officer of the Company certifying that (i) all governmental actions or filings necessary for the execution, delivery and performance of this Amendment and Waiver shall have been made, taken or obtained, and, to the Company's knowledge, no order, statutory rule, regulation, executive order, decree, judgment or injunction shall have been enacted, entered, issued, promulgated or enforced by any court or other governmental entity which prohibits or restricts the transactions contemplated by this Amendment and Waiver, (ii) each of the representations and warranties set forth in this Amendment and Waiver is true and correct as of
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the Amendment Effective Date and (iii) the conditions set forth in subsections
(a) through (h), (j) and (k) of this Section 4 have been satisfied.
(j) Consent of Holders of First Mortgage Notes. The Agent and the Collateral Agent shall have received copies of the duly executed (i) First Amendment and Consent and Waiver to the Note Agreement, dated as of March 15, 2000, by and among the Company, the General Partner and the noteholders signatory thereto (the "First Amendment to the Series E Note Agreement"), (ii) Second Amendment and Consent and Waiver to the Note Agreement, dated as of March 15, 1999, by and among the Company, the General Partner and the noteholders signatory thereto (the "Second Amendment to the Series D Note Agreement"), and
(iii) the Fifth Amendment and Consent and Waiver to the Note Agreements, dated as of April 12, 1995, by and among the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and the noteholders signatory thereto (the "Fifth Amendment to the Series A-C Note Agreements"), and the terms of such documents shall be substantially similar to the terms of this Amendment and Waiver.
(k) Fees. The Agent shall have received (i) for the account of each Bank, an amendment fee in an amount equal to 0.004 multiplied by the Commitments of each Bank (without regard to usage) (the "Amendment Fee"), which Amendment Fee shall be fully earned and nonrefundable on the Amendment Effective Date, provided, that no other holder of Indebtedness of the Obligors shall receive any greater amount of consideration (calculated based upon each $1,000 principal amount of Indebtedness of the Obligors held by each holder or, in the case of any Bank, $1,000 of the Commitments of such Bank), for its consent to the transactions contemplated by this Fifth Amendment and Waiver, and (ii) evidence of payment by the Borrowers of all other accrued and unpaid fees, costs and expenses to the extent then due and payable on the Amendment Effective Date as set forth on an invoice presented by the Agent prior to the Amendment Effective Date, together with Attorney Costs of the Agent to the extent invoiced prior to the Amendment Effective Date, plus such additional amounts of Attorney Costs as shall constitute the Agent's reasonable estimate of Attorney Costs incurred or to be incurred by it through the closing proceedings (provided that such estimate shall not thereafter preclude final settling of accounts between the Borrowers and the Agent).
(l) Existing Indebtedness of CPLP and its Subsidiaries. As of the Amendment Effective Date, none of CPLP and its Subsidiaries has any secured or unsecured Indebtedness outstanding, except as set forth in Schedule 4(1) hereto.
(m) Annex K to Security Agreements. The Company shall have delivered a new Annex K to each of the General Security Agreement and the Subsidiary Security Agreement in the form of Annex K attached hereto.
SECTION 5. The Borrowers' Representations and Warranties. In order to induce the Banks to enter into this Amendment and Waiver and to amend the Existing Credit Agreement in the manner provided in this Amendment and Waiver, the Company, the General Partner and Petrolane represent and warrant to the Agent, the Collateral Agent and each Bank as of the Amendment Effective Date as follows:
(a) Power and Authority. The Company has all requisite partnership power and authority to enter into this Amendment and Waiver and to carry out the transactions
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contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Existing Credit Agreement as amended by this Amendment and Waiver (hereafter referred to as the "Amended Credit Agreement"). The General Partner has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment and Waiver in its individual capacity and in its capacity as the sole general partner of the Company and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Amended Credit Agreement. Petrolane has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment and Waiver and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Amended Credit Agreement. Each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party to this Amendment and Waiver has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment and Waiver and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations, under the Security Documents.
(b) Authorization of Agreements. The execution and delivery of this Amendment and Waiver by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party to this Amendment and Waiver and the performance of the Amended Credit Agreement by the Company, the General Partner and Petrolane have been duly authorized by all necessary action, and this Amendment and Waiver has been duly executed and delivered by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party to this Amendment and Waiver.
(c) Enforceability. The Amended Credit Agreement constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of the Company, the General Partner and Petrolane enforceable against the Company, the General Partner and Petrolane in accordance with its terms, except as such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium or similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally.
(d) No Conflict. The execution, delivery and performance by each of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party to this Amendment and Waiver of this Amendment and Waiver, and the performance by each of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and the Restricted Subsidiaries that are a party to this Amendment and Waiver of the Amended Credit Agreement, do not and will not (i) violate (x) any provision of the Partnership Agreement or the certificate or articles of incorporation or other Organization Documents of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane or any of their respective Subsidiaries, (y) any applicable law, ordinance, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority or any applicable order, judgment or decree of any court, arbitrator or Governmental Authority, or (z) any provision of any agreement or instrument to which the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane or any of their respective Subsidiaries is a party or by which any of its properties is bound, except (in the case of clauses (y) and (z) above) for such violations which would not, individually or in the aggregate, present a reasonable likelihood of having a Material Adverse Effect, or (ii) result in the creation of (or impose any express obligation on the part of the Borrowers to create) any Lien not permitted by Section 8.3 of the Existing Credit Agreement.
(e) Governmental Consents. Except for Routine Permits, no consent, approval or authorization of, or declaration or filing with, any Governmental Authority is required for the valid execution, delivery and performance of this Amendment and Waiver by the
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Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party to this Amendment and Waiver.
(f) Representations and Warranties in the Existing Credit Agreement. The Company, General Partner and Petrolane confirm that as of the Amendment Effective Date, (i) the representations and warranties contained in Article VI of the Existing Credit Agreement are (before and after giving effect to this Amendment and Waiver) true and correct in all material respects (except to the extent such representations and warranties expressly relate to an earlier time or date, in which case they shall have been true and correct in all material respects as of such earlier time or date) with the same effect as if made on and as of the Amendment Effective Date and (ii) that no Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing.
(g) Liens. As of the Amendment Effective Date, there are no Liens on the General Collateral other than Liens permitted under Section 8.3 of the Existing Credit Agreement.
(h) Subsidiaries. As of the Amendment Effective Date, and after giving effect to the Transactions, the Company has no Restricted Subsidiaries other than AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, AmeriGas Propane Parts & Service, Inc., CPLP, CPC and CPH.
(i) Solvency. As of the Amendment Effective Date, after giving effect to the consummation of the Transactions, none of AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, CPC, CPH or CPLP (i) is insolvent, (ii) is engaged in business, or was about to engage in business or a transaction, for which any property remaining with such Person was an unreasonably small capital, or (iii) intends to incur, or believes that it will incur, debts that would be beyond its ability to pay as such debts matured.
(j) Payments on Intercompany Note. As of the Amendment Effective Date, to the best knowledge of the Company after due inquiry, CPLP has made all interest payments under the Intercompany Note on or before the date when due.
(k) Value of Intercompany Note. The Company has received a valuation report prepared by a valuation advisor of recognized national standing, which report concludes, subject to assumptions the Company believes are appropriate and reasonable, the fair market value (rounded) of the Intercompany Note as of the Amendment Effective Date is reasonably represented as $137,997,000.
(l) Transactions. As of the Amendment Effective Date, after giving effect to the consummation of the Transactions, the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries (i) have acquired the propane distribution businesses of the Seller and (ii) except as set forth in the Columbia Purchase Agreement, have good and indefeasible title to all of the assets constituting real property, and good and sufficient title to all of the material assets constituting personal property, in each case relating to such propane distribution businesses.
SECTION 6. Affirmative Covenants.
(a) Concurrently with the consummation of the Transactions, (i) the Company will deliver to the Agent copies of partnership authorizations for the Company and resolutions of
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the board of directors of each of the General Partner, Petrolane and the Restricted Subsidiaries authorizing and ratifying the transactions contemplated hereby, certified by the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary of such Person and
(ii) an opinion of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, special counsel to the Borrowers, in substantially the form of Exhibit B hereto.
(b) Subject to satisfaction of all of the conditions precedent set forth in Section 4 of this Amendment and Waiver and the limitations set forth in
Section 2 of this Amendment and Waiver, the Collateral Agent, the Agent and the Banks hereby agree that the Collateral Agent shall release its security interest in the Drop Down Assets effective as of the date of transfer of such assets from the Company to CPLP, and shall execute and shall deliver to the Company, at the sole expense of the Company, all documents and instruments reasonably necessary to effect such release as of such date.
(c) Upon the earliest of (i) 180 days after the expiration of the Debt Indemnity (as defined in Item 13 of Annex I hereto) provided under the National Propane Purchase Agreement, (ii) the purchase by CPLP of the partnership interest of the Special Limited Partner in CPLP pursuant to the Special Limited Partner's put option under Section 4.5 of the CPLP Partnership Agreement and (iii) the purchase by CPLP of the partnership interest of the Special Limited Partner in CPLP pursuant to CPLP's call option under Section 4.5 of the CPLP Partnership Agreement, the Company shall cause CPLP, and each Subsidiary of CPLP, to immediately execute and deliver a Subsidiary Guarantee, or joinder agreement in respect thereof, and a joinder agreement in respect of the Subsidiary Security Agreement to the Collateral Agent.
(d) The Banks hereby agree that the form of intercompany note attached hereto as Exhibit C contains subordination provisions acceptable to the Banks for purposes of Section 8.1(c) of the Existing Credit Agreement.
SECTION 7. Miscellaneous.
(a) Reference to and Effect on the Existing Credit Agreement and the Other Loan Documents.
(i) Except as specifically amended by this Amendment and Waiver and the documents executed and delivered in connection herewith, the Existing Credit Agreement and the other Loan Documents shall remain in full force and effect and are hereby ratified and confirmed. This Amendment and Waiver shall be a "Loan Document" under the Existing Credit Agreement.
(ii) The execution and delivery of this Amendment and Waiver and performance of the Amended Credit Agreement shall not, except as expressly provided herein, constitute a waiver of any provision of, or operate as a waiver of any right, power or remedy of the Banks under, the Existing Credit Agreement or any other Loan Document.
(iii) Upon the conditions precedent set forth herein being satisfied, this Amendment and Waiver shall be construed as one with the Existing Credit Agreement, and the Existing Credit Agreement shall, where the context requires, be read and construed throughout so as to incorporate this Amendment and Waiver.
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(b) Binding Agreement. In connection with any distribution of this Amendment and Waiver to the Banks for execution thereof, the Company shall deliver to Agent a counterpart hereof bearing the signatures of the Obligors. If after receipt of such counterpart, the Required Banks have executed this Amendment and Waiver and have delivered counterparts of this Amendment and Waiver to the Agent, this Amendment and Waiver (other than the provisions of
Section 1, 2 and 3 hereof, which shall only be effective upon satisfaction of all of the conditions set forth in Section 4 hereof) shall become effective and shall be a binding and enforceable agreement between the Obligors and the Banks, including the obligation of the Company to pay the portion of the Amendment Fee described in Section 7(c) below.
(c) Fees and Expenses. Promptly after execution and delivery of this Amendment and Waiver by the Required Banks, the Company shall pay to each Bank 32.5% of the Amendment Fee, regardless of whether the other conditions to effectiveness of Sections 1, 2 and 3 of this Amendment and Waiver set forth herein are satisfied at the time of such payment or at any future time. In addition, promptly after execution and delivery of (a) the First Amendment to the Series E Note Agreement by the holders of at least 51% in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding Series E First Mortgage Notes, (b) the Second Amendment to the Series D Note Agreement by the holders of at least 51% in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding Series D First Mortgage Notes and (c) the Fifth Amendment to the Series A-C Note Agreements by the holders of at least 51% in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding Series A-C First Mortgage Notes, the Company shall pay to each Bank an additional 17.5% of the Amendment Fee, regardless of whether the other conditions to effectiveness of Sections 1, 2 and 3 of this Amendment and Waiver set forth herein are satisfied at the time of such payment or at any future time. The Company shall pay to each Bank the remaining 50% of the Amendment Fee on the Amendment Effective Date. In addition, the Company, the General Partner and Petrolane acknowledge that all reasonable costs, fees and expenses incurred in connection with this Amendment and Waiver will be paid in accordance with Section 11.4 of the Existing Credit Agreement.
(d) Headings. Section and subsection headings in this Amendment and Waiver are included for convenience of reference only and shall not constitute a part of this Amendment and Waiver for any other purpose or be given any substantive effect.
(e) Counterparts. This Amendment and Waiver may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
(f) Governing Law. This Amendment and Waiver shall be governed by and construed according to the laws of the State of New York.
[Signature Pages to Follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Amendment and Waiver as of the date first above written.
AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership
By: AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
Its: General Partner
By:
 Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
By:

Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
PETROLANE INCORPORATED
By:

Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
AGENT:
BANK OF AMERICA, N.A., as Agent and as
Collateral Agent
By:

Name: David Price Title: Vice President
BANKS:
BANK OF AMERICA, N.A., as a Bank and an
Issuing Bank
By:

Name:
Title:
ALLFIRST BANK (formerly The First National Bank of Maryland)
By:
Name:
Title:
FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK, as a Bank and
as Syndication Agent
By:

Name:
Title:
UNION BANK OF CALIFORNIA, N.A.
By:

Name:
Title:
FLEET NATIONAL BANK
By:

Name:
Title:
PNC BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
By:

Name:
Title:
THE BANK OF NEW YORK
By:

Name:
Title:
MELLON BANK, N.A.
By:

Name:
Title:
The undersigned hereby acknowledges and consents to the foregoing Fifth Amendment to the Amended and Restated Credit Agreement and Consent and Waiver, and reaffirms the terms of its Restricted Subsidiary Guarantee in favor of Bank of America, N. A., as Collateral Agent and acknowledges that such Restricted Subsidiary Guarantee remains in full force and effect in accordance with its terms.
Dated: July 31, 2001
AMERIGAS PROPANE PARTS & SERVICE, INC.,
as Guarantor
By:

Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
ANNEX I
This Annex I summarizes the structure for the acquisition (the "Acquisition") of Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation ("CPC"), and its subsidiaries. CPC is engaged in the propane distribution business directly and through its subsidiary, Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("CPLP"). A diagram that depicts the new AmeriGas structure following the completion of the Acquisition is attached hereto as Appendix I.
A. PARTIES AND BACKGROUND
A An Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement (as the same may be amended, modified or supplemented, the "Purchase Agreement") will be entered into by and among Columbia Energy Group, a Delaware corporation (the "Seller"), CPC, CPLP, AmeriGas Propane, L.P. (the "Buyer"), AmeriGas Partners, L.P., the parent of the Buyer (the "Buyer Parent"), and AmeriGas Propane, Inc., the general partner of each of the Buyer Parent and the Buyer (the "General Partner," and together with the Buyer and the Buyer Parent, the "Buyer Parties," and each individually, a "Buyer Party").
The Seller is the owner of 100% of the outstanding shares of the common stock of CPC (the "CPC Shares"), and CPC is the owner of (i) 99.26% of the outstanding limited partnership interests (the "CPLP Limited Partner Interest") of CPLP, (ii) all of the issued and outstanding capital stock (the "CPH Shares") of CP Holdings, Inc., the general partner of CPLP ("CPH"), (iii) 50% of the issued and outstanding capital stock (the "Atlantic Interest") of Atlantic Energy, Inc. ("Atlantic," and together with CPLP, CPH and CPC, the "CPC Parties"), which is a joint venture between CPC and Conoco, Inc. ("Conoco"), and
(iv) substantial assets directly used in the propane distribution business.
B. DESCRIPTION OF COLUMBIA PROPANE ACQUISITION TRANSACTIONS(1)
1. Sale and Purchase of the Buyer's Limited Partnership Interests; Capital Contribution of the General Partner to the Buyer. The Buyer sells and issues to the Seller limited partnership interests of the Buyer ("Buyer Limited Partnership Interests") for cash in the amount of $50,000,000. The General Partner contributes $510,204.05 (1/98th of $50,000,000) to the Buyer in order to maintain its ownership interest in the Buyer.
2. Contribution of the Buyer Limited Partnership Interests to the Buyer Parent in return for Buyer Parent Units; Capital Contribution of the General Partner to the Buyer Parent. The Buyer Parent sells and issues to the Seller publicly traded common limited partnership units (the "Buyer Parent Units") valued at approximately $50,000,000 pursuant to a formula set forth in the Purchase Agreement in exchange for the Seller's contribution to the Buyer Parent of the Buyer Limited Partnership Interests. The General Partner contributes 1/99th of the fair market value of the Buyer Parent Units to the Buyer Parent in order to maintain its ownership interest in the Buyer Parent.
3. Buyer Parent Financing; Capital Contributions to the Buyer. The Buyer Parent borrows at least $148,500,000 from institutional lenders and makes a capital contribution of the amount borrowed to the Buyer. The General Partner contributes to the Buyer 1/98th of the amount contributed to the Buyer pursuant to the prior sentence in order to maintain its ownership interest in the Buyer.
4. Distribution to CPC and Assumption by CPC of Certain CPLP Assets and Liabilities. CPLP sells or assigns to CPC certain "non-usable" current assets and current liabilities of CPLP.(2) CPC instructs CPLP to transfer title to certain real estate that the Buyer is not purchasing to an affiliate of the Seller.
5. Purchase of CPC Assets and Liabilities by Buyer. CPC sells to Buyer substantially all of CPC's assets, and Buyer assumes substantially all of CPC's liabilities (collectively, the "Company Assets and Liabilities"), in exchange for $55,315,000. Specifically excluded from the Company Assets and Liabilities are: (i) the rights and obligations of CPC under the Purchase Agreement, dated as of April 5, 1999 (the "National Propane Purchase Agreement"), by and among Old CPLP (as defined in Item 13 hereof), CPH, CPC, National Propane Partners, L.P. ("National MLP"), National Propane Corporation ("National MGP"), National Propane SGP, Inc. and Triarc Companies, Inc. ("Triarc"), the Promissory Note dated July 19, 1999, with the current outstanding balance due of $137,997,000 executed by National Propane, L.P. (now CPLP via name change) ("National OLP"), as payor, in favor of CPC, as payee (the "Intercompany Note"), and the Loan Agreement dated July 19, 1999, between National OLP (now CPLP) and CPC (the "Intercompany Loan Agreement"), pursuant to which the Intercompany Note was issued; (ii) the rights and obligations of CPC under the Atlantic Energy Terminal Agreement, the document that governs the Atlantic Energy joint venture between CPC

(1) Each of the transaction steps are to be consummated in the sequence set forth herein in immediate succession on a single closing date, except as otherwise indicated as occurring at a later date.
(2) Steps 4 and 10 of the Acquisition transaction, together, were designed to transfer out of CPC and CPLP all "non-usable" current assets and liabilities that would provide minimal or no value to the Buyer Parties following the closing and that would complicate and distort the contemplated purchase price adjustment to be made under the Purchase Agreement.
and Conoco; (iii) the capital stock of CPH and Atlantic Energy owned by CPC; (iv) CPC's limited partnership interest in CPLP, which is later transferred to the Buyer in Step 8 hereof; and (v) the assets and liabilities distributed to CPLP, CPC or an affiliate of CPC or the Seller, as the case may be, pursuant to Steps 4 and 10.
6. Execution and Delivery of Capital Contribution Agreement. The Buyer and CPLP enter into a Capital Contribution Agreement, which provides for (i) the making of a capital contribution by the Buyer to CPLP, on the closing date of the Acquisition, of assets of the Buyer with an aggregate fair market value net of associated liabilities of at least $105,315,000, consisting of assets previously owned by the Buyer, together with certain related liabilities (the "Buyer Blend Assets and Liabilities") in exchange for a limited partnership interest in CPLP equal in value to the fair market value of the Buyer Blend Assets and Liabilities as determined by the managing general partner of CPLP using a reasonable method of valuation (the "Additional CPLP Limited Partnership Interest").
7. Amendment of the Intercompany Loan Agreement. CPC and CPLP amend the Intercompany Loan Agreement to eliminate provisions of the Intercompany Loan Agreement that CPC will breach if it ceases to own at least 80% of the outstanding equity and voting securities of CPLP(3).
8. Purchase of the CPLP Limited Partnership Interest and the Intercompany Note. CPC sells to the Buyer the CPLP Limited Partnership Interest for $3,216,000 and CPC's rights and obligations under the Intercompany Loan Agreement and the Intercompany Note for $138,000,000. CPC declares and pays to the Seller a special cash dividend in the amount of $196,531,000.
9. Contribution of Buyer Blend Assets and Liabilities to CPLP. Pursuant to the Capital Contribution Agreement, the Buyer contributes the Buyer Blend Assets and Liabilities to CPLP in exchange for the Additional CPLP Limited Partnership Interest.
10. Distribution to Seller and Assumption by Seller of Certain CPC Assets and Liabilities. CPC distributes and assigns to the Seller certain "non-usable" current assets and liabilities of CPC, as well as the "non-usable" current assets and liabilities of CPLP that have been distributed to CPC.
11. Purchase and Sale of CPC Shares. The Seller sells, conveys, distributes, assigns and transfers the CPC Shares to the Buyer in exchange for $5,219,000.(4)

(3) The Acquisition was structured to avoid triggering the tax and debt indemnity provisions of the Triarc Purchase Agreement, the agreement pursuant to which the Seller acquired the CPLP assets. These provisions, as summarized below, essentially provide that, if any transaction occurs where National MGP, an affiliate of Triarc, recognizes taxable gain resulting from a decrease in National MGP's share of certain indemnified debt (in the form of the intercompany note from National OLP to CPC), then it will be indemnified for any losses due to that decrease. The Triarc Purchase Agreement also contains other restrictive covenants designed to prevent this decrease from occurring. The Acquisition was designed to also comply with these covenants.
(4) Pursuant to the Atlantic Energy Terminal Agreement, any sale of the shares of Atlantic would trigger a right of first refusal pursuant to which Conoco would have the right to buy CPC's 50% interest in Atlantic. The Acquisition was structured to maintain CPC as a separate entity and as the owner of the 50% interest in Atlantic, in part, to avoid triggering Conoco's right of first refusal.
12. Keep Well Agreement. Buyer executes and delivers to CPC a Keep Well Agreement in favor of CPC in the form of Exhibit I to the Purchase Agreement.
C. SUMMARY OF TRIARC TAX AND DEBT INDEMNITY PROVISIONS
13. Pursuant to the National Propane Purchase Agreement, the old Columbia Propane, L.P., an affiliate of the Seller ("Old CPLP"), which was the Class A Limited Partner of National OLP and which was later dissolved with all of its assets, including its Class A limited partnership interest in National OLP (now CPLP), being distributed to CPC (the "Old CPLP"), acquired all of the common units of National MLP, which then merged with and into CPLP. An affiliate of Triarc (such affiliate is referred to in Items 13 through 17 of this Annex I for all purposes as "Triarc") is now, and will remain after the Acquisition, a special limited partner of CPLP.
14. In connection with the National Propane transaction, National OLP, which was subsequently renamed as CPLP, issued to CPC the Intercompany Note in an amount equal to the debt owed by the former National OLP (now CPLP) to its lenders pursuant to a credit facility and certain first mortgage notes (the "Indemnified Debt"). In addition, pursuant to the National Propane Purchase Agreement, Triarc agreed to indemnify CPC and its affiliates against any losses incurred (after recourse to the assets of the former National OLP) by CPC and its affiliates due to the failure of CPLP to meet its obligations under the Indemnified Debt (the "Debt Indemnity"). Interest on the Intercompany Note accrues at the rate of 7.65%, payable on March 1 and September 1. The maturity date on the Note is July 19, 2009.
15. The National Propane Purchase Agreement imposes certain tax-related restrictions on CPC, CPLP and CPH (collectively, the "Columbia Parties"). The Columbia Parties agreed to indemnify Triarc for any breach of these restrictions resulting in Triarc losses, which are calculated based primarily upon taxes and related costs incurred by Triarc as a result of any incremental gain recognized by Triarc, on an after-tax basis (the "Tax Indemnity Provisions").
These tax restrictions on CPLP are effective until the termination of the Debt Indemnity and include restrictions as to material changes in CPLP's federal income tax methods and dispositions of assets of CPLP.
16. The National Propane Purchase Agreement also imposes certain restrictions on the Columbia Parties with respect to the Intercompany Note (or Indemnified Debt). The Columbia Parties also indemnify Triarc for a breach of these restrictions.
These restrictions on CPLP are also effective until the termination of the Debt Indemnity and include restrictions on prepayment, defeasance, purchase or retirement of the Indemnified Debt, modification that eliminates or limits the recourse liability of Triarc, merger or consolidation with, or other conversion of CPLP into, a corporation for federal tax purposes, assumption of, guarantee of, or indemnification against, any liability with respect to the Indemnified Debt by any person or entity other than CPH or its
affiliates, any successor to CPH or any successor to CPLP.
17. The Debt Indemnity expires on the sale of the CPLP partnership interest owned by Triarc pursuant to a put notice or a call notice. However, if Triarc is forced to sell its CPLP partnership interests pursuant to the call notice by CPH within a ten year period from the effective time of the National Propane Purchase Agreement, then in addition to the fair market value which would be due to Triarc for its Special Limited Partner Interests, CPH would also be obligated to pay Triarc an additional amount equal to any taxes incurred by Triarc in respect of any incremental gain realized by Triarc resulting from a decrease in its share of Indemnified Debt.
ANNEX K
This Annex K summarizes the ownership interest of the Company in CPC, CPH and 
CPLP.
1. The authorized stock of CPH consists of 3,000 shares of common stock, par value $1.00 per share.
2. The Company owns all of the issued and outstanding shares of CPH. The Company owns 1,000 shares of $1.00 par value common stock, Certificate No. 1.
3. The Company owns 99.26% of the limited partnership interest in CPLP, and CPH owns 100% of the general partnership interest in CPLP. The economic breakdown of all the partnership interests of CPLP is as follows:
- CPH - GP - 4.8%
- Company - LP - 94.5%
- National Propane Corporation - LP (Special) - 0.7%
4. The authorized stock of CPC consists of 3,000 shares of common stock, par value $25.00 per share.
5. The Company owns all of the issued and outstanding shares of CPC. The Company owns 1,377 shares of $25.00 par value common stock, Certificate No. ____.
EXHIBIT A
DIRECTION NOTICE
Bank of America, N.A.
555 S. Flower Street, 11th Floor
Mail Code CA9-706-11-03
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Reference is made to that certain Intercreditor and Agency Agreement (the "Intercreditor Agreement") dated as of April 19, 1995 among AmeriGas Propane, Inc., Petrolane Incorporated, AmeriGas Propane, L.P. (the "Company") and all of its Restricted Subsidiaries, Bank of America, N.A. (formerly known as Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), in its capacity as Agent, Mellon Bank, N.A., in its capacity as cash collateral sub-agent (in such capacity, the "Cash Collateral Sub-Agent"), the purchasers listed on Schedule I attached thereto, and Bank of America, N.A., in its capacity as Collateral Agent for the Secured Creditors named therein (in such capacity, the "Collateral Agent"), as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified. Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have the meanings set forth in the Intercreditor Agreement.
Pursuant to Sections 3(b) and 8(b) of the Intercreditor Agreement, the undersigned hereby authorizes and directs the Collateral Agent and, where appropriate, the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent, to:
(1) execute and deliver any and all documents or instruments necessary or desirable to release the Collateral Agent's existing first priority Liens on the "Drop Down Assets" (as defined in that certain Fifth Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement (the "Fifth Amendment to Credit Agreement"), dated as of July 31, 2001, among the Obligors, the Banks and the Agent);
(2) execute and deliver an amendment to the Intercreditor Agreement in substantially the form provided to the undersigned prior to the effective date of the Fifth Amendment to Credit Agreement;
(3) execute and deliver amendments to the Security Documents to add "investment property" of the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries to the General Collateral, to correct the account number of the Cash Concentration Account, to amend the definition of "Parity Debt" to include debt issued pursuant to Section 8.1(l) of the Credit Agreement and to permit the Company and its Restricted Subsidiaries to transfer amounts from the Cash Concentration Account to one or more permitted investment accounts for the purpose of making Permitted Investments;
(4) execute and deliver a joinder agreement to the Subsidiary Security Agreement to add Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation ("CPC") and CP Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("CPH") as assignors thereunder;
(6) execute, deliver and record new Security Documents to add the real and personal property of CPC and CPH to the General Collateral;
(7) execute and deliver a joinder agreement to the Subsidiary Guarantee to add CPC and CPH as guarantors thereunder; and
(8) execute, deliver, file or record such other documents, agreements or instruments, and take such action, as the Collateral Agent reasonably believes to be necessary or desirable in furtherance of any of the foregoing.
The undersigned acknowledges and agrees that (a) neither CPLP nor any of its Subsidiaries will execute the Subsidiary Guarantee or otherwise Guaranty the Obligations, (b) no Liens on any real and personal property of CPLP or any of its Subsidiaries will be granted to or held by the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Creditors, (c) although CPC owns 50% of the Capital Stock of Atlantic Energy, Inc., a Delaware corporation, neither the Collateral Agent nor any Secured Creditor will receive a pledge of such Capital Stock, (d) the Collateral Agent will not receive lien searches on any of the real or personal property of CPC, CPH or CPLP prior to the consummation of the Acquisition (as defined in the Fifth Amendment to Credit Agreement), and (e) neither the Collateral Agent nor any Secured Creditor will receive any opinions of counsel as to the perfection or priority of the Liens granted to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Creditors pursuant to the Security Documents.

Date:             , 2001
      ------------                     --------------------------------------
                                          Name of Institution


                                       By:
                                          -----------------------------------
                                       Name:
                                            ---------------------------------
                                       Title:
                                             --------------------------------

EXHIBIT B
FORM OF OPINION OF SPECIAL COUNSEL TO THE BORROWERS
See attached.
EXHIBIT C
FORM OF INTERCOMPANY NOTE
INTERCOMPANY NOTE
$__________________
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, __________________, a __________________ organized under the laws of the State of __________________ (the "Debtor"), hereby promises to pay to the order of ___________________, a __________________ organized under the laws of the State of __________________ (the "Subordinated Creditor"), at __________________, (i) the principal amount of $__________________, or, if less, the aggregate unpaid principal amount of each loan or advance made by the Subordinated Creditor to the Debtor at any time upon demand by the Subordinated Creditor in lawful money of the United States of America in immediately available funds and (ii) interest from the date hereof on the principal amount hereof from time to time outstanding, in like funds, at a rate per annum equal to [the rate applicable at such time to Base Rate Loans pursuant to Section 2.9 of that certain Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of September 15, 1997, among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., the financial institutions named as Banks therein and Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as Agent and First Union National Bank, as Syndication Agent (as amended, restated, supplemented, extended, renewed, replaced, refunded or otherwise modified from time to time, the "Credit Agreement"), or, if the Credit Agreement is no longer effective,
[____________]]. Indebtedness of the Debtor to the Subordinated Creditor is hereinafter referred to as "Subordinated Debt". This Intercompany Note may be prepaid in whole or in part at any time without premium or penalty. Amounts prepaid on this Intercompany Note may be reborrowed. Terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings assigned to them in that certain Intercreditor and Agency Agreement dated as of April 19, 1995 among the Borrowers, the Restricted Subsidiaries, the Agent, the holders of the Mortgage Notes and the Collateral Agent (as amended, restated, supplemented, extended, renewed, replaced, refunded or otherwise modified from time to time, the "Intercreditor Agreement").
The Debtor promises to pay interest, on demand, on any overdue principal and, to the extent permitted by law, overdue interest from their due dates at the rate per annum applicable pursuant to the preceding paragraph, plus 2.00%.
The Debtor and any and all sureties, guarantors and endorsers of this Intercompany Note and all other parties now or hereafter liable hereon, severally waive grace, presentment for payment, protest, notice of any kind (including notice of dishonor, notice of protest, notice or intent to accelerate and notice of acceleration) and diligence in collecting and bringing suit against any party hereto, and agree (a) to all extensions and partial payments, with or without notice, before or after maturity, (b) to any substitution, exchange or release of any security now or hereafter given for this Intercompany Note, (c) to the release of any party primarily or secondarily liable hereon and
(d) that it will not be necessary for the Subordinated
Creditor or any of its successors or assigns, in order to enforce payment of this Intercompany Note, to first institute or exhaust their remedies against the Debtor or any other party liable therefor or against any security for this Intercompany Note. The nonexercise by the holder of any of its rights hereunder in any particular instance shall not constitute a waiver thereof in that or any subsequent instance.
The outstanding principal balance of the loans and advances evidenced by this Intercompany Note shall automatically become immediately due and payable, without presentment, demand, protest or any other notice of any kind, all of which are expressly waived by the Debtor, upon the acceleration of the indebtedness incurred pursuant to the Credit Agreement, any Note Agreement, any Parity Debt Agreement or the Subsidiary Guarantee.
The Subordinated Creditor and the Debtor agree that the Subordinated Debt is and shall be subordinate, to the extent and in the manner hereinafter set forth, to the prior payment in full of the Obligations (such obligations being, collectively, the "Senior Debt"). The Senior Debt shall not be deemed to have been paid in full until (a) all of the Senior Debt shall have been indefeasibly paid in full in cash, (b) the Commitments have been terminated and
(c) all Letters of Credit (as defined in the Credit Agreement) have been canceled or have expired and all L/C Obligations (as defined in the Credit Agreement) have been indefeasibly reimbursed in full in cash ("Payment in Full").
In the event of any dissolution, winding up, liquidation, arrangement, reorganization, adjustment, protection, relief or composition of the Debtor or its debts, whether voluntary or involuntary, in any bankruptcy, insolvency, arrangement, reorganization, receivership, relief or other similar case or proceeding under any federal or state bankruptcy or similar law or upon an assignment for the benefit of creditors or any other marshaling of the assets and liabilities of the Debtor or otherwise, the Secured Creditors shall be entitled to receive Payment in Full of the Senior Debt before the Subordinated Creditor having any Subordinated Debt outstanding from the Debtor is entitled to receive any payment of all or any of such Subordinated Debt, and any payment or distribution of any kind (whether in cash, property or securities) that otherwise would be payable or deliverable upon or with respect to such Subordinated Debt in any such case, proceeding, assignment, marshaling or otherwise (including any payment that may be payable by reason of any other indebtedness of the Debtor being subordinated to payment of the Subordinated Debt) shall be paid or delivered directly to the Collateral Agent under the Intercreditor Agreement for the account of the Secured Creditors for application (in the case of cash) to, or as collateral (in the case of non-cash property or securities) for, the payment or prepayment of the Senior Debt until the Senior Debt shall have been indefeasibly paid in full in cash ("Paid in Full").
In the event that (i) any default in the payment of any principal of, premium, if any, and interest on or fees or any other amounts relating to any of the Senior Debt or (ii) any event of default with respect to any of the Senior Debt shall have occurred and be continuing, then no payment (including any payment that may be payable by reason of any other indebtedness of the Debtor being subordinated to payment of the Subordinated Debt) shall be made by or on behalf of the Debtor for or on account of any Subordinated Debt, and the Subordinated Creditor shall not take or receive from the Debtor, directly or indirectly, in cash or
other property or by set-off or in any other manner, including, without limitation, from or by way of collateral, payment of all or any of the Subordinated Debt.
In the event that any Subordinated Debt is declared due and payable, or is required to be repurchased, before its stated maturity, the Secured Creditors shall be entitled to receive Payment in Full of all amounts due or to become due on or in respect of all the Senior Debt before the Subordinated Creditor is entitled to receive any payment (including any payment which may be payable by reason of the payment of any other indebtedness of the Debtor being subordinated to the payment of the Subordinated Debt) by the Debtor on account of the Subordinated Debt.
The Subordinated Creditor agrees as follows:
(a) If any proceeding referred to above is commenced by or against the Debtor,
(i) the Collateral Agent under the Intercreditor Agreement is hereby irrevocably authorized and empowered (in its own name or in the name of the Subordinated Creditor having Subordinated Debt outstanding to the Debtor or otherwise), but shall have no obligation, to demand, sue for, collect and receive every payment or distribution referred to above and give acquittance therefor and to file claims and proofs of claim and take such other action (including, without limitation, voting such Subordinated Debt or enforcing any security interest or other lien securing payment of such Subordinated Debt) as it may deem necessary or advisable for the exercise or enforcement of any of the rights or interests of the Secured Parties hereunder; and
(ii) the Subordinated Creditor having Subordinated Debt outstanding to the Debtor shall duly and promptly take such action as the Collateral Agent may request (A) to collect such Subordinated Debt for the account of the Banks, and to file appropriate claims or proofs of claim in respect of such Subordinated Debt, (B) to execute and deliver to the Collateral Agent such powers of attorney, assignments, or other inserts as the Collateral Agent may request in order to enable the Collateral Agent to enforce any and all claims with respect to, and any security interest and other liens securing payment of, such Subordinated Debt and (C) to collect and receive any and all payments or distributions which may be payable or deliverable upon or with respect to such Subordinated Debt.
(b) All payments or distributions upon or with respect to the Subordinated Debt which are received by the Subordinated Creditor contrary to the provisions hereof shall be received in trust for the benefit of the Secured Creditors, shall be segregated from other funds and property held by the Subordinated Creditor and shall be forthwith paid over to the Collateral Agent for the account of the Banks and the Secured Creditors in the same form as so received (with any necessary endorsement) to be applied in the case of cash) to, or held as collateral (in the case of non-cash property or securities) for, the payment or prepayment of the Senior Debt in accordance with the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement.
(c) The Collateral Agent is hereby authorized to demand specific performance of this Agreement, whether or not the Debtor shall have complied with any of the provisions hereof applicable to it, at any time when the Subordinated Creditor shall have failed to comply with any of the provisions hereof applicable to it. The Subordinated Creditor hereby irrevocably waives any defense based on the adequacy of a remedy at law, which might be asserted as a bar to such remedy of specific performance.
The Subordinated Creditor agrees that, so long as the Senior Debt shall not have been Paid in Full, the Subordinated Creditor will not sue for payment of all or any of the Subordinated Debt, or commence, or join with any creditor other than the Secured Parties in commencing, or directly or indirectly cause the Debtor to commence, or assist the Debtor in commencing, any proceeding referred to above.
The Subordinated Creditor agrees that no payment or distribution to the Secured Parties pursuant to the provisions hereof shall entitle the Subordinated Creditor to exercise any right of subrogation in respect thereof until the Senior Debt shall have been Paid in Full.
The Subordinated Creditor will not:
(a) cancel or otherwise discharge any of the Subordinated Debt owing to it (except upon Payment in Full thereof), convert or exchange any of such Subordinated Debt into or for any other indebtedness or equity interest or subordinate any of the Subordinated Debt to any indebtedness of the Debtor other than the Senior Debt;
(b) sell, assign, pledge, encumber or otherwise dispose of any of the Subordinated Debt owing to it; or
(c) permit the terms of any of the Subordinated Debt owing to it to be changed in such a manner as to have, directly or indirectly, in the reasonable judgment of the Collateral Agent, an adverse effect upon the rights or interests of any Secured Creditor hereunder.
The Subordinated Creditor shall promptly notify the Collateral Agent of the occurrence of any default under the Subordinated Debt owing to it.
The Debtor agrees that it will not make any payment of any of the Subordinated Debt, or take any other action, in contravention of the provisions hereof.
All rights and interests of the Secured Creditors hereunder, and all agreements and obligations of the Subordinated Creditor and the Debtor hereunder, shall remain in full force and effect irrespective of:
(d) any lack of validity or enforceability of the Credit Agreement, any Note Agreement, any Parity Debt Agreement, any Security Document, the Subsidiary Guarantee or any other agreement or insert relating thereto;
(e) any change in the time, manner or place of payment of, or in any other term of, all or any of the Senior Debt, or any other amendment or waiver of or any
consent to any departure from the Credit Agreement, any Note Agreement, any Parity Debt Agreement, any Security Document or the Subsidiary Guarantee, including, without limitation, any increase in the Senior Debt resulting from the extension of additional credit to the Debtor or otherwise;
(f) any taking, exchange, release or non-perfection of any other collateral, or any taking, release or amendment or waiver of or consent to departure from any guaranty, for all or any of the Senior Debt;
(g) any manner of application of collateral, or proceeds thereof, to all or any of the Senior Debt, or any manner of sale or other disposition of any collateral for all or any of the Senior Debt or any other assets of the Debtor;
(h) any change, restructuring or termination of the corporate structure or existence of the Debtor; or
(i) any other circumstance which might otherwise constitute a defense available to, or a discharge of, the Debtor or the Subordinated Creditor.
This Intercompany Note shall continue to be effective or be reinstated, as the case may be, if at any time any payment of any of the Senior Debt is rescinded or must otherwise be returned by any Secured Creditor upon the insolvency, bankruptcy or reorganization of the Debtor or otherwise, all as though such payment had not been made.
This Intercompany Note shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the internal laws of the State of New York, without regard to the conflicts of laws principles of such state and any applicable laws of the United States of America.
In the event this Intercompany Note is not paid when due at any stated or accelerated maturity, the Debtor agrees to pay, in addition to the principal of and interest on this Intercompany Note, all costs of collection, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
THE INDEBTEDNESS EVIDENCED BY THIS INTERCOMPANY NOTE IS SUBORDINATED TO THE PRIOR PAYMENT IN FULL OF THE SENIOR DEBT, AS DEFINED HEREIN, TO THE EXTENT PROVIDED HEREIN.
[ ],

as Debtor

By:

Name:
Title:

[ ],

as Subordinated Creditor

By:

Name:
Title:
ALLONGE TO INTERCOMPANY NOTE
Made as of _________ __, ____, by ______________, and to be affixed to that certain Intercompany Note, dated as of _________ __, ____, made by ______________, as maker (the "Note").
ENDORSEMENT
Pay to the order of ________________________.
The foregoing indorsement shall have the same effect as though it were written on the Note itself.
Dated: ,

[ ]

By:
Name:
Title:
 
SCHEDULE 4(1)
Existing Indebtedness of CPLP and its Subsidiaries

                                                Principal Amount Assumed
                                                Not to Exceed
                                                -------------
1.    Unclaimed properties                      $    600,000

2.    Customer deposits                         $  2,600,000

3.    All Debt resulting from acquisitions      $  3,000,000
      except Zoe's Bottled Gas

4.    Obligations under the Triarc Note         $137,997,000

SCHEDULE 6.2
Partnership Interests and Subsidiaries*
AmeriGas Propane Parts & Service, Inc.
Petrolane Offshore Ltd.**
AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, Inc.
Columbia Propane, L.P.
Columbia Propane Corporation
CP Holdings, Inc.

* With the exception of Petrolane Offshore Ltd., these are Restricted Subsidiaries
** Inactive Subsidiary
SCHEDULE 6.3
Foreign Qualifications

AmeriGas Propane, L. P.:      All fifty states of the United States and the
                              District of Columbia, with the exception of
                              Delaware, the State of organization

AmeriGas Propane, Inc.:       All fifty states of the United States and the
                              District of Columbia, with the exception of
                              Pennsylvania, the State of organization

Petrolane Incorporated:       None


Restricted Subsidiaries:

   AmeriGas Propane
   Parts & Service, Inc.:     All fifty states of the United States and the
                              District of Columbia, with the exception of
                              Pennsylvania, the State of organization

   AmeriGas Eagle Parts
   & Service, Inc.:           [To be qualified post-closing in all states where
                              Columbia Propane, L. P. is qualified]

   Columbia Propane, L. P.:   Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
                              Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho,
                              Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland,
                              Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
                              Missouri, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York,
                              Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas, Utah,
                              Virginia, Vermont, Wisconsin, and Wyoming

   Columbia Propane
   Corporation:               Delaware, District of Columbia, Kentucky,
                              Maryland, New Jersey, North Carolina, New York,
                              Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia

   CP Holdings, Inc.:         Arkansas, California, Delaware, Florida, Illinois,
                              Maine, Massachusetts, South Carolina, Utah,
                              Virginia, and Wisconsin

 
FIRST AMENDMENT
TO INTERCREDITOR AND AGENCY AGREEMENT
This FIRST AMENDMENT TO INTERCREDITOR AND AGENCY AGREEMENT (this "Amendment"), dated as of July 31, 2001, is entered into by and among AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (the "Company"), AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation (the "General Partner"), PETROLANE INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation ("Petrolane"; the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each of the undersigned Restricted Subsidiaries of the Company are, collectively, the "General Obligors") and BANK OF AMERICA, N.A. acting pursuant to a direction notice given in accordance with Section 8(a) of the Intercreditor Agreement (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), a national banking association, in its capacity as Collateral Agent for the Secured Creditors (the "Collateral Agent"), and amends that certain Intercreditor and Agency Agreement, dated as of April 19, 1995 (as the same is in effect immediately prior to the effectiveness of this Amendment, the "Existing Intercreditor Agreement" and as the same may be amended, supplemented or modified and in effect from time to time, the "Intercreditor Agreement"), by and among the General Obligors, the original purchasers of the Notes as set forth in Schedule I to the Existing Intercreditor Agreement (as defined below) and any successors of assigns thereof (the "Note Holders"), BANK OF AMERICA, N.A., in its capacity as Agent under the Intercreditor Agreement and any successors or assigns thereof (in such capacity, the "Agent"), the Collateral Agent and MELLON BANK, N.A., a national banking association, in its capacity as Cash Collateral Sub-Agent for the Secured Creditors (the "Cash Collateral Sub-Agent"). Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined in this Amendment shall have the same meanings in this Amendment as set forth in the Intercreditor Agreement, and the rules of interpretation set forth in Section 1.2 of the Intercreditor Agreement shall be applicable to this Amendment.
RECITAL
The Company has requested certain amendments of the Existing Intercreditor Agreement, and the Secured Creditors are willing to agree to so amend the Existing Intercreditor Agreement on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth below.
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual covenants and agreements set forth below and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
SECTION 1. Amendment. On the terms of this Amendment and subject to the satisfaction of the conditions precedent set forth below in
Section 2:
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(a) The definition of Parity Debt in Appendix A of the Existing Intercreditor Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:
"Parity Debt" Indebtedness of the Company that is (a) incurred in accordance with (i) Section 10.1(a), 10.1(b), 10.1(e), 10.1(f) or 10.1(k) of the Note Agreements and (ii) Sections 8.1(a), 8.1(b), 8.1(e), 8.1(f) and 8.1(l) of the Credit Agreement (other than Indebtedness evidenced by the Notes or the Bank Notes, but including in any event the Public Notes) and (b) secured by the respective Liens of the Security Documents in accordance with (i) Section 10.2(j), 10.2 (k),
10.2 (l) or 10.2 (m) of the Note Agreements and (ii) Section 8.3(j), 8.3(k), 8.3(l) or 8.3(m) of the Credit Agreement.
(b) Section 6(a)(ii) of the Existing Intercreditor Agreement is hereby amended by replacing subsection (2) therein with the following:
together with evidence that the incurrence of the Indebtedness to be issued under the New Parity Debt Agreements complies with the terms of Section 10.1(a), 10.1(b), 10.1(e), 10.1(f) or 10.1(k) of the Note Agreements and Section 8.1(a), 8.1(b), 8.1(e), 8.1(f) or 8.1(l) of the Credit Agreement;
(c) Section 2(c) in Exhibit A of the Existing Intercreditor Agreement is hereby amended by replacing such Section 2(c) with the following:
as evidenced by the calculations contained in the attached schedule, the Indebtedness to be issued under the New Parity Debt Agreement complies with the terms of Section 10.1(a), 10.1(b), 10.1(e), 10.1(f) or 10.1(k) of the Note Agreements and Section 8.1(a), 8.1(b), 8.1(e), 8.1(f) or 8.1(l) of the Credit Agreement.
SECTION 2. Conditions to Effectiveness. The amendments set forth in Section 1 of this Amendment shall become effective only upon the satisfaction of all of the following conditions precedent (the date of satisfaction of all such conditions being referred to as the "Amendment Effective Date"):
(a) On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received, on behalf of the Secured Creditors, this Amendment, duly executed and delivered by each of the General Obligors and by the Collateral Agent acting pursuant to a Direction Notice.
(b) The Amendment Effective Date (as defined in the Fifth Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement and Consent and Waiver dated as of July 31, 2001, by and among the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane, each of the financial institutions that is a signatory thereto (collectively, the "Banks") and Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as agent for the Banks (in such capacity, the "Agent")) shall have occurred.
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(c) On or before the Amendment Effective Date, all corporate, partnership and other proceedings taken or to be taken in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Amendment, and all documents incidental thereto, shall be reasonably satisfactory in form and substance to the Collateral Agent and its counsel, and the Collateral Agent and such counsel shall have received all such counterpart originals or certified copies of such documents as they may reasonably request.
SECTION 3. The General Obligors' Representations and Warranties. In order to induce the Secured Creditors to enter into this Amendment and to amend the Existing Intercreditor Agreement in the manner provided in this Amendment, each General Obligor represents and warrants to each Secured Creditor as of the Amendment Effective Date as follows:
(a) Power and Authority. The Company has all requisite partnership power and authority to enter into this Amendment and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Existing Intercreditor Agreement as amended by this Amendment (hereafter referred to as the "Amended Intercreditor Agreement"). The General Partner has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment in its individual capacity and in its capacity as the sole general partner of the Company and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Amended Intercreditor Agreement. Petrolane has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Amended Intercreditor Agreement. Each Restricted Subsidiary (other than Columbia Propane, L.P. and its Subsidiaries) has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Amended Intercreditor Agreement.
(b) Authorization of Agreements. The execution and delivery of this Amendment by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary (other than Columbia Propane, L.P. and its Subsidiaries) and the performance of the Amended Intercreditor Agreement by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary (other than Columbia Propane, L.P. and its Subsidiaries) have been duly authorized by all necessary action, and this Amendment has been duly executed and delivered by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary (other than Columbia Propane, L.P. and its Subsidiaries).
(c) Enforceability. The Amended Intercreditor Agreement constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto, enforceable against the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto in accordance with its terms, except as such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium or similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally.
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(d) No Conflict. The execution, delivery and performance by each of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto of this Amendment, and the performance by each of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto of the Amended Intercreditor Agreement do not and will not (i) violate (x) any provision of the Partnership Agreement or the certificate or articles of incorporation or other Organization Documents of the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane or any of their respective Subsidiaries, (y) any applicable law, ordinance, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority or any applicable order, judgment or decree of any court, arbitrator or Governmental Authority, or (z) any provision of any agreement or instrument to which the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane or any of their respective Subsidiaries is a party or by which any of its properties is bound, except (in the case of clauses (y) and (z) above) for such violations which would not, individually or in the aggregate, present a reasonable likelihood of having a Material Adverse Effect, or (ii) result in the creation of (or impose any express obligation on the part of the General Obligors to create) any Lien not permitted by Section 8.3 of the Credit Agreement and under Section 10.2 of the Note Agreements.
(e) Governmental Consents. Except for Routine Permits, (i) no consent, approval or authorization of, or declaration or filing with, any Governmental Authority is required for the valid execution, delivery and performance of this Amendment by the Company, the General Partner, Petrolane and each Restricted Subsidiary that is a party hereto.
(f) Representations and Warranties in the Intercreditor Agreement. The Company, the General Partner and Petrolane confirm that, as of the Amendment Effective Date, that no General Default or General Event of Default has occurred and is continuing.
(g) Liens. As of the Amendment Effective Date, there are no Liens on the General Collateral other than Liens permitted under Section 8.3 of the Credit Agreement and under Section 10.2 of the Note Agreements.
(h) Subsidiaries. As of the Amendment Effective Date, the Company has no Restricted Subsidiaries other than AmeriGas Propane Parts & Service, Inc., AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, Inc., Columbia Propane, L.P. (to be renamed AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P.), CP Holdings, Inc. (to be renamed AmeriGas Eagle Holdings, Inc.) and Columbia Propane Corporation (to be renamed AmeriGas Eagle Propane, Inc.).
SECTION 4. Miscellaneous.
(a) Reference to and Effect on the Existing Intercreditor Agreement and the Other Loan Documents.
(i) Except as specifically amended by this Amendment and the documents executed and delivered in connection herewith, the Existing Intercreditor Agreement and the Security Documents shall remain in full force and effect and are hereby ratified and confirmed.
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(ii) The execution and delivery of this Amendment and performance of the Amended Intercreditor Agreement shall not, except as expressly provided herein, constitute a waiver of any provision of, or operate as a waiver of any right, power or remedy of the Banks under, the Existing Intercreditor Agreement or any Security Document.
(iii) Upon the conditions precedent set forth herein being satisfied, this Amendment shall be construed as one with the Existing Intercreditor Agreement, and the Existing Intercreditor Agreement shall, where the context requires, be read and construed throughout so as to incorporate this Amendment.
(b) Fees and Expenses. The Company, the General Partner and Petrolane acknowledge that all reasonable costs, fees and expenses incurred in connection with this Amendment will be paid in accordance with
Section 11.4 of the Credit Agreement and Section 16.1 of the Note Agreements.
(c) Headings. Section and subsection headings in this Amendment are included for convenience of reference only and shall not constitute a part of this Amendment for any other purpose or be given any substantive effect.
(d) Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
(e) Governing Law. This Amendment shall be governed by and construed according to the laws of the State of New York.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Amendment as of the date first above written.
GENERAL OBLIGORS
AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware limited
partnership
By: AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
 Its: General Partner
By:

Name:
Title:
AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
By:

Name:
Title:
PETROLANE INCORPORATED
By:

Name:
Title:
AMERIGAS PROPANE
PARTS & SERVICE, INC.
By:

Name:
Title:
COLLATERAL AGENT
BANK OF AMERICA NATIONAL TRUST AND SAVINGS
ASSOCIATION, as Collateral Agent
By:

Name:
Title:
 
FIRST AMENDMENT TO GENERAL SECURITY AGREEMENT
This FIRST AMENDMENT TO GENERAL SECURITY AGREEMENT (this "Amendment"), dated as of July 31, 2001, is entered into by and among AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (the "Company"), BANK OF AMERICA, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as collateral agent (in such capacity, the "Collateral Agent") and MELLON BANK, N.A., as cash collateral sub-agent (in such capacity, the "Cash Collateral Sub-Agent"), and amends that certain General Security Agreement (as the same is in effect immediately prior to the effectiveness of this Amendment, the "Existing Security Agreement" and as the same may be amended, supplemented or modified and in effect from time to time, the "Security Agreement"), dated as of April 19, 1995, by and among the Company, the Collateral Agent and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent. Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined in this Amendment shall have the same meanings in this Amendment as set forth in the Existing Security Agreement.
RECITALS
The Company, the Collateral Agent and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent have agreed to amend the Existing Security Agreement in certain respects on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth below.
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual covenants and agreements set forth below and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
SECTION 1. Amendments. On the terms of this Amendment and subject to the satisfaction of all of the conditions precedent set forth below in Section 2:
(a) The following definitions are hereby added to Appendix A of the Existing Security Agreement in their respective appropriate alphabetical order:
"Commodity Account" shall mean an account maintained by a Commodity Intermediary in which a Commodity Contract is carried out for a Commodity Customer.
"Commodity Contract" shall mean a commodity futures contract, an option on a commodity futures contract, a commodity option or any other contract that, in each case, is
(a) traded on or subject to the rules of a board of trade that has been designated as a contract market for such a contract pursuant to the federal commodities laws or (b) traded on a foreign commodity board of trade, exchange or market, and is carried on the books of a Commodity Intermediary for a Commodity Customer.
"Commodity Customer" shall mean a Person for whom a Commodity Intermediary carries a Commodity Contract on its books.
"Commodity Intermediary" shall mean (a) a Person who is registered as a futures commission merchant under the federal commodities laws or (b) a Person who in the ordinary course of its business provides clearance or settlement services for a board of trade that has been designated as a contract market pursuant to federal commodities laws.
"CPC" means Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation.
"CPLP" means Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership.
"Entitlement Holder" shall mean a Person identified in the records of a Securities Intermediary as the Person having a Security Entitlement against the Securities Intermediary. If a Person acquires a Security Entitlement by virtue of Section 8-501(b)(2) or (3) of the UCC, such Person is the Entitlement Holder.
"Financial Asset" shall mean (a) a Security, (b) an obligation of a Person or a share, participation or other interest in a Person or in property or an enterprise of a Person, which is, or is of a type, dealt with in or traded on financial markets, or which is recognized in any area in which it is issued or dealt in as a medium for investment or (c) any property that is held by a Securities Intermediary for another Person in a Securities Account if the Securities Intermediary has expressly agreed with the other Person that the property is to be treated as a Financial Asset under Article 8 of the UCC. As the context requires, the term Financial Asset shall mean either the interest itself or the means by which a Person's claim to it is evidenced, including a certified or uncertified Security, a certificate representing a Security or a Security Entitlement.
"Intercompany Note" means that certain Promissory Note, dated July 19, 1999, by CPLP in favor of CPC in the original principal amount of $137,997,000, as amended from time to time in accordance with the terms of the Credit Agreement and thereof.
"Investment Property" shall mean all Securities (whether certificated or uncertificated), Security Entitlements, Securities Accounts, Commodity Contracts and Commodity Accounts.
"Parity Debt" shall mean Indebtedness of the Company that is (a) incurred in accordance with (i) Sections 10.1(a), 10.1(b), 10.1(e), 10.1(f) or 10.1(k) of the Note Agreements and (ii) Sections 8.1(a), 8.1(b), 8.1(e), 8.1(f) and 8.1(l) of the Credit Agreement (other than Indebtedness evidenced by the Notes or the Bank Notes, but including in any event the Public Notes) and (b) secured by the respective Liens of the Security Documents in accordance with (i) Sections 10.2(j), (k), (l) or
(m) of the Note Agreements and (ii) Sections 8.3(j), (k), (l) or (m) of the Credit Agreement.
"Permitted Investment Account" shall mean a "securities account" within the meaning of Section 8-501 of the UCC maintained at a Permitted Bank or at a registered broker-dealer of comparable credit quality and with respect to which
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account the Collateral Agent (or the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent acting at the direction of the Collateral Agent) has a first priority perfected security interest (subject to any lien of the Permitted Bank or registered broker-dealer solely for usual and customary fees and costs relating to the securities account and advances or overdrafts created in the ordinary course of business in connection with the settlement of trading activity in the securities account) and has established "control" within the meaning of the UCC pursuant to an account control agreement reasonably satisfactory to the Collateral Agent.
"Securities" shall mean any obligations of an issuer or any shares, participations or other interests in an issuer or in property or an enterprise of an issuer which (a) are represented by a certificate representing a security in bearer or registered form, or the transfer of which may be registered upon books maintained for that purpose by or on behalf of the issuer, (b) are one of a class or series or by their terms are divisible into a class or series of shares, participations, interests or obligations and (c)(i) are, or are of a type, dealt with or traded on securities exchanges or securities markets or (ii) are a medium for investment and by their terms expressly provide that they are a security governed by Article 8 of the UCC.
"Securities Account" shall mean an account to which a Financial Asset is or may be credited in accordance with an agreement under which the Person maintaining the account undertakes to treat the Person for whom the account is maintained as entitled to exercise rights that comprise the Financial Asset.
"Securities Entitlements" shall mean the rights and property interests of an Entitlement Holder with respect to a Financial Asset.
"Securities Intermediary" shall mean (a) a clearing corporation or (b) a Person, including a bank or broker, that in the ordinary course of its business maintains Securities Accounts for others and is acting in that capacity.
(b) Section 1.1(a) of the Existing Security Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
As security for the prompt and complete payment and performance when due of all of the Obligations, the Company does hereby sell, assign and transfer unto the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Creditors, and does hereby grant to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Creditors, a continuing security interest of first priority (subject to Liens evidenced by Permitted Filings and Liens permitted by the Note Agreements, the Credit Agreement and the Parity Debt Agreements) in, all of the right, title and interest of the Company in, to and under all of the following, whether now existing or hereafter from time to time acquired (collectively, the "Collateral"): (i) each and every Receivable, (ii) all Contracts, other than Contracts the collateral assignment of which is prohibited by law or judicial determination or as to which the Company has not been able to obtain consent for the collateral assignment
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hereunder and such requirement for consent is not invalidated by applicable law or course of conduct (but including without limitation the License Agreements), together with all Contract Rights arising thereunder, (iii) all Equipment, including without limitation all of the Railcars and Vehicles (and the certificates of title and other registrations relating thereto), (iv) all Inventory, (v) all Investment Property,
(vi) all Marks, together with the registrations and right to all renewals thereof, and the goodwill of the business of the Company symbolized by the Marks, (vii) all Patents and Copyrights, (viii) all computer programs of the Company and all intellectual property rights therein and all other proprietary information of the Company, including, but not limited to, trade secrets, (ix) the Cash Concentration Account established for the Company and all monies, securities and instruments deposited or required to be deposited in such Cash Concentration Account, (x) all other Goods, General Intangibles, Chattel Paper, Documents, Instruments (including, without limitation, the Intercompany Note) and the Pledged Shares (and Distributions and Dividends in respect thereof) and (xi) all Proceeds and products of any and all Collateral referred to in clauses (i) through (x) of this Section 1.1(a).
(c) The account number of the Cash Concentration Account described in Section 2.9 of the Existing Security Agreement is hereby changed to "094-0764".
(d) Section 2.11 of the Existing Security Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
2.11 Investment of Funds Deposited in the Cash Concentration Account. (a) Unless and until there shall have occurred and be continuing (i) a Bankruptcy Event or (ii) any other General Event of Default, but in the case of this clause
(ii) only to the extent the Collateral Agent has so notified the Company, and to the extent the Collateral has not previously been applied pursuant to Article VIII hereof, the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent will (and after the occurrence and during the continuance of (i) a Bankruptcy Event or (ii) any other General Event of Default, but in the case of clause (ii) only to the extent the Collateral Agent has so notified the Company the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent may only if directed by the Collateral Agent (acting pursuant to a Direction Notice)) from time to time, at the request of the Company, invest funds on deposit in the Cash Concentration Account in Permitted Investments. Except as set forth in Subsection (b) below, investments made pursuant to this Section 2.11, and all proceeds thereof, shall be held in the Cash Concentration Account as part of the Collateral. All such investments shall be made for the benefit of the Collateral Agent and the Secured Creditors. All risk of loss-in respect of investments made pursuant to this Section 2.11 shall be on the Company.
(b) To the extent the Collateral has not previously been applied pursuant to Article VIII hereof, the Company shall have the right to transfer amounts from the Cash Concentration Account to one or more Permitted Investment Accounts from time to time solely for the purpose of making temporary investments in Permitted Investments which shall be held in the applicable Permitted Investment Account;
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provided that upon the occurrence and continuance of a General Event of Default, the Company shall no longer be permitted to transfer amounts from the Cash Concentration Account pursuant to this Section 2.11(b) and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent shall then have the right, acting upon the instruction of the Collateral Agent acting pursuant to a Direction Notice, to transfer all funds from the Permitted Investment Accounts to the Cash Concentration Account and liquidate any Permitted Investments.
The Company shall be permitted to withdraw amounts from the Permitted Investment Accounts to the same extent that it is otherwise permitted to withdraw amounts from the Cash Concentration Account.
(e) Section 2.12(b) of the Existing Security Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following clause (w) before clause (x) therein:
(w) such Collateral is transferred to a Permitted Investment Account as provided by Section 2.11(b) hereof,
SECTION 2. Conditions to Effectiveness of Amendments. The amendments set forth in Section 1 of this Amendment shall become effective only upon the satisfaction of all of the following conditions precedent (the date of satisfaction of all such conditions being referred to as the "Amendment Effective Date"):
(a) First Amendment. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received, on behalf of the Secured Creditors, this Amendment, duly executed and delivered by the Company, the Collateral Agent and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent.
(b) Direction Notice. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received a Direction Notice, in form and substance satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, from the Requisite Percentage with respect to, among other things, the amendments to the Security Documents and the modifications to the General Collateral contemplated by this Amendment.
SECTION 3. The Company's Representations and Warranties. In order to induce the Collateral Agent on behalf of the Secured Creditors to enter into this Amendment and to amend the Existing Security Agreement in the manner provided in this Amendment, the Company represents and warrants to the Collateral Agent, the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent and each Secured Creditor as of the Amendment Effective Date as follows:
(a) Power and Authority. The Company has all requisite partnership power and authority to enter into this Amendment and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Existing Security Agreement as amended by this Amendment (hereafter referred to as the "Amended Security Agreement"). The General Partner has all requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this Amendment in its capacity as the sole general partner of the Company and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Amended Security Agreement.
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(b) Authorization of Agreements. The execution and delivery of this Amendment by the Company and the performance of the Amended Security Agreement by the Company have been duly authorized by all necessary action, and this Amendment has been duly executed and delivered by the Company.
(c) Enforceability. The Amended Security Agreement constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of the Company enforceable against the Company in accordance with its terms, except as such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium or similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally.
(d) No Conflict. The execution, delivery and performance by the Company of this Amendment, and the performance by the Company of the Amended Security Agreement, do not and will not (i) violate (x) any provision of the Partnership Agreement or other Organization Documents of the Company, (y) any applicable law, ordinance, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority or any applicable order, judgment or decree of any court, arbitrator or Governmental Authority, or (z) any provision of any agreement or instrument to which the Company is a party or by which any of its properties is bound, except (in the case of clauses (y) and (z) above) for such violations which would not, individually or in the aggregate, present a reasonable likelihood of having a Material Adverse Effect, or (ii) result in the creation of (or impose any express obligation on the part of the Company to create) any Lien not permitted by Section 8.3 of the Credit Agreement and under Section 10.2 of the Note Agreements.
(e) Governmental Consents. Except for Routine Permits, no consent, approval or authorization of, or declaration or filing with, any Governmental Authority is required for the valid execution, delivery and performance of this Amendment by the Company.
(f) Investment Property. All Investment Property owned by the Company as of the Amendment Effective Date is listed on Schedule I hereto.
(g) Representations and Warranties in the Existing Security Agreement. The Company confirms that as of the Amendment Effective Date, the representations and warranties contained in Article II of the Existing Security Agreement are (before and after giving effect to this Amendment) true and correct in all material respects (except to the extent such representations and warranties expressly relate to an earlier time or date, in which case they shall have been true and correct in all material respects as of such earlier time or date) with the same effect as if made on and as of the Amendment Effective Date.
SECTION 4. Miscellaneous.
(a) Reference to and Effect on the Existing Security Agreement and the Other Security Documents.
(i) Except as specifically amended by this Amendment and the documents executed and delivered in connection herewith, the Existing Security Agreement and the other Security Documents shall remain in full force and effect and are hereby ratified and confirmed. This Amendment shall be a "Security Document" under the Intercreditor Agreement.
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(ii) The execution and delivery of this Amendment and performance of the Amended Security Agreement shall not, except as expressly provided herein, constitute a waiver of any provision of, or operate as a waiver of any right, power or remedy of the Collateral Agent, the Cash-Collateral Agent or any Secured Creditor under, the Existing Security Agreement or any other Security Document.
(iii) Upon the conditions precedent set forth herein being satisfied, this Amendment shall be construed as one with the Existing Security Agreement, and the Existing Security Agreement shall, where the context requires, be read and construed throughout so as to incorporate this Amendment.
(b) Fees and Expenses. The Company acknowledge that all reasonable costs, fees and expenses incurred in connection with this Amendment will be paid in accordance with Section 11.4 of the Credit Agreement and Section 16.1 of the Note Agreements.
(c) Headings. Section and subsection headings in this Amendment are included for convenience of reference only and shall not constitute a part of this Amendment for any other purpose or be given any substantive effect.
(d) Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
(e) Governing Law. This Amendment shall be governed by and construed according to the laws of the State of New York.
[Signature Pages to Follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Amendment as of the date first above written.
COMPANY:
AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware limited
partnership
By: AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
 Its: General Partner
By:

Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
COLLATERAL AGENT:
BANK OF AMERICA, N.A., as Collateral Agent
By:

Name:
Title:
CASH COLLATERAL SUB-AGENT:
MELLON BANK, N.A., as Cash Collateral
Sub-Agent
By:

Name:
Title:
SCHEDULE I
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
[This Schedule I is to be completed by the Company and shall describe all Investment Property owned by the Company.]
 
FIRST AMENDMENT TO SUBSIDIARY SECURITY AGREEMENT
This FIRST AMENDMENT TO SUBSIDIARY SECURITY AGREEMENT (this "Amendment"), dated as of July 31, 2001, is entered into by and among the undersigned Restricted Subsidiary of AmeriGas Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ( "Assignor"), Bank of America, N.A. (formerly Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association), as collateral agent (in such capacity, the "Collateral Agent") and Mellon Bank, N.A., as cash collateral sub-agent (in such capacity, the "Cash Collateral Sub-Agent"), and amends that certain Subsidiary Security Agreement (as the same is in effect immediately prior to the effectiveness of this Amendment, the "Existing Security Agreement" and as the same may be amended, supplemented or modified and in effect from time to time, the "Security Agreement"), dated as of April 19, 1995, by and among the Assignor, the Collateral Agent and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent. Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined in this Amendment shall have the same meanings in this Amendment as set forth in the Existing Security Agreement.
RECITALS
The Company, the Collateral Agent and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent have agreed to amend the Existing Security Agreement in certain respects on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth below.
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual covenants and agreements set forth below and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
SECTION 1. Amendments. On the terms of this Amendment and subject to the satisfaction of all of the conditions precedent set forth below in Section 2:
(a) The following definitions are hereby added to Appendix A of the Existing Security Agreement in their respective appropriate alphabetical order:
"Commodity Account" shall mean an account maintained by a Commodity Intermediary in which a Commodity Contract is carried out for a Commodity Customer.
"Commodity Contract" shall mean a commodity futures contract, an opinion on a commodity futures contract, a commodity option or any other contract that, in each case, is
(a) traded on or subject to the rules of a board of trade that has been designated as a contract market for such a contract pursuant to the federal commodities laws or (b) traded on a foreign commodity board of trade, exchange or market, and is carried on the books of a Commodity Intermediary for a Commodity Customer.
"Commodity Customer" shall mean a Person for whom a Commodity Intermediary carries a Commodity Contract on its books.
"Commodity Intermediary" shall mean (a) a Person who is registered as a futures commission merchant under the federal commodities laws or (b) a Person who in the ordinary course of its business provides clearance or settlement services for a board of trade that has been designated as a contract market pursuant to federal commodities laws.
"Entitlement Holder" shall mean a Person identified in the records of a Securities Intermediary as the Person having a Security Entitlement against the Securities Intermediary. If a Person acquires a Security Entitlement by virtue of Section 8-501(b)(2) or (3) of the UCC, such Person is the Entitlement Holder.
"Financial Asset" shall mean (a) a Security, (b) an obligation of a Person or a share, participation or other interest in a Person or in property or an enterprise of a Person, which is, or is of a type, dealt with in or traded on financial markets, or which is recognized in any area in which it is issued or dealt in as a medium for investment or (c) any property that is held by a Securities Intermediary for another Person in a Securities Account if the Securities Intermediary has expressly agreed with the other Person that the property is to be treated as a Financial Asset under Article 8 of the UCC. As the context requires, the term Financial Asset shall mean either the interest itself or the means by which a Person's claim to it is evidenced, including a certified or uncertified Security, a certificate representing a Security or a Security Entitlement.
"Investment Property" shall mean all Securities (whether certificated or uncertificated), Security Entitlements, Securities Accounts, Commodity Contracts and Commodity Accounts.
"Parity Debt" shall mean Indebtedness of the Company that is (a) incurred in accordance with (i) Sections 10.1(a), 10.1(b), 10.1(e), 10.1(f) or 10.1(k) of the Note Agreements and (ii) Sections 8.1(a), 8.1(b), 8.1(e), 8.1(f) and 8.1(l) of the Credit Agreement (other than Indebtedness evidenced by the Notes or the Bank Notes, but including in any event the Public Notes) and (b) secured by the respective Liens of the Security Documents in accordance with (i) Sections 10.2(j), (k), (l) or
(m) of the Note Agreements and (ii) Sections 8.3(j), (k), (l) or (m) of the Credit Agreement.
"Permitted Investment Account" shall mean a "securities account" within the meaning of Section 8-501 of the UCC maintained at a Permitted Bank or at a registered broker-dealer of comparable credit quality and with respect to which account the Collateral Agent (or the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent acting at the direction of the Collateral Agent) has a first priority perfected security interest (subject to any lien of the Permitted Bank or registered broker-dealer solely for usual and customary fees and costs relating to the securities account and advances or overdrafts created in the ordinary course of business in connection with the settlement of trading activity in the securities account) and has established "control" within the meaning of the UCC pursuant to an account control agreement reasonably satisfactory to the Collateral Agent.
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"Securities" shall mean any obligations of an issuer or any shares, participations or other interests in an issuer or in property or an enterprise of an issuer which (a) are represented by a certificate representing a security in bearer or registered form, or the transfer of which may be registered upon books maintained for that purpose by or on behalf of the issuer, (b) are one of a class or series or by their terms are divisible into a class or series of shares, participations, interests or obligations and (c)(i) are, or are of a type, dealt with or trade on securities exchanges or securities markets or (ii) are a medium for investment and by their terms expressly provide that they are a security governed by Article 8 of the UCC.
"Securities Account" shall mean an account to which a Financial Asset is or may be credited in accordance with an agreement under which the Person maintaining the account undertakes to treat the Person for whom the account is maintained as entitled to exercise rights that comprise the Financial Asset.
"Securities Entitlements" shall mean the rights and property interests of an Entitlement Holder with respect to a Financial Asset.
"Securities Intermediary" shall mean (a) a clearing corporation or (b) a Person, including a bank or broker, that in the ordinary course of its business maintains Securities Accounts for others and is acting in that capacity.
(b) Section 1.1(a) of the Existing Security Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
As security for the prompt and complete payment and performance when due of all of the Obligations, each Assignor does hereby sell, assign and transfer unto the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Creditors, and does hereby grant to the Collateral Agent for the benefit of the Secured Creditors, a continuing security interest of first priority (subject to Liens evidenced by Permitted Filings and Liens permitted by the Note Agreements, the Credit Agreement and the Parity Debt Agreements) in, all of the right, title and interest of such Assignor in, to and under all of the following, whether now existing or hereafter from time to time acquired (collectively, the "Collateral"): (i) each and every Receivable, (ii) all Contracts, other than Contracts the collateral assignment of which is prohibited by law or judicial determination or as to which such Assignor has not been able to obtain consent for the collateral assignment hereunder and such requirement for consent is not invalidated by applicable law or course of conduct (but including without limitation the License Agreements), together with all Contract Rights arising thereunder, (iii) all Equipment, including without limitation all of the Railcars and Vehicles (and the certificates of title and other registrations relating thereto), (iv) all Inventory, (v) all Investment Property,
(vi) all Marks, together with the registrations and right to all renewals thereof, and the goodwill of the business of such Assignor symbolized by the Marks, (vii) all Patents and Copyrights, (viii) all computer programs of such Assignor and all intellectual property rights therein and all other proprietary information of such
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Assignor, including, but not limited to, trade secrets, (ix) the Cash Concentration Account established for such Assignor and all monies, securities and instruments deposited or required to be deposited in such Cash Concentration Account,
(x) all other Goods, General Intangibles, Chattel Paper, Documents, Instruments and the Pledged Shares (and Distributions and Dividends in respect thereof) and (xi) all Proceeds and products of any and all Collateral referred to in clauses (i) through (x) of this Section 1.1(a).
(c) The first sentence of Section 2.9 of the Existing Security Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
The Cash Collateral Sub-Agent has hereby established in its own name and for the benefit of the Collateral Agent and the Secured Creditors, at the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent's office located at Three Mellon Bank Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15258-0001 an account (account no. 094-0764) with respect to each Restricted Subsidiary (such account is referred to herein as the "Cash Concentration Account"), for purposes of this Agreement.
(d) Section 2.11 of the Existing Security Agreement is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
2.11 Investment of Funds Deposited in the Cash Concentration Account. (a) Unless and until there shall have occurred and be continuing (i) a Bankruptcy Event or (ii) any other General Event of Default, but in the case of this clause
(ii) only to the extent the Collateral Agent has so notified the Company, and to the extent the Collateral has not previously been applied pursuant to Article VIII hereof, the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent will (and after the occurrence and during the continuance of (i) a Bankruptcy Event or (ii) any other General Event of Default, but in the case of clause (ii) only to the extent the Collateral Agent has so notified the Company, the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent may only if directed by the Collateral Agent (acting pursuant to a Direction Notice)) from time to time, at the request of the Company, invest funds on deposit in the Cash Concentration Account in Permitted Investments. Except as set forth in Subsection (b) below, investments made pursuant to this Section 2.11, and all proceeds thereof, shall be held in the Cash Concentration Account as part of the Collateral. All such investments shall be made for the benefit of the Collateral Agent and the Secured Creditors. All risk of loss-in respect of investments made pursuant to this Section 2.11 shall be on the Company.
(b) To the extent the Collateral has not previously been applied pursuant to Article VIII hereof, the Company shall have the right to transfer amounts from the Cash Concentration Account to one or more Permitted Investment Accounts from time to time solely for the purpose of making temporary investments in Permitted Investments which shall be held in the applicable Permitted Investment Account; provided that upon the occurrence and continuance of a General Event of Default, the Company shall no longer be permitted to transfer amounts from the Cash
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Concentration Account pursuant to this Section 2.11(b) and the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent shall then have the right, acting upon the instruction of the Collateral Agent acting pursuant to a Direction Notice, to transfer all funds from the Permitted Investment Accounts to the Cash Concentration Account and liquidate any Permitted Investments.
The Company shall be permitted to withdraw amounts from the Permitted Investment Accounts to the same extent that it is otherwise permitted to withdraw amounts from the Cash Concentration Account.
(e) Section 2.12(b) of the Existing Security Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following clause (w) before clause (x) therein:
(w) such Collateral is transferred to a Permitted Investment Account as provided by Section 2.11(b) hereof,
SECTION 2. Conditions to Effectiveness of Amendments . The amendments set forth in Section 1 of this Amendment shall become effective only upon the satisfaction of all of the following conditions precedent (the date of satisfaction of all such conditions being referred to as the "Amendment Effective Date"):
(a) First Amendment. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agent shall have received, on behalf of the Secured Creditors, this Amendment, duly executed and delivered by Assignor, the Collateral Agent and the Cash-Collateral Sub-Agent.
(b) Direction Notice. On or before the Amendment Effective Date, the Collateral Agreement shall have received a Direction Notice, in form and substance satisfactory to the Collateral Agent, from the Requisite Percentage with respect to, among other things, the amendments to the Security Documents and the modifications to the General Collateral contemplated by this Amendment.
SECTION 3. The Assignor's Representations and Warranties. In order to induce the Collateral Agent on behalf of the Secured Creditors to enter into this Amendment and to amend the Existing Security Agreement in the manner provided in this Amendment, Assignor represents and warrants to the Collateral Agent, the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent and each Secured Creditor as of the Amendment Effective Date as follows:
(a) Power and Authority. Assignor has all requisite corporate or partnership power and authority to enter into this Amendment and to carry out the transactions contemplated by, and perform its obligations under, the Existing Security Agreement as amended by this Amendment (hereafter referred to as the "Amended Security Agreement").
(b) Authorization of Agreements. The execution and delivery of this Amendment by Assignor and the performance of the Amended Security Agreement by Assignor have been duly authorized by all necessary action, and this Amendment has been duly executed and delivered by Assignor.
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(c) Enforceability. The Amended Security Agreement constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of Assignor enforceable against Assignor in accordance with its terms, except as such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium or similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally.
(d) No Conflict. The execution, delivery and performance by Assignor of this Amendment, and the performance by Assignor of the Amended Security Agreement, do not and will not (i) violate (x) any provision of the certificate of incorporation or other organizational documents of Assignor, (y) any applicable law, ordinance, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority or any applicable order, judgment or decree of any court, arbitrator or Governmental Authority, or (z) any provision of any agreement or instrument to which Assignor is a party or by which any of its properties is bound, except (in the case of clauses (y) and (z) above) for such violations which would not, individually or in the aggregate, present a reasonable likelihood of having a Material Adverse Effect, or (ii) result in the creation of (or impose any express obligation on the part of Assignor to create) any Lien not permitted by
Section 8.3 of the Credit Agreement and under Section 10.2 of the Note Agreements.
(e) Governmental Consents. Except for Routine Permits, no consent, approval or authorization of, or declaration or filing with, any Governmental Authority is required for the valid execution, delivery and performance of this Amendment by Assignor.
(f) Investment Property. All Investment Property owned by Assignor as of the Amendment Effective Date is listed on Schedule I hereto.
(g) Representations and Warranties in the Existing Security Agreement. Assignor confirms that as of the Amendment Effective Date, the representations and warranties contained in Article II of the Existing Security Agreement are (before and after giving effect to this Amendment) true and correct in all material respects (except to the extent such representations and warranties expressly relate to an earlier time or date, in which case they shall have been true and correct in all material respects as of such earlier time or date) with the same effect as if made on and as of the Amendment Effective Date.
SECTION 4. Miscellaneous.
(a) Reference to and Effect on the Existing Security Agreement and the Other Security Documents.
(i) Except as specifically amended by this Amendment and the documents executed and delivered in connection herewith, the Existing Security Agreement and the other Security Documents shall remain in full force and effect and are hereby ratified and confirmed. This Amendment shall be a "Security Document" under the Intercreditor Agreement.
(ii) The execution and delivery of this Amendment and performance of the Amended Security Agreement shall not, except as expressly provided herein, constitute a waiver of any provision of, or operate as a waiver of any right, power or remedy of the Collateral Agent, the Cash Collateral Sub-Agent or any Secured Creditor under, the Existing Security Agreement or any other Security Document.
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(iii) Upon the conditions precedent set forth herein being satisfied, this Amendment shall be construed as one with the Existing Security Agreement, and the Existing Security Agreement shall, where the context requires, be read and construed throughout so as to incorporate this Amendment.
(b) Headings. Section and subsection headings in this Amendment are included for convenience of reference only and shall not constitute a part of this Amendment for any other purpose or be given any substantive effect.
(c) Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
(d) Governing Law. This Amendment shall be governed by and construed according to the laws of the State of New York.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Amendment as of the date first above written.
ASSIGNOR:
AMERIGAS PROPANE PARTS &
 SERVICE, INC., a Delaware corporation
By:

Name: Robert W. Krick Title: Treasurer
COLLATERAL AGENT:
BANK OF AMERICA, N.A., as Collateral Agent
By:

Name:
Title:
CASH COLLATERAL SUB-AGENT:
MELLON BANK, N.A., as Cash Collateral
Sub-Agent
By:

Name:
Title:
SCHEDULE I
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
[This Schedule I is to be completed by the Assignors and shall describe all Investment Property owned by the Assignors.]
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(i)
AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.
2000 LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
ON BEHALF OF AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.
1. PURPOSE AND DESIGN
The purpose of this Plan is to assist the Company in its capacity as General Partner of AmeriGas Partners, L.P. ("APLP" or the "Partnership") in securing and retaining key corporate executives of outstanding ability who are in a position to participate significantly in the development and implementation of the General Partner's strategic plans and thereby to contribute materially to the long-term growth, development, and profitability of APLP by affording them an opportunity to acquire Units by the achievement of specific performance goals. The Plan is designed to align directly long-term executive compensation with tangible, direct and identifiable benefits realized by APLP Unitholders.
2. DEFINITIONS
Whenever used in this Plan, the following terms will have the respective meanings set forth below:
2.01 "Administrative Committee" means the committee of employees of the Company and its affiliates appointed by the Committee to perform ministerial and other assigned functions.
2.02 "Affiliate" will have the meaning ascribed to such term in Rule 12b-2 of the General Rules under the Exchange Act.
2.03 "APLP" means AmeriGas Partners, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership.
2.04 "APLP Partnership Agreement" means the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of AmeriGas Partners, L.P., dated as of September 18, 1995, as amended from time to time.
2.05 "Board" means the Company's Board of Directors as constituted from time to time.
2.06 "Change of Control" means a change of control as defined in the change of control agreement between the Company and its executive officers, as amended from time to time.
2.07 "Committee" means the Compensation/Pension Committee of the Board or its successor.
2.08 "Common Unit" means a unit representing a fractional part of the Partnership interests of all limited partners and assignees and having the rights and obligations specified with respect to Common Units in the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of the Partnership, as amended from time to time.
2.09 "Company" means AmeriGas Propane, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and any successor thereto that is the General Partner.
2.10 "Comparison Group" means the group determined by the Committee no later than ninety (90) days after the commencement of a Performance Period consisting of the Partnership and such other entities deemed by the Committee (in its sole discretion) to be reasonably comparable to the Partnership.
2.11 "Date of Grant" means the effective date of a Restricted Unit grant; provided, however, that no retroactive grants will be made.
2.12 "Employee" means a regular full-time salaried employee (including officers and directors who are also employees) of the Company who performs services directly or indirectly for the benefit of the Partnership.
2.13 "Exchange Act" means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
2.14 "General Partner" means AmeriGas Propane, Inc., its successor as general partner of APLP, or its transferee, all as provided in Section 6.4(c) of the APLP Partnership Agreement.
2.15 "Operating Partnership" means AmeriGas Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership.
2.16 "Participant" means an Employee designated by the Committee to participate in the Plan.
2.17 "Partnership" means AmeriGas Partners, L.P., a Delaware limited Partnership or any successor thereto.
2.18 "Partnership Security" means any class or series of Partnership interest, any option, right, warrant or appreciation rights relating thereto, or any other type of equity interest that APLP may lawfully issue, or any unsecured or secured debt obligation of APLP that is convertible into any class or series of equity interests of APLP.
2.19 "Performance Goal" means the goal or goals that must be met in order for Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents, if any, to be paid and restrictions on Restricted Units to lapse. All Performance Goals must meet the requirements of Section 9.
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2.20 "Performance Period" means the performance period during which performance will be measured for Performance Goals. Performance Periods must meet the requirements of Section 9.
2.21 "Plan" means the AmeriGas Propane, Inc. 2000 Long-Term Incentive Plan on behalf of AmeriGas Partners, L.P. as stated herein, including any amendments or modifications thereto.
2.22 "Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalent" means an amount determined by multiplying the number of Restricted Units granted to a Participant subject to any adjustment under Section 12, by the per-Unit cash distribution, or the per-Unit fair market value (as determined by the Committee) of any distribution in consideration other than cash, paid by APLP on its Units on a distribution payment date that falls within the relevant Performance Period.
2.23 "Restricted Units" means Units that are subject to restrictions which lapse upon the achievement of Performance Goals within the relevant Performance Period.
2.24 "Retirement" means separation from employment upon or after attaining (i) age 55 with at least 10 years of service with the Company or its affiliates, or (ii) age 65 with at least 5 years of service with the Company or its affiliates.
2.25 "Termination without Cause" means termination for the convenience of the Company or the Partnership for any reason other than (i) misappropriation of funds, (ii) habitual insobriety or substance abuse, (iii) conviction of a crime involving moral turpitude, or (iv) gross negligence in the performance of duties, which gross negligence has had a material adverse effect on the business, operations, assets, properties or financial condition of the Company or the Partnership. The Committee will have the sole discretion to determine whether a significant reduction in the duties and responsibilities of a Participant will constitute a Termination without Cause.
3. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF UNITS AVAILABLE FOR GRANTS
The number of Restricted Units that may be granted under this Plan may not exceed 500,000 in the aggregate, subject, however, to the adjustment provisions of Section 12 below. With regard to grants to any one individual in a calendar year, the number of Restricted Units that may be issued will not exceed 25,000. If Restricted Units are forfeited, forfeited Restricted Units will again be available for the purposes of the Plan. Restricted Units may be (i) previously issued and outstanding Units, (ii) newly issued Units, or (iii) a combination of each.
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4. DURATION OF THE PLAN
The Plan will remain in effect until all Units subject to it have been issued and transferred to Participants and all Restricted Units have been vested or forfeited. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Restricted Units may not be granted after December 31, 2009.
5. ADMINISTRATION
The Plan will be administered by the Committee. Subject to the express provisions of the Plan, the Committee will have authority, in its complete discretion, to determine the Employees to whom, and the time or times at which grants will be made. In making such determinations, the Committee may take into account the nature of the services rendered by an Employee, the present and potential contributions of the Employee to the Partnership's success and such other factors as the Committee in its discretion deems relevant. Grants under the Plan need not be uniform as among Participants. Subject to the express provisions of the Plan, the Committee will also have authority to construe and interpret the Plan, to prescribe, amend and rescind rules and regulations relating to it, to determine the terms and provisions of the restrictions relating to Restricted Units (none of which need be identical), and to make all other determinations (including factual determinations) necessary or advisable for the orderly administration of the Plan. All ministerial functions, in addition to those specifically delegated elsewhere in the Plan, shall be performed by a committee comprised of employees of the Company and its affiliates ("Administrative Committee") appointed by the Committee.
6. ELIGIBILITY
Grants hereunder may be made only to Employees (including directors who are also Employees of the Company) who, in the sole judgment of the Committee, are individuals who are in a position to significantly participate in the development and implementation of the General Partner's strategic plans for the Partnership and thereby contribute materially to the continued growth and development of the Partnership and to its future financial success.
7. RESTRICTED UNITS
7.1 Grant of Restricted Units. Subject to the provisions of Section 3, Restricted Units and Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents may be granted to Participants at any time and from time to time as may be determined by the Committee. Restricted Units may be granted with or without Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents as determined by the Committee. Units issued or transferred pursuant to awards of Restricted Units may be issued or transferred for consideration or for no consideration, and will be subject to Performance Goals meeting the requirements of Section 9.
7.2 Requirement of Employment. If the Participant ceases to be an Employee before the Performance Goals are met, awards of Restricted Units will terminate as to all Units covered by the grant as to which the restrictions have not lapsed, and those Units must be immediately
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returned to the Company. The Committee may provide for partial awards if a Participant remains employed by the Company, but is no longer performing services directly or indirectly for the benefit of the Partnership. However, if a Participant holding Restricted Units ceases to be an Employee by reason of (i) Retirement, (ii) disability, or (iii) death, the restrictions on Restricted Units held by any such Participant will lapse pursuant to the following:
(a) Retirement. If a Participant terminates employment on account of Retirement, the restrictions on such Participant's Restricted Units will lapse with regard to any Performance Period that ends within 36 months after the date of such retirement; provided that Performance Goals associated with such Performance Period are achieved within that 36-month period.
(b) Disability. If a Participant is determined to be "disabled" (as defined under the Company's long-term disability plan), the restrictions on such Participant's Restricted Units will lapse with regard to any Performance Period that ends within 36 months after the date of such disability; provided that Performance Goals associated with such Performance Period are achieved within that 36 month period.
(c) Death. In the event of the death of a Participant while employed by the Company, the restrictions on such Participant's Restricted Units will lapse at the end of the Performance Period associated with such Restricted Units upon the achievement of the related Performance Goals.
7.3 Restrictions on Transfer and Legend on Unit Certificate. Until the Performance Goals are met, a Participant may not sell, assign, transfer, pledge or otherwise dispose of the Restricted Units or rights to Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents, if any. Each certificate for Restricted Units will contain a legend giving appropriate notice of the restrictions in the grant. The Participant will be entitled to have the legend removed from the certificate covering the Units subject to restrictions when all restrictions on such Units have lapsed. The Administrative Committee may determine that the Company will not issue certificates for Restricted Units until all restrictions on such Units have lapsed, or that the Company will retain possession of certificates for Restricted Units until all restrictions on such Units have lapsed.
7.4 Privileges of a Unitholder. Unless the Committee determines otherwise, during the Performance Period, a Participant issued certificates under Section 7.3 will have the right to vote Restricted Units, and to receive any distributions paid on such Units subject to any restrictions deemed appropriate by the Committee.
7.5 Form of Payment for Restricted Units. The Committee will have the sole discretion to determine whether the Company's obligation in respect of payment of awards of Restricted Units for a Participant who is not issued certificates under Section 7.3 will be paid in Units, solely in cash or partly in Units and partly in cash.
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8. RESTRICTED UNIT DISTRIBUTION EQUIVALENTS
8.1 Amount of Distribution Equivalents Credited. If the Committee so specifies when granting Restricted Units, from the Date of Grant of Restricted Units to a Participant until the earlier of (i) the end of the applicable Performance Period or (ii) the date of disability, death or termination of employment for any reason (including retirement), of a Participant, the Company will keep records for such Participant ("Account") and will credit on each payment date for the payment of a distribution made by APLP on its Units an amount equal to the Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalent associated with such Restricted Units. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Participant may not accrue during any calendar year Distribution Equivalents in excess of $500,000. No interest will be credited to any such Account.
8.2 Payment of Credited Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents. Payment of Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents will be made only upon the determination by the Committee that the Performance Goals associated with such Distribution Equivalents have been achieved as prescribed in accordance with
Section 9.
8.3 Timing of Payment of Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents. Except as otherwise determined by the Committee, in the event of (i) termination of a grant of Restricted Units pursuant to Section 7.2, no payments of Restricted Unit Dividend Equivalents will be made (A) prior to the end of the applicable Performance Period and (B) to any Participant whose employment by the Company terminates prior to the end of the applicable Performance Period for any reason other than Retirement, death or disability. As soon as practicable after the end of such Performance Period, the Committee will certify and announce the results for each Performance Period prior to any payment. Unless a Participant will have made an election under Section 8.4 to defer receipt of any portion of such amount, a Participant will receive the aggregate amount of Restricted Unit Dividend Equivalents payable to that Participant in cash.
8.4 Deferral of Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents. A Participant will have the right to defer receipt of any Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalent payments if the Participant elects to do so on or prior to December 31 of the year preceding the beginning of the last full year of the applicable Performance Period (or such other time as the Administrative Committee will determine is appropriate to make such deferral effective under the applicable requirements of federal tax laws). The terms and conditions of any such deferral (including the period of time thereof) will be subject to approval by the Administrative Committee and all deferrals will be made on a form provided a Participant for this purpose.
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9. REQUIREMENTS FOR PERFORMANCE GOALS AND PERFORMANCE PERIODS
9.1 Designation as Qualified Performance-Based Compensation. Grants of Restricted Units and Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents will qualify as "qualified performance-based compensation" under Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue Code ("Code"), including the requirement that the achievement of the goals be substantially uncertain at the time they are established and that the goals be established in such a way that a third party with knowledge of the relevant facts could determine whether and to what extent the Performance Goals have been met. The Committee will not have discretion to increase the amount of compensation that is payable upon achievement of the designated Performance Goals, but may, in its sole discretion, reduce the amount of compensation that is payable upon the achievement of the designated Performance Goals.
9.2 Requirements for Performance Goals. When Restricted Units and Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents are granted, the Committee will establish in writing Performance Goals either before the beginning of the Performance Period or during a period ending no later than the earlier of (i) 90 days after the beginning of the Performance Period or (ii) the date on which 25% of the Performance Period has elapsed, or such other date as may be required or permitted under applicable regulations under Section 162(m) of the Code. The Performance Goal must specify (A) the Performance Goal(s) that must be met in order for restrictions on the Restricted Units to lapse or the Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents to be paid, (B) the Performance Period during which the Performance Goals must be met, (C) the maximum amounts that may be paid if the Performance Goals are met, and (D) any other conditions that the Committee deems appropriate and consistent with the Plan and the requirements of Section 162(m) of the Code for qualified performance-based compensation.
9.3 Criteria Used for Performance Goals. The Committee will use Performance Goals based on one or more of the following criteria: Unit price, earnings per Unit, net earnings, operating earnings, return on assets, unitholder return, return on equity, growth in assets, unit volume, sales, cash flow, market share, relative performance to a Comparison Group, or strategic business criteria consisting of one or more objectives based on meeting specified revenue goals, market penetration goals, geographic business expansion goals, cost targets or goals relating to acquisitions or divestitures. The Performance Goals may relate to the Participant's business unit or the performance of the Partnership as a whole, or any combination of the foregoing. Performance Goals need not be uniform as among Participants.
9.4 Announcement of Grants. The Committee will certify and announce the results for each Performance Period to all Participants as promptly as practicable following the completion of the Performance Period. If and to the extent that the Committee does not certify that the Performance Goals have been met, the applicable grants of Restricted Units and Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents for the Performance Period will be forfeited.
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10. NON-TRANSFERABILITY
No Restricted Unit, rights to Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents or other rights granted under the Plan will be transferable otherwise than by will or the laws of descent and distribution.
11. CONSEQUENCES OF A CHANGE OF CONTROL
11.1 Notice and Acceleration. Upon a Change of Control, unless the Committee determines otherwise, (i) the Company will provide each Participant with outstanding grants written notice of such Change of Control, (ii) the restrictions and conditions on all outstanding grants of Restricted Units will immediately lapse, and (iii) Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents will become payable in cash in such amounts as the Committee may determine.
11.2 Assumption of Grants. Upon a Change of Control where the Partnership is not the surviving entity (or survives only as a subsidiary of another entity), unless the Committee determines otherwise, all outstanding grants will be converted to similar grants of the surviving entity (or a parent of the surviving entity).
11.3 Committee. The Committee making the determinations under this
Section 11 following a Change of Control must be comprised of the same members as those on the Committee immediately before the Change of Control. If the Committee members do not meet this requirement, the automatic provisions of Sections 11.1 and 11.2 will apply, and the Committee will not have discretion to vary them.
11.4 Limitations. Notwithstanding anything in the Plan to the contrary, in the event of a Change of Control, the Committee will not have the right to take any actions described in the Plan (including without limitation actions described in this Section 11) that would make the Change of Control ineligible for desired accounting treatment if, in the absence of such right, the Change of Control would qualify for such treatment and the Company intends to use such treatment with respect to the Change of Control.
12. ADJUSTMENT OF NUMBER AND PRICE OF UNITS, ETC.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Plan, in the event (a) any recapitalization, reorganization, merger, consolidation, spin-off, combination, repurchase, exchange of Common Units or other securities of APLP; security split or reverse split, extraordinary distribution, liquidation, dissolution, significant corporate or partnership transaction (whether relating to assets, limited partnership interests, or stock) involving APLP, or other extraordinary transaction or event affects Units such that an adjustment is determined by the Committee to be appropriate in order to prevent dilution or enlargement of Participants' rights under the Plan, then the Committee may adjust (i) any or all of the number or kind of Partnership interests reserved for issuance under the Plan, (ii) the maximum number of Units which may be the subject of grants to any one individual in any calendar year, (iii) the number or kind of Partnership interests to be
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subject to future grants under the Plan, (iv) the number of Restricted Units,
(v) the terms and conditions applicable to Restricted Units, and/or (vi) the terms and conditions applicable to Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents, provided that the number of Restricted Units will always be a whole number. Any such determination of adjustments by the Committee will be conclusive for all purposes of the Plan.
13. LIMITATION OF RIGHTS
Nothing contained in this Plan will be construed to give an Employee any right to a grant hereunder except as may be authorized in the discretion of the Committee. A grant under this Plan will not constitute or be evidence of any agreement or understanding, expressed or implied, that the Company will employ a Participant for any specified period of time, in any specific position or at any particular rate of remuneration.
14. AMENDMENT OR TERMINATION OF PLAN
Subject to Board approval, the Committee may at any time, and from time to time, alter, amend, suspend or terminate this Plan without the consent of the Company's shareholders, APLP's unitholders, or Participants, except that any such alteration, amendment, suspension or termination will be subject to the provisions of the APLP Partnership Agreement and to the approval of the Company's shareholder within one year after such Committee and Board action if such shareholder approval is required by any federal or state law or regulation or the rules of any stock exchange or automated quotation system on which the Units are then listed or quoted, or if the Committee in its discretion determines that obtaining such shareholder approval is for any reason advisable. No termination or amendment of this Plan may, without the consent of the Participant to whom any Restricted Unit has previously been granted, adversely affect the rights of such Participant under such Restricted Unit, including any Restricted Unit Distribution Equivalents. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Committee may make minor amendments to this Plan which do not materially affect the rights of Participants or significantly increase the cost to the Partnership.
15. TAX WITHHOLDING
Upon the lapse of restrictions on Restricted Units, the Company will require the recipient to remit to the Company an amount sufficient to satisfy federal, state and local withholding tax requirements. However, to the extent authorized by rules and regulations of the Administrative Committee, the Company may withhold Units and make cash payments in respect thereof in satisfaction of a recipient's tax obligations in an amount that does not exceed the recipient's minimum applicable withholding tax obligations.
16. GOVERNMENTAL APPROVAL
Each grant of Restricted Units will be subject to the requirement that if at any time the listing, registration or qualification of the Units covered thereby upon any securities exchange, or under any state or federal law, or the consent or approval of any governmental regulatory body, is
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necessary or desirable as a condition of or in connection with the awarding of such grant of Restricted Units, then no such grant may be paid in whole or in part unless and until such listing, registration, qualification, consent or approval has been effected or obtained free of any conditions not acceptable to the Board.
17. EFFECTIVE DATE OF PLAN
17.1 This Plan will become effective as of January 1, 2000, subject to approval by the Company's shareholder.
17.2 Shareholder Approval for "Qualified Performance-Based Compensation." This Plan must be reapproved by the shareholder of the Company no later than the first meeting of shareholders that occurs in the fifth year following the year in which the shareholders previously approved the provisions of Section 9, if required by Section 162(m) of the Code or the regulations thereunder.
18. SUCCESSORS
This Plan will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of APLP, the General Partner, their successors and assigns and the Participant and his heirs, executors, administrators and legal representatives.
19. HEADINGS AND CAPTIONS
The headings and captions herein are provided for reference and convenience only, shall not be considered part of the Plan, and shall not be employed in the construction of the Plan.
20. GOVERNING LAW
The validity, construction, interpretation and effect of the Plan will be governed exclusively by and determined in accordance with the law of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Approved by Shareholder of AmeriGas Propane, Inc. on December 13, 1999.
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PROMISSORY NOTE
July 19, 1999
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, National Propane L.P. a Delaware limited partnership (the "Company"), promises to pay to the order of Columbia Propane Corporation, ("Lender"), in lawful money of the United States of America and immediately available funds, the unpaid Principal Amount of each Borrowing made by the Lender to the Company pursuant to the Loan Agreement, dated July 19, 1999, between the Lender and the Company (the "Agreement"). The Company promises to pay interest on the unpaid Principal Amount on the Interest Payment Dates and at the rate or rates provided for on the schedule attached hereto (the "Schedule"). All Borrowings, including the date thereof, the principal balance, the interest on the unpaid principle balance, the rate of interest or method of determining such rate, the maturity date of such Borrowing and the Interest Payment Dates shall be recorded by the Lender on the attached Schedule. Any principal or interest not paid when due shall bear interest from maturity until paid in full at a default rate of interest as specified in the Agreement.
Upon the happening of an Event of Default other than those specified in
Section 6.0l(6) or 6.0l(7) of the Agreement, the Lender may declare the Principal Amount and all accrued and unpaid interest on the Note due and payable. Upon the happening of an Event of Default specified in Section 6.0l(6) or 6.01(7) of the Agreement, the Principal Amount and all accrued and unpaid interest shall become and be immediately due and payable without any declaration or other act on the part of the Lender.
The Company hereby authorizes the Lender to endorse on the Schedule the date, amount and maturity date of, and the interest rate with respect to, each Borrowing evidenced hereby and all payments thereof, provided that the failure to do so shall not affect the obligations of either the Company or the Lender. Additional Schedule pages may be attached hereto from time to time by Lender, as necessary.
The Company hereby waives presentment, demand, protest and notice of any kind. No failure to exercise, and no delay in exercising, any rights hereunder on the part of the holder hereof shall operate as a waiver of such rights.
The Company hereby irrevocably constitutes and appoints the Lender and any officer or agent thereof, with full power of substitution, as its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full irrevocable power and authority in the place and stead of the Company and in the name of the Company or in its own name, from time to time in the Lender's discretion after the occurrence of an Event of Default or the Company's failure to provide adequate assurances in accordance with paragraphs (a) or (b) of Section 4.04 of the Agreement, for the purposes of carrying out the Agreement, to take any and all appropriate action and to execute any and all documents and instruments which may be, in the Lender's sole judgement, necessary or desirable to accomplish the purpose of the Agreement, including, but not limited to, providing security to the Lender with respect to the Company's obligations under this Note or the Agreement. The powers conferred on the Lender hereunder are solely to allow the Lender to protect its interest in the Company's Property and shall not impose any duty upon the Lender to exercise any such powers.
The Lender may assign this Note at any time without the consent of the Company.
The terms of the Agreement are incorporated herein by reference. Any capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the meaning assigned to them in the Agreement.
This Note shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware.
NATIONAL PROPANE L.P.
 Company
CP HOLDINGS, INC.
Its General Partner

By: /s/ Thomas E. Perkins, Jr.
   -------------------------------------
          Authorized Officer
        Thomas E. Perkins, Jr.
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PROMISSORY NOTE SCHEDULE
PURSUANT TO THE LOAN AGREEMENT, DATED JULY 19,1999
BETWEEN
NATIONAL PROPANE L.P. (BORROWER)
AND
COLUMBIA PROPANE CORPORATION (LENDER)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                         NEW ISSUE LONG-TERM DEBT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
REFERENCE    ISSUE   MATURITY    PRINCIPAL   INTEREST       INTEREST             PREPAYMENT         OUTSTANDING
 NUMBER      DATE      DATE       AMOUNT       RATE       PAYMENT DATES       AMOUNT       DATE      BALANCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    1      07/19/99  07/19/09  $137,997,000  Variable*  Last day of month  $137,997,000  10/19/99  $          0
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    2      10/19/99  07/19/09  $137,997,000    7.65%       Mar 1/Sep 1                             $137,997,000
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                               TOTAL OUTSTANDING:  $137,997,000
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Variable rate will be Columbia Energy Group operating companies' money pool rate.
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THIS LOAN AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") dated July 19, 1999, between National Propane L.P., a limited partnership duly organized and validly existing as a limited partnership under the laws of the State of Delaware (hereinafter called the "Company"), having its principal office at 9200 Arboretum Parkway, Richmond, VA 23236 and Columbia Propane Corporation, a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware (hereinafter called the "Lender," and together with the Company, the "Parties").
RECITALS OF THE COMPANY
WHEREAS, the Company has requested that the Lender make loans in accordance with the terms of this Agreement to finance the Company's on-going capital needs, and the Lender is willing to make the loans subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein; and
WHEREAS, the Company expects to derive substantial benefit from the receipt of said loans;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the respective representations and the agreements herein contained, the Parties hereto agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1
DEFINITIONS AND INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
SECTION 1.01. Definitions.
"Affiliate" of any specified person means any other person directly or indirectly controlling or controlled by or under direct or indirect common control with such specified person. For the purposes of this definition, "control," when used with respect to any specified person, means the power to direct the management and policies of such person directly or indirectly, whether through the ownership of voting securities (not limited to majority ownership of voting securities), by contract or otherwise; and the terms "controlling" and "controlled" have meanings correlative to the foregoing.
"Agreement" means this Agreement as it may be amended from time to time.
"Approved Funding Period" has the meaning as set forth in Section 2.02.
"Bankruptcy Law" means Title 11, United States Code, or any similar Federal or state law for the relief of debtors or any state or Federal insolvency and receivership law.
"Board of Directors" means the Board of Directors of the Company or any committee thereof duly authorized to act on behalf of such Board of Directors in respect hereof.
"Board Resolution" means a resolution duly adopted by the Board of Directors of the Company, a copy of which shall be certified by the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary, as being in full force and effect on the date of such certification.
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"Borrowing" has the meaning as set forth in Section 2.03.
"Business Day" means each day which is not a Legal Holiday.
"Bylaws" means the Bylaws of the Company as amended from time to time.
"Capital Lease Obligations" of a person means any obligation which is required to be classified and accounted for as a capital lease obligation on the balance sheet of such person prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles; the amount of such obligation shall be the capitalized amount thereof, determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles; and the stated maturity thereof shall be the date of the last payment of rent or any other amount due under such lease prior to the first date upon which such lease may be terminated by the lessee without payment of a penalty.
"Custodian" means any receiver, trustee, assignee, liquidator, custodian or similar official under any Bankruptcy Law.
"Debt" of any person means, without duplication,
(i) the principal of and premium, if applicable, in respect of
(a) indebtedness of such person for money borrowed and (b) indebtedness evidenced by notes, debentures, bonds or other similar instruments for the payment of which such person is responsible or liable;
(ii) all Capital Lease Obligations of such person;
(iii) all obligations of such person issued or assumed as the deferred purchase price of property (but excluding trade accounts payable arising in the ordinary course of business);
(iv) all obligations of such person for the reimbursement of any obligor on any letter of credit, banker's acceptance or similar credit transaction (other than obligations with respect to letters of credit securing obligations -- other than those obligations described in (i) through (iii) above -- entered into in the ordinary course of business of such person to the extent such letters of credit are not drawn upon or, if and to the extent drawn upon, such drawing is reimbursed no later than the third Business Day following receipt by such person of a demand for reimbursement following payment on the letter of credit);
(v) all obligations of the type referred to in clauses (i) through (iv) of other persons for the payment of which such person is responsible or liable as obligor, guarantor or surety; and
(vi) all obligations of the type referred to in clauses (i) through (v) of others secured by any Lien on any asset of such person (whether or not such obligation is
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assumed by such person), the amount of any such obligation which is not assumed being deemed to be the lesser of the amortized cost of such asset or the amount of the obligation so secured.
"Default" means any event which is, or after notice or passage of time or both would be, an Event of Default as more fully described in Section 6.01 of this Agreement.
"Event of Default" has the meaning as set forth in Section 6.01.
"Interest Payment Date" means a date on which interest on any Principal Amount outstanding on any Note is due and payable.
"Legal Holiday" means a Saturday, a Sunday or a day on which banking institutions are not required to be open in the State of New York. If a payment date is a Legal Holiday, payment shall be made on the next succeeding day that is not a Legal Holiday, and no interest shall accrue for the intervening period.
"Lender's Approval" means the Lender's written reply to the Company approving the Company's Request for Borrowing and stating the terms and conditions of the Loan made pursuant to such Request for Borrowing in accordance with Section 2.02 hereof.
"Lien" means any mortgage, pledge, deposit for security, security interest or other similar lien, whether secured or unsecured, or perfected or unperfected, or contingent or otherwise, other than the following: (i) liens for taxes or assessments or other local, state or federal governmental charges or levies; (ii) any lien to secure obligations under workers' compensation or unemployment insurance laws or similar legislation or regulation; (iii) any lien to secure performance in connection with bids, tenders, contracts (other than contracts for the payment of Debt) or leases (other than Capital Lease Obligations) made in the ordinary course of business by the Company or any Affiliate thereof; (iv) liens to secure public or statutory obligations; (v) materialmen's, mechanics', carriers', workers', repairmen's, construction, or other liens or charges arising in the ordinary course of business, or deposits to obtain the release of such liens; (vi) any lien to secure indemnity, performance, surety or similar bonds to which the Company or any Affiliate of the Company is a party; (vii) liens created by or resulting from court or administrative proceedings which are currently being contested in good faith by appropriate actions or proceedings or for the purpose of obtaining a stay or discharge in the course of any court or legal proceedings for which appropriate accounting reserves have been made to the extent required by generally accepted accounting principles; (viii) leases (other than Capital Lease Obligations) made, or existing on property acquired, constructed or improved by or on behalf of the Company, in the ordinary course of business, together with repairs and additions thereto and improvements thereof; (ix) landlords' liens; (x) zoning restrictions, easements, licenses, reservations or restrictions in respect of currently owned or hereafter acquired, constructed, or improved tangible property or defects or irregularities (including any terms, conditions, agreements, covenants, exceptions and reservations expressed or provided in deeds or other agreements) in title thereto, which do not materially impair the conduct of the business of the Company; (xi) any of such liens described in clauses (i) through (x), whether or not delinquent, whose validity or applicability is at the time being contested in good faith by
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appropriate actions or proceedings of the Company or any Affiliate thereof;
(xii) any right which any municipal or governmental body or agency may have by virtue of any franchise, license, contract or statute to purchase, or designate a purchaser of or order the sale of, any property of the Company or any Affiliate thereof upon payment of reasonable compensation therefor, or to terminate any franchise, license or other rights or to regulate the property and business of the Company or any Affiliate thereof; (xiii) the lien of judgments covered by insurance, or upon appeal and covered, if necessary, by the filing of an appeal bond, or if not so covered, not exceeding at any one time two million dollars ($2,000,000) in aggregate amount; (xiv) any lien or encumbrance, moneys sufficient for the discharge of which have been deposited in trust with the trustee or mortgagee under the instrument evidencing such lien or encumbrance, with irrevocable authority to the trustee or mortgagee to apply such moneys to the discharge of such lien or encumbrance to the extent required for such purpose; (xv) rights reserved to or vested in others to take or receive any part of the gas, by-products of gas or steam or electricity generated or produced by or from any properties of the Company or any Affiliate thereof or with respect to any other rights concerning supply, transportation, or storage of a commodity which is used in the ordinary course of business; and (xvi) liens created or assumed by the Company or any Affiliate thereof in connection with the issuance of debt securities, the interest on which is excludable from the gross income of the holders of such securities pursuant to Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or any successor section.
"Loan" means the funds which the Lender agrees to make available for borrowing by the Company in a Lender's Approval.
"Notes" means the notes, either secured or unsecured, issued and outstanding under this Agreement.
"Notice of Borrowing" has the meaning as set forth in Section 2.03.
"Notice of Default" has the meaning as set forth in Section 6.01.
"Officer" means the Chairman of the Board, the President, any Vice President, the Treasurer, the Secretary, the Controller, any Assistant Treasurer, any Assistant Secretary, any Assistant Controller, or any officers of the Company designated by Board Resolution or the Bylaws.
"Officers' Certificate" means a certificate on behalf and in the name of the Company signed by two Officers of the Company.
"Principal Amount" of a Debt or other obligation means the principal amount of the same plus the premium, if applicable, payable on the same which is due or overdue or is to become due at the relevant time.
"Production Payment" means any economic interest in oil, gas or mineral reserves which generally entitles the holder thereof to a specified share of future production from such reserves, excluding the costs and expenses of such production, and terminates when a specified quantity of such share of future production from such reserves has been delivered, or a specified sum has
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been realized from the sale of such share of future production from such reserves, or any similar arrangement commonly referred to as a "production payment".
"Property" means all receivables, inventory, equipment, general intangibles, contracts and contract rights, checking, savings, deposit or other accounts, government permits, and all other real property, personal property, goods, instruments, chattel paper, documents, credits, claims, demands and assets of the Company, and any additions and accessions thereto and proceeds and products thereof, as of the date of any grant of security interest by the Company in accordance with Section 4.04 of this Agreement.
"Requested Funding Period" has the meaning as set forth in Section 2.01.
"Request for Borrowing" has the meaning as set forth in Section 2.01.
"Secured Debt" means Debt secured by a Lien.
"Subsidiary" means any corporation or other entity of which securities or other ownership interests having ordinary voting power to elect a majority of the board of directors or other persons performing similar functions are at the time directly or indirectly owned by the Company.
SECTION 1.02. Rules of Construction. Unless the context otherwise requires:
(1) a term has the meaning assigned to it;
(2) an accounting term not otherwise defined has the meaning assigned to it in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles as in effect from time to time;
(3) "including" means including, without limitation;
(4) "person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company, association, joint-stock company, trust, unincorporated organization, government or any agency or political subdivision thereof or any other entity.
(5) "or" is not exclusive;
(6) words in the singular include the plural and words in the plural include the singular; and
(7) the principal amount of any non-interest bearing or other discount security at any date shall be the principal amount thereof that would be shown on a balance sheet of the issuer dated such date prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and accretion of principal on such security shall not be deemed to be the issuance of Debt.
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ARTICLE 2
THE LOANS
SECTION 2.01. Request for Borrowing. If the Company wishes to request a Loan(s) under the terms of this Agreement, it shall give the Lender a written request for funds (a "Request for Borrowing") on or before October 1st of each calendar year, or such other date designated by the Lender. Each such Request for Borrowing shall state the amount of funds requested to be loaned by the Lender during the specified period requested by the Company (the "Requested Funding Period").
SECTION 2.02. Lender's Consideration of Request. After receipt of a Request for Borrowing, the Lender shall provide a written response to the Company at least sixty (60) days prior to the First day of the Requested Funding Period, or such other time as the Lender and the Company may mutually agree. If the Lender determines in its sole discretion that it will not make any Loan in response to a Request for Borrowing, the Lender shall notify the Company in accordance with the foregoing, indicating that the Request for Borrowing has been denied, but shall not be obligated to set forth any explanation of the denial. If the Lender determines in its sole discretion that it is willing to loan funds to the Company in response to its Request for Borrowing, the Lender shall provide a Lender's Approval which shall specify the aggregate amount and the terms, or the method of or procedure or manner for determining the terms, of any Loan or Borrowing and the period of time during which the Lender is willing to make such Loan and Borrowings to the Company (the "Approved Funding Period"). The Lender may, in its sole discretion, include in the Lender's Approval the terms, or the method of or procedure or manner for determining such terms, on which the Lender agrees to make a Loan to the Company, including but not limited to: (i) the rate or rates, or the method of determination thereof, of interest on the Loan and the date or dates from which such interest shall accrue, and the Interest Payment Dates on which such interest shall be payable, (ii) the place or places where the principal of and interest on the Loan shall be payable,
(iii) the period or periods within which, the price or prices at which and the terms upon which any Note evidencing the Loan may be redeemed, in whole or in part, at the option of the Company, or shall be mandatorily redeemed, in whole or in part, and any premiums, if applicable, (iv) if other than the Principal Amount thereof, the portion of the Principal Amount of the Loan which shall be payable upon declaration of acceleration of the maturity thereof pursuant to
Section 6.02 and (v) any other terms to be reasonably determined by the Lender. Without limiting the foregoing, the Lender may, in its sole discretion, determine that it is willing to make a Loan to the Company in an aggregate amount, for a period of time and on other terms different from those requested by the Company.
SECTION 2.03. Notice of Borrowing. Whenever during the Approved Funding Period the Company wishes to make a drawing of borrowed funds under a Loan approved by the Lender and which shall be consistent with and pursuant to the applicable Lender's Approval (a "Borrowing"), it shall give the Lender notice of such Borrowing (a "Notice of Borrowing") prior to 10:00 a.m. on a Business Day. A Notice of Borrowing shall state the amount of the Borrowing and shall be in writing and executed by an Officer of the Company. As a condition precedent to the first Borrowing under a Loan which has been approved by the Lender under an applicable Lender's Approval, the Company shall provide the Lender with (i) a Note, executed by
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the Company, evidencing the Loan and (ii) a certified copy of Board Resolutions authorizing such Borrowing of the Loan upon the terms provided in or pursuant to the applicable Lender's Approval and this Agreement, and further authorizing the issuance and sale of the Note to the Lender in connection therewith.
ARTICLE 3
THE NOTES
SECTION 3.01. Form of Notes. A Loan will be evidenced by a Note substantially in the form of Exhibit A attached hereto. Each Borrowing shall be evidenced by a notation on the schedule attached to the applicable Note which shall specifically state the date and amount of the Borrowing, the maturity or amortization dates, the interest rate and such other terms as the Lender shall have designated.
SECTION 3.02. Execution. An Officer having proper authority to execute debt instruments on behalf of the Company shall sign the Notes for the Company by manual or facsimile signature. If an Officer whose signature is on a Note no longer holds that office at the time the Note is issued, the Note shall be valid nevertheless.
SECTION 3.03. Replacement Notes. If the Lender claims in writing to the Company that a Note has been lost, destroyed or wrongfully taken, the Company shall issue to the Lender a replacement Note with equivalent terms.
SECTION 3.04. Cancellation. The Lender, when the obligation represented by the Note has been fully satisfied in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, shall deliver such Note to the Company for cancellation. The Company and no one else shall cancel and destroy all Notes properly surrendered for transfer or exchange pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.
SECTION 3.05. Default Interest. If the Company defaults in a payment of interest or principal on a Note, the Company shall pay defaulted interest (plus interest on such defaulted interest to the extent lawful at the rate or rates prescribed therefor in the Note) in an amount equal to two percent (2.00%) above the applicable rate or rates noted on the schedule attached to the applicable Note, commencing on the due date thereof until the same is paid in full.
ARTICLE 4
COVENANTS
SECTION 4.01 Payment of Notes. The Company, as obligor, shall pay the principal of and interest on the Notes on the dates and in the manner provided in the Notes and in this Agreement.
SECTION 4.02. Limitation on Secured Debt. The Company or any Subsidiary shall not issue any Secured Debt unless contemporaneously therewith the Notes are secured equally and ratably with such Secured Debt for so long as such Secured Debt is secured by a Lien; except, however, that incurrence of the following Secured Debt shall not require the Company or any Subsidiary to equally and ratably secure the Notes:
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(1) Debt of the Company or any Subsidiary which is incurred to finance the acquisition, construction or improvement of assets of the Company or its Subsidiaries, which acquisition is consummated, or which construction or improvement is commenced, after the date of this Agreement; provided, however, that such Debt shall not be secured by any assets of the Company or any Subsidiary other than assets so acquired, constructed or improved (together with (i) to the extent the terms of Secured Debt so provide, repairs and additions thereto and improvements thereof, and (ii) with respect to construction and improvement, any theretofore unimproved real property on which the property so constructed or improved is located);
(2) Debt of the Company or any Subsidiary which is secured by assets of a person where such Debt was existing at the time such person was merged or consolidated with the Company or any Subsidiary or at the time of sale, other disposition, or lease, of the properties of such person as an entirety (or substantially as an entirety) to the Company or any Subsidiary; provided, however, that such Debt shall not be secured by any assets of the Company or any Subsidiary other than the assets subject thereto at the time of the acquisition (together with, to the extent the terms of Secured Debt so provide, repairs and additions thereto and improvements thereof);
(3) Debt of the Company or any Subsidiary issued to refinance such Debt incurred under paragraphs (1) and (2) of this Section 4.02, provided that the Debt so issued is not secured by a Lien on assets other than those which secure the Debt being refinanced (together with, to the extent the terms of new Secured Debt so provide, repairs and additions thereto and improvements thereof);
(4) Debt of the Company or any Subsidiary which is secured by inventory, accounts receivable, or customers' installment paper or the proceeds thereof, including by means of asset securitization; and
(5) obligations arising with respect to Production Payments.
SECTION 4.03. Compliance Certificate. The Company shall deliver to the Lender within 30 days after the end of each fiscal year of the Company a certificate from its principal executive officer, principal financial officer or principal accounting officer stating that in the course of the performance by such signer of his duties as an Officer of the Company he would normally have knowledge of any Default by the Company or any noncompliance with the conditions and covenants under the Agreement and whether or not he knows of any Default or any such noncompliance that occurred during such period. If such Officer does, the certificate shall describe the Default or noncompliance, its status and what action the Company is taking or proposes to take with respect thereto. For purposes of this Section 4.03, such noncompliance shall be determined without regard to any period of grace or requirement of notice provided under this Agreement.
SECTION 4.04. Further Assurances; Reservation of Security Interest. (a) The Company hereby agrees that it shall, from time to time, promptly and duly execute, acknowledge and
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deliver, or cause to be executed, acknowledged and delivered, such further instruments and documents and take such further action as the Lender may reasonably request for the purpose of obtaining or preserving the full benefits of this Agreement and of the rights and powers herein granted. The Company also hereby authorizes the Lender to file any financing or continuation statement without the signature of the Company to the extent permitted by applicable law, provided, however, that the foregoing shall not create any obligation or duty on the part of the Lender. A carbon, photographic or other reproduction of this Agreement shall be sufficient as a financing statement for filing in any jurisdiction.
(b) Grant of Security Interest. The Notes may be issued on a secured or unsecured basis. Further, in the event that the Lender in its sole discretion shall become insecure at any time during the term of this Agreement as to the Company's ability to fulfill any of its obligations hereunder or under any unsecured Note, or comply with any agreement or other provision hereunder or under any such Note, and if the Company is unable to otherwise provide adequate assurances of its ability to perform such obligations or comply with such other agreements satisfactory to the Lender within five (5) days after receipt of notice from the Lender of such insecurity, then the Company shall grant, mortgage, pledge, assign, transfer, set over, convey and deliver to the Lender a security interest in and a lien on such Property of the Company as the Lender in its sole discretion shall select, provided, however, that the taking of such action on the part of the Company shall not relieve the Company from liability for any of its obligations under this Agreement or the Notes.
(c) Appointment of Attorney-in-Fact. The Company hereby irrevocably constitutes and appoints the Lender and any officer or agent thereof, with full power of substitution, as its true and lawful attorney-in-fact with full irrevocable power and authority in the place and stead of the Company and in the name of the Company or in its own name, from time to time in the Lender's discretion after the occurrence of an Event of Default or the Company's failure to provide adequate assurances in accordance with paragraphs (a) or (b) of this
Section 4.04, for the purposes of carrying out this Agreement, to take any and all appropriate action and to execute any and all documents and instruments which may be, in the Lender's sole judgment, necessary or desirable to accomplish the purpose of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, providing security to the Lender with respect to the Company's obligations under the Notes or this Agreement. The powers conferred on the Lender hereunder are solely to allow the Lender to protect its interest in the Company's Property and shall not impose any duty upon the Lender to exercise any such powers.
(d) Cumulative Remedies; No Waivers. The rights and remedies provided in this Section 4.04 are cumulative, may be exercised singly or concurrently and are not exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law or this Agreement. No failure to exercise, nor delay in exercising, on the part of the Lender any right, power or privilege under this Section 4.04 shall operate as a waiver thereof.
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ARTICLE 5
SUCCESSOR COMPANY
SECTION 5.01. When Company May Merge or Transfer. The Company shall not consolidate with or merge with or into, or convey or otherwise transfer, or lease, its assets as an entirety (or substantially as an entirety) to, any person, unless:
(i) the resulting, surviving or transferee person (if not the Company) shall be a person organized and existing under the laws of the United States of America, any state thereof or the District of Columbia and shall expressly assume, by written agreement, executed and delivered to the Lender, in form reasonably satisfactory to the Lender, all obligations of the Company under this Agreement and the Notes;
(ii) immediately after giving effect to such transaction no Default shall have happened and be continuing; and
(iii) the Company shall have delivered to the Lender an Officers' Certificate stating that such consolidation, merger, conveyance, transfer or lease complies with this Agreement.
SECTION 5.02. Substitution of Successor. Upon any consolidation by the Company with or merger by the Company into any other entity or any conveyance or other transfer, or lease, of the assets of the Company as an entirety (or substantially as an entirety) in accordance with Section 5.01, the successor entity formed by such consolidation or into which the Company is merged or to which such conveyance or other transfer, or lease, is made shall succeed to, and be substituted for, and may exercise every right and power of, the Company under this Agreement with the same effect as if such successor entity had been named as the Company herein, and thereafter, except in the case of a lease, the predecessor entity shall be relieved of all obligations and covenants under this Agreement and the Notes.
ARTICLE 6
DEFAULTS AND REMEDIES
SECTION 6.01. Events of Default. An "Event of Default" occurs if:
(1) the Company defaults in any payment of interest on any Note when the same becomes due and payable thereunder and such default continues uncured for a period of 20 days immediately thereafter;
(2) the Company defaults in the payment of the principal of any Note when the same becomes due and payable thereunder;
(3) the Company fails to comply with Section 5.01 hereunder;
(4) the Company fails to comply with any of its agreements in the Notes or this Agreement (other than those referred to in paragraphs (l), (2) or (3) of this Section 6.01) and such failure continues uncured for a period of 60 days after notice by the Company. The
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Company shall deliver to the Lender, within 30 days after the occurrence thereof, written notice in the form of an Officers' Certificate of any event which with the giving of notice and the lapse of time would become an Event of Default under the first sentence of this paragraph (4), its status and what action the Company is taking or proposes to take with respect thereto, provided, however, that such event may become an Event of Default notwithstanding a failure by the Company to so notify the Lender.
A Default under this paragraph (4) is not an Event of Default until the Lender provides to the Company a Notice of Default and the Company does not cure such Default within the time specified in this paragraph after receipt of such notice, provided, however, that the Default shall be deemed continuing and may become an Event of Default notwithstanding the failure of the Lender to so notify the Company. Such notice must specify the Default, demand that it be remedied and state that such notice is a "Notice of Default."
(5) the Company or any Subsidiary has entered against it a final, non-appealable court judgment for the payment of money exceeding, in the aggregate, a material amount, as specified in Item 103 of Regulation S-K, 17 C.F.R. Section 229.103, in uninsured liability, and such judgment is not discharged, paid or adequately provided for within 60 days after such judgment becomes final and non-appealable;
(6) the Company or any Subsidiary pursuant to or within the meaning of any Bankruptcy Law:
(A) commences a voluntary case;
(B) consents to the entry of an order for relief against it in an involuntary case;
(C) consents to the appointment of a Custodian of it or for any substantial part of its property; or
(D) makes a general assignment for the benefit of its creditors;
(7) a court of competent jurisdiction enters an order or decree under any Bankruptcy Law that:
(A) is for relief against the Company in an involuntary case;
(B) appoints a Custodian of the Company or for any substantial part of its property; or
(C) orders the winding up or liquidation of the Company;
and the order or decree remains unstayed and in effect for 60 days; or
(8) the Lender ceases to own at least eighty percent (80%) of the outstanding equity or other voting securities of the Company.
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SECTION 6.02. Waiver of Event of Default. The Lender may, in its sole discretion, waive in writing an Event of Default occurring under this Agreement or the Notes at any time. No such waiver shall extend to any subsequent or other Event of Default or impair, or be deemed a waiver of, any other right. The extent of any such waiver shall be in the sole discretion of the Lender.
SECTION 6.03. Acceleration. If an Event of Default (other than an Event of Default specified in Section 6.01(6) or (7)) occurs and is continuing, the Lender may declare the principal of and accrued interest on the Notes to be immediately due and payable. Upon such a declaration, such principal (or portion thereof) and interest shall be due and payable immediately. If an Event of Default specified in Section 6.01(6) or (7) occurs and is continuing, the principal of and interest on all the Notes shall ipso facto become and be immediately due and payable without any declaration or other act on the part of the Lender. The Lender may rescind any acceleration under this Section 6.03 and its consequences if the rescission would not conflict with any judgment or decree and if all existing Events of Default have been cured or waived (except with respect to nonpayment of principal or interest that has become due solely because of the acceleration). No such rescission shall affect any subsequent Default or impair any right consequent thereto.
SECTION 6.04. Other Remedies. If an Event of Default occurs and is continuing, the Lender may pursue any available remedy to collect the payment of principal of or interest on the Notes or to enforce the performance of any provision of the Notes or this Agreement.
A delay or omission by the Lender in exercising any right or remedy accruing upon an Event of Default shall not impair the right or remedy or constitute a waiver of or acquiescence in the Event of Default. No remedy is exclusive of any other remedy. All available remedies are cumulative.
SECTION 6.05. Waiver of Past Defaults. The Lender may waive in writing an existing Default and its consequences. No such waiver shall extend to any subsequent or other Default or impair, or be deemed a waiver of, any other right. The extent of any such waiver shall be in the sole discretion of the Lender.
SECTION 6.06. Rights of Lender To Receive Payment. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the right of the Lender to receive payment of principal of and interest on the Notes held by such Lender, on or after the respective due dates expressed in the Notes, or to bring suit for the enforcement of any such payment on or after such respective dates, shall not be impaired or affected without the consent of such Lender.
SECTION 6.07. Waiver of Stay of Extension Laws. The Company (to the extent it may lawfully do so) shall not at any time insist upon, or plead, or in any manner whatsoever claim or take the benefit or advantage of, any stay or extension law wherever enacted, now or at any time hereafter in force, which may adversely affect the covenants or the performance of this Agreement; and the Company (to the extent that it may lawfully do so) hereby expressly waives
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all benefit or advantage of any such law. The provisions of this Section 6.07 shall survive the termination of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 7
TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
SECTION 7.01. Termination. This Agreement may be terminated upon mutual written consent of the Lender and the Company; provided, however, that (i) such termination shall not be effective unless no obligations of the Company under the Notes or this Agreement (excluding, for this purpose, the provisions of
Section 6.07 and Article 10 of this Agreement) are outstanding and (ii) the provisions of Section 6.07 and Article 10 shall survive any such termination.
ARTICLE 8
AMENDMENTS
SECTION 8.01. Amendment of Agreement and Notes. Any provision of this Agreement or the Notes may be amended if, but only if, such amendment is in writing and signed by the Company and the Lender. Except as provided in Section 6.02 and Section 6.05, no waiver of any provision of this Agreement and the Notes shall be valid unless signed by both parties.
SECTION 8.02. Notation on or Exchange of Notes. If an amendment changes the terms of a Note, the Company may require the Lender to deliver the Note to the Company for the purpose of reflecting such changes thereto. In that event, the Company shall place an appropriate notation on the Note regarding the changed terms to properly reflect the provisions of the amendment and return it to the Lender; alternatively, if the Company so determines, the Company in exchange for the Note shall issue a new Note that reflects the changed terms. Failure to make the appropriate notation or to issue a new Note shall not affect the validity of such amendment.
ARTICLE 9
REDEMPTION
SECTION 9.01. Applicability. Notes which are made redeemable by their terms pursuant to this Agreement before their final maturity shall be redeemable in accordance with this Article 9 (except as otherwise specified as contemplated by Section 2.02).
SECTION 9.02. Right of Redemption. If a Note is made redeemable by its terms in accordance with the provisions of Section 2.02 of this Agreement, and the Company wants to redeem such Note pursuant to the terms of such redemption established in accordance with Section 2.02 of this Agreement, the Company shall notify the Lender in writing at least 20 days prior to the redemption date, which notice shall specify such date and the principal amount of the Note to be redeemed, all in accordance with the terms thereof and hereof. If the Company is obligated to redeem such Note, it shall redeem the Note on the date specified in accordance with Section 2.02 of this Agreement.
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SECTION 9.03. Notes Redeemed in Part. Upon surrender of a Note that is redeemed in part in accordance with the provisions thereof and hereof, the Company shall issue to the Lender a new Note with equivalent terms, equal in aggregate Principal Amount to the unredeemed portion of the Note surrendered.
ARTICLE 10
INDEMNIFICATION
In addition to any other amounts payable by the Company under this Agreement, the Company shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Lender from and against any and all claims, demands, liabilities, damages, losses, costs, charges and expenses (including, without limitation, attorneys' fees and expenses) which the Lender may incur or be subject to as a consequence, directly or indirectly, of (i) any breach by the Company of any representation, warranty, covenant, term, or condition in, or occurrence of any Default or Event of Default under, this Agreement or any Note or (ii) involvement in any legal suit, investigation, proceeding, inquiry or action (including but not limited to any environmental suit, investigation, proceeding, inquiry or action) as to which the Lender is involved as a consequence, direct or indirect, of its execution of this Agreement or any other event or transaction contemplated by or related to the foregoing. The obligations of the Company under this Article 10 shall constitute additional indebtedness hereunder and shall survive any termination of this Agreement and cancellation of any Note.
ARTICLE 11
MISCELLANEOUS
SECTION 11.0l. Notices. Any notice or communication required or contemplated hereunder or under the Notes shall be in writing and transmitted by either electronic facsimile transmission, delivery in person or mailed by first-class mail addressed as follows:
If to the Company:
National Propane L.P.
9002 Arboretum Parkway
Richmond, VA 23236
Attention: Treasurer
FAX: (804) 327-1380
If to the Lender:
Columbia Propane Corporation
9002 Arboretum Parkway
Richmond, VA 23236
Attention: Treasurer
FAX: (804) 327-1380
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The Company or the Lender by notice to the other, in accordance with the requirements of this Section 11.0l, may designate additional or different addresses for subsequent notices or communications.
If a notice or communication is mailed in the manner provided above, it is duly given at the time mailed, whether or not the addressee receives it.
SECTION 11.02. Governing Law. This Agreement and the Notes shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the State of Delaware but without giving effect to applicable principles of conflicts-of-law to the extent that the application of the laws of another jurisdiction would be required thereby.
SECTION 11.03. No Recourse Against Others. A director, officer, employee or stockholder, as such, of the Company shall not have any liability for any obligations of the Company under the Notes or this Agreement or for any claim based on, in respect of or by reason of such obligations or their creation.
SECTION 11.04. Successors. This Agreement and the Notes shall bind the Company and its permitted assigns and inure to the benefit of the Lender and its assigns. The Company shall not be permitted to assign this Agreement or the Notes, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of the Lender. The Lender may assign this Agreement or any Note, in whole or in part, without the consent of the Company.
SECTION 11.05. Multiple Originals. This Agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts (including copies thereof), each of which (including copies) shall be deemed an original, and all of which shall constitute a single agreement, with the same effect as if the signature thereto and hereto were upon the same instrument.
SECTION 11.06. Table of Contents; Headings. The table of contents and headings contained in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only, are not intended to be considered a part of the substance hereof and shall not modify or restrict any of the terms or provisions hereof.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be duly executed as of the date first written above.
NATIONAL PROPANE L.P.
 CP Holdings, Inc.
Its General Partner

Attest: /s/ Illegible                   By: /s/ T. E. Perkins, Jr.
       -----------------------------       -------------------------------
                                        Title: Vice President

COLUMBIA PROPANE CORPORATION

Attest: /s/ Illegible                   By: /s/ T. E. Perkins, Jr.
       -----------------------------       -------------------------------
                                               T. E. Perkins, Jr.
                                        Title: Vice President
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EXECUTION COPY
FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE LOAN AGREEMENT
This First Amendment (this "Amendment") to the Loan Agreement, dated July 19, 1999 (the "Loan Agreement"), between Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (formerly known as National Propane, L.P.) (the "Company"), and Columbia Propane Corporation, a Delaware corporation (the "Lender"), is entered into this 21st day of August, 2001 between the Company and the Lender.
RECITALS
WHEREAS, the Company and the Lender have entered into the Loan Agreement, pursuant to which the Lender has agreed to make loans to the Company to finance the Company's on-going capital needs;
WHEREAS, the Company and the Lender have both entered into an Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement, dated August 7, 2001, among Columbia Energy Group, a Delaware corporation, the Lender, the Company, CP Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation, AmeriGas Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("Buyer"), AmeriGas Partners, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, and AmeriGas Propane, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation (the "Purchase Agreement"), pursuant to which the Lender has agreed, among other things, to sell to Buyer all of its limited partnership interest in the Company; and
WHEREAS, the Company and Lender desire to amend certain provisions of the Loan Agreement in connection with the transactions contemplated by the Purchase Agreement;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained in the Loan Agreement and for other good and valuable consideration, the sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
1. Amendment of Section 6.01. Section 6.01 of the Loan Agreement is hereby amended by (i) adding the word "or" at the end of clause (6)(D) of
Section 6.01, (ii) deleting the word "or" between clause (7) and clause (8) of
Section 6.01, (iii) substituting a period for the semi-colon at the end of clause (7), and (iv) deleting in its entirety clause (8) of Section 6.01, which reads: "the Lender ceases to own at least eighty percent (80%) of the outstanding equity or other voting securities of the Company."
2. Effect of Amendment. The Loan Agreement, as amended by this Amendment, shall remain in full force and effect. Following the date of this Amendment, all references in the Loan Agreement to "this Agreement" shall mean the Loan Agreement as amended by this Amendment.
3. Governing Law. This Amendment shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the State of Delaware but without giving effect to applicable principles of conflicts-of-law to the extent that the application of the laws of another jurisdiction would be required thereby.
4. Counterparts. This Amendment may be signed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original and all of which shall constitute a single agreement, with the same effect as if the signatures thereto were upon the same instrument.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this First Amendment to the Loan Agreement to be duly executed as of the date first written above.
COLUMBIA PROPANE
CORPORATION

By: /s/ Mark A. Cleaves
   -------------------------------------
Name: Mark A. Cleaves
Title: Vice President

COLUMBIA PROPANE, L.P.

By: /s/ Ronald R. Rominiecki
   -------------------------------------
Name: Ronald R. Rominiecki
Title: Vice President
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COLUMBIA ENERGY GROUP
April 5, 1999
National Propane Corporation
280 Park Avenue, 41st Floor
New York, New York 10017
Dear Sirs:
Re: Payment Guaranty
As you are aware, Columbia Propane L.P. (the "Purchaser") has agreed to purchase all the outstanding units of National Propane Partners, L.P. and substantially all the outstanding units of National Propane, L.P. (after such purchase, the "Purchaser OLP") upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in the Purchase Agreement dated as of April 5, 1999 among the Purchaser, CP Holdings, Inc. ("Purchaser General Partner"), Columbia Propane Corporation ("Purchaser Holdings"), National Propane Partners, L.P., National Propane Corporation (the "National MGP"), National Propane SGP, Inc. and Triarc Companies, Inc. (the "Agreement"). Columbia Energy Group (the "Guarantor") is the parent of Purchaser General Partner and Purchaser Holdings.
Pursuant to the Agreement, from and after the Closing Date (as defined in the Agreement), Purchaser Holdings, Purchaser General Partner and Purchaser OLP (the "Purchaser Indemnitors") have agreed to indemnify the National MGP (and its successors and any permitted assigns in accordance with the Agreement) for certain breaches of tax-related covenants under the Agreement to the extent and in an amount as set forth in Sections 5.2 (the last paragraph thereof), 5.9 and 9.1(c) and (d) of the Agreement (the "Obligations").
As an inducement to the National MGP to enter into the Agreement, the Guarantor hereby irrevocably and unconditionally guarantees the due and punctual payment of all such Obligations of the Purchaser Indemnitors under the Agreement, subject to the limits (including, without limitation, the Maximum Amount) set forth herein. Upon any failure by the Purchaser Indemnitors to pay any of the Obligations, the Guarantor agrees that it will forthwith on demand pay any such amounts which the Purchaser Indemnitors have failed to pay the National MGP, at the place and in the manner specified in the Agreement. This Guaranty is a guaranty of payment and not a guaranty of collection.
Notwithstanding anything in this Guaranty to the contrary, (i) Guarantor's liability under this Guaranty and the National MGP's right of recovery under the same shall be limited to the aggregate amount (the "Maximum Amount") applicable to the period in which any claim for indemnity is made by the National MGP in accordance with Section 9.4 of the Agreement (the
April 5, 1999
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"Claim Period"), each as set forth on Exhibit I to this Guaranty, (ii) the Maximum Amount applicable to any period shall be reduced by any amounts paid by the Purchaser Indemnitors under the Obligations, and (iii) in no event shall the Maximum Amount subject to this Guaranty be more than the Maximum Amount in the first claim period in which a claim for indemnity is made by the National MGP in accordance with Section 9.4 of the Agreement.
The term of this Guaranty shall be from the Closing Date under the Agreement to the fifteenth anniversary thereof (the "Expiration Date").
Guarantor's liability hereunder shall be and is specifically limited to payments expressly required to be made under the Purchaser Indemnitors' Obligations under the Agreement.
Upon making any payment hereunder, the Guarantor shall be subrogated to the rights of the National MGP against the Purchaser Indemnitors with respect to such payment; provided, that the Guarantor shall not enforce any right or receive any payment by way of subrogation until all of the Obligations then due shall have been paid in full and the National MGP agrees to take at Guarantor's expense such steps as the Guarantor may reasonably request to implement such subrogation. The Guarantor reserves the right to assert defenses which the Purchaser Indemnitors may have to payment under the Agreement, other than defenses arising from the bankruptcy or insolvency of any Purchaser Indemnitor.
No provision of this Guaranty may be amended, supplemented or modified, nor any of the terms and conditions hereof waived, except by a written instrument executed by the Guarantor and the National MGP. Neither party may assign its rights and obligations hereunder without the prior written consent of the other party, and any such purported assignment without such written consent will be void.
This Guaranty shall not be construed to create any third party beneficiary relationship as to or with any person or entity other than the National MGP (and its successors and any permitted assigns in accordance with the Agreement).
THIS GUARANTY SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, WITHOUT REFERENCE TO CHOICE OF LAW DOCTRINE.
April 5, 1999
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If the foregoing is acceptable to you, please sign and return to us the enclosed counterpart of this letter.
Very truly yours,
Columbia Energy Group
By:

Title: Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Accepted and agreed as of the
date first above written.
National Propane Corporation
By:
 Title: President & COO
April 5, 1999
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EXHIBIT 1
The Maximum Amount payable under the attached Guaranty to which this Exhibit relates shall decline as follows:

Claim Period:                                                         Maximum Amount:
-------------                                                         ---------------
From the Closing Date
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's First Anniversary      $100,000,000

From the Closing Date's First Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Second Anniversary     $ 97,500,000

From the Closing Date's Second Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Third Anniversary      $ 95,000,000

From the Closing Date's Third Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Fourth Anniversary     $ 92,500,000

From the Closing Date's Fourth Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Fifth Anniversary      $ 90,000,000

From the Closing Date's Fifth Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Sixth Anniversary      $ 87,500,000

From the Closing Date's Sixth Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Seventh Anniversary    $ 85,000,000

From the Closing Date's Seventh Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Eighth Anniversary     $ 82,500,000

From the Closing Date's Eighth Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Ninth Anniversary      $ 80,000,000

From the Closing Date's Ninth Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Tenth Anniversary      $ 77,500,000

From the Closing Date's Tenth Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Eleventh Anniversary   $ 30,000,000
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From the Closing Date's Eleventh Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Twelfth Anniversary             $ 30,000,000

From the Closing Date's Twelfth Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Thirteenth Anniversary          $ 30,000,000

From the Closing Date's Thirteenth Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Fourteenth Anniversary          $ 30,000,000

From the Closing Date's Fourteenth Anniversary
     through One Day Before the Closing Date's Fifteenth Anniversary           $ 30,000,000

From and after the Closing Date's Fifteenth Anniversary (Expiration Date).     $          0

 
GROUND LEASE
THIS GROUND LEASE (this "Lease"), is made as of the 13th day of August, 2001, by and between READING TERMINALS CORPORATION, a Pennsylvania corporation (the "Landlord") and COLUMBIA PROPANE CORPORATION, a Delaware corporation (the "Tenant"), and provides as follows:
RECITALS
A. Landlord is the fee owner of that certain real property containing approximately 15.067 acres located in Spring Township, Berks County, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (the "Property") shown on that certain plat of survey dated July 13, 2000, prepared by Spotts, Stevens and McCoy, Inc., entitled "Preliminary Subdivision Plan," and attached hereto as EXHIBIT A (the "Survey").
B. Landlord conducts a petroleum storage and distribution operation on a portion of the Property.
C. Tenant conducts a propane storage and distribution operation on a portion of the Property.
D. Landlord desires to lease to Tenant and Tenant desires to lease from Landlord a portion of the Property on the terms and conditions set forth below.
AGREEMENT
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants contained and set forth herein, together with other good and valuable consideration, the adequacy and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereby agree as follows:
1. PREMISES. Landlord leases and demises to Tenant and Tenant takes and leases from Landlord, on an exclusive basis, that certain real property, shown as Lot 2 on the Survey containing approximately 5.664 acres, together with full and complete legal and physical access by means of existing roads and rights of way on a 24 hours per day, seven days per week basis and all appurtenances, rights, privileges and easements thereto (the "Premises").
2. PURPOSE. Tenant shall have the right to use and occupy the Premises for the operation of a propane storage and distribution facility and related uses and for no other purpose.
3. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. Landlord represents and warrants the following to Tenant:
(a) Landlord has full right and lawful authority to execute this Lease for the term, in the manner, and upon the conditions and provisions herein contained;
(b) Landlord is a corporation duly formed, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania;
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(c) Neither the execution of this Lease by Landlord nor the performance by Landlord of the terms hereof will conflict with or violate any other agreement or instrument or any writ, order or decree to which Landlord is a party or by which Landlord is bound; and
(d) To the knowledge of Landlord, there is no litigation or other proceeding currently pending or threatened against Landlord or any owner, stockholder, partner or affiliate of Landlord or the Property which could adversely affect Landlord's ability to perform any of Landlord's obligations hereunder or Tenant's rights hereunder.
4 TERM. The term of this Lease shall be twenty (20) years, and shall commence on the date hereof (the "Commencement Date") and shall expire at midnight on the day preceding the twentieth anniversary of the Commencement Date (subject to the renewal rights described below) (the "Expiration Date") Tenant shall have the right to extend this Lease (the "Renewal Option"), on the same terms and rental set forth herein, for two additional terms of ten (10) years each (the "Renewal Lease Terms"), provided, however, such Renewal Option is contingent upon the following: (i) there is no Event of Default by Tenant at the time Tenant gives Landlord written notice of Tenant's intention to exercise the Renewal Option; and (ii) upon the Expiration Date or the expiration of any Renewal Lease Term, there is no Event of Default by Tenant. Tenant shall exercise each Renewal Option by giving Landlord written notice at least sixty (60) days prior to the Expiration Date or the last day of any Renewal Lease Term. If Tenant fails to give such notice to Landlord prior to said sixty-day period, then Tenant shall forfeit the Renewal Option. If Tenant exercises the Renewal Option, then during any such Renewal Lease Term, Landlord and Tenant's respective rights, duties and obligations shall be governed by the terms and conditions of the Lease. All references in this Lease to the term "Term" shall include any renewals thereof.
5 BASE RENT. Tenant covenants and agrees to pay to Landlord, without prior demand, rent in the total annual sum of Twelve Thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($12,000.00), payable in monthly installments of One Thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($1,000.00) each (the "Base Rent"). Base Rent for the first month shall be due on the Commencement Date. Base Rent for each month thereafter shall be due on the first day of each month. If the Commencement Date is on any day other than on the first day of the month, Base Rent for the first month shall be prorated according to the number of days during which the Tenant will occupy the Premises during such month. If the Term ends on a day other than the last day of a calendar month, Base Rent for the last month shall be prorated according to the total number of days during which the Tenant will occupy the Premises during such month.
Rent shall be adjusted as of each anniversary date of this Lease. The increase in Rent each year shall be three (3%) percent based upon the Rent for the previous year.
In the event that Tenant shall fail to pay any Base Rent within ten (10) days of the date when the same shall become due, Tenant shall be obligated to pay Landlord a late charge of five percent (5%) of the amount of any past due payment in addition to the payment then due, which late charge shall also be considered as Base Rent until paid.
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6. OTHER COSTS. This Lease is an absolute net lease, which the parties intend to yield net to Landlord the rental provided for above. Tenant will pay all costs, expenses, and charges of every kind and nature relating to the Premises and improvements on it that may arise or become due during the Term. Tenant covenants to pay, among other things, all personal property taxes and assessments, sales, use and occupancy taxes, water and sewer rates, rents and charges, charges for public and private utilities, fees for governmental approvals, and all other governmental charges and fees (general and special, ordinary and extraordinary, foreseen and unforeseen, of any kind and nature whatsoever) that may, during the Term, be imposed on, payable with respect to, or become a lien on the Premises, any present or future structural improvements or its appurtenances. In addition, Tenant covenants to pay to Landlord, its pro rata share of all real estate and similar taxes and assessments (including assessment for local or municipal improvements) levied on the land of the Property, as determined by dividing the acreage of the Premises by the acreage of the Property and multiplying the quotient by the total tax levied on the Property. Tenant's pro rata share is initially set at 37.6%. Tenant and Landlord shall work in good faith to determine an allocation between the parties (prior to the commencement of this Lease and from time to time as applicable) regarding real estate and similar taxes and assessment based on the improvements owned and/or operated by each party which are located on the Premises and elsewhere on the Property. Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary, Tenant shall not be responsible for any kind or type of cost, expense or charge that does not relate to the Premises or Tenant's use of the Premises, including without limitation, any cost, expense or charge relating to the remainder of the Property, such as taxes, costs, expenses, or fees relating to improvements not located on the Premises or penalty and/or interest due to Landlord's late payment of same. Tenant may, at Tenant's expense, contest, in good faith, any such tax, or assessment or other governmental charge or other cost set forth in this Section; provided, that pending the outcome of such contest, Tenant shall make any payments required by this Section. Landlord agrees to reasonably cooperate with Tenant's efforts in each such contest.
7. OUTLET ENJOYMENT. Tenant, upon observing and keeping all covenants, agreements and conditions of this Lease on Tenant's part to be kept and observed, shall quietly have and enjoy the Premises throughout the Term (as the same may be extended), without hindrance or interference by Landlord or by anyone claiming by, from, through or under Landlord.
8. MAINTENANCE. During the Term of this Lease, Tenant covenants, at Tenant's cost and expense, (i) to substantially repair, maintain, amend and keep the Premises and all improvements now existing or hereafter built on the Premises in generally in good order and condition, except that Tenant shall have the right, in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations, to idle and mothball any tanks or equipment that it deems to be uneconomic to further maintain, and (ii) to keep the access roads, rights-of-way and pavement located on and serving the Premises free from snow and ice, maintain the parking areas located on and serving the Premises and perform all weeding, trimming, pruning, watering and mowing of grass and landscaped areas located on the Premises Landlord shall, at Landlord's cost and expense, repair and maintain all other access roads, rights of way and pavement located on the remainder of the Property (excluding the
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Premises) in good order and condition and free from snow and ice and shall maintain parking areas and curbing located on the remainder of the Property and perform all weeding, trimming, pruning, watering and mowing of grass and landscaped areas located on the remainder of the Property.
9. UTILITIES AND SERVICES. Tenant shall provide and pay for all heat, electricity, air conditioning, telephone access, or any other facilities, utilities, or services, of any kind whatsoever, to or at the Premises or its improvements during the Term. All utilities supplied to the Premises for Tenant's use which are not separately metered as of the date hereof shall be separately metered at Tenant's expense.
10. IMPROVEMENTS. Tenant shall not have the right to make any improvements, alterations, renovations or additions to the Premises without the prior written approval of Landlord, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. All such work shall be performed and installed at Tenant's sole cost and expense in accordance with plans and specifications to be supplied by Tenant. Landlord and Tenant agree and acknowledge that title to the buildings, equipment and improvements on the Premises together with title to all additions, alterations, improvements or replacements are and will be in Tenant. Upon the expiration or other termination of this Lease, Tenant may remove its property and improvements, provided Tenant repairs, at the expense of Tenant, any damage caused by such removal and restores the Premises to a neat and clean condition with ground at grade, reasonable wear and tear, casualty damage and conditions required to be maintained by Landlord excepted. Tenant's failure to remove any of its property at the expiration or other termination of this Lease shall be deemed abandonment of such property and shall be deemed the property of Landlord without further action by either party and without cost to Tenant.
11. ASSIGNMENT. Tenant covenants that the Premises shall be used only for the purposes mentioned above. Tenant will not assign this Lease, license, sublet, mortgage or permit any other person to occupy the Premises, or any part thereof without the prior written consent of Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. Landlord may, without obtaining the consent of Tenant, assign this Lease and its interest hereunder; provided, however, that Landlord shall cause its assignee to agree in writing to honor the terms and conditions of this Lease. Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, Tenant may assign this Lease to AmeriGas Propane, L.P., without Landlord's consent.
12. DEFAULT. The following events shall be deemed to be Events of Default by Tenant under this Lease.
If Tenant: (i) fails to pay when due any Rent, or any other sum of money which Tenant is obligated to pay, as provided in this Lease, within five
(5) business days after Landlord has given Tenant written notice of Tenant's failure to pay such amount due; (ii) breaches any other agreement, covenant or obligation herein set forth and such breach shall continue and not be remedied within thirty (30) days after Landlord shall have given Tenant written notice specifying the breach, or if such breach cannot, with due diligence, be cured within said period of thirty (30) days and Tenant does not within said thirty (30)
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day period commence and thereafter with reasonable diligence completely cure the breach within a reasonable time after such notice, not to exceed an additional thirty (30) days after the end of the original thirty (30) day cure period; (iii) files (or has filed against it and not stayed or vacated within sixty (60) days after filing) any petition or action for relief under any creditor's law (including bankruptcy, reorganization, or similar action), either in state or federal court; or (iv) makes any transfer in fraud of creditors as defined in Section 548 of the United States Bankruptcy Code (11 U.S.C. 548, as amended or replaced), has a receiver appointed for its assets (and appointment shall not have been stayed or vacated within thirty (30) days), or makes an assignment for benefit of creditors.
Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default by Tenant, in addition to any other lawful right or remedy which it may have, Landlord at its option may do the following: (i) terminate this Lease whereupon Tenant shall peacefully surrender the Premises to Landlord, and Landlord may re-enter and repossess the Premises by force, summary proceedings, ejectment or otherwise, and may dispossess Tenant from the Premises; or (ii) recover from Tenant, on demand as and for liquidated and agreed final damages for Tenant's default, an amount equal to the balance of the Base Rent which would have been due and payable under this Lease following the date on which Landlord has retaken possession of the Demised Premises, less any Rent actually received by Landlord from the reletting of the Demised Premises for such time period.
All rights and remedies of Landlord are cumulative, and the exercise of any one shall not be an election excluding Landlord at any other time from exercise of a different remedy. No exercise by Landlord of any right or remedy granted herein shall constitute or effect a termination of this Lease unless Landlord shall so elect by written notice delivered to Tenant.
The failure of Landlord or Tenant to exercise its rights in connection with this Lease or any breach or violation of any term, or any subsequent breach of the same or any other term, covenant or condition herein contained shall not be a waiver of such term, covenant or condition or any subsequent breach of the same or any other covenant or condition herein contained.
13. NUISANCE. Tenant covenants not to allow the Premises to be used for any illegal purpose and not to do (or suffer to be done) in or about the Premises any act or thing which may be a nuisance, annoyance, inconvenience or cause damage to Landlord or occupants of adjoining property.
14. INDEPENDENCE OF PARTIES. At no time during the Term of this Lease shall Landlord be deemed to be the joint employer of any of Tenant's employees, nor shall Tenant be deemed to be the joint employer of any of Landlord's employees. Each group of employees shall be separately supervised and paid by its respective employer. Neither party nor its employees shall be considered to be engaged in a joint enterprise, alliance, or partnership with the other party or its employees.
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15. CONDITION UPON TERMINATION. Upon the termination of this Lease, Tenant covenants to deliver to Landlord the Premises and all appurtenances thereto, peaceably and quietly, in as good order and condition as the same now are or may thereafter be placed by Tenant, normal wear and tear excepted.
16. DAMAGE BY FIRE OR CASUALTY. If the Premises shall be partially damaged by fire or other casualty insured under Tenant's insurance policies, and if Tenant's lender(s) shall permit insurance proceeds paid as a result thereof to be so used, then upon receipt of the insurance proceeds, Tenant may, except as otherwise provided herein, promptly repair and restore those portions of the Premises necessary for the reasonable operation of Tenant's business and the beneficial use and enjoyment of the Premises by Tenant (or those portions of the improvements constructed by Tenant upon the Premises) substantially to the condition thereof immediately prior to such damage or destruction; limited, however, to the extent of the insurance proceeds received by Tenant if by reason of such occurrence: (i) the Premises are rendered wholly untenantable; (ii) the Premises are damaged in whole or in part as a result of a risk which is not covered by Tenant's insurance policies; (iii) Tenant's lender does not permit a sufficient amount of the insurance proceeds to be used for restoration purposes; (iv) the Premises are damaged in whole or in part during the last three (3) years of the Term; (v) the buildings and other improvements located upon the Premises are damaged to an extent of fifty percent (50%) or more of the fair market value thereof, or (vi) Tenant, in its sole discretion, determines that the Premises are not suitable for Tenant's business, then Tenant may, in its sole discretion, elect either to repair the damage as aforesaid, or to cancel this Lease by written notice of cancellation given to Landlord within sixty (60) days after the date of such occurrence, and thereupon this Lease shall terminate immediately. Tenant shall vacate and surrender the Premises to Landlord within sixty (60) days after receipt of such notice of termination. Upon the termination of this Lease as aforesaid, Tenant's liability for the Rent and other charges reserved hereunder shall cease immediately as of the effective date of the termination of this Lease, subject, however, to the provisions for abatement of Rent hereinafter set forth. Unless this Lease is terminated as aforesaid, this Lease shall remain in full force and effect, and Tenant shall promptly repair, restore, or replace Tenant's improvements, and trade fixtures located upon the Premises to substantially that condition existing prior to their damage or destruction.
If, by reason of such fire or other casualty, the Premises is rendered wholly untenantable, then the Rent payable by Tenant shall be fully abated, or if only partially damaged, such Rent and other charges shall be abated proportionately as to that portion of the Premises rendered untenantable, in either event (unless the Lease is terminated, as aforesaid) from the date of such casualty until the premises have been substantially repaired and restored to a tenantable condition, or until Tenant's business operations are restored in the entire Premises, whichever shall first occur. Tenant shall continue the operation of Tenant's business in the Premises or any part thereof not so damaged during any such period to the extent reasonably practicable from the standpoint of Tenant's business management.
17. CONDEMNATION. If the Premises, or any part thereof shall be taken or condemned for any public purpose (or conveyed in lieu or in settlement thereof) to such an extent as to render the remainder of the Premises, in the reasonable opinion of Tenant, not reasonably
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suitable for occupancy, this Lease shall, at the option of Tenant, forthwith cease and terminate. If this Lease is not so terminated Rent hereunder shall be adjusted on an equitable basis considering the areas of the Premises taken and remaining.
18. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS, ORDINANCES, ETC.
(a) Throughout the term, Tenant shall, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, comply with all laws, statues, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations or requirements of any federal, state or municipal government, agency, department, commission, board or officer having jurisdiction, foreseen or unforeseen, which are applicable specifically to Tenant's particular method or manner of use of the Premises, or any part thereof.
(b) Tenant shall have the right to contest, by appropriate proceedings diligently conducted in good faith the validity or application of any law, ordinance, order, rule, regulation or requirement of the nature referred to in this Section, provided that the delay in conformance to or compliance with the same, attendant upon and pending the prosecution of such proceedings, shall not subject Landlord to any fine, penalty or criminal liability or render the Premises, or any part thereof, liable to, forfeiture or loss. Upon request by and at the cost of Tenant, Landlord shall execute and deliver any and all such documents or instruments and shall take any and all such other action as shall be legally necessary or proper to permit Tenant so to contest the validity or application of any such law, ordinance, order, rule, regulation or requirement, or to facilitate the conduct of such contest by Tenant.
19. INDEMNIFICATION: INSURANCE
(a) Indemnification: Tenant shall indemnify and hold Landlord harmless from and against any and all claims arising out of (i) Tenant's use of the Premises or any part thereof, (ii) any activity, work, or other thing done, permitted or suffered by Tenant, its employees, agents or contractors in or about the Premises or the Property, or any part thereof, (iii) any breach or default by Tenant in the performance of any of its obligations under this Lease, or (iv) any act or negligence or willful misconduct of Tenant, or any officer, agent, employee, contractor, servant, invitee or guest of Tenant, and in each case from and against any and all damages, losses, liabilities, lawsuits, costs and expenses (including attorneys' fees at all tribunal levels) arising in connection with any such claim or claims as described in (i) through (iv) above, or any action brought thereon. Subject also to the foregoing, Landlord shall indemnify and hold Tenant harmless from and against any and all claims arising out of (i) any breach or default by Landlord in the performance of any of its obligations under this Lease, or (ii) any act or negligence of Landlord, or any officer, agent, employee, contractor or servant of Landlord, and in each case from and against any and all damages, losses, liabilities, lawsuits, costs and expenses (including attorneys' fees at all tribunal levels) arising in connection with any such claim or claims as described in (i) and (ii) immediately above, or any action brought thereon.
(b) Insurance. Throughout the Term, Tenant, at its sole cost and expense, shall keep or cause to be kept for the benefit of Landlord and Tenant, Commercial
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General Liability Insurance (1986 ISO Form or its equivalent) with coverage for any one occurrence or claim not less than TWO MILLION DOLLARS ($2,000,000), which policy shall insure against liability of Tenant, arising out of and in connection with Tenant's use of the Premises and which shall insure the indemnity provisions contained herein. Such insurance shall name the Landlord as an additional insured. Tenant shall also carry the equivalent of ISO Special Form Property Insurance on its personal property located in the Premises and any improvements constructed upon the Premises by Tenant.
All such policies shall be non-assessable and shall contain language to the extent obtainable at standard rates that: (i) any loss shall be payable notwithstanding any act or negligence of Landlord or Tenant that might otherwise result in forfeiture of the insurance, (ii) that the policies are primary and non-contributing with any insurance that Landlord may carry, and (iii) that the policies cannot be canceled, non-renewed, or coverage reduced except after thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Landlord.
20 ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATES Tenant and Landlord agree that at any time and from time to time during the Term on this Lease, and within fifteen (15) days after receipt of written demand therefore by the other, Landlord and Tenant, as the case may be, shall execute and deliver to the party requesting same or to any proposed mortgagee, trustee, beneficiary or purchaser, a certificate in recordable form certifying that this Lease is in full force and effect, that the Lease is unmodified, or if modified stating any such modifications, the amount of rental payable hereunder, whether, to the actual knowledge of the signing party, the other party is in default, the dates to which all rentals have been paid and such other information as the parties or their mortgagees may reasonably request.
21 SUBORDINATION Tenant acknowledges that this Lease and Tenant's rights hereunder are subject and subordinate to any and all mortgages and other encumbrances now or hereafter placed upon the Premises or upon the Property, provided that Tenant, Landlord and all other applicable parties (including, without limitation, mortgagees) execute and deliver to each other within fifteen (15) days after receipt of a written demand, any instrument or instruments confirming the subordination and non-disturbance of this Lease to the lien and any further instrument or instruments of attornment that may be desired by Tenant, any such mortgagee or Landlord containing provisions, each to the effect that (i) so long as there is no uncured Event of Default under this Lease, Tenant will not be effected or disturbed by the mortgagee in the exercise of any of its rights under the mortgage or other security agreement; (ii) in the event the mortgagee comes into possession or ownership of the Premises by foreclosing or otherwise, Tenant's use, occupancy and quiet enjoyment of the Premises shall not be disturbed by any such proceedings; (iii) in the event the Demised Premises are sold or otherwise disposed of pursuant to any right or power contained in the mortgage or other security agreement, or the bond or note secured thereby, or as a result of the proceedings thereon, the purchaser shall take title subject to this Lease, and all of the rights of Tenant hereunder, and (iv) the agreement shall be binding upon Landlord, the mortgagee and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns.
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22. HOLDOVER. Any holding over after the expiration of the Term shall be construed to create a tenancy from month to month at 150% of the rent herein specified (prorated on a monthly basis) and shall otherwise be on the terms and conditions specified in this Lease as far as applicable.
23. NO WAIVERS. Tenant agrees that any failure of Landlord to insist upon strict observance of any covenant, condition or provision of this Lease shall not constitute or be deemed a waiver, at that time or thereafter, of such or any other covenant, condition or provision of this Lease.
24. ENTRY BY LANDLORD. Landlord shall have the right, subject to prior appointment during regular business hours, except in the event of an emergency, either itself or through its authorized agents, to enter the Premises (i) to inspect the Premises, and (ii) to show the Premises to prospective mortgagees and purchasers. Landlord shall have the right, subject to prior appointment and during regular business hours, either itself or through its authorized agents, to enter the Premises for inspection to show prospective tenants if within one hundred eighty (180) days prior to the Expiration Date (subject to Tenant's right to renew the Term) or the last day of any Renewal Lease Term. Tenant has not exercised its option to renew under this Lease. Landlord shall have the right to enter the Premises at any time in the event of an emergency.
25. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. Landlord and Tenant hereby declare that this Lease represents the final and complete agreement of the parties regarding the subject hereof and that: (i) no representation has been made to Tenant concerning the condition of the Premises (except as set forth herein), (ii) Tenant has inspected and examined the Premises and is entering into this Lease in reliance upon Tenant's own knowledge and information (except as set forth herein), (iii) Tenant has been informed that Landlord is not obligated to make any repairs to the Premises during the Term of this Lease, and (iv) no negotiations respecting repairs, including securing estimates for such repairs, shall in any way obligate Landlord to make the repairs or obligate Landlord for any damage for failure to make the same. Tenant agrees to take the Premises in an "as is" condition.
26. AMENDMENTS. It is agreed that no change shall be made in this Lease except by a writing signed by the parties hereto setting forth the terms of the agreed modification.
27. NOTICE. All notices, demands and requests which may be given or which are required to be given by either party to the other must be in writing. All notices, demands and requests by Landlord or Tenant shall be addressed as follows:
to Landlord at:
Reading Terminals Corporation
P.O. Box 2621
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105
Attention: John M. Arnold, President
Fax No. ________________________
with a copy to:
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Brad J. Gunnison, Esquire Buchanan Ingersoll, PC 213 Market Street, 3rd Floor Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101 Fax No. ___________________
or to Tenant at:
AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
460 N. Gulph Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
Attn: Account Payable
Fax No. ___________________
with a copy to:
AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
460 N. Gulph Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
Attn: Vice President-Law
Fax No. ___________________
Either Landlord or Tenant may change the place designated for the giving of such notice by written notice duly and timely to the other.
Notices, demands or requests which Landlord or Tenant are required or desire to give the other hereunder shall be deemed to have been properly given for all purposes if (i) delivered against a written receipt of delivery, (ii) mailed by express, registered or certified mail of the United States Postal Service, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, or
(iii) delivered to a nationally recognized overnight courier service for next business day delivery, to its addressee at such party's address as set forth above or (iv) delivered via telecopier or facsimile transmission to the facsimile number listed above, provided, however, that if such communication is given via telecopier or facsimile transmission, an original counterpart of such communication shall be sent concurrently in either the manner specified in section (ii) or (iii) above and written confirmation of receipt of transmission shall be provided. Each such notice, demand or request shall be deemed to have been received upon the earlier of the actual receipt or refusal by the addressee or three (3) business days after deposit thereof at any main or branch United States post office if sent in accordance with section (ii) above, and the next business day after deposit thereof with the courier if sent pursuant to section (iii) above. The parties shall notify the other of any change in address, which notification must be at least fifteen (15) days in advance of it being effective.
28 ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE
(a) Definitions.
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(i) "Contamination" as used herein means the uncontained or uncontrolled presence of or release of Hazardous Substances into any environmental media and into or on any portion of the Property or any part thereof so as to require remediation, cleanup or investigation under any applicable Environmental Law.
(ii) "Environmental Laws" as used herein means all federal, state, and local laws, regulations, orders, permits, ordinances, and the like concerning protection of human health and/or the environment.
(iii) "Hazardous Substances" as used herein means any hazardous or toxic substance or waste as those terms are defined by any applicable federal or state law or regulation (including, without limitation, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. 9601 et. Sec. ("CERCLA") and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 6901 et sec. ("RCRA")) and petroleum products and oil.
(b) Compliance. Tenant warrants that all its activities in or on the Premises during the Term of this Lease will be conducted in material compliance with Environmental Laws Landlord warrants that it, the Property and the Premises are, to the best of Landlord's knowledge and belief and based on Landlord's reasonable inquiries and investigations, currently in compliance with all applicable Environmental Laws and that there are no pending or, to the best of Landlord's knowledge, threatened notices of deficiency, notices of violation, orders, or judicial or administrative actions involving alleged violations by Landlord or any predecessor of Landlord or against the Property or the Premises in connection with any Environmental Laws. Landlord warrants that all its activities on the Premises and Property during the Term of this Lease will be conducted in compliance with Environmental Laws.
(c) Registrations. During the term of this Lease and all renewal terms, Tenant, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, shall obtain and at all times comply with the terms and conditions of all permits or licenses or approvals under Environmental Laws necessary for Tenant's operation of its business on the Premises and shall comply with the terms and conditions of all such permits, licenses, approvals, notifications, and registrations and with any other applicable Environmental Laws. Tenant warrants that it has obtained or, at the appropriate time, will obtain, all such permits, licenses or approvals and has made or, at the appropriate time, will make all notifications and registrations required by any applicable Environmental Laws necessary for Tenant's operations of its business on the Premises.
(d) Hazardous Substances. Except in compliance with all laws and/or regulations, during the term of this Lease and all Renewal Lease Terms, Tenant shall not cause or permit any Hazardous Substances to be brought upon, kept or used in or about the Premises, and except in compliance with all laws, Landlord shall not cause or permit any Hazardous Substances to be brought upon, kept or used in or about the Premises or the Property. Except in compliance with all laws, Tenant shall not cause or permit the release of any Hazardous Substances into any environmental media such as air, water or land, or into or on the Premises, and except in compliance with all laws and/or
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regulations and the requirements of any insurance carrier insuring the Property or the Premises, Landlord shall not cause or permit the release of any Hazardous Substances into any environmental media such as air, water or land, or into or on the Property or the Premises. If any such release for which Tenant is responsible under this Section shall occur during the Term or any extension thereof, Tenant shall, at its sole cost and expense, (i) immediately take all necessary steps to contain, control and clean up such release and any associated Contamination, (ii) notify Landlord, and (ii) take any and all action which may be required by Environmental Laws and governmental agencies, and/or reasonably required by Landlord, unless the release or violation of Environmental Laws shall have been caused by any act, omission, negligence or willful misconduct of Landlord or its agents, employees, servants, contractors, licensees, tenants, invitees, successors or assigns, in which event Landlord shall be responsible for and shall pay all costs and expenses to remedy the same. Tenant shall under no circumstances whatsoever, except in compliance with all applicable laws, (iv) treat, store or dispose of any Hazardous Waste (as all such terms are defined by RCRA, and the regulations promulgated thereunder) within the Premises, (v) discharge Hazardous Substances into the storm system serving the Premises, or (vi) install any underground tank or underground piping on or under the Premises, other than as shall be reasonably required in the use and occupancy of the Premises (or in replacement of such existing underground storage tank or underground piping) and then only in full compliance with all Environmental Laws. If any such release for which Landlord is responsible under this Section shall occur during the Term or any extension thereof, Landlord shall, at its sole cost and expense, (vii) immediately take all necessary steps to contain, control and cleanup such release and any associated Contamination, (viii) notify Tenant, and (ix) take any and all action which may be required by Environmental Laws and governmental agencies and/or reasonably required by Tenant. In the event of any governmental or court order concerning Hazardous Substances on the Premises or the Property, except to the extent caused by Tenant or its employees, agents, contractors, servants, licensees, tenants, invitees, successors or assigns, or their respective agents, contractors, employees, servants, licensees, invitees, subtenants, successors or assigns, that precludes Tenant from reasonable operation of its business on the Premises, Tenant may cease operating and Rent shall be abated. If such governmental or court order is not resolved in such a manner that permits Tenant to resume reasonable operation of its business on the Premises within six (6) months of the date of the order, Tenant may terminate this Lease by giving Landlord fifteen (15) days written notice of its election to do so.
(e) Indemnity
(i) Except to the extent the same has been made necessary solely by any act, omission, negligence or willful misconduct of Landlord or its employees, agents, contractors, servants, licensees, tenants, invitees, successors or assigns, or their respective agents, contractors, employees, servants, licensees, invitees, subtenants, successors or assigns, Tenant shall and hereby does indemnify, defend and hold Landlord harmless from and against any and all expense, loss, and liability suffered by Landlord, by reason of Tenant's improper storage, generation, handling, treatment, transportation, disposal, or arrangement for transportation or disposal, of any Hazardous Substances (whether accidental, intentional, or negligent) during the term of this Lease or any renewal term,
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by reason of Tenant's breach of any warranty or provision of this Section, or in any other way attributable to Tenant's use or occupancy of the Premises. Such expenses, losses and liabilities shall include, without limitation, (1) any and all reasonable expenses that Landlord may incur in complying with any Environmental Laws as a result of Tenant's failure to comply with the terms of this Lease; (2) any and all reasonable costs that Landlord may incur in studying or remedying any Contamination at or arising from the Premises during the Term;
(3) any and all reasonable costs that Landlord may incur in studying, removing, disposing of or otherwise addressing any Hazardous Substances that Tenant improperly stored, generated, handled, treated, transported or disposed of or failed to remove from the Premises; (4) any and all fines, penalties or other sanctions assessed upon Landlord by reason of Tenant's failure to comply with Environmental Laws, and (5) any and all reasonable legal and professional fees and costs incurred by Landlord in connection with the foregoing. The indemnity contained herein shall survive the termination or expiration of this Lease but only with regard to conditions or provisions which Tenant is obligated by this Lease to prevent, correct, or comply with during the Term of this Lease and any extensions thereof.
(ii) Except to the extent the same has been made necessary solely by any act, omission, negligence or willful misconduct of Tenant or its employees, agents, contractors or servants, Landlord shall and hereby does indemnify, defend and hold Tenant harmless from and against any and all expense, loss and liability suffered by Tenant by reason of Landlord's storage, generation, handling, treatment, transportation, disposal or arrangement for transportation or disposal of any Hazardous Substances or by reason of Landlord's breach of any warranty or of the provisions of this Section 26. Such expenses, losses and liabilities shall include, without limitation, (1) any and all reasonable expenses that Tenant may incur in complying with any Environmental Laws as a result of Landlord's failure to comply with the terms of this Lease, (2) any and all reasonable costs that Tenant may incur studying or remedying any Contamination at or arising from the Property, (3) any and all reasonable costs that Tenant may incur in studying, removing, disposing or otherwise addressing any Hazardous Substances that Landlord improperly stored, generated, handled, treated, transported or disposed of or failed to remove from the Property; (4) any and all fines, penalties or other sanctions assessed upon Tenant by reason of Landlord failure to comply with Environmental Laws; and (5) any and all reasonable legal and professional fees and costs incurred by Tenant in connection with the foregoing. The indemnity contained herein shall survive the termination or expiration of this Lease but only with regard to conditions or provisions which Landlord is obligated by this Lease to prevent, correct or comply with during the Term of this Lease and any extensions thereof.
(f) Landlord's Covenants. Landlord represents, warrants, covenants and agrees that Landlord shall give prompt notice to Tenant of any proceeding or inquiry by any governmental authority, any claim or any occurrence with respect to the presence of any Hazardous Substances on the Premises or the Property (or off site of the Premises that may reasonably be expected to affect the Premises) or related to any loss or injury that might result from any Hazardous Substances.
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(g) Tenant covenants that Tenant shall give prompt notice to Landlord of any proceeding or inquiry by any governmental authority, any claim or any occurrence with respect to the presence of any Hazardous Substances on the Premises or related to any loss or injury that might result from any Hazardous Substances.
29. COOPERATION. In order to ensure that this Lease complies with the Township of Spring Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance or any other applicable law, ordinance or regulation, now existing or hereafter enacted, affecting the Premises or the Property (the "Applicable Laws"), the parties agree to cooperate and act in good faith in order to partition the Property as proposed by the Survey by means of (a) preparing and filing the necessary condominium documents to create a commercial condominium containing a propane unit and a petroleum unit, (b) file the appropriate applications with the Township of Spring and obtain the approvals necessary to effectuate a subdivision of the Property, or (c) by such other method as is mutually agreeable to the parties, provided, that, any option elected by the parties provides that: (i) all documentation is in form and substance mutually agreeable to the parties, (ii) such documentation incorporates the business terms contemplated under this Lease, (iii) such method of partition does not violate the Applicable Laws, and (iv) Landlord determines in its sole discretion that such method will not materially and adversely affect the fair market value of the Property. Tenant shall pay all costs and expenses related to or arising out of such partition including, without limitation, attorneys' fees and other expenses actually incurred by Landlord in connection with the partition and Landlord's evaluation and analysis of each method of partition. In the effort to expedite the partition of the Property, Tenant shall, within five (5) days of the date this Lease is fully executed by the parties, provide to Landlord its analysis of what it considers the most efficient, cost effective method for partitioning the property. Landlord shall promptly review Tenant's analysis and either elect to proceed pursuant to Tenant's method of partition, or propose an alternate method. The parties shall work diligently and in good faith to reach agreement on a method of partition and to complete the partition process. If such a partition is not obtained within one (1) year of the Commencement Date, Landlord and Tenant shall negotiate, in good faith with each other, alternative arrangements for the continued use and operation of the Premises or take such other action acceptable to both parties.
30. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. All of the covenants, conditions and provisions of this Lease shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of Landlord and Tenant and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors and, if assigned in accordance with the provisions of this Lease, assigns.
31. EXECUTION. This Lease is not binding on either party until it is signed, acknowledged and delivered by or on behalf of each party.
32. MISCELLANEOUS. (a) General. This Lease shall be governed and construed under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania without regard to the application of principles of conflicts of laws. Landlord and Tenant intend this Lease to be a valid and subsisting legal instrument, and agree that no provision of this Lease which may be deemed unenforceable shall in any way invalidate any other provision or provisions of
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this Lease, all of which shall remain in full force and effect. Time is of the essence under this Lease.
(b) Counterparts. This Lease may be executed by the parties hereto in separate counterparts, all of which, when delivered, shall together constitute one and the same instrument. Notwithstanding any law or presumption to the contrary a telefaxed signature of either party shall be deemed valid and binding and admissible by either party against the other as if such signature were an original ink signature
(c) No Broker. Landlord and Tenant each represent and warrant to the other that it has not dealt with any broker or agent in connection with this Lease, and each shall indemnify and hold the other harmless from and against any and all costs, expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees) and liabilities relating to any compensation, commissions or charges by any broker or agent with whom the indemnifying party has had or claims to have had any dealings.
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SIGNATURE PAGE TO GROUND LEASE
WITNESS the following signatures and seals:
LANDLORD:
READING TERMINALS CORPORATION,
 a Pennsylvania corporation
By: Robert G. Bost

Its: Vice President
TENANT:
COLUMBIA PROPANE CORPORATION
 a Delaware corporation
By: Mark A. Cleaves

Its: Vice President
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SIGNATURE PAGE TO GROUND LEASE
WITNESS the following signatures and seals:
LANDLORD:
READING TERMINALS CORPORATION,
 a Pennsylvania corporation
By: Robert G. Bost

Its: Vice President
TENANT:
COLUMBIA PROPANE CORPORATION
 a Delaware corporation
By: Mark A. Cleaves

Its: Vice President
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MASTER LEASE
MASTER LEASE made as of 20th day of August, 2001 between AmeriGas Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, having an office at 460 North Gulph Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 ("Landlord") and Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, having an office at 460 North Gulph Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 ("Tenant").
W I T N E S S :
WHEREAS, Landlord is the owner of the lands, buildings, propane storage equipment, personal property related specifically to the propane storage equipment and tanks and equipment associated with Landlord's Pre-Filled Propane Exchange (PPX) operations, in each case to the extent located at the locations specified on Exhibit A attached hereto(collectively, the "Property"); and
WHEREAS, Tenant desires to lease from Landlord, and Landlord desires to lease to Tenant, the Property.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Landlord and Tenant agree as follows:
1. Demise; Term; Renewal Right. (a) Landlord hereby leases to Tenant, and Tenant hereby rents from Landlord, the Property. The term of this Lease (the "Term") shall commence on the date hereof (the "Commencement Date") and shall expire, unless earlier terminated in accordance with this Lease, on the last day of the month in which occurs the fifth anniversary of the Commencement Date. Either Landlord or Tenant may terminate the Term, as to any or all of the Property, upon not less than 30 days' prior notice to the other. The Term, as to the applicable Property, shall end on the date specified in such notice as if that date was the original date specified in this Lease as the expiration of the Term for such Property.
(b) The Term shall automatically extend for three consecutive periods of five years each. Each extension period shall commence on the day immediately following the expiration of the then current Term and expire on the last day of the 60th month thereafter. Each extension period shall be upon the same terms and conditions as are set forth in this Lease, except that Tenant shall have no further right to extend the Term beyond the third extension period. Tenant shall have the right not to extend the Term of this Lease by giving Landlord notice of Tenant's desire not to extend the Term not less than 60 days prior to the commencement of the applicable extension period.
2. Use. Tenant may use and occupy the Property for all lawful purposes. Tenant shall not use or permit any Property to be used in any manner which would (a) violate any laws, (b) make void or voidable any insurance policy then in force with respect to such Property, (c) cause physical damage to such Property, (d) constitute a nuisance, (e) materially impair the appearance, character or reputation of such Property or (f) materially interfere with
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the proper operation of any of such Property's facilities or systems.
3. Rent. (a) Tenant shall pay to Landlord rent (the "Base Rent") for each Property in the amounts specified for such Property on Exhibit A attached hereto, as may be amended by the parties from time to time. Each monthly installment of the Base Rent shall be paid (i) to Landlord in advance on the first day of each calendar month during the Term and (ii) at the office of Landlord or such other place as Landlord may designate. Should the Commencement Date fall on any day other than the first day of a month, then the Base Rent for such month shall be pro-rated on a per diem basis, and Tenant shall pay the amount thereof for such partial month on the Commencement Date. With reasonable prior notice to Tenant, Landlord shall have the right to require the payment of Base Rent on an annual, quarterly or other basis with such new payment structure commencing on the date specified in Landlord's notice.
(b) Tenant shall pay, as additional rent, all costs and expenses incurred in connection with use, ownership, maintenance, operation or repair of each Property (including, without limitation, (i) the cost of electric, gas, water, sewer, heating, air-conditioning and other utility services and (ii) all real estate taxes, assessments and business improvement charges). Such additional rent shall be paid, prior to delinquency, to the entities entitled thereto. Tenant may contest in good faith the amount or validity of any real estate tax, assessment or business improvement charge; provided, that such contest (1) shall not subject Landlord to any liability, create any lien against the applicable Property or pose an imminent threat to title of such Property,
(2) is not prohibited by Landlord's lenders and (3) suspends the collection of the applicable tax, assessment or charge. All amounts payable by Tenant under this Lease, other than the Base Rent, shall constitute "Additional Rent."
4. Alterations. (a) Tenant shall not make any alterations, improvements or installations in or to any Property without the prior approval of Landlord (which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed). Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant may make any alterations, improvements or installations which do not materially and adversely affect the structures of the applicable Property or any of the facilities or systems thereat.
(b) All fixtures, equipment, partitions, railings and like improvements or installations attached to any Property shall be the property of Landlord and shall be surrendered with such Property. All trade fixtures, moveable office furniture and equipment and other personal property that is the property of tenant shall remain the property of tenant and may be removed by Tenant from any Property.
(c) At the expiration or earlier termination of the Term for any Property, Tenant shall remove all of its property from such Property, and shall surrender such Property in the condition required to be maintained by Tenant under this Lease.
(d) Landlord shall have the right to make alterations, improvements and installations to the Property; provided, that such alterations, improvements and installations do not materially and adversely affect Tenant's use or occupancy of the Property.
5. Services; Utilities; Net Lease. Tenant shall obtain all electric, gas, water,
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sewer, heating and air-conditioning and other services and utilities necessary for any Property. Tenant's use of electricity shall not exceed the capacity of any electrical conductors and equipment serving the applicable Property. Except as specifically set forth in this Lease, this Lease is intended to be, and shall be construed as, an absolutely net lease, whereby under all circumstances and conditions, the Base Rent payable to Landlord shall be a completely net return to Landlord, and Tenant shall pay, and shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Landlord from and against any and all claims, losses, damages, expenses, costs and liabilities which shall arise or be incurred during the Term with respect to or in connection with any Property. Except as specifically set forth in this Lease, Landlord shall not be required to provide any service or do any act in connection with the Property, and the Base Rent shall be paid to Landlord without any claim on the part of Tenant for reduction or abatement for any reason whatsoever.
6. Maintenance; Repair. Tenant shall: (a) maintain each Property in good order and condition, and make all necessary repairs (structural or non-structural) thereto; (b) not place a load upon any floor of any Property exceeding the floor load per square foot area which it was designed to carry;
(c) comply with all laws, orders, requirements, rules and regulations of any federal, state, municipal or local governmental agency, department, commission, board or officer and with all liens, encumbrances and other title matters affecting each Property; and (d) comply with all orders, rules, regulations and requirements of the Board of Fire Underwriters or any successor thereto with respect to each Property. Tenant may contest in good faith the applicability or validity of any such law, order, requirement, rule or regulation; provided, that such contest (i) shall not subject Landlord to any liability and (ii) is not prohibited by Landlord's lenders. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Landlord shall have the right to make any and all structural or non-structural repairs or replacements to the Property that Landlord deems necessary.
7. Insurance. (a) Tenant shall keep fire and other casualty policy insuring Tenant's furniture, trade fixtures and other personal property located at any Property against loss or damage by fire, theft and such other risks as are insurable under "All Risk" insurance policies, with such limits as Tenant may deem reasonable. Such policy shall include a provision whereby the insurance company waives all right of subrogation against Landlord. Tenant shall maintain commercial general liability insurance covering each Property, with such limits as Tenant may deem reasonable, naming Landlord as an additional insured, if Landlord is not otherwise covered by such insurance. Each of the foregoing policies shall be issued by insurance companies and be in form and substance reasonably acceptable to Tenant.
(b) Tenant shall reimburse Landlord, within 10 days after the receipt of Landlord's invoice, the premium paid by Landlord for all risk peril insurance and other insurance maintained by Landlord for each Property.
8. Indemnity. Tenant shall indemnify and hold harmless Landlord, any mortgagee, and their respective principals, partners, directors, officers, agents and employees (collectively, the "Indemnitees") against and from any and all loss, cost, expense, and claim incurred by any of the Indemnitees, arising out of (a) any act, omission or negligence of Tenant, its contractors, licensees, agents, servants, employees, invitees or visitors (excluding any claims arising solely from any willful misconduct or gross negligence of the Indemnitees), (b) any accident, injury or damage to any person or property occurring during the Term in or about any
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Property (excluding any claims arising solely from any willful misconduct or gross negligence of the Indemnitees) and (c) any breach by Tenant of its obligations under this Lease.
9. Creation of Liens. Tenant shall not have any power to create or permit to be created any lien, encumbrance or charge against any Property. Within 30 days after the notice of the filing of any lien against any Property arising out of or based upon Tenant's acts or omissions, Tenant shall cause the same to be discharged of record by payment, bonding or otherwise.
10. Default; Cure Right. (a) If Tenant shall fail to pay the Base Rent or the Additional Rent on the due date thereof and the same is not cured within 5 days after notice thereof shall have been given to Tenant; or if Tenant shall default in performing or observing any of the other provisions of this Lease and the same is not cured with 30 days after notice thereof shall have been given to Tenant, or if said default shall be of a type that cannot be completely cured within said 30-day period (with the exercise of due diligence), and if Tenant shall not have diligently commenced curing such default within said 30-day period and thereafter continuously prosecute such curing with due diligence until completion, then Landlord may, upon 5 days' notice to Tenant, elect to terminate this Lease as to any or all of the Property.
(b) If Tenant fails to perform any of its obligations under this Lease (after the applicable grace and notice periods), Landlord may perform such obligations. All costs and expenses incurred by Landlord in connection with such performance shall be paid by Tenant upon demand therefor by Landlord.
11. Right of Entry. Landlord may enter each Property at all times upon reasonable prior notice to Tenant (except in an emergency in which event no prior notice shall be necessary) to (a) inspect such Property, (b) perform any work and (c) show such Property to prospective buyers, lenders, lessees and licensees.
12. Notices. Any and all notices which are or may be required to be delivered pursuant to this Lease shall be in writing and shall be delivered to each party hereto at its address as set forth above (addressed to the Vice-President - Law in the case of notices to Landlord or Vice-President - Law in the case of notices to Tenant). Notices shall be (a) mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested or (b) personally delivered. Such notices shall be deemed to have been delivered 3 days after the date of so posting in the United States Post Office or on the date of such delivery in the case of personal delivery. Either party shall have the right, upon notice to the other, to designate a different address for the delivery of all future notices.
13. Acknowledgments. Tenant acknowledges that: (a) Landlord has not made any representations or warranties to Tenant, either express or implied, with respect to any Property or the use or proposed use thereof by Tenant (including, without limitation, any representations or warranties with respect to environmental matters); (b) Tenant is fully aware of the condition of each Property and shall take the same "as is" as of the Commencement Date; (c) all understandings and agreements heretofore had between the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter of this Lease are merged in this Lease and (d) this Lease is entered into after appropriate investigation, neither party relying upon any statement, representation or warranty
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not embodied herein.
14. Assignment; Subletting. This Lease shall not be assigned (directly or indirectly), and no Property shall be sublet, by Tenant without Landlord's prior consent. Any transfer of any equity interest of Tenant shall be deemed an assignment of this Lease.
15. Limited Recourse. As used in this Lease, the term "Landlord" means only the owner, or the mortgagee in possession, for the time being of the applicable Property, so that in the event of any transfer of title to such Property, upon notification to Tenant of such transfer the said transferor Landlord shall be freed and relieved of all future covenants, obligations and liabilities of Landlord under this Lease with respect to such Property. Neither Landlord nor any partners, shareholders, officers, members or principals of Landlord shall have any personal liability under this Lease. Tenant shall look solely to Landlord's or any successor's or assignee's estate and property in the applicable Property for the satisfaction of Tenant's remedies requiring the payment of money or otherwise by Landlord in the event of a breach or default by Landlord under this Lease.
16. Damage; Destruction. (a) If any Property, or any part thereof, is damaged by fire or other casualty, Landlord may, within 30 days after such fire or other casualty, elect to terminate this Lease as to such Property (which termination shall be effective on the date specified in such notice, but in no event less than 30 days or more than 60 days after such notice). If Landlord shall not so elect to terminate this Lease, Landlord shall diligently proceed with the repair and restoration of such Property (but shall only be obligated to expend up to the amount of net casualty insurance proceeds made available to Landlord for such repair and restoration). To the extent that the same is untenantable, the Base Rent with respect to the applicable Property shall be equitably abated after a fire or other casualty to such Property.
(b) If any part of any Property shall be taken by condemnation, this Lease, as to such part, shall terminate on the date of the vesting of title in such condemnation, and the Base Rent and the Additional Rent shall be thereafter appropriately adjusted. All condemnation proceeds shall be the property of Landlord.
17. Subordination. (a) This Lease is and shall be subject and subordinate to all ground or underlying leases which may now or hereafter affect any Property, to all mortgages which may now or hereafter affect such leases or such Property and to the Liens created by the Security Documents and to all renewals, refinancings, modifications, replacements and extensions thereof (hereinafter called "Superior Instruments"). The terms "Liens" and "Security Documents" shall have the same meanings provided for in the General Security Agreement by and among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., as Assignor, and Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association, as Collateral Agent, and Mellon Bank, N.A., as Cash Collateral Sub-Agent, dated as of April 19, 1995. The provisions of this Section 17(a) shall be self-operative and no further instrument of subordination shall be required. In confirmation of such subordination, Tenant shall promptly execute and deliver any instrument, in recordable form if required that Landlord or the holder of any Superior Instrument may reasonably request to evidence such subordination.
(b) In the event of a termination of any ground or underlying lease, or if the
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interests of Landlord under this Lease or to any Property are transferred by reason of, or assigned in lieu of, foreclosure or other proceedings for enforcement of any mortgage, then Tenant shall, at the option of the holder of any such Superior Instrument, attorn to it and perform for its benefit all the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease on Tenant's part to be performed with the same force and effect as if it were the landlord originally named in this Lease with respect to the applicable Property. The foregoing shall inure to the benefit of such holder of a Superior Instrument, shall be self-operative upon the exercise of such option, and no further instrument shall be required to give effect to such option and to said provisions. Tenant, however, upon reasonable demand of any such holder of a Superior Instrument, shall promptly execute and deliver instruments in confirmation of the foregoing provisions of this Section 17(b).
(c) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Lease to the contrary, under no circumstances shall any such holder of a Superior Instrument, whether or not it shall have succeeded to the interests of the Landlord under this Lease, be (i) liable for any act, omission or default of any prior landlord,
(ii) subject to any offsets, claims or defenses which Tenant might have against any prior landlord, (iii) bound by any Base Rent or Additional Rent which Tenant might have paid to any prior landlord for more than one month in advance or (iv) bound by any modification of this Master Lease, or any cancellation or surrender of the same, made without its prior written approval.
18. Ouiet Enjoyment. Landlord agrees that, subject to this Lease, if, and so long as, Tenant performs each provision herein contained on the part of Tenant to be performed, then Tenant's rights under this Lease shall not be cut off or ended before the expiration of the Term, subject however, to the provisions of this Lease (including without limitation, the provisions of
Section 17 hereof).
19. Addition or Removal of Property. Landlord and Tenant may, from time to time, amend this Lease to add property to be demised under this Lease or remove Property already demised under this Lease.
20. Estoppel Certificate; Miscellaneous. (a) Either party hereto shall, promptly after request by the other party hereto, execute, acknowledge and deliver to the requesting party a statement certifying as to any matter in connection with this Lease reasonably requested by the requesting party.
(b) The parties hereto warrant and represent to each other that no broker was instrumental in consummating this Lease and that the representing party had no conversations or negotiations with any broker concerning the leasing of the Property to Tenant.
(c) This Lease may not be modified except by an instrument in writing signed by each of the parties hereto.
(d) This Lease shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, and their respective permitted successors and assigns.
(e) If any provision of this Lease shall be invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, each and every provision of this Lease shall be enforceable to the full extent permitted by law.
-6-
(f) The failure of either party hereto to seek redress for a violation of, or to insist upon the strict performance of, any provision of this Lease shall not prevent redress for violations of, or insistence upon strict performance of, a subsequent act.
-7-
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Landlord and Tenant have executed this Lease as of the day and year first above written.
AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
By: AmeriGas Propane, Inc.,
its general partner

By:/s/ Robert H. Knauss
   ---------------------------------
     Name: Robert H. Knauss
     Title: Vice President--Law

Columbia Propane, L.P.
By: CP Holdings, Inc.

By:/s/ Robert H. Knauss
   ---------------------------------
     Name: Robert H. Knauss
     Title: Vice President -- Law
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Exhibit A
The Property
Address Annual Base Rent
 
Exhibit A - Master Lease
CLOSING

                                                                 AmeriGas Propane, L.P., and Subsidiaries
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                           Values as of 12-31-2000                       12/31/2000
                                      -----------------------------------------------------------------  ----------
                                                 NBV        Gross Value    (Accum Depr    Net Book Value  Total NBV   Annual Rental*
Dist# Name                            State  Land & Bldgs  Storage Tanks  Storage Tanks)  Storage Tanks   Properties      at 10%
----- ----                            -----  ------------  -------------  --------------  --------------  ----------  --------------
0130  San Jose, CA                       CA    509,878.00     211,521       (111,522)         99,999       609,877       60,988
0135  Concord, CA (Scratch Start)        CA     20,630.00          --             --              --        20,630        2,063
0210  Santa Cruz, CA                     CA    564,663.00      96,343        (52,822)         43,521       608,184       60,818
0260  Sacramento, CA                     CA     84,100.00     228,867        (60,303)        168,565       252,665       25,266
0261  Modesto, CA                        CA            --      98,069        (37,497)         60,572        60,572        6,057
0560  Montrose, CO                       CO     12,643.00     100,072        (50,590)         49,482        62,125        6,213
0570  Gunnison, CO Scratch of 0560       CO     12,994.00      28,568        (12,617)         15,951        28,945        2,894
0613  Grand Junction, CO                 CO     15,994.00      51,135        (27,513)         23,622        39,616        3,962
1020  Albuquerque, NM                    NM    115,591.00     190,185        (84,942)        105,243       220,834       22,083
1040  Jackson, CA                        CA    202,779.00     193,200        (57,808)        135,392       338,171       33,817
1156  Angels Camp, CA                    CA            --          --             --              --            --           --
1170  Craig, CO                          CO     42,668.00      62,902        (30,579)         32,323        74,991        7,499
1190  Alamosa, CO                        CO     43,601.00     150,592        (79,678)         70,914       114,515       11,452
1201  Kendallville, IN                    IN    233,990.00      83,878        (35,538)         48,339       282,329       28,233
1245  Cadillac, MI New Bus 2-97          MI     87,887.00      84,346        (10,816)         73,529       161,416       16,142
1250  Alma, MI                           MI     85,600.00      84,747        (43,456)         41,290       126,890       12,689
1260  Capac, MI                          MI    204,731.00     121,358        (50,752)         70,606       275,337       27,534
1280  Parma, MI                          MI     27,358.00     116,289        (52,897)         63,392        90,750        9,075
1420  Dyersburg, TN                      TN     10,363.00      51,196        (29,231)         21,965        32,328        3,233
1510  Plant City, FL                     FL     97,077.00      64,545        (34,687)         29,858       126,935       12,694
1550  Waterloo, IL                       IL     58,912.00      18,854         (1,530)         17,324        76,236        7,624
1590  Collinsville, IL                   IL     25,819.00      94,087        (39,809)         54,278        80,097        8,010
1720  Jacksonville, FL                   FL     44,876.00     153,440        (83,542)         69,898       114,774       11,477
1723  Fernandina Beach, FL               FL            --          --             --              --            --           --
1850  Green Bay, WI New Bus 2-97         WI      3,334.00      54,317         (8,188)         46,128        49,462        4,946
2050  Greene County, MO                  MO    136,075.00     159,584        (79,885)         79,699       215,774       21,577
2240  Robertsdale, AL                    AL     46,203.00      63,776        (41,303)         22,473        68,676        6,868
2250  Mobile, AL                         AL    149,657.00      54,992        (24,399)         30,592       180,249       18,025
3900  Rogers, MN New Business 4-96       MN     45,345.00      89,348        (33,216)         56,132       101,477       10,148
3901  Brainerd, MN (Scratch Start)       MN    239,898.00      91,935         (5,797)         86,137       326,035       32,604
4000  Lansing, MI Amg Host               MI    122,250.00     172,006        (86,673)         85,333       207,583       20,758
4444  Fullon, KY                         KY    104,782.00     116,154        (66,219)         49,935       154,717       15,472
5024  Coldwater, MI                      MI     86,056.00      44,800        (18,024)         26,776       112,832       11,283
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                                                                 AmeriGas Propane, L.P., and Subsidiaries
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                            Values as of 12-31-2000                       12/31/2000
                                       -----------------------------------------------------------------  ----------
                                                  NBV       Gross Value    (Accum Depr    Net Book Value  Total NBV   Annual Rental*
Dist# Name                             State  Land & Blds  Storage Tanks  Storage Tanks)  Storage Tanks   Properties      at 10%
----- ----                             -----  -----------  -------------  --------------  --------------  ----------  --------------
5025  Three Rivers, MI                   MI    108,279.00      76,707        (28,106)         48,601       156,880        15,688
5033  Flint Hill, MO                     MO    437,229.00      83,123        (20,679)         62,444       499,673        49,967
5048  Boone County, AR Pet Host          AR            --     137,868        (56,431)         81,437        81,437         8,144
5055  Tavernier, FL Srtch Plt 5588       FL     51,204.00      71,563        (23,503)         48,060        99,264         9,926
5105  Vineyard Haven, MA Multi W-5559    MA      2,011.00      30,027        (13,544)         16,483        18,494         1,849
5115  Pensacola, FL                      FL    385,969.00     126,931        (43,481)         83,450       469,419        46,942
5119  North Little Rock, AR              AR        335.00      54,118        (20,404)         33,714        34,049         3,405
5124  Inverness, FL                      FL    128,435.00      81,187        (29,926)         51,261       179,696        17,970
5131  Melter, GA                         GA    108,217.00      64,906        (23,563)         41,343       149,560        14,956
5162  Hanford, CA                        CA    453,451.00     177,393        (70,430)        106,963       560,414        56,041
5226  Taos, NM Multi with 1020           NM    109,449.00     105,427         (9,585)         95,842       205,291        20,529
5240  Gallup, NM Multi with 5539         NM     13,869.00      57,630        (21,560)         36,070        49,939         4,994
5247  Ordordville, WI                    WI     16,310.00      65,899        (26,172)         39,727        56,037         5,604
5248  Belding, MI                        MI    149,290.00      21,752         (7,941)         13,811       163,101        16,310
5249  Lake Odessa, MI                    MI     71,841.00      28,215        (10,337)         17,878        89,719         8,972
5254  Hartford, MI                       MI    239,262.00     103,560        (32,091)         71,469       310,731        31,073
5256  Harrison, MI                       MI    148,867.00      69,292        (27,788)         41,504       190,371        19,037
5260  Holland, MI                        MI      8,368.00      60,529        (23,941)         36,587        44,955         4,496
5261  Atlanta, MI                        MI     80,743.00      75,856        (24,414)         51,442       132,185        13,218
5262  Alpena, MI                         MI     35,857.00      75,971        (23,644)         52,327        88,184         8,818
5264  Franksville, WI                    WI    416,646.00      98,917        (42,025)         56,892       473,538        47,354
5273  Salem, IL                          IL     72,999.00     101,093        (30,168)         70,925       143,924        14,392
5275  Noble, IL                          IL     89,921.00      64,679        (24,484)         40,195       130,116        13,012
5277  Eldorado, IL                       IL     20,054.00     197,385        (45,097)        152,288       172,342        17,234
5286  Gagetown, MI                       MI     38,994.00      71,822        (18,813)         53,009        92,003         9,200
5295  Sterling Heights, MI               MI    103,348.00      47,802        (17,331)         30,471       133,819        13,382
5299  Waterford, MI                      MI    349,664.00      93,248        (33,899)         59,350       409,014        40,901
5301  Mountain Home, AR                  AR     72,774.00     117,724        (48,043)         69,681       142,455        14,245
      (incl prop 202)
5303  Salem, AR                          AR     41,298.00      42,095        (14,836)         27,259        68,557         6,856
5311  Bossier City, LA                   LA      6,447.00      64,514        (23,034)         41,480        47,927         4,793
5320  Saginaw, MI                        MI     27,116.00      44,561        (17,355)         27,206        54,322         5,432
5321  Topsfield, MA                      MA    311,731.00      49,385        (22,273)         27,112       338,843        33,884
5332  Westfield, MA                      MA    281,239.00      42,110        (19,810)         22,300       303,539        30,354
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                                                                                                         12/31/2000
                                              NBV        Gross Value     (Accum Depr    Net Book Value   Total NBV    Annual Rental*
Dist#  Name                   State     Land & Bldgs    Storage Tanks   Storage Tanks)   Storage Tanks   Properties      at 10%
-----  ---------------------  -----     ------------    -------------   --------------  --------------   ----------   --------------
5336   Brooksville, FL         FL        119,882.00        41,785          (14,606)          27,179         147,061         14,706
5338   Wayland, MI             MI         44,364.00        62,409          (21,521)          40,888          85,252          8,525
5341   Grand Rapids, MI        MI        118,828.00        36,374          (14,400)          21,974         140,802         14,080
5346   Allenton, WI            WI         57,312.00        37,583           (1,453)          36,130          93,442          9,344
5347   Baraboo, WI             WI         70,201.00        48,114          (19,301)          28,813          99,014          9,901
5350   Iola, WI-Reopened-
        was bl w-5480          WI                --            --               --               --              --             --
5360   Mio, MI                 MI         30,239.00        36,039           (8,178)          27,861          58,100          5,810
5363   Dodgeville, WI-
        Reopen BL 5365         WI         51,371.00        22,902           (8,794)          14,108          65,479          6,548
5365   Madison, WI             WI        138,023.00        49,745          (20,510)          29,235         167,258         16,726
5374   Kalamazoo, MI           MI        115,209.00        54,788          (20,105)          34,683         149,892         14,989
5393   South Bend, IN          IN        287,277.00       253,800         (109,374)         144,426         431,703         43,170
5420   Burton, MI              MI        199,564.00        22,892           (8,786)          14,106         213,670         21,367
5433   Davenport, IA           IA        154,701.00     66,819.00          (24,267)          42,552         197,253         19,725
5463   Villa Ridge, MO         MO        187,606.00       136,368          (49,317)          87,052         274,658         27,466
5471   Eagle River, WI         WI         46,751.00        51,464          (21,785)          29,679          76,430          7,643
5480   Wisconsin Rapids, WI    WI         34,148.00        62,284          (24,099)          38,185          72,333          7,233
5484   Goshen, IN              IN        276,907.00       127,138          (50,821)          76,317         353,224         35,322
5490   Rock Falls, IL          IL         91,092.00        57,775          (20,754)          37,021         128,113         12,811
5498   Howell, MI              MI        120,354.00        53,323          (16,884)          36,439         156,793         15,679
5510   Danville, IL            IL         63,810.00        82,076          (30,586)          51,490         115,300         11,530
5517   Hale, MI                MI         38,282.00        33,462          (11,661)          21,801          60,083          6,008
5542   Waterman, IL            IL        188,484.00        62,821          (24,777)          38,044         226,528         22,653
5550   Milwaukee, WI           WI        535,757.00        66,400          (20,212)          46,188         581,945         58,194
5552   Beaver Dam, WI          WI        168,325.00       148,409          (61,389)          87,020         255,345         25,534
5558   Middleboro, MA          MA        335,981.00       119,047          (48,525)          70,522         406,503         40,650
5559   Hyannis, MA             MA      1,035,363.00        93,939          (36,903)          57,036       1,092,399        109,240
5560   Londonderry, NH         NH        562,944.00        76,635          (29,777)          46,858         609,802         60,980
5566   Cobleskill, NY          NY         53,434.00        66,127          (21,278)          44,848          98,282          9,828
5570   Seranac Lake, NY        NY        114,727.00        30,980          (11,889)          19,091         133,818         13,382
5572   Ticonderoga, NY         NY          3,726.00        22,012           (8,134)          13,878          17,604          1,760
5574   Barre, VT               VT        302,208.00        37,272          (13,740)          23,532         325,740         32,574
5576   Gonic, NH               NH        204,919.00        83,197          (32,612)          50,585         255,504         25,550
5577   Lancaster, NH           NH        180,886.00       116,314          (41,156)          75,158         256,044         25,604
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5585   Plattsburgh, NY                  NY      86,722.00       43,265       (15,704)        27,561        114,283        11,428
5586   Rutland, VT                      VT      37,410.00       41,078       (13,760)        27,318         64,728         6,473
5593   Morrisville, VT                  VT     176,442.00       73,757       (30,127)        43,630        220,072        22,007
5594   Newport, VT                      VT     118,320.00       25,287        (9,617)        15,670        133,990        13,399
5595   North Conway, NH                 NH             --        5,580        (4,139)         1,441          1,441           144
5596   Catskill, NY                     NY      97,091.00       22,582        (8,557)        14,026        111,117        11,112
5600   Claremont, NH                    NH     119,032.00      106,395       (36,895)        69,500        188,532        18,853
5602   Waitsfield, VT                   VT     163,389.00       22,402        (8,423)        13,979        177,368        17,737
5604   St. Johnsville, NY               NY     175,772.00       28,860        (9,977)        18,883        194,655        19,465
5611   South Burlington, VT             VT     221,820.00       76,735       (25,616)        51,119        272,939        27,294
5657   Dove Creek, Co                   CO     131,453.00       25,622       (10,811)        14,811        146,264        14,626
5671   Ludington, MI                    MI      95,576.00       70,434       (35,855)        34,579        130,155        13,016
5679   Traverse City, MI                MI      29,982.00       35,282       (15,874)        19,408         49,390         4,939
5711   Waycross, GA                     GA      24,347.00       47,985       (19,204)        28,781         53,128         5,313
5753   Shokan, NY Scratch Start         NY             --       37,581        (3,986)        33,595         33,595         3,360
5997   Laconia, NH                      NH       5,663.00       23,882        (9,414)        14,468         20,131         2,013
7245   Wewahitchka, FL                  FL      11,908.00       61,474       (23,691)        37,783         49,691         4,969
7260   Blountstown, FL                  FL      47,492.00       41,547       (34,936)         6,611         54,103         5,410
7265   Panama City, FL                  FL      53,561.00       16,250        (8,185)         8,065         61,626         6,163
7270   Defuniak City, FL                FL     148,460.00      128,172       (55,367)        72,805        221,265        22,127
7273   Marianna, FL                     FL     185,684.00       43,864       (16,149)        27,715        213,399        21,340
7275   Chipley, FL                      FL      77,418.00       62,554       (37,038)        25,516        102,934        10,293
7285   Ocala, FL                        FL     429,416.00      107,230       (52,687)        54,543        483,959        48,396
7290   Citra, FL                        FL      49,844.00       15,661        (8,353)         7,308         57,152         5,715
7320   Land-O-Lakes, FL Scratch Start   FL     224,171.00       27,338        (6,756)        20,582        244,753        24,475
7325   Leesburg, FL Scratch Start       FL      96,409.00       20,628        (9,284)        11,344        107,753        10,775
7560   Lyndonville, VT                  VT      65,936.00       20,694        (9,099)        11,595         77,531         7,753
7569   Sheldon, VT                      VT      21,579.00       50,078        (5,703)        44,374         65,953         6,595
9333   Alder Creek, NY-NB Multi9348     NY       1,005.00       59,420       (19,807)        39,613         40,618         4,062
9335   Schuylerville, NY                NY      85,580.00       13,072        (8,265)         4,806         90,386         9,039
9350   Sidney, NY                       NY      44,588.00       23,626       (17,750)         5,876         50,464         5,046
9780   Malone, FL                       FL       2,322.00       12,092        (9,075)         3,017          5,339           534
9805   St. Augustine, FL Scratch Start  FL         758.00           --            --             --            758            76
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       Grand Total          16,778,796     9,385,119     (3,674,244)      5,710,876     22,489,672     2,248,961

       Others:
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MASTER SUBLEASE
MASTER SUBLEASE made as of the 20th day of August, 200l between AmeriGas Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, having an office at 460 North Gulph Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 ("Sublandlord") and Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, having an office at 460 North Gulph Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 ("Subtenant").
WITNESS:
WHEREAS, Sublandlord leases certain lands, buildings propane storage equipment and personal property related specifically to the propane storage equipment (collectively, the "Leased Property"), in each case to the extent located at the locations and leased from the parties (collectively, the "Master Landlords") specified on Exhibit A attached hereto pursuant to certain leases having dates as specified on Exhibit A (collectively, the "Prime Leases").
WHEREAS, Subtenant desires to sublease from Sublandlord, and Sublandlord desires to sublease to Subtenant, the Leased Property.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Sublandlord and Subtenant agree as follows:
1. Demise: Term; Renewal Right. (a) Provided the term of the applicable Prime Lease is in full force and effect, Sublandlord hereby subleases to Subtenant, and Subtenant hereby subleases from Sublandlord, the Leased Property. The term of this Master Sublease (the "Term") shall commence on the date hereof (the "Commencement Date") and shall expire, unless earlier terminated in accordance with this Master Sublease, on the last day of the month in which occurs the fifth anniversary of the Commencement Date. Either Sublandlord or Subtenant may terminate the Term, as to any or all of the Leased Property, upon not less than 30 days' prior notice to the other. The Term, as to the applicable Leased Property, shall end on the date specified in such notice as if that date was the original date specified in this Master Sublease as the expiration of the Term for such Leased Property. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the Term, as to the applicable Leased Property, shall end simultaneously with the scheduled expiration or early termination of the term of any applicable Prime Lease.
(b) The Term shall automatically extend for three consecutive periods of five years each. Each extension period shall commence on the day immediately following the expiration of the then current Term and expire on the last day of the 60th month thereafter. Each extension period shall be upon the same terms and conditions as are set forth in this Master Sublease, except that Subtenant shall have no further right to extend the Term beyond the third extension period. Subtenant shall have the right not to extend the Term of this Master Sublease by giving Sublandlord notice of Subtenant's desire not to extend the Term not less than 60 days prior to the commencement of the applicable extension period.
2. Sublandlord Covenants. So long as Subtenant is not in default under this Master Sublease beyond any applicable notice and cure periods, Sublandlord shall pay to each
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Master Landlord promptly when due all rent and other charges reserved and covenanted to be paid by the "tenant" under the applicable Prime Lease, and any failure by Sublandlord to pay such amounts to a Master Landlord when due (and the continuation of such failure beyond any applicable notice and cure periods expressed in the applicable Prime Lease) shall constitute a default by Sublandlord of its obligations under this Master Sublease. Subtenant may pay all rent and other charges to be paid by it hereunder in connection with the Prime Lease directly to the applicable Master Landlord in the event it receives notice from such Master Landlord of a default by Sublandlord and Sublandlord's failure to cure same within any applicable notice and cure period. Where in a Prime Lease there are duties and obligations owed by a Master Landlord to Sublandlord that are necessary for the proper use and enjoyment of the applicable Leased Property by Subtenant under this Master Sublease, Sublandlord shall use reasonable efforts to obtain the performance of such duties and obligations by such Master Landlord in favor of Subtenant, but Sublandlord shall not be liable to Subtenant for the failure of the such Master Landlord to perform said duties and obligations or for the result of such failure. The only services or rights to which Subtenant is entitled hereunder are those to which Sublandlord is entitled under the applicable Prime Lease, and for all such services and rights Subtenant shall look solely to the applicable Master Landlord under the applicable Prime Lease.
3. Subtenant Covenants. Subtenant shall observe and perform when due all covenants, agreements and obligations of the "tenant" under each applicable Prime Lease, except for "tenant's" obligation to pay rent under the applicable Prime Lease. Subtenant's failure to perform "tenant's" obligations under the applicable Prime Lease shall also be a breach of this Master Sublease and Sublandlord shall have all the rights and remedies against Subtenant as would be available to the Master Landlord under the applicable Prime Lease if such breach were by "tenant" thereunder. The rights of a Master Landlord under a Prime Lease may be enforced by the Sublandlord. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Master Sublease, Subtenant shall neither do, nor omit, nor permit anything to be done, or omitted, which (i) may cause a Prime Lease to be terminated or forfeited by reason of any right of termination or forfeiture reserved or vested in a Master Landlord under such Prime Lease, or
(ii) may cause a default under such Prime Lease. In the event that any term or provision of a Prime Lease is inconsistent or conflicts with any term or provision of this Master Sublease, the terms and provisions of this Master Sublease shall control to the extent provided.
4. Use. Subtenant may use and occupy the Leased Property for all lawful purposes provided such use shall comply with the terms of the applicable Prime Lease. Subtenant shall not use or permit any Leased Property to be used in any manner which would (a) violate any laws, (b) make void or voidable any insurance policy then in force with respect to such Leased Property, (c) cause physical damage to such Leased Property, (d) constitute a nuisance, (e) materially impair the appearance, character or reputation of such Leased Property or (f) materially interfere with the proper operation of any of such Leased Property's facilities or systems.
5. Rent. Subtenant shall pay to Sublandlord rent (the "Base Rent") for each Leased Property in the amounts specified for such Leased Property on Exhibit A attached hereto, as may be amended from time to time. Each monthly installment of the Base Rent shall be paid (i) to Sublandlord in advance on the first day of each calendar month during the Term (but in any event on or prior to the date the same is due under the applicable Prime Lease) and (ii) at the
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office of Sublandlord or such other place as Sublandlord may designate. Should the Commencement Date fall on any day other than the first day of a month, then the Base Rent for such month shall be pro-rated on a per diem basis, and Subtenant shall pay the amount thereof for such partial month on the Commencement Date. With reasonable prior notice to Subtenant, Sublandlord shall have the right to require the payment of Base Rent on an annual, quarterly or other basis with such new payment structure commencing on the date specified in Sublandlord's notice. Any abatement of any amount due by Sublandlord under any Prime Lease shall constitute an abatement of the corresponding amount due by Subtenant under this Master Sublease.
6. Alterations. (a) Subtenant shall not make any alterations, improvements or installations in or to any Leased Property without (i) the prior approval of Sublandlord (which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed), and (ii) the prior approval of the applicable Master Landlord (if required under the applicable Prime Lease).
(b) All fixtures, equipment, partitions, railings and like improvements or installations attached to any Leased Property shall be the property of Sublandlord and shall be surrendered with such Leased Property. All trade fixtures, moveable office furniture and equipment and other personal property shall remain the property of Subtenant and may be removed by Subtenant from any Leased Property.
(c) At the expiration or earlier termination of the Term for any Leased Property, Subtenant shall remove all of its property from such Leased Property, and shall surrender such Leased Property in the condition required to be maintained by Subtenant under this Master Sublease.
(d) Sublandlord shall have the right to make alterations, improvements and installations to the Leased Property; provided, that such alterations, improvements and installations do not materially and adversely affect Subtenant's use or occupancy of the Leased Property.
7. Default By Subtenant. In the event that Subtenant shall default in the payment of Base Rent or in the payment or performance of any of Subtenant's other covenants and obligations hereunder, and such default shall continue beyond any notice and cure periods granted to Sublandlord under the applicable Prime Lease, Sublandlord shall have, among other rights and remedies, all of the rights and remedies accorded to the Master Landlord under the applicable Prime Lease.
8. Maintenance: Repair. Subtenant shall: (a) maintain each Leased Property in good order and condition, and make all necessary repairs (structural or non-structural) thereto; (b) not place a load upon any floor of any Leased Property exceeding the floor load per square foot area which it was designed to carry; (c) to the extent required by the applicable Prime Lease, comply with all laws, orders, requirements, rules and regulations of any federal, state, municipal or local governmental agency, department, commission, board or officer and with all liens, encumbrances and other title matters affecting each Leased Property; and (d) to the extent required by the applicable Prime Lease, comply with all orders, rules, regulations and requirements of the Board of Fire Underwriters or any successor thereto with respect to each Leased Property. Subtenant may contest in good faith the applicability or validity of any such
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law, order, requirement, rule or regulation; provided, that such contest (i) shall not subject the Sublandlord or the applicable Master Landlord to any liability and (ii) is not prohibited by the applicable Prime Lease or Sublandlord's lenders. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Sublandlord shall have the right to make any and all structural or non-structural repairs or replacements to the Leased Property that Sublandlord deems necessary.
9. Insurance. Subtenant shall keep fire and other casualty policy insuring Subtenant's furniture, trade fixtures and other personal property located at any Leased Property against loss or damage by fire, theft and such other risks as are insurable under "All Risk" insurance policies, with such limits as Subtenant may deem reasonable. Such policy shall include a provision whereby the insurance company waives all right of subrogation against Sublandlord. Subtenant shall maintain commercial general liability insurance covering each Leased Property, with such limits as Subtenant may deem reasonable, naming Sublandlord as an additional insured, if Sublandlord is not otherwise covered by such insurance. Each of the foregoing policies shall be issued by insurance companies and be in form and substance reasonably acceptable to Subtenant. Subtenant shall maintain all other insurance required by each applicable Prime Lease.
10. Indemnity. Subtenant shall indemnify and hold harmless Sublandlord, the applicable Master Landlord, any mortgagee, and their respective principals, partners, directors, officers, agents and employees (collectively, the "Indemnitees") against and from any and all loss, cost, expense, and claim incurred by any of the Indemnitees, arising out of (a) any act, omission or negligence of Subtenant, its contractors, licensees, agents, servants, employees, invitees or visitors (excluding any claims arising solely from any willful misconduct or gross negligence of the Indemnitees), (b) any accident, injury or damage to any person or property occurring during the Term in or about any Leased Property (excluding any claims arising solely from any willful misconduct or gross negligence of the Indemnitees) and (c) any breach by Subtenant of its obligations under this Master Sublease.
11. Creation of Liens. Subtenant shall not have any power to create or permit to be created any lien, encumbrance or charge against any Leased Property or any Prime Lease. Within 30 days after the notice of the filing of any lien against any Leased Property or any Prime Lease arising out of or based upon Subtenant's acts or omissions, Subtenant shall cause the same to be discharged of record by payment, bonding or otherwise.
12. Default; Cure Right. (a) If Subtenant shall fail to pay the Base Rent on the due date thereof and the same is not cured within 5 days after notice thereof shall have been given to Subtenant; or through the act or omission of Subtenant there is a default under any Prime Lease; or if Subtenant shall default in performing or observing any of the other provisions of this Master Sublease and the same is not cured with 30 days after notice thereof shall have been given to Subtenant, or if said default shall be of a type that cannot be completely cured within said 30-day period (with the exercise of due diligence), and if Subtenant shall not have diligently commenced curing such default within said 30-day period and thereafter continuously prosecute such curing with due diligence until completion, , then Sublandlord, may, upon 5 days' notice to Subtenant, elect to terminate this Master Sublease as to any or all of the Leased Property.
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(b) If Subtenant fails to perform any of its obligations under this Master Sublease (after the applicable grace and notice periods), (i) Sublandlord may perform such obligations, and (ii) Sublandlord shall have all of the rights and remedies accorded to the Master Landlord under the applicable Prime Lease. All costs and expenses incurred by Sublandlord in connection with such performance shall be paid by Subtenant upon demand therefor by Sublandlord.
13. Right of Entry. Sublandlord may enter each Leased Property at all times upon reasonable prior notice to Subtenant (except in an emergency in which event no prior notice shall be necessary) to (a) inspect such Leased Property, (b) perform any work and (c) show such Leased Property to prospective buyers, lenders, lessees and licensees.
14. Notices. Any and all notices which are or may be required to be delivered pursuant to this Master Sublease shall be in writing and shall be delivered to each party hereto at its address as set forth above (addressed to the Vice President - Law in the case of notices to Sublandlord or Vice President
- Law in the case of notices to Subtenant). Notices shall be (a) mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested or (b) personally delivered. Such notices shall be deemed to have been delivered 3 days after the date of so posting in the United States Post Office or on the date of such delivery in the case of personal delivery. Either party shall have the right, upon notice to the other, to designate a different address for the delivery of all future notices.
15. Acknowledgments. Subtenant acknowledges that: (a) Sublandlord has not made any representations or warranties to Subtenant, either express or implied, with respect to any Leased Property or the use or proposed use thereof by Subtenant (including, without limitation, any representations or warranties with respect to environmental matters); (b) Subtenant is fully aware of the condition of each Leased Property and shall take the same "as is" as of the Commencement Date; (c) all understandings and agreements heretofore had between the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter of this Master Sublease are merged in this Master Sublease; (d) this Master Sublease is entered into after appropriate investigation, neither party relying upon any statement, representation or warranty not embodied herein and (e) Subtenant has received and reviewed a copy of each Prime Lease.
16. Assignment; Subletting. This Master Sublease shall not be assigned (directly or indirectly) and no Leased Property shall be further sublet, by Subtenant without Sublandlord's prior consent and, to the extent required under the applicable Prime Lease, the prior written consent of the applicable Master Landlord. Any transfer of any equity interest of Subtenant shall be deemed an assignment of this Master Sublease.
17. Limited Recourse. As used in this Master Sublease, the term "Sublandlord" means only the tenant for the time being of the applicable Leased Property, so that in the event of any transfer of Sublandlord's interest in the lease of such Leased Property, upon notification to Subtenant of such transfer the said transferor Sublandlord shall be freed and relieved of all future covenants, obligations and liabilities of Sublandlord under this Master Sublease with respect to such Leased Property. Neither Sublandlord nor any partners, shareholders, officers, members or principals of Sublandlord shall have any personal liability under this Master Sublease. Subtenant shall look solely to Sublandlord's or any successor's or
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assignee's estate and property in the applicable Leased Property for the satisfaction of Subtenant's remedies requiring the payment of money or otherwise by Sublandlord in the event of a breach or default by Sublandlord under this Master Sublease.
18. Subordination. (a) This Master Sublease is and shall be subject and subordinate to the applicable Prime Lease, all matters to which such Prime Lease is subject and subordinate and all ground or underlying leases which may now or hereafter affect any Leased Property, to all mortgages which may now or hereafter affect such leases, the Prime Lease or such Leased Property and to the Liens created by the Security Documents and to all renewals, refinancings, modifications, replacements and extensions thereof (hereinafter called "Superior Instruments"). The terms "Liens" and "Security Documents" shall have the same meanings provided for in the General Security Agreement by and among AmeriGas Propane, L.P., as Assignor, and Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association, as Collateral Agent, and Mellon Bank, N.A., as Cash Collateral Sub-Agent, dated as of April 19, 1995. The provisions of this Section shall be self-operative and no further instrument of subordination shall be required. In confirmation of such subordination, Subtenant shall promptly execute and deliver any instrument, in recordable form if required, that Sublandlord or the holder of any Superior Instrument may reasonably request to evidence such subordination.
(b) In the event of a termination of any ground or underlying lease or any Prime Lease, or if the interests of Sublandlord under this Master Sublease or any Prime Lease are transferred by reason of, or assigned in lieu of, foreclosure or other proceedings for enforcement of any mortgage, then Subtenant shall, at the option of the holder of any such Superior Instrument, attorn to it and perform for its benefit all the terms, covenants and conditions of this Master Sublease on Subtenant's part to be performed with the same force and effect as if it were the Sublandlord originally named in this Master Sublease with respect to the applicable Leased Property. The foregoing shall inure to the benefit of such holder of a Superior Instrument, shall be self-operative upon the exercise of such option, and no further instrument shall be required to give effect to such option and to said provisions. Subtenant, however, upon reasonable demand of any such holder of a Superior Instrument, shall promptly execute and deliver instruments in confirmation of the foregoing provisions of this Section.
(c) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Master Sublease to the contrary, under no circumstances shall any such holder of a Superior Instrument, whether or not it shall have succeeded to the interests of the Sublandlord under this Master Sublease, be (i) liable for any act, omission or default of any prior Sublandlord, (ii) subject to any offsets, claims or defenses which Subtenant might have against any prior Sublandlord, (iii) bound by any Base Rent which Subtenant might have paid to any prior Sublandlord for more than one month in advance or (iv) bound by any modification of this Master Sublease, or any cancellation or surrender of the same, made without its prior written approval.
19. Quiet Enjoyment. Sublandlord agrees that, subject to this Master Sublease and the applicable Prime Lease, if, and so long as, Subtenant performs each provision herein contained on the part of Subtenant to be performed, then Subtenant's rights under this Master Sublease shall not be cut off or ended before the expiration of the Term, subject however, to the provisions of this Master Sublease and the applicable Prime Lease.
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20. Adjustments to Leased Property. Sublandlord and Subtenant may, from time to time, amend this Master Sublease to add real property to be subleased under this Master Sublease or remove Leased Property already subject to this Master Sublease.
21. Estoppel Certificate; Miscellaneous. (a) Either party hereto shall, promptly after request by the other party hereto, execute, acknowledge and deliver to the requesting party a statement certifying as to any matter in connection with this Master Sublease reasonably requested by the requesting party.
(b) The parties hereto warrant and represent to each other that no broker was instrumental in consummating this Master Sublease and that the representing party had no conversations or negotiations with any broker concerning the subleasing of the Leased Property to Subtenant.
(c) This Master Sublease may not be modified except by an instrument in writing signed by each of the parties hereto.
(d) This Master Sublease shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, and their respective permitted successors and assigns.
(e) If any provision of this Master Sublease shall be invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Master Sublease shall not be affected thereby, each and every provision of this Master Sublease shall be enforceable to the full extent permitted by law.
(f) The failure of either party hereto to seek redress for a violation of, or to insist upon the strict performance of, any provision of this Master Sublease shall not prevent redress for violations of, or insistence upon strict performance of, a subsequent act.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Sublandlord and Subtenant have executed this Master Sublease as of the day and year first above written.
AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
By: AmeriGas Propane, Inc., its general partner

By:   /s/Robert H. Knauss
      ------------------------------------
      Name:  Robert H. Knauss
      Title: Vice President - Law

Columbia Propane, L.P
By: CP Holdings, Inc.

By:    /s/Robert H. Knauss
      ------------------------------------
      Name:  Robert H. Knauss
      Title: Vice President - Law
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Exhibit A
The Leased Property
Address Master Landlord Prime Lease Date Annual Base Rent
Exhibit A - Master Sublease
CLOSING

                                                                                                                 EVERY
                                                                                                                 (N)TH    *GROSS
ST     LOCATION                      NAME                      ID   START DATE  UNTIL DATE  EXPIRE DATE  INTERVAL MO/YR   AMOUNT
--     --------                      ----                     ----  ----------  ----------  -----------  -------- -----   ------
AR  North Little Rock  JEAN JAMES                             5119  2000-11-01  2005-10-31  2005-10-31   Annually   1       300.00
AR  North Little Rock  JEAN JAMES                             5119  2001-01-01  2005-03-31  2005-10-31   Monthly    1     2,000.00
AR  Boone County       JOE & KATHERINE NANCE                  5048  2000-12-01  2005-01-31  2005-10-31   Monthly    1       250.00
AR Mountain Home       MISSOURI & NORTHERN ARKANSAS RAILROAD  5301  2000-07-01  2001-06-30  2001-06-30   Annually   1     1,650.00
AR Mountain Home       MISSOURI & NORTHERN ARKANSAS RAILROAD  5301  2000-11-01  2001-10-31  2001-10-31   Annually   1     1,000.00
AR Mountain Home       MISSOURI & NORTHERN ARKANSAS RAILROAD  5301  2001-05-01  2002-04-30  2002-04-30   Annually   1     1,200.00
AR Boone County        QUALITY FABRICATORS INC                5048  1999-04-01  2003-03-31  2003-03-31   Monthly    1       850.00
CA Jackson             AMPINE DIVISION OF SIERRA PINE, LTD    1040  2000-07-01  2002-12-31  2008-09-30   Monthly    1     2,000.00
CA Modesto             BEARD LAND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY         0261  2001-02-01  2003-12-31  2003-12-31   Monthly    1     1,043.00
CA Jackson             EARL FERRARI                           1040  2001-06-01  2052-05-31  2060-05-31   Annually   1       250.00
CA Jackson             LOUISE KIRKPATRICK                     1040  2001-06-02  2050-06-01  2060-06-01   Annually   1       250.00
CA Sacramento          MASSIE & COMPANY                       0260  2000-09-01  2003-02-28  2013-08-31   Monthly    1     6,152.00
CA San Jose            OLYMPIAN OIL COMPANY                   0130  2001-01-01  2001-12-31  2001-12-31   Monthly    1       315.00
CA Jackson             RUSSELL SKUTLEY                        1040  2001-02-01  2002-01-31  2007-01-31   Monthly    1       355.00
CA Sacramento          TERESA MEYER                           0260  2001-01-01  2001-12-31  2001-12-31   Annually   1       500.00
CA Grass Valley        THE ATTIC MINI-STORAGE                 0070  2001-01-01  2001-12-31  2001-12-31   Monthly    1       130.00
CA Hanford             UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY         5162  2000-12-01  2001-11-30  2001-11-30   Annually   1     1,584.28
CA Sacramento          VERNAL J. JACOB                        0260  2001-01-01  2001-12-31  2001-12-31   Annually   1     2,000.00
CA Santa Cruz          WILLIAMS PROPERTY                      0210  1999-03-01  2002-09-30  2002-09-30   Monthly    1     1,900.00
CA Bloomington         WILTON H. JONES                        1120  2001-03-01  2003-09-30  2003-09-30   Monthly    1     1,115.38
CO Gunnison            BOMBARD-MCKENNA PARTNERSHIP            0570  2001-01-01  2001-12-31  2009-12-31   Monthly    1     2,000.00
CO Alamosa             LARRY MITCHELL                         1190  2001-01-01  2002-05-31  2004-05-31   Monthly    1     2,200.00
CO Craig               LESA LEE WILLE                         1170  1999-10-01  2001-10-15  2001-10-15   Annually   1       600.00
CO Grand Junction      MAUDE A. McDANIEL                      0613  2000-11-01  2001-07-31  2001-07-31   Monthly    1       125.00
CO Montrose            PATRICIA DITTON                        0560  2000-09-01  2003-02-28  2005-09-30   Monthly    1       250.00
CO Montrose            QUINTEN A. HOLTE                       0560  2000-11-01  2001-06-30  2001-06-30   Monthly    1     1,200.00
CO Montrose            ROMAGEAN C. PERSONNE                   0560  2001-06-01  2002-05-31  2002-05-31   Annually   1    12,000.00
CO Gunnison            THOMAS V. CARL                         0570  1999-11-15  2002-11-14  2002-11-14   Annually   1     3,600.00
CO Craig               UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY         1170  2000-07-15  2001-07-14  2001-07-14   Annually   1     4,225.00
CO Montrose            UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY         0560  2000-11-01  2001-10-31  2001-10-31   Annually   1     6,488.59
CO Alamosa             UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY         1190  2000-11-01  2001-10-31  2001-10-31   Annually   1     1,552.29
CT Killingworth        CENTRAL VERMONT PROPERTIES INC         9295  2001-01-01  2001-12-31  2001-12-31   Annually   1        50.00
FL Defuniak Springs    ABBIE A. CASEY                         7270  2000-11-01  2001-10-31  2001-10-31   Monthly    1        55.00
FL Tavernier           ARTHUR H. BOND                         5055  2000-07-01  2001-06-30  2003-07-14   Monthly    1     2,338.51
FL Rockledge           CITY GAS COMPANY OF FLORIDA            5130  1998-12-01  2002-05-31  2002-05-31   Monthly    1       890.40

  ST     LOCATION
  --     --------
  AR North Little Rock
  AR North Little Rock
  AR Boone County
  AR Mountain Home
  AR Mountain Home
  AR Mountain Home
  AR Boone County
  CA Jackson
  CA Modesto
  CA Jackson
  CA Jackson
  CA Sacramento             (6,152.00 thru 8/31/03; 7,152.00
                            thru 8/31/08; 8,152.00 thru
                            8/31/13)
  CA San Jose
  CA Jackson                ($355.00 thru 1/31/02; 369.00
                            thru 1/31/03; 384.00 thru
                            1/31/04; 399.00 thru 1/31/05;
                            415.00 thru 1/31/06; 432.00
                            thru 1/31/07)
  CA Sacramento
  CA Grass Valley
  CA Hanford
  CA Sacramento
  CA Santa Cruz
  CA Bloomington
  CO Gunnison
  CO Alamosa                ($2,200 thru 5/31/02; 2,400.00
                            6/1/02 thru 5/31/04)
  CO Craig
  CO Grand Junction
  CO Montrose
  CO Montrose
  CO Montrose
  CO Gunnison
  CO Craig
  CO Montrose
  CO Alamosa
  CT Killingworth
  FL Defuniak Springs
  FL Tavernier              (2,238.51 thru 6/30/02; 2,455.44
                            thru 7/14/03)
FL Rockledge

* For all properties the tenant shall pay rent and all other amounts due under such lease.
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Exhibit A - Master Sublease
CLOSING

                                                                                                                EVERY
                                                                                                                (N)TH    *GROSS
ST     LOCATION                 NAME              DEPT ID   START DATE    UNTIL DATE    EXPIRE DATE  INTERVAL   MO/YR    AMOUNT
FL   Jacksonville     CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.      1720    2000-09-01    2001-08-31    2001-08-31    Annually    1     10,224.00
FL   Plant City       CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.      1510    2000-09-10    2001-09-09    2001-09-09    Annually    1        752.45
FL   Wewahitchka      DORIS WHITTEN                 7245    2001-01-01    2001-12-31    2001-12-31    Monthly     1        296.80
FL   Chipley          ELLEN R. BOTTOMS              7275    2000-11-01    2001-05-31    2001-05-31    Monthly     1        125.00
FL   Holly Hill       FLORIDA EAST COAST
                      RAILWAY CO.                   5122    2000-05-01    2001-04-30    2001-04-30    Monthly     1      1,961.00
FL   St Augustine     GARY & LORETTA RUFF           9805    2000-08-01    2004-01-31    2004-10-31    Monthly     1        600.49
FL   Malone           GIPSON KINGRY                 9780    1999-08-01    2003-07-31    2003-07-31    Annually    1        450.00
FL   Leesburg         GORDON G. OLDHAM III          7325    2000-04-01    2003-12-31    2003-12-31    Monthly     1        329.35
FL   Jacksonville     HENRY R. HIGGINBOTHAM         1720    2000-07-01    2001-06-30    2001-06-30    Monthly     1        804.50
FL   Malone           JAMES W. SHELTON              9780    2001-01-01    2001-12-31    2001-12-31    Monthly     1        531.50
FL   Fernandina
     Beach            JOSEPH M. RIPLEY, JR.         1723    2001-01-01    2004-12-31    2004-12-31    Monthly     1      1,084.32
FL   Plant City       M&R OF PLANT CITY INC.        1510    2000-12-01    2001-11-30    2001-11-30    Monthly     1      1,200.00
FL   Rockledge        MELBOURNE AIRPORT
                      AUTHORITY                     5130    2001-04-01    2001-11-30    2001-11-30    Monthly     1        224.89
FL   Tavernier        PAUL J. SNELLINGER            5055    2001-04-01    2002-11-30    2002-11-30    Monthly     1      3,237.34
FL   Rockledge        WAYNE P. REECE                5130    2000-09-01    2004-04-30    2004-10-31    Monthly     1      3,101.58
IL   Salem            BOYD-CAYS                     5273    2001-01-01    2001-12-31    2001-12-31    Monthly     1        430.09
IL   Eldorado         DENNIS H. CLARK               5277    1999-09-01    2002-08-31    2002-08-31    Annually    1      3,500.00
IL   Eldorado         ED'S HEATING & AIR
                      CONDITIONING                  5277    2000-09-01    2001-08-31    2004-08-31    Monthly     1        700.00
IL   Salem            MRS. KENNETH COCKRUM          5273    2000-12-01    2001-11-30    2001-11-30    Annually    1      1,500.00
IL   Eldorado         PAUL TOMPKINS                 5277    2000-10-01    2001-09-30    2001-09-30    Annually    1      1,800.00
IN   Goshen           VIDEO WORLD                   5484    2001-04-01    2002-03-31    2002-03-31    Monthly     1        400.00
LA   Bossier City     JOHN H & BETTY J. VICE        5311    2001-04-01    2002-12-31    2002-12-31    Monthly     1      1,500.00
LA   Bossier City     MOLLY MANNERS WESTBROOK       5311    1999-06-01    2002-05-31    2002-05-31    Annually    1        320.00
LA   Bossier City     THOMAS E. WHITE III           5311    1997-11-01    2002-10-31    2002-10-31    Annually    1      1,200.00
MA   Westfield        CULBRO CORPORATION            5332    2001-01-01    2001-12-31    2001-12-31    Monthly     1        100.00
MA   Topsfield        GREEN ACRES REALTY INC.       5321    2000-08-01    2001-07-31    2001-07-31    Monthly     1        135.00
MA   Middleboro       REYNOLDS BOTTLED GAS, INC.    5558    2000-11-01    2003-02-28    2004-06-30    Monthly     1      3,333.33
MA   Middleboro       THOMAS & SARA MCDERMOTT       5558    2000-09-01    2003-02-28    2003-12-31    Monthly     1        750.00
MA   Vineyard
     Haven            VPI CONTINUING CORP.          5105    2000-11-01    2001-12-31    2004-12-31    Monthly     1      2,488.33
MI   Holland          DONALD M. VANDENBERG TRUST    5260    2000-06-01    2001-05-31    2001-05-31    Monthly     1      2,857.75
MI   Kalamazoo        GLEN NORDBROOK                5374    2000-11-01    2001-05-31    2001-05-31    Monthly     1        200.00
MI   Traverse City    JACK A. MILLER                5679    2001-04-01    2002-03-31    2002-03-31    Monthly     1        500.00
MI   Hale             KOCHER LEASING CO, LLC        5517    2001-04-01    2003-06-30    2003-06-30    Monthly     1        825.00
MI   Mio              MARTIN T. GALBRAITH           5360    2000-10-01    2001-09-30    2001-09-30    Monthly     1        300.00
MI   Alma             TPI PETROLEUM, INC.           1250    2000-07-01    2001-06-30    2001-06-30    Annually    1      2,912.00
MI   Parma            VILLAGE OF SPRINGPORT         1280    2001-05-01    2049-05-31    2064-04-30    Annually    1         25.00
MI   Alpena           W.P. & I.A. HASTINGS          5262    1999-03-01    2001-12-31    2001-12-31    Monthly     1      1,173.00
MN   Rogers           THOMAS SCHANY                 3900    2000-09-01    2003-02-28    2007-03-31    Monthly     1      2,240.00
MO   Crystal City     CHEMICAL INVESTMENT, INC.     5032    2000-11-01    2001-10-09    2001-10-09    Monthly     1         35.00
MO   Flint Hill       J.B. INVESTMENT CO.           5033    2001-02-01    2002-12-31    2002-12-31    Monthly     1        700.00

ST      LOCATION
FL   Jacksonville
FL   Plant City
FL   Wewahitchka
FL   Chipley
FL   Holly Hill
FL   St Augustine
FL   Malone
FL   Leesburg
FL   Jacksonville
FL   Malone
FL   Fernandina
     Beach
FL   Plant City
FL   Rockledge
FL   Tavernier
FL   Rockledge
IL   Salem
IL   Eldorado
IL   Eldorado           ($700.00 thru 8/31/01; 750.00 thru 8/31/02; 800.00 thru 8/31/04)
IL   Salem
IL   Eldorado
IN   Goshen
LA   Bossier City
LA   Bossier City
LA   Bossier City
MA   Westfield
MA   Topsfield
MA   Middleboro
MA   Middleboro
MA   Vineyard
     Haven              ($2,488.33 thru 12/31/01; 2,660.42 thru 12/31/04)
MI   Holland
MI   Kalamazoo
MI   Traverse City
MI   Hale
MI   Mio
MI   Alma
MI   Parma
MI   Alpena
MN   Rogers
MO   Crystal City
MO   Flint Hill

*For all properties the tenant shall pay rent and all other amounts due under such lease.
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Exhibit A - Master Sublease
CLOSING

                                                                                                             EVERY
                                                       DEPT                                                  (N)TH   *GROSS
ST   LOCATION                      NAME                 ID   START DATE  UNTIL DATE  EXPIRE DATE  INTERVAL   MO/YR   AMOUNT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MO   Crystal City     STAUBACH AGENT FOR BNSF            5032  2001-01-01  2001-12-31  2001-12-31  Annually    1      1,700.00
MO   Villa Ridge      STAUBACH AGENT FOR BNSF            5463  2001-03-01  2002-02-28  2002-02-28  Annually    1      1,200.00
MO   Flint Hill       THOMAS LOWERY                      5033  2001-04-01  2001-12-31  2001-12-31  Monthly     1      3,685.04
MO   Crystal City     UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY     5032  2001-04-30  2002-04-29  2002-04-29  Annually    1      3,460.00
MO   Crystal City     UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY     5032  2001-05-23  2002-05-22  2002-05-22  Annually    1      1,485.67
NH   Claremont        CLAREMONT CONCORD RAILROAD CORP    5600  2001-01-01  2001-12-31  2001-12-31  Monthly     1        375.00
NH   Laconia          HARRY L. BRYANT, JR. TRUST         5997  2000-08-01  2004-05-31  2005-02-28  Monthly     1      3,265.96
NH   North Conway     TREASURER, STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE  5595  2001-01-01  2001-12-31  2001-12-31  Monthly     1        539.86
NH   North Conway     TREASURER, STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE  5595  2001-03-01  2002-02-28  2002-02-28  Annually    1        242.76
NH   North Conway     WILLIAM C. POPE                    5595  2000-07-01  2001-06-30  2001-06-30  Monthly     1      1,316.00
NM   Taos             COLOMEX OIL & GAS CO. INC.         5226  2000-11-01  2004-06-30  2005-04-11  Monthly     1      1,666.00
NM   Gallup           GARTNER FAMILY PARTNERSHIP         5240  2000-11-01  2001-09-30  2008-09-30  Monthly     1      1,270.00
NM   Gallup           GE CAPITAL MODULAR SPACE           5240  2001-04-01  2001-08-31  2001-08-31  Monthly     1        278.38
NM   Gallup           STAUBACH AGENT FOR BNSF            5240  2000-08-10  2001-08-09  2001-08-09  Annually    1      1,283.00
NY   Plattsburgh      CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY   5585  2001-05-01  2002-04-30  2002-04-30  Annually    1        150.00
NY   Schuylerville    DONALD L. NICHTER                  9335  2001-01-01  2001-06-30  2001-06-30  Monthly     1      3,956.00
NY   Alder Creek      DONALD L. NICHTER                  9333  2001-01-01  2001-08-31  2006-07-31  Monthly     1      3,281.87
NY  Shokan            JOSEPH DELLECHIAIE                 5753  2000-09-01  2001-08-31  2004-08-31  Monthly     1      1,545.00
NY  Ticonderoga       TRUSTEES - KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS     5572  2000-12-25  2002-12-31  2002-12-31  Monthly     3      3,600.00
RI  Coventry          LESTER A. PARENTE                  9291  2001-05-01  2001-09-30  2001-09-30  Monthly     1      2,000.00
TN  Dyersburg         GREEN VILLAGE PARTNERS, L.P.       1420  2001-03-01  2004-01-31  2004-01-31  Monthly     1      1,000.00
VT  Sheldon           GERALD A. BELISLE                  7569  2003-03-01  2007-05-31  2011-05-31  Monthly     1      1,900.00
VT  Rutland           LEONARD C. KNAPPMILLER             5586  2000-09-01  2001-08-31  2006-08-31  Monthly     1      2,251.00
VT  Lyndonville       RALPH DEVEREAUX                    7560  2000-10-01  2004-12-31  2005-08-31  Monthly     1      1,600.00
VT  Newport           ROBERT N. TAPLAN, INC.             5594  1999-08-01  2001-07-31  2001-07-31  Monthly     1         65.00
WI  Wisconsin Rapids  FOX VALLEY & WESTERN LTD           5480  2000-07-01  2001-06-30  2001-06-30  Annually    1      4,426.43
WI  Eagle River       HELEN J. ROESKE                    5471  2000-11-01  2001-08-18  2001-08-18  Monthly     1        350.00
WI  Green Bay         JET DEVELOPMENT, LLC               1850  2001-01-01  2002-12-31  2008-12-31  Monthly     1      2,400.00


MO   Crystal City
MO   Villa Ridge
MO   Flint Hill
MO   Crystal City
MO   Crystal City
NH   Claremont
NH   Laconia
NH   North Conway
NH   North Conway
NH   North Conway
NM   Taos
NM   Gallup           ($1,270 thru 9/30/01; 1,380.00 thru 9/30/03; 1,460.00 thru 9/30/06; 1,590.00 thru 9/30/08)
NM   Gallup
NM   Gallup
NY   Plattsburgh
NY   Schuylerville
NY   Alder Creek      ($3,281.87 thru 8/31/01; 3,445.96 thru 8/31/02; 3,618.25 thru 8/31/03;
                       3,799.17 thru 8/31/04; 3,989.13 thru 8/31/05; 4,188.59 thru 7/31/06)
NY  Shokan            ($1,545 thru 8/31/01; 1,591.33 thru 8/31/03; 1639.08 thru 8/31/04)
NY  Ticonderoga
RI  Coventry
TN  Dyersburg
VT  Sheldon
VT  Rutland           ($2,251 thru 8/31/01; 2,318.55 thru 8/31/02; 2,388.11 thru 8/31/03;
                       2,459.75 thru 8/31/04; 2,533.54 thru 8/31/05; 2,609.55 thru 8/31/06)
VT  Lyndonville
VT  Newport
WI  Wisconsin Rapids
WI  Eagle River
WI  Green Bay

* For all properties the tenant shall pay rent and all other amounts due under such lease.
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Exhibit A - Master Sublease
CLOSING

                                                                                                                EVERY
                                                      DEPT                                                      (N)TH     *GROSS
ST    LOCATION               NAME                      ID    START DATE   UNTIL DATE   EXPIRE DATE   INTERVAL   MO/YR     AMOUNT
--    --------               ----                     ----   ----------   ----------   -----------   --------   -----     ------
WI  Allenton      WISCONSIN CENTRAL LTD               5346   2000-06-01   2001-05-31   2001-05-31    Annually     1      1,009.08

WI  Orfordville   WISCONSIN DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION    5247   2000-11-01   2001-10-31   2001-10-31    Annually     1        900.00

*For all properties the tenant shall pay rent and all other amounts due under such lease.
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TRANSACTION SUMMARY

Name:     Frederick J. Kaczor, Jr.
Plan:     1992 Non-Qualified Stock Option Plan
Date:     12/12/01

Shares:             2,000     Price:     $20.0000      Total         $40,000.00

Fair Market Value:                       $30.0000

Taxable income:                          $10.0000

             Total taxable:           $20,000.000

                   Taxes:

                         Federal:           27.500%   $5,500.00
                         State:              2.800%     $560.00
                         FICA-OASDI          0.000%       $0.00
                         FICA-MED            1.450%     $290.00
                         Local               1.000%     $200.00

                              Totals         32.75%                   $6,550.00

Total Cost of Option (Wired to UGI by DLJ)                           $46,550.00

Wire instructions below:

Bank:          Mellon Bank, NA
Address:       Pittsburgh, PA
ABA No.:       043-000261
Account:       UGI Corporation

Acct. No. 191-5173
 
EXECUTION COPY
KEEP WELL AGREEMENT
THIS KEEP WELL AGREEMENT (this "Keep Well Agreement"), dated as of August 21, 2001, is entered into by and between AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (the "Buyer"), and COLUMBIA PROPANE CORPORATION, a Delaware corporation (the "Company").
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 10.2(c) of that certain Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement, dated as of August 7,200l (the "Columbia Propane Purchase Agreement"), by and among Columbia Energy Group, a Delaware corporation ("Seller"), the Company, Columbia Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("CPLP"), CP Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation, the Buyer, AmeriGas Partners, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, and AmeriGas Propane, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, the Buyer has agreed to enter into this Keep Well Agreement relating to certain of the Company's indemnity obligations under that certain Purchase Agreement, dated April 5, 1999 (the "National Propane Purchase Agreement"), by and among Columbia Propane, L.P. (which was later dissolved with its assets being distributed to the Company and CPH), CPH, the Company, National Propane Partners, L.P., National Propane Corporation (the "Special Limited Partner"), National Propane SGP, Inc. and Triarc Companies, Inc. ("Triarc"), as more fully described below;
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Columbia Propane Purchase Agreement, the Company, among other things, is selling a significant portion of its assets and liabilities to the Buyer and is also distributing certain of its assets to the Seller (the "Asset Sale");
WHEREAS, pursuant to the terms of the National Propane Purchase Agreement, the Company agreed to indemnify (i) the Special Limited Partner (and its successors and permitted assigns in accordance with the National Propane Purchase Agreement) for certain losses described in Sections 5.2 (the last paragraph thereof), 5.9 and 5.14 thereof (collectively, the "Tax Indemnity Provisions"), and (ii) Triarc, the Special Limited Partner and certain other identified parties for certain losses in connection with various obligations of the Company under the National Propane Purchase Agreement pursuant to Section 9.1 thereof; and
WHEREAS, following the Asset Sale; the Buyer desires to ensure that the Company is financially able to satisfy its obligations under the Tax Indemnity Provisions and the other indemnity provisions of the National Propane Purchase Agreement.
NOW THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, including the consideration set forth in the Columbia Propane Purchase Agreement, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:
1. Agreement to Keep Well. The Buyer shall take all actions necessary to ensure that the Company shall have sufficient available funds in United States Dollars to pay and discharge, when due and payable, any and all of the obligations or liabilities of the Company due under the Tax Indemnity Provisions or the other indemnity provisions of the National Propane Purchase Agreement (the "Indemnity Obligations"). The Buyer's Keep Well Agreement hereunder shall be, and is specifically limited to, payments expressly required to be made by the
Company pursuant to the Indemnity Obligations, and will be subject to the limitations contained in the National Propane Purchase Agreement that are applicable to the Company, including, without limitation, the limitations set forth in Sections 9.1 (c) and (d) of the National Propane Purchase Agreement and all set-off rights and other defenses applicable to the Company contained therein, other than defenses arising from the bankruptcy or insolvency of the Company.
2. Successors. This Keep Well Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns.
3. Third Party Beneficiaries. Triarc, the Special Limited Partner and any other parties to whom payment might be expressly required to be made by the Company pursuant to the Indemnity Obligations are intended to be third party beneficiaries of this Keep Well Agreement (the "Keep Well Beneficiaries"). Except for the Keep Well Beneficiaries, nothing in this Keep Well Agreement, express or implied, is intended to confer any rights, benefits or obligations hereunder upon any person other than the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns.
4. Governing Law. This Keep Well Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware, without regard to its provisions concerning choice of law or choice of forum.
5. Notices. Any notice, request, instruction, correspondence or other document to be given hereunder by a party to a party hereunder (each, a "Notice") shall be in writing and delivered in person or by courier service requiring acknowledgment of receipt of delivery or mailed by certified mail, postage prepaid and return receipt requested, or by facsimile, as follows:
If to the Buyer, in person, by courier or facsimile, to:
AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
460 North Gulph Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
Attention: Vice President -- Law Fax: (610)922-3258
If to the Buyer by U.S. Mail, to:
AmeriGas Propane, L.P.
P.O. Box 965
Valley Forge, PA 19482
Attn: Vice President -- Law
In each case, with a copy to:
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1701 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19 103-292 1
-2-
Attn: Howard L. Meyers
Fax: (215)963-5299
If to the Company, in person, by courier or facsimile, to:
Columbia Propane Corporation 460 North Gulph Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
Attention: Vice President -- Law Fax: (610)922-3258
If to the Company by U.S. Mail, to:
Columbia Propane Corporation
P.O. Box 965
Valley Forge, PA 19482
Attn: Vice President -- Law
In each case, with a copy to:
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1701 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2921. Attn: Howard L. Meyers
Fax: (215)963-5299
Notice given by personal delivery, courier service or mail shall be effective upon actual receipt. Notice given by facsimile shall be effective upon actual receipt if received during the recipient's normal business hours, or at the beginning of the recipient's next business day after receipt if not received during the recipient's normal business hours. All Notices by facsimile shall be confirmed promptly after transmission in writing by certified mail or personal delivery. Any party may change any address to which Notices are to be given to it by giving Notice as provided above of such change of address.
6. Amendment. No provision of this Keep Well Agreement may be amended, supplemented or modified, nor any of the terms and conditions hereof waived, except by a written instrument executed by the Buyer and the Company, provided that any such amendment, supplement or modification that adversely affects the rights of the Keep Well Beneficiaries hereunder shall be consented to by Triarc or the Special Limited Partner (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed).
7. Not a Guaranty. This Keep Well Agreement is not, and nothing contained herein and nothing done pursuant hereto by the Buyer shall be deemed to constitute, a guaranty by the Buyer of the payment of any obligation, indebtedness or liability of any kind or character whatsoever of the Company.
8. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed by the parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when so executed and delivered shall be an original, but all such
-3-
counterparts shall together constitute one and the same agreement, and all signatures need not appear on any one counterpart.
[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Keep Well Agreement to be duly executed and delivered by their respective officers thereunto duly authorized as of the date first above written.
AMERIGAS PROPANE, L.P.
By: AmeriGas Propane, Inc.
Its: General Partner

By:  /s/ Robert H. Knauss
   -------------------------------------
   Name:  Robert H. Knauss
   Title: Vice President -- Law

COLUMBIA PROPANE CORPORATION

By:  /s/ Ronald R. Rominieki
   -------------------------------------
   Name: Ronald R. Rominieki
   Title: V.P. CFO
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MANAGEMENT SERVICES AGREEMENT
This Management Services Agreement (the "Agreement"), dated October 16, 2001, effective as of August 21, 2001 (the "Effective Date"), by and between AmeriGas Propane, Inc. ("API" or "Provider"), a Pennsylvania corporation and the general partner of AmeriGas Propane, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("OLP"), and AmeriGas Partners, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("MLP"), and AmeriGas Eagle Holdings, Inc. ("AEHI"), a Delaware corporation and the general partner of AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P. (formerly Columbia Propane, L.P.), a Delaware limited partnership ("AEPLP").
W I T N E S S E T H:
WHEREAS, pursuant to that certain Amended and Restated Purchase Agreement, dated as of January 30, 2001 and amended and restated on August 7, 2001 (the "Purchase Agreement"), by and among Columbia Energy Group, Columbia Propane Corporation, Columbia Propane, L.P. (now AEPLP), CP Holdings, Inc. (now AEHI), OLP, MLP and API, OLP has acquired all of the issued and outstanding shares of Columbia Propane Corporation (now AmeriGas Eagle Propane, Inc.) and in excess of 99% of the limited partnership interests of Columbia Propane, L.P.;
WHEREAS, AEHI desires that the Provider render certain management and other services for the benefit of AEPLP pursuant to Sections 7.1 and 7.6 of the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of National Propane, L.P. (the "Partnership Agreement") and Section 17-403 (c) of the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act (the "DRULPA"); and
WHEREAS, the Provider is able to provide the services requested by AEHI and desires to do so on the terms and conditions set forth herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter contained and other valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto, intending to be legally bound, agree as follows:
1. Management Services to be Provided by the Provider.
(a) The Provider will provide or cause to be provided overall coordination and supervision of the business of AEPLP and shall direct and manage the day-to-day operations and business affairs of AEPLP consistent with policies adopted by the AEHI board of directors acting as the general partner of AEPLP. The Provider will follow the policies and directives of the AEHI board of directors, but in the absence thereof, the Provider will exercise its reasonable judgment in discharging its duties hereunder.
(b) The Provider will provide or cause to be provided to AEHI on behalf of AEPLP the following services:
(i) general management, supervisory and administrative services;
(ii) management information systems services;
(iii) general financial, treasury, accounting and payroll services;
(iv) general banking and cash management services;
(v) billing, collection and receivable management services;
(vi) safety services;
(vii) purchasing, supply and delivery services in accordance with subsection (c) hereof;
(viii) sales and marketing services;
(ix) general human resources and personnel administration services in accordance with subsection (d) hereof;
(x) risk management and insurance administration services;
(xi) the services of an internal law department; and
(xii) certain corporate development services.
(c) The Provider will manage the purchase, supply and delivery of propane and other goods and services for AEHI on behalf of AEPLP. The Provider will not differentiate between the districts of AEPLP and other districts under its management in managing the purchase, supply and delivery of propane and other goods and services and will use purchasing, supply and delivery methodologies that in the Provider's reasonable judgment are in the best interest of all such districts under its management taken as a whole. The Provider shall not be obligated to make trade credit available to AEPLP. The Provider may enter into hedging transactions that are permitted by the terms of the Propane Price Risk Management Policy adopted by the Provider as such policy may be amended from time to time. AEHI will reimburse and will cause AEPLP to reimburse the Provider for the portion of any loss incurred in connection with such transactions that is allocable to AEPLP. The Provider will pay or issue a credit to AEPLP for the portion of any gain that is realized in connection with such transactions that is allocable to AEPLP.
(d) The Provider will make available to AEHI on behalf of AEPLP such personnel as AEPLP may reasonably require to carry on its propane distribution business and shall be the employer of such personnel and, in that capacity, shall be responsible for paying the salary and benefits of such employees.
2
(e) The Provider will provide such other services as may be reasonably requested by AEHI as the general partner of AEPLP or AEPLP directly.
2. Reimbursement of Expenses.
(a) Except as otherwise specifically provided below, AEHI shall reimburse or cause AEPLP to reimburse the Provider for:
(i)(A) any direct and indirect expenses that the Provider incurs or payments that Provider makes at the request of AEHI or on behalf of AEPLP, and (B) all other necessary and appropriate expenses incurred or payments made by the Provider that are allocable to either AEHI or AEPLP or otherwise reasonably incurred by the Provider in connection with providing the services described in Section 1 above;
(ii) AEHI's or AEPLP's allocable portion of (A) any expenses of UGI Corporation ("UGI") that are charged to or reimbursed by the Provider and that are in turn allocable to AEHI or AEPLP based upon services rendered to AEHI or AEPLP, and (B) any overhead expenses incurred and accruals established by the Provider in connection with the provision of the services described in Section 1 above;
(iii) all product costs and supply and delivery expenses for liquefied petroleum gas purchased by the Provider that is supplied or delivered to any location or site owned, leased or operated by AEHI or AEPLP;
(iv)(A) any salaries, bonuses, incentive compensation and other amounts paid to employees of the Provider or its subsidiaries or affiliates who are made available to AEHI on behalf of AEPLP pursuant to Section 1(d) above, and (B) any expenses incurred for benefits provided to such employees under any employee benefit plan, employee program and employee practice administered by the Provider or its subsidiaries or affiliates; and
(v)(A) any premiums for insurance policies issued solely in the name of AEHI and/or AEPLP or that provide coverage exclusively for the benefit of the directors, officers, employees, properties or business operations of AEHI and/or AEPLP, and (B) the portion of any premiums allocable to AEHI and/or AEPLP for insurance policies that are issued in the name of AEHI and/or AEPLP and the Provider or any of its other subsidiaries or affiliates or that provide coverage for the benefit of the directors, officers, employees, properties or business operations of AEHI and/or AEPLP on a non-exclusive basis.
(b) The Provider will pay all third-party invoices issued in the name of AEHI or AEPLP for services rendered to or for the benefit of AEHI or AEPLP or for goods sold to or for the benefit of AEHI or AEPLP, including without limitation, consulting, legal, auditing and other professional fees, and third-party vendor and independent contractor invoices. The Provider shall be entitled to be reimbursed by AEHI and AEPLP for all such invoices and other expenses. Before paying any such invoice and other expense, the Provider may at any time demand adequate assurance of reimbursement from AEHI and AEPLP or require AEHI and AEPLP to post a bond or other security in an amount that the Provider reasonably believes to be adequate to assure reimbursement hereunder.
3
(c) The Provider shall determine the fees, costs and other expenses that are allocable to AEPLP in a reasonable manner consistent with the manner in which the Provider allocates such fees, costs and other expenses to other affiliated propane businesses under its management.
3. Performance of Services. All services to be performed by the Provider under this Agreement shall be performed with reasonable care. The Provider shall be deemed to have acted reasonably if it provided services and made personnel and other resources (including computer software and access to third-party vendors) available to AEHI on behalf of AEPLP on the same basis that it provided services or made personnel or other resources available to any other affiliated propane business to which it is providing management services during the term of this Agreement.
4. Term and Termination. The initial term of this Agreement shall commence as of the date hereof and end on September 30, 2002. Thereafter, this Agreement shall continue for consecutive one-year renewal terms until terminated in accordance with this Section 4. Either party may terminate this Agreement as of the last day of the initial or any renewal term by providing the other party with written notice of termination not less than six months prior to the last day of the initial or renewal term, as the case may be.
5. Limitation of Liability; Indemnification.
(a) Limitation of Liability. Except as provided in the next sentence of this Section 5, the Provider, its subsidiaries and affiliates and their respective successors and assigns and their respective directors, officers, employees, partners, consultants, contractors and agents (collectively, the "Provider Group") shall not be liable to AEHI or AEPLP, or their subsidiaries or affiliates or their respective successors or assigns or their respective directors, officers, employees, partners, consultants, contractors or agents (collectively, the "AmeriGas Eagle Group") for any cost, damage, expense or loss, including any special, indirect, consequential or punitive damages that any member of the AmeriGas Eagle Group sustains in any way arising out of or relating to the services provided hereunder by any member of the Provider Group or based upon any advice, data or other services provided by any member of the Provider Group to any member of the AmeriGas Eagle Group pursuant to this Agreement. The Provider shall indemnify each member of the AmeriGas Eagle Group from and against any cost, damage, expense or loss
(including court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees)(collectively, "Losses") that is finally judicially determined to have resulted solely from the willful misconduct or gross negligence of any member of the Provider Group.
(b) Indemnification of the Provider Group. AEHI shall indemnify and shall cause AEPLP to indemnify each member of the Provider Group, and shall hold each such member harmless from and against any Losses that such member of the Provider Group may sustain or incur by reason of any claim, demand, suit or recovery by any person or entity arising (i) in connection with this Agreement,
(ii) out of the performance or nonperformance of any service by a member of the AmeriGas Eagle Group or (iii) out of the failure of any member of the AmeriGas Eagle Group to perform its obligations pursuant to this Agreement, other than any Losses arising from or out of the willful misconduct or gross negligence of such member of the Provider Group.
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6. Successors and Assigns; No Third Party Beneficiaries Except AEPLP and Certain Other Parties.
(a) The rights and obligations of AEHI hereunder shall not be assignable without the prior written consent of the Provider. The rights and obligations of the Provider hereunder may be assigned by the Provider at any time in whole or in part, without the consent of either AEHI or AEPLP; provided, however, that any such assignment by the Provider shall not relieve the Provider of any of its obligations hereunder; provided further, however, that any such assignment upon a Provider's change of control through a merger, the sale of at least a majority of the outstanding shares of the Provider or units of the OLP or the sale of all or substantially all of the Provider's or the OLP's assets shall relieve that Provider but not the successor or assignee of its obligations hereunder. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the permitted successors and assigns of the parties.
(b) Except for AEPLP and such parties as are intended beneficiaries of the indemnification rights established in Section 5 of this Agreement, no other party is intended or shall be deemed to be a third party beneficiary of this Agreement, other than the parties hereto and their respective permitted successors and assigns.
7. Governing Law; Notices; Section Headings; Counterparts; Entire and Sole Agreement; Amendment; Interpretation.
(a) This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware without regard to its conflict of laws provisions.
(b) All notices and other communications under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given when (i) personally delivered, (ii) sent by registered or certified mail return receipt requested or facsimile, or (iii) sent by overnight delivery service that provides a written receipt evidencing delivery, in any case to the address or facsimile number of such party specified below or such other address or facsimile number as shall be designated by such party in a notice to the other party complying with the terms of this Section 7.
(i) If to Provider:
if in person, by courier or telecopier to:
AmeriGas Propane, Inc. 460 North Gulph Road King of Prussia, PA 19046 Attention: Vice President-Law Fax: (610) 992-3258
if by U.S. mail to:
AmeriGas Propane, Inc. P.O. Box 965
Valley Forge, PA 19482 Attention: Vice President-Law
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(ii) If to AEHI:
if in person, by courier or telecopier to:
AmeriGas Eagle Holdings, Inc. 460 North Gulph Road King of Prussia, PA 19406 Attention: Vice President-Law Fax: (610) 992-3258
if by U.S. mail to:
AmeriGas Eagle Holdings, Inc. P.O. Box 965
Valley Forge, PA 19482 Attention: Vice President-Law
(c) The section headings contained in this Agreement are for reference purposes only and shall not affect in any way the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement.
(d) This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
(e) This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior agreements, representations, warranties, statements, promises, information, arrangements and understandings, whether oral or written, express or implied, with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement.
(f) Any amendment or supplement made to this Agreement shall not be valid unless in writing and signed by each of the parties to this Agreement.
(g) For purposes of this Agreement, the word "including" shall have the inclusive meaning associated with the phrase "including without limitation."
8. Waiver; Severability. The failure of a party to insist in any instance upon the strict and punctual performance of any provision of this Agreement shall not constitute or be deemed to be a continuing waiver of such provision. No party shall be deemed to have waived any right, power, or privilege under this Agreement or any provisions hereof, unless such waiver shall have been in writing and duly executed by the party to be charged with such waiver, and such waiver shall be a waiver only with respect to the specific instance involved and shall not in any way impair the rights of the waiving party or the obligations of any other party in any other respect or at any other time. If any provision of this Agreement shall be waived, or be invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall be unaffected thereby and shall remain binding and in full force and effect.
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9. Force Majeure. Neither AEHI nor API shall have any liability hereunder to the extent related to, and this Agreement shall not be terminated as a result of, any failure of a party to perform any of its obligations hereunder if such failure is due to circumstances beyond its control (an "Event of Force Majeure"), including any requisition by any government authority, act of war or terrorism, strike, boycott, lockout, picketing, riot, sabotage, civil commotion, insurrection, epidemic, disease, act of God, fire, flood, accident, explosion, earthquake, storm, failure of public utilities or common carriers, mechanical failure, embargo, or prohibition imposed by any governmental body or agency having authority over the party; provided that at such time as an Event of Force Majeure no longer exists, the respective obligations of the parties hereto shall be reinstated and this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect. The party affected by an Event of Force Majeure shall give prompt notice thereof to the other parties hereto, and each party shall use good faith efforts to minimize the duration and consequences of, and to eliminate, any such Event of Force Majeure.
10. Relationship Among the Parties. In all matters relating to this Agreement, each party hereto shall be solely responsible for the acts of its employees, and employees of one party shall not be considered employees of any other party. Except as otherwise provided herein, no party shall have any right, power or authority to create any obligation, express or implied, on behalf of any other party. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to create or constitute a joint venture or partnership between the parties hereto or persons referred to herein.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Management Services Agreement as of the date first above written.
AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.

By:      s/Robert H. Knauss
         -----------------------------------
         Robert H. Knauss
         Vice President-Law

AMERIGAS EAGLE HOLDINGS, INC.

By:      s/Robert H. Knauss
         -----------------------------------
         Robert H. Knauss
         Vice President-Law:

RHK/Columbia/Columbia Propane Management Services Agreement
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
 (Thousands of dollars)

                                                                                                            September 30,
                                                                                                 -----------------------------------
                                                                                                        2001                    2000
====================================================================================================================================
ASSETS
Current assets:
   Cash and cash equivalents                                                                     $    32,489             $    10,795
   Accounts receivable (less allowances for doubtful accounts of $10,792
      and $6,529, respectively)                                                                      102,392                  97,161
   Accounts receivable - related parties                                                               3,352                     215
   Inventories                                                                                        73,072                  65,489
   Prepaid expenses and other current assets                                                          18,955                  15,185
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Total current assets                                                                           230,260                 188,845

Property, plant and equipment (less accumulated depreciation and
   amortization of $347,898 and $277,790, respectively)                                              627,640                 436,119
Intangible assets (less accumulated amortization
      of $214,423 and $188,655, respectively)                                                        616,748                 621,920
Other assets                                                                                          21,774                  11,336
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Total assets                                                                               $ 1,496,422             $ 1,258,220
====================================================================================================================================

LIABILITIES AND PARTNERS' CAPITAL
Current liabilities:
   Current maturities of long-term debt                                                          $    87,178             $    64,512
   Bank loans                                                                                             -                   30,000
   Accounts payable - trade                                                                           73,692                  73,786
   Accounts payable - related parties                                                                  3,623                   3,001
   Employee compensation and benefits accrued                                                         27,834                  16,295
   Interest accrued                                                                                   32,854                  30,385
   Customer deposits                                                                                  48,540                  28,070
   Other current liabilities                                                                          51,969                  20,964
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Total current liabilities                                                                      325,690                 267,013

Long-term debt                                                                                       918,726                 792,722
Other noncurrent liabilities                                                                          42,860                  39,927

Commitments and contingencies (note 11)

Minority interests                                                                                     5,641                   2,587

Partners' capital:
   Common unitholders (units issued - 36,761,239 and 32,078,293, respectively)                       187,001                 118,872
   Subordinated unitholders (units issued - 9,891,072)                                                28,513                  35,542
   General partner                                                                                     2,174                   1,557
   Accumulated other comprehensive loss                                                              (14,183)                     -
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Total partners' capital                                                                        203,505                 155,971
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Total liabilities and partners' capital                                                    $ 1,496,422             $ 1,258,220
====================================================================================================================================

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
 (Thousands of dollars, except per unit)

                                                                                          Year Ended September 30,
                                                                        -----------------------------------------------------------
                                                                               2001                    2000                    1999
===================================================================================================================================
Revenues:
   Propane                                                              $ 1,322,934             $ 1,022,967             $   785,140
   Other                                                                     95,430                  97,089                  87,395
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                          1,418,364               1,120,056                 872,535
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Costs and expenses:
   Cost of sales - propane                                                  798,166                 586,905                 354,063
   Cost of sales - other                                                     37,809                  41,376                  36,705
   Operating and administrative expenses                                    379,993                 342,720                 329,635
   Depreciation and amortization                                             74,760                  67,381                  64,878
   Other income, net                                                         (6,154)                 (8,533)                 (5,392)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                          1,284,574               1,029,849                 779,889
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Operating income                                                            133,790                  90,207                  92,646
Interest expense                                                            (80,396)                (74,764)                (66,585)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Income before income taxes                                                   53,394                  15,443                  26,061
Income tax (expense) benefit                                                    327                      15                     (58)
Minority interests                                                             (706)                   (262)                   (368)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Income before accounting changes                                             53,015                  15,196                  25,635
Cumulative effect of accounting changes                                      12,494                      --                      --
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Net income                                                              $    65,509             $    15,196             $    25,635
===================================================================================================================================

General partner's interest in net income                                $       655             $       152             $       256
===================================================================================================================================

Limited partners' interest in net income                                $    64,854             $    15,044             $    25,379
===================================================================================================================================

Income per limited partner unit - basic and diluted:
   Income before accounting changes                                     $      1.18             $      0.36             $      0.61
   Cumulative effect of accounting changes                                     0.28                      --                      --
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Net income                                                           $      1.46             $      0.36             $      0.61
===================================================================================================================================

   Average limited partner units outstanding - basic
      and diluted (thousands)                                                44,453                  41,969                  41,918
===================================================================================================================================

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
 (Thousands of dollars)

                                                                                            Year Ended September 30,
                                                                            -------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                 2001                   2000                   1999
===================================================================================================================================
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net income                                                                  $  65,509              $  15,196              $  25,635
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net
   cash provided by operating activities:
      Cumulative effect of accounting changes                                 (12,494)                    --                     --
      Depreciation and amortization                                            74,760                 67,381                 64,878
      Other, net                                                                2,920                 (1,857)                  (941)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                              130,695                 80,720                 89,572
      Net change in:
         Accounts receivable                                                    4,893                (33,839)               (11,462)
         Inventories and prepaid propane purchases                              3,638                 (7,775)                (4,843)
         Accounts payable                                                      (5,511)                25,906                 10,186
         Other current assets and liabilities                                  19,296                 (3,502)               (13,200)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Net cash provided by operating activities                               153,011                 61,510                 70,253
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
   Expenditures for property, plant and equipment                             (37,890)               (30,427)               (31,053)
   Proceeds from disposals of assets                                            5,347                  7,404                  5,705
   Acquisitions of businesses, net of cash acquired                          (205,571)               (55,640)                (3,898)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Net cash used by investing activities                                  (238,114)               (78,663)               (29,246)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
   Distributions                                                              (98,435)               (93,266)               (93,130)
   Minority interest activity                                                   2,374                 (1,055)                (1,036)
   Increase (decrease) in bank loans                                          (30,000)                 8,000                 12,000
   Issuance of long-term debt                                                 252,833                196,000                 96,007
   Repayment of long-term debt                                               (110,767)               (82,121)               (63,347)
   Proceeds from issuance of Common Units                                      39,836                     --                     --
   Proceeds from sale of AmeriGas OLP interest                                 50,000                     --                     --
   Capital contributions from General Partner                                     956                     --                     16
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Net cash provided (used) by financing activities                        106,797                 27,558                (49,490)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cash and cash equivalents increase (decrease)                               $  21,694              $  10,405              $  (8,483)
===================================================================================================================================

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
   End of year                                                              $  32,489              $  10,795              $     390
   Beginning of year                                                           10,795                    390                  8,873
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Increase (decrease)                                                   $  21,694              $  10,405              $  (8,483)
===================================================================================================================================

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF PARTNERS' CAPITAL
 (Thousands of dollars, except unit data)

                                                                                                        Accumulated
                                      Number of units                                                         other           Total
                                 ------------------------                                   General   comprehensive       partners'
                                     Common  Subordinated     Common   Subordinated         partner   income (loss)         capital
===================================================================================================================================
Balance September 30, 1998       22,105,993    19,782,146   $157,866     $  139,012      $    2,997      $       --      $  299,875
Net income                                                     4,372         21,007             256                          25,635

Distributions                                                (54,118)       (38,081)           (931)                        (93,130)

Conversion of
   Subordinated Units             9,891,074    (9,891,074)    68,182        (68,182)                                             --

Common Units issued in
   connection with employee
   incentive plan                    81,226                    1,645             --              16                           1,661
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Balance September 30, 1999       32,078,293     9,891,072    177,947         53,756           2,338              --         234,041
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Net income                                                    11,498          3,546             152                          15,196

Distributions                                                (70,573)       (21,760)           (933)                        (93,266)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Balance September 30, 2000       32,078,293     9,891,072    118,872         35,542           1,557              --         155,971
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Net income                                                    50,123         14,731             655                          65,509

Cumulative effect of change
   in accounting principle -
   SFAS No. 133                                                                                               8,921           8,921

Net gain on derivative
   instruments                                                                                                  276             276

Reclassification of net gains
   on derivative instruments                                                                                (23,380)        (23,380)
                                                            -----------------------------------------------------------------------
Comprehensive income                                          50,123         14,731             655         (14,183)         51,326

Distributions                                                (75,691)       (21,760)           (984)                        (98,435)

Common Units issued in
   connection with acquisitions   2,382,946                   53,861                            544                          54,405

Common Units issued in
   connection with public
   offering                       2,300,000                   39,836                            402                          40,238
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Balance September 30, 2001       36,761,239     9,891,072   $187,001     $   28,513      $    2,174      $  (14,183)     $  203,505
===================================================================================================================================

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
 (Thousands of dollars, except per unit amounts)
NOTE 1 - PARTNERSHIP ORGANIZATION AND FORMATION
AmeriGas Partners, L.P. ("AmeriGas Partners") was formed on November 2, 1994 and is a publicly traded limited partnership. AmeriGas Partners conducts a national propane distribution business through its principal operating subsidiaries AmeriGas Propane, L.P. ("AmeriGas OLP") and AmeriGas OLP's subsidiary, AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P. ("Eagle OLP"). AmeriGas Partners, AmeriGas OLP and Eagle OLP are Delaware limited partnerships. AmeriGas OLP and Eagle OLP are collectively referred to herein as "the Operating Partnerships." AmeriGas Partners, the Operating Partnerships and their subsidiaries are collectively referred to herein as "the Partnership" or "we."
The Operating Partnerships are engaged in the distribution of propane and related equipment and supplies. The Operating Partnerships comprise the largest retail propane distribution business in the United States serving residential, commercial, industrial, motor fuel and agricultural customers from locations in 46 states, including Alaska and Hawaii.
At September 30, 2001, AmeriGas Propane, Inc. (the "General Partner"), an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of UGI Corporation ("UGI"), holds a 1% general partner interest in AmeriGas Partners and a 1.01% general partner interest in AmeriGas OLP. The General Partner and its wholly owned subsidiary Petrolane Incorporated ("Petrolane," a predecessor company of the Partnership) also own 9,891,072 Subordinated Units and 14,283,932 Common Units of AmeriGas Partners. The remaining 22,477,307 Common Units are publicly held. These Common and Subordinated units represent limited partner interests in AmeriGas Partners.
AmeriGas Partners holds a 99% limited partner interest in AmeriGas OLP. AmeriGas OLP, indirectly through subsidiaries, owns an effective 1% general partner interest and a direct approximate 98.8% limited partner interest in Eagle OLP. An unrelated third party (minority partner) holds an approximate 0.2% limited partner interest in Eagle OLP.
AmeriGas Partners and the Operating Partnerships have no employees. The General Partner conducts, directs and manages all activities of AmeriGas Partners and AmeriGas OLP. The General Partner also provides management and administrative services to AmeriGas Eagle Holdings, Inc. ("AEH"), the general partner of Eagle OLP, under a management services agreement. The General Partner is reimbursed monthly for all direct and indirect expenses it incurs on the Operating Partnerships' behalf.
NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
CONSOLIDATION PRINCIPLES. The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of AmeriGas Partners and its majority-owned subsidiaries. We eliminate all significant intercompany accounts and transactions when we consolidate. We account for the General Partner's 1.01% interest in AmeriGas OLP and the minority partner's 0.2% limited partner interest in Eagle OLP as minority interests in the consolidated financial statements. The Partnership's 50% ownership interest in Atlantic Energy, Inc., a propane storage terminal located in Chesapeake, Virginia, is accounted for by the equity method.
USE OF ESTIMATES. We make estimates and assumptions when preparing financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States. These estimates and assumptions affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, revenues and expenses, as well as the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities. Actual results could differ from these estimates.
REVENUE RECOGNITION. We recognize revenue from the sale of propane principally as product is shipped or delivered to customers. Revenue from the sale of appliances and equipment is recognized at the time of sale or installation. Revenue from repairs and maintenance is recognized upon completion of the service.
Effective October 1, 2000, we applied the provisions of the Securities and Exchange Commission Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 101 entitled "Revenue Recognition" ("SAB 101") with respect to annually billed nonrefundable tank fees. Under the new accounting method, revenues from such fees are recorded on a straight-line basis over one year. Prior to the change in accounting, such revenues were recorded when billed. For a more detailed description of this change in accounting and its impact on our results, see Note 4.
INVENTORIES AND PREPAID PROPANE PURCHASES. Our inventories are stated at the lower of cost or market. We determine cost using an average cost method for propane, specific identification for appliances, and the first-in, first-out ("FIFO") method for all other inventories. From time to time we enter into contracts with certain of our suppliers under which we prepay all or a portion of the purchase price of a fixed volume of propane for future delivery. These prepayments are included in prepaid expenses and other current assets in the Consolidated Balance Sheets.
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT AND RELATED DEPRECIATION. We record property, plant and equipment at cost. The amounts we assign to property, plant and equipment of businesses we acquire are based upon estimated fair value at date of acquisition. When we retire or dispose of plant and equipment, we remove from the accounts the cost and accumulated depreciation and include in income any gains or losses.
We compute depreciation of property, plant and equipment using the straight-line method over estimated service lives generally ranging from 15 to 40 years for buildings and improvements, 7 to 30 years for storage and customer tanks and cylinders, and 5 to 10 years for vehicles, equipment, and office furniture and fixtures. Depreciation expense was $48,169 in 2001, $41,452 in 2000, and $39,795 in 1999.
Effective October 1, 2000, we changed our method of accounting for costs to install Partnership-owned tanks at customer locations. Under the new accounting method, all costs to install such tanks, net of amounts billed to customers, are capitalized and amortized over the estimated period of benefit not exceeding ten years. For a detailed description of this change in accounting and its impact on our results, see Note 4.
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INTANGIBLE ASSETS. Intangible assets comprise the following at September 30:

                                                             2001           2000
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Goodwill (less accumulated amortization
   of $140,872 and $125,007, respectively)               $496,558       $513,248
Excess reorganization value (less
   accumulated amortization of $68,187
   and $60,244, respectively)                              93,320        101,263
Customer relationships and noncompete
   agreements (less accumulated
   amortization of $5,364 and $3,404,
   respectively)                                           26,870          7,409
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total intangible assets                                  $616,748       $621,920
================================================================================

We amortize goodwill resulting from purchase business combinations on a straight-line basis over 40 years. We amortize excess reorganization value (resulting from Petrolane's July 15, 1993 reorganization under Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code) on a straight-line basis over 20 years. We amortize other intangible assets comprising customer relationships and noncompete agreements over the estimated periods of benefit which do not exceed fifteen years. Amortization expense of intangible assets was $25,767 in 2001, $25,007 in 2000, and $24,295 in 1999.
We evaluate the impairment of long-lived assets, including intangibles, whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of such assets may not be recoverable. We evaluate recoverability based upon undiscounted future cash flows expected to be generated by such assets.
OTHER ASSETS. Included in other assets are net deferred debt issuance costs of $14,811 and $9,991 at September 30, 2001 and 2000, respectively. We are amortizing these costs over the term of the related debt.
COMPUTER SOFTWARE COSTS. We include in property, plant and equipment costs associated with computer software we develop or obtain for use in our business. We amortize computer software costs on a straight-line basis over expected periods of benefit not exceeding seven years once the installed software is ready for its intended use.
ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES. We accrue environmental investigation and clean-up costs when it is probable that a liability exists and the amount or range of amounts can be reasonably estimated. Our estimated liability for environmental contamination is reduced to reflect anticipated participation of other responsible parties but is not reduced for possible recovery from insurance carriers. We do not discount to present value the costs of future expenditures for environmental liabilities.
INCOME TAXES. AmeriGas Partners and the Operating Partnership are not directly subject to federal income taxes. Instead, their taxable income or loss is allocated to their individual partners. The Operating Partnerships have corporate subsidiaries which are directly subject to federal income taxes. Accordingly, our Consolidated Financial Statements reflect income taxes related to these corporate subsidiaries. Net income for financial statement purposes may differ significantly from taxable income reportable to unitholders. This is a result of (1) differences between the tax basis and financial reporting basis of assets and liabilities and (2) the taxable income allocation requirements of the Agreement of Limited Partnership of AmeriGas Partners ("Partnership Agreement") and the Internal Revenue Code.
UNIT-BASED COMPENSATION. As permitted by Statement of Financial Accounting Standards ("SFAS") No. 123, "Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation" ("SFAS 123"), we apply the provisions of Accounting Principles Board Opinion ("APB") No. 25, "Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees" ("APB 25"), in recording compensation expense for grants of equity instruments to employees. Our compensation expense under APB 25 for all periods presented was not materially different from amounts determined under the provisions of SFAS 123.
NET INCOME PER UNIT. Net income per unit is computed by dividing net income, after deducting the General Partner's 1% interest, by the weighted average number of Common and Subordinated units outstanding. There were no potentially dilutive securities outstanding during the periods presented.
DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS. Effective October 1, 2000, we adopted SFAS No. 133, "Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities" ("SFAS 133"). SFAS 133, as amended, establishes accounting and reporting standards for derivative instruments and for hedging activities. It requires that all derivative instruments be recognized as either assets or liabilities and measured at fair value. The accounting for changes in fair value depends upon the purpose of the derivative instrument and whether it is designated and qualifies for hedge accounting. To the extent a derivative instrument qualifies and is designated as a hedge of the variability of cash flows associated with a forecasted transaction ("cash flow hedge"), the effective portion of the gain or loss on such derivative instrument is generally reported in other comprehensive income and the ineffective portion, if any, is reported in net income. Such amounts reported in other comprehensive income are reclassified into net income when the forecasted transaction affects earnings. If a cash flow hedge is discontinued because it is probable that the forecasted transaction will not occur, the net gain or loss is immediately reclassified into earnings. To the extent derivative instruments qualify and are designated as hedges of changes in the fair value of an existing asset, liability or firm commitment ("fair value hedge"), the gain or loss on the hedging instrument is recognized in earnings along with changes in the fair value of the hedged asset, liability or firm commitment attributable to the hedged risk.
The adoption of SFAS 133 resulted in a cumulative effect charge to net income of $736 and a cumulative effect increase to accumulated other comprehensive income of $8,921. The increase in accumulated other comprehensive income is attributable to net gains on derivative instruments designated and qualifying as cash flow hedges on October 1, 2000.
Prior to the adoption of SFAS 133, gains or losses on derivative instruments associated with forecasted transactions generally were recorded in net income when the forecasted transactions affected earnings. If it became probable that the original forecasted transactions would not occur, we immediately recognized in net income any gains or losses on the derivative instruments.
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For a detailed description of the derivative instruments we use, our objectives for using them, and related supplemental information required by SFAS 133, see Note 14.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS. We define cash equivalents as all highly liquid investments with maturities of three months or less when purchased. We record cash equivalents at cost plus accrued interest, which approximates market value. We paid interest totaling $79,302 in 2001, $75,317 in 2000, and $66,984 in 1999.
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME. Comprehensive income comprises net income and other comprehensive income (loss). Our other comprehensive income (loss) principally results from gains and losses on derivative instruments qualifying as cash flow hedges.
SEGMENT INFORMATION. We have determined that we have a single reportable operating segment which engages in the distribution of propane and related equipment and supplies. No single customer represents ten percent or more of consolidated revenues. In addition, virtually all of our revenues are derived from sources within the United States and virtually all of our long-lived assets are located in the United States.
RECENTLY ISSUED ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS. The Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") recently issued SFAS No. 141, "Business Combinations" ("SFAS 141"); SFAS No. 142, "Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets" ("SFAS 142"); SFAS No. 143, "Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations" ("SFAS 143"); and SFAS No. 144, "Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets" ("SFAS 144").
SFAS 141 addresses financial accounting and reporting for business combinations. Under SFAS 141, all business combinations initiated after June 30, 2001 are required to be accounted for using the purchase method of accounting. Among other provisions, SFAS 141 establishes specific criteria for the recognition of intangible assets separate from goodwill acquired in a purchase business combination. Although SFAS 141 supersedes APB Opinion No. 16, "Business Combinations," and SFAS No. 38, "Accounting for Preacquisition Contingencies of Purchased Enterprises," it does not change many of their provisions relating to the application of the purchase method. The Partnership has historically accounted for business combinations using the purchase method and, therefore, SFAS No. 141 is not expected to have a material impact on the Partnership.
SFAS 142 addresses the financial accounting and reporting for acquired goodwill and other intangible assets and supersedes APB Opinion No. 17, "Intangible Assets." SFAS 142 addresses the financial accounting and reporting for intangible assets acquired individually or with a group of other assets (excluding those acquired in a business combination) at acquisition and also addresses the financial accounting and reporting for goodwill and other intangible assets subsequent to their acquisition. Under SFAS 142, an intangible asset will be amortized over its useful life unless that life is determined to be indefinite. Goodwill and other intangible assets with indefinite lives will be tested for impairment at least annually.
The Partnership adopted SFAS 142 effective October 1, 2001. Although there is no impact on cash flow, the Partnership's amortization expense in 2001 would have been $23,808 lower, and its net income $23,570 higher, if SFAS 142 had been effective October 1, 2000.
SFAS 142 requires the Partnership to test goodwill for impairment within six months of adoption. Based upon the fair value of AmeriGas Partners, we do not believe the Partnership's goodwill is impaired.
SFAS 143 addresses financial accounting and reporting for legal obligations associated with the retirement of tangible long-lived assets and the associated asset retirement costs. SFAS 143 requires that the fair value of a liability for an asset retirement obligation be recognized in the period in which it is incurred with a corresponding increase in the carrying value of the related asset. Entities shall subsequently charge the retirement cost to expense using a systematic and rational method over the related asset's useful life and adjust the fair value of the liability resulting from the passage of time through charges to interest expense. The Partnership is required to adopt SFAS 143 effective October 1, 2002. The Partnership is currently in the process of evaluating the impact SFAS 143 will have on its financial condition and results of operations.
SFAS 144 supersedes SFAS No. 121, "Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to be Disposed Of" ("SFAS 121"), and the accounting and reporting provisions of APB No. 30, "Reporting the Results of Operations - Reporting the Effects of Disposal of a Segment of a Business, and Extraordinary, Unusual and Infrequently Occurring Events and Transactions," as it relates to the disposal of a segment of a business. SFAS 144 establishes a single accounting model for long-lived assets to be disposed of based upon the framework of SFAS 121, and resolves significant implementation issues of SFAS 121. SFAS 144 is effective for the Partnership October 1, 2002. The Partnership believes that the adoption of SFAS 144 will not have a material impact on its financial position or results of operations.
NOTE 3 - ACQUISITIONS
On August 21, 2001, AmeriGas Partners, through AmeriGas OLP, acquired the propane distribution businesses of Columbia Energy Group ("Columbia Propane Businesses") in a series of equity and asset purchases pursuant to the terms of the Purchase Agreement dated January 30, 2001 and Amended and Restated August 7, 2001 ("Columbia Purchase Agreement") by and among Columbia Energy Group ("CEG"), Columbia Propane Corporation ("Columbia Propane"), Columbia Propane, L.P. ("CPLP"), CPHoldings, Inc. ("CPH"), AmeriGas Partners, AmeriGas OLP, and the General Partner. The acquired businesses comprised the seventh largest retail marketer of propane in the United States with annual sales of over 300 million gallons from locations in 29 states. The acquired businesses were principally conducted through Columbia Propane and its approximate 99% owned subsidiary, CPLP (referred to after the acquisition as "Eagle OLP"). AmeriGas OLP acquired substantially all of the assets of Columbia Propane, including an indirect 1% general partner interest and an approximate 99% limited partnership interest in Eagle OLP.
The purchase price of the Columbia Propane Businesses consisted of $201,750 in cash. In addition, AmeriGas OLP agreed to pay CEG for the amount of working capital, as defined, in excess of $23,000. The Columbia Purchase Agreement also provided for the purchase by CEG of limited partnership interests in AmeriGas OLP valued at $50,000 for $50,000 in cash, which interests were exchanged for 2,356,953 Common Units of AmeriGas Partners
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having an estimated fair value of $54,422. Concurrently with the acquisition, AmeriGas Partners issued $200,000 of 8.875% Senior Notes due 2011, the net proceeds of which were contributed to AmeriGas OLP to finance the acquisition of the Columbia Propane Businesses, to fund related fees and expenses, and to repay debt outstanding under AmeriGas OLP's Bank Credit Agreement.
The purchase price of the Columbia Propane Businesses has been preliminarily allocated to the assets and liabilities acquired as follows:

===============================================================================
Working capital                                                       $  23,230
Property, plant and equipment                                           181,386
Customer relationships and noncompete agreement
   (estimated useful life of 15 and 5 years, respectively)               20,986
Other assets and liabilities                                               (992)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total                                                                 $ 224,610
===============================================================================

The Partnership is currently in the process of completing the review and determination of the fair value of the Columbia Propane Businesses' assets acquired and liabilities assumed, principally the fair values of property, plant and equipment and identifiable intangible assets. Accordingly, the allocation of the purchase price is subject to revision. The operating results of the Columbia Propane Businesses are included in our consolidated results from August 21, 2001.
The following table presents unaudited pro forma income statement and per unit data for 2001 and 2000 as if the acquisition of the Columbia Propane Businesses had occurred as of the beginning of those years:

                                                          2001             2000
===============================================================================
Revenues                                           $ 1,788,567      $ 1,428,147
Income (loss) before accounting changes            $    51,637      $       (53)
Net income (loss)                                  $    64,131      $       (53)
Income per limited partner unit -
   basic and diluted:
      Income before accounting changes             $      1.10      $        --
      Net income                                   $      1.36      $        --
===============================================================================

The pro forma results of operations reflect the Columbia Propane Businesses' historical operating results after giving effect to adjustments directly attributable to the transaction that are expected to have a continuing impact. They are not adjusted for, among other things, the impact of normal weather conditions, operating synergies and cost savings. In our opinion, the unaudited pro forma results are not indicative of the actual results that would have occurred had the acquisition of the Columbia Propane Businesses occurred as of the beginning of the years presented or of future operating results under our management.
During 2001, in addition to the acquisition of the Columbia Propane Businesses, we acquired several other small propane distribution businesses for $147 in cash and 25,993 Common Units. During 2000, we acquired four retail propane businesses, including the West Coast propane operations of All Star Gas Corporation, for total cash consideration of $55,640. The excess of the purchase price over the fair value of net assets acquired for the 2000 acquisitions was approximately $38,000. In conjunction with these acquisitions, liabilities in the amount of $2,861 were assumed. During 1999, we made several retail propane business acquisitions for total cash consideration of $3,898. In conjunction with these acquisitions, liabilities of $2,814 were assumed. The pro forma effect of these transactions was not material to the Partnership's results of operations in 2001, 2000, and 1999.
All of our business acquisitions have been accounted for using the purchase method of accounting. Their results of operations are included in our consolidated results of operations from their respective dates of acquisition.
NOTE 4 - CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING
TANK FEE REVENUE RECOGNITION. In order to comply with the provisions of SAB 101, effective October 1, 2000, we changed our method of accounting for annually billed nonrefundable tank fees. Prior to the change, nonrefundable tank fees for installed Partnership-owned tanks were recorded as revenue when billed. Under the new accounting method, revenues from such fees are being recorded on a straight-line basis over one year. On October 1, 2000, we recorded a charge of $5,984 representing the cumulative effect of the change in accounting method on prior years. The change in accounting method for nonrefundable tank fees did not have a material impact on reported revenues in 2001 and would not have materially impacted reported revenues in 2000 or 1999. At September 30, 2001, the deferred revenue balance relating to nonrefundable tank fees was $6,153.
ACCOUNTING FOR TANK INSTALLATION COSTS. Effective October 1, 2000, we changed our method of accounting for tank installation costs which are not billed to customers. Prior to the change in accounting method, all such costs to install Partnership-owned tanks at a customer location were expensed as incurred. Under the new accounting method, all such costs, net of amounts billed to customers, are capitalized and amortized over the estimated period of benefit not exceeding ten years. We believe that the new accounting method better matches the costs of installing Partnership-owned tanks with the periods benefited. As a result of this change in accounting, on October 1, 2000, we recorded increases of $19,214 in property, plant and equipment and net income representing the cumulative effect of the change in accounting method on prior years. The effect on net income from the change in accounting for tank installation costs during the year ended September 30, 2001 was not material.
CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF ACCOUNTING CHANGES AND PRO FORMA DISCLOSURE. The cumulative effect and related per limited partner unit amounts reflected on the 2001 Consolidated Statement of Income resulting from the above changes in accounting principles, as well as the cumulative effect from the adoption of SFAS 133 (see Note 2), comprise the following:

                                                                     Cumulative
                                                                     Effect Per
                                                 Cumulative             Limited
                                                     Effect        Partner Unit
===============================================================================
Tank fees                                          $ (5,984)             $(0.13)
Tank installation costs                              19,214                0.43
SFAS 133                                               (736)              (0.02)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total                                              $ 12,494               $0.28
===============================================================================
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The following table reflects unaudited pro forma net income and income per unit after applying retroactively the changes in accounting for tank installation costs and nonrefundable tank fees:

                                                   As Reported       As Adjusted
================================================================================
Year Ended September 30, 2000:
   Net income                                       $   15,196        $   14,989
   Net income per unit - basic and diluted          $     0.36        $     0.35
Year Ended September 30, 1999:
   Net income                                       $   25,635        $   26,091
   Net income per unit - basic and diluted          $     0.61        $     0.62
================================================================================

NOTE 5 - QUARTERLY DISTRIBUTIONS OF AVAILABLE CASH
The Partnership makes distributions to its partners approximately 45 days after the end of each fiscal quarter in a total amount equal to its Available Cash for such quarter. Available Cash generally means:
1. all cash on hand at the end of such quarter,
2. plus all additional cash on hand as of the date of determination resulting from borrowings after the end of such quarter,
3. less the amount of cash reserves established by the General Partner in its reasonable discretion.
The General Partner may establish reserves for the proper conduct of the Partnership's business and for distributions during the next four quarters. In addition, certain of the Partnership's debt agreements require reserves be established for the payment of debt principal and interest.
Distributions of Available Cash will generally be made 98% to the Common and Subordinated unitholders and 2% to the General Partner. The Partnership may pay an incentive distribution if Available Cash exceeds the Minimum Quarterly Distribution of $0.55 ("MQD") on all units. If there is sufficient Available Cash, the holders of Common Units have the right to receive the MQD, plus any arrearages, before the distribution of Available Cash to holders of Subordinated Units. Common Units will not accrue arrearages for any quarter after the Subordination Period (as defined below), and Subordinated Units will not accrue arrearages for any quarter.
Pursuant to the Partnership Agreement, because required cash generation-based objectives were achieved as of March 31, 1999, a total of 9,891,074 Subordinated Units held by the General Partner and its wholly owned subsidiary, Petrolane, were converted into Common Units on May 18, 1999. The remaining outstanding 9,891,072 Subordinated Units, all of which are held by the General Partner, are eligible to convert to Common Units on the first day after the record date for any quarter ending on or after March 31, 2000 in respect of which:
1. distributions of Available Cash from Operating Surplus (as defined in the Partnership Agreement) equal or exceed the MQD on each of the outstanding Common and Subordinated units for each of the four consecutive nonoverlapping four-quarter periods immediately preceding such date,
2. the Adjusted Operating Surplus (as defined in the Partnership Agreement) generated during both (i) each of the two immediately preceding nonoverlapping four-quarter periods and (ii) the immediately preceding sixteen-quarter period, equals or exceeds the MQD on each of the Common and Subordinated units outstanding during those periods, and
3. there are no arrearages on the Common Units.
The ability of the Partnership to attain the cash-based performance and distribution requirements will depend upon a number of factors including highly seasonal operating results, changes in working capital, asset sales and debt refinancings. Due to the historical quarterly requirements of the conversion test, the possibility is remote that we will satisfy the cash-based performance requirements for conversion any earlier than in respect of the quarter ending September 30, 2002.
NOTE 6 - DEBT
Long-term debt comprises the following at September 30:

                                                            2001                 2000
=====================================================================================
AmeriGas Partners Senior Notes:
   8.875%, due May 2011                              $   200,000          $        --
   10%, due April 2006 (less
      unamortized discount of $271,
      effective rate - 10.125%)                           59,729                   --
   10.125%, due April 2007                               100,000              100,000
AmeriGas OLP First Mortgage Notes:
   Series A, 9.34% - 11.71%, due
      April 2001 through April 2009
      (including unamortized premium
      of $9,214 and $10,649, respectively,
      effective rate - 8.91%)                            189,214              208,649
   Series B, 10.07%, due April 2001
      through April 2005 (including
      unamortized premium of $3,931
      and $5,931, respectively, effective
      rate - 8.74%)                                      163,931              205,931
   Series C, 8.83%, due April 2003
      through April 2010                                 110,000              110,000
   Series D, 7.11%, due March 2009
      (including unamortized premium of
      $2,427 and $2,671, respectively,
      effective rate - 6.52%)                             72,427               72,671
   Series E, 8.50%, due July 2010
      (including unamortized premium of
      $161 and $173, respectively, effective
      rate - 8.47%)                                       80,161               80,173
AmeriGas OLP Acquisition Facility                         20,000               70,000
Other                                                     10,442                9,810
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total long-term debt                                   1,005,904              857,234
Less current maturities                                  (87,178)             (64,512)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total long-term debt due after one year              $   918,726          $   792,722
=====================================================================================

Scheduled repayments of long-term debt for each of the next five fiscal years ending September 30 are as follows: 2002 - $87,178; 2003 - $60,711; 2004 - $57,488; 2005 - $56,980; 2006 - $174,830.
AMERIGAS PARTNERS SENIOR NOTES. The 10% Senior Notes generally cannot be redeemed at our option prior to their maturity. The 8.875% Senior Notes generally cannot be redeemed at our option prior to May 20, 2006. A redemption premium applies thereafter through May 19, 2009. However, prior to May 20, 2004, AmeriGas Partners may use the proceeds of a public offering of Common Units to redeem up to 33% of the 8.875% Senior Notes at 108.875% plus accrued and unpaid interest. The 10.125% Senior
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Notes are redeemable prior to their maturity date. A redemption premium applies until April 15, 2004. AmeriGas Partners may, under certain circumstances following the disposition of assets or a change of control, be required to offer to repay the Senior Notes.
AMERIGAS OLP FIRST MORTGAGE NOTES. AmeriGas OLP's First Mortgage Notes are collateralized by substantially all of its assets. The General Partner and Petrolane are co-obligors of the Series A, B, and C First Mortgage Notes, and the General Partner is co-obligor of the Series D and E First Mortgage Notes. AmeriGas OLP may prepay the First Mortgage Notes, in whole or in part. These prepayments include a make whole premium. Following the disposition of assets or a change of control, AmeriGas OLP may be required to offer to prepay the First Mortgage Notes, in whole or in part.
AMERIGAS OLP BANK CREDIT AGREEMENT. AmeriGas OLP's Bank Credit Agreement consists of (1) a Revolving Credit Facility and (2) an Acquisition Facility. AmeriGas OLP's obligations under the Bank Credit Agreement are collateralized by substantially all of its assets. The General Partner and Petrolane are co-obligors of amounts outstanding under the Bank Credit Agreement.
Under the Revolving Credit Facility, AmeriGas OLP may borrow up to $100,000 (including a $35,000 sublimit for letters of credit) subject to restrictions in the AmeriGas Partners Senior Notes indenture (see "Restrictive Covenants" below). The Revolving Credit Facility may be used for working capital and general purposes of AmeriGas OLP. The Revolving Credit Facility expires September 15, 2002, but may be extended for additional one-year periods with the consent of the participating banks representing at least 80% of the commitments thereunder. The Revolving Credit Facility permits AmeriGas OLP to borrow at various prevailing interest rates, including the base rate, defined as the higher of the Federal Funds rate plus 0.50% or the agent bank's reference rate (6.00% at September 30, 2001), or at two-week, one-, two-, three-, or six-month offshore interbank offering rates ("IBOR"), plus a margin. The margin on IBOR borrowings (which ranges from 0.50% to 1.75%) and the Revolving Credit Facility commitment fee rate are dependent upon AmeriGas OLP's ratio of funded debt to earnings before interest expense, income taxes, depreciation and amortization ("EBITDA"), each as defined in the Bank Credit Agreement. There were no borrowings outstanding under the Revolving Credit Facility at September 30, 2001. AmeriGas OLP had borrowings under the Revolving Credit Facility totaling $30,000 at September 30, 2000, which we classify as bank loans. The weighted-average interest rate on the bank loans outstanding as of September 30, 2000 was 8.11%. Issued and outstanding letters of credit under the Revolving Credit Facility totaled $9,500 at September 30, 2001 and $1,500 at September 30, 2000.
The Acquisition Facility provides AmeriGas OLP with the ability to borrow up to $75,000 to finance the purchase of propane businesses or propane business assets. In addition, up to $30,000 of the Acquisition Facility may be used for working capital purposes. The Acquisition Facility operates as a revolving facility through September 15, 2002, at which time amounts then outstanding are immediately due and payable. The Acquisition Facility permits AmeriGas OLP to borrow at the base rate or at two-week, one-, two-, three-, or six-month IBOR, plus a margin. The margin on IBOR borrowings and the Acquisition Facility commitment fee rate are dependent upon AmeriGas OLP's ratio of funded debt to EBITDA, as defined. The weighted-average interest rates on Acquisition Facility loans outstanding were 4.08% as of September 30, 2001 and 8.12% as of September 30, 2000.
GENERAL PARTNER FACILITY. AmeriGas OLP also has a Revolving Credit Agreement with the General Partner under which it may borrow up to $20,000 for working capital and general purposes. This agreement is coterminous with, and generally comparable to, AmeriGas OLP's Revolving Credit Facility except that borrowings under the General Partner Facility are unsecured and subordinated to all senior debt of AmeriGas OLP. Interest rates on borrowings are based upon one-month IBOR. Commitment fees are determined in the same manner as fees under the Revolving Credit Facility. UGI has agreed to contribute up to $20,000 to the General Partner to fund such borrowings.
RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS. The Senior Notes of AmeriGas Partners restrict the ability of the Partnership to, among other things, incur additional indebtedness, make investments, incur liens, issue preferred interests, prepay subordinated indebtedness, and effect mergers, consolidations and sales of assets. Under the Senior Notes Indentures, AmeriGas Partners is generally permitted to make cash distributions equal to available cash, as defined, as of the end of the immediately preceding quarter, if certain conditions are met. These conditions include:
1. no event of default exists or would exist upon making such distributions and
2. the Partnership's consolidated fixed charge coverage ratio, as defined, is greater than 1.75-to-1.
If the ratio in item 2 above is less than or equal to 1.75-to-1, the Partnership may make cash distributions in a total amount not to exceed $24,000 less the total amount of distributions made during the immediately preceding 16 fiscal quarters. At September 30, 2001, such ratio was 2.57-to-1.
The Bank Credit Agreement and the First Mortgage Notes restrict the incurrence of additional indebtedness and also restrict certain liens, guarantees, investments, loans and advances, payments, mergers, consolidations, asset transfers, transactions with affiliates, sales of assets, acquisitions and other transactions. They also require the ratio of total indebtedness, as defined, to EBITDA, as defined (calculated on a rolling four-quarter basis or eight-quarter basis divided by two), to be less than or equal to 5.25-to-1. In addition, the Bank Credit Agreement requires that AmeriGas OLP maintain a ratio of EBITDA to interest expense, as defined, of at least 2.25-to-1 on a rolling four-quarter basis. Generally, as long as no default exists or would result, AmeriGas OLP is permitted to make cash distributions not more frequently than quarterly in an amount not to exceed available cash, as defined, for the immediately preceding calendar quarter. At September 30, 2001, the Partnership was in compliance with its financial covenants.
NOTE 7 - EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT PLANS
The General Partner sponsors a 401(k) savings plan for eligible employees. Participants in the savings plan may contribute a portion of their compensation on a before-tax basis. We match employee contributions on a dollar-for-dollar basis up to 5% of eligible compensation. The cost of benefits under our savings plan was $4,765 in 2001, $4,741 in 2000, and $3,713 in 1999.
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NOTE 8 - INVENTORIES
Inventories comprise the following at September 30:

                                              2001         2000
===============================================================
Propane gas                                $52,527      $45,570
Materials, supplies and other               13,960       15,556
Appliances for sale                          6,585        4,363
---------------------------------------------------------------
                                           $73,072      $65,489
===============================================================

In addition to inventories on hand, we also enter into contracts to purchase propane to meet a portion of our supply requirements. Generally, these contracts are one- or two-year agreements subject to annual review and call for payment based on either fixed prices or market prices at date of delivery.
NOTE 9 - PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Property, plant and equipment comprise the following at September 30:

                                                            2001               2000
===================================================================================
Land                                                   $  62,248          $  54,238
Buildings and improvements                                79,107             55,250
Transportation equipment                                  77,785             64,221
Storage facilities                                        72,764             66,936
Equipment, primarily cylinders and tanks                 666,766            463,168
Capital leases                                             5,659              4,216
Other                                                     11,209              5,880
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gross property, plant and equipment                      975,538            713,909
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization          (347,898)          (277,790)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Net property, plant and equipment                      $ 627,640          $ 436,119
===================================================================================

NOTE 10 - PARTNERS' CAPITAL AND INCENTIVE COMPENSATION PLANS
During the Subordination Period as defined in the Partnership Agreement, we may issue up to 9,400,000 additional Common Units (excluding Common Units issued in connection with (1) employee benefit plans and (2) the conversion of Subordinated Units into Common Units) or an equivalent number of securities ranking on a parity with the Common Units without the approval of a majority of the Common Unitholders. We may issue an unlimited number of additional Common Units or parity securities without Common Unitholder approval if:
1. such issuance occurs in connection with certain acquisitions including the repayment of long-term debt incurred in connection with an acquisition or
2. such issuances are for the repayment of up to $150,000 of long-term indebtedness of the Partnership.
After the Subordination Period, the General Partner may, in its sole discretion, cause the Partnership to issue an unlimited number of additional Common Units and other equity securities of the Partnership ranking on a parity with the Common Units. At September 30, 2001, 6,900,160 of the additional 9,400,000 Common Units were available for issuance.
In October 2000, we issued 2,300,000 Common Units in a public offering. The net proceeds from the Common Unit offering and related capital contributions from the General Partner of approximately $40,600 were used to reduce Bank Credit Agreement indebtedness and for working capital purposes. On October 5, 2001, subsequent to year end, AmeriGas Partners sold 350,000 Common Units to the General Partner. On December 11, 2001, AmeriGas Partners sold 1,843,047 Common Units in an underwritten public offering. The proceeds of these sales and related capital contributions from the General Partner of approximately $45,300 were used to reduce Bank Credit Agreement borrowings.
Under the AmeriGas Propane, Inc. 2000 Long-Term Incentive Plan ("2000 Incentive Plan"), the General Partner may grant to key employees the rights to receive a total of 500,000 Common Units, or cash generally equivalent to the fair market value of such Common Units, upon the achievement of performance goals. In addition, the 2000 Incentive Plan may provide for the crediting of Partnership distribution equivalents to participants' accounts. Distribution equivalents will be paid in cash, and such payment may, at the participant's request, be deferred. Generally, each grant, unless paid, will terminate when the participant ceases to be employed by the General Partner. During 2001, the General Partner made awards under the 2000 Incentive Plan representing 41,325 Common Units. We recorded compensation expense of $497 in 2001 relating to the 2000 Incentive Plan.
Under the AmeriGas Propane, Inc. 1997 Long-Term Incentive Plan ("1997 Incentive Plan"), the General Partner had granted to key employees the right to receive AmeriGas Partners Common Units, or cash generally equivalent to their fair market value on the payment date. The 1997 Incentive Plan also provided for the crediting of Partnership distribution equivalents to participants' accounts. The actual number of Common Units (or their cash equivalent) awarded, and the amount of the distribution equivalent, depended upon when the cash generation-based requirements for early conversion of Subordinated Units were met. Because such requirements were achieved at March 31, 1999, 81,226 Common Units were issued, and $1,110 in cash payments were made, in May 1999. We recorded compensation expense for the 1997 Incentive Plan of $1,052 in 1999.
NOTE 11 - COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
We lease various buildings and transportation, computer and office equipment under operating leases. Certain of the leases contain renewal and purchase options and also contain escalation clauses. Our aggregate rental expense for such leases was $32,709 in 2001, $28,990 in 2000, and $30,449 in 1999.
Minimum future payments under noncancelable capital and operating leases are as follows:

                                                     Capital           Operating
                                                      Leases              Leases
================================================================================
Year Ending September 30,
   2002                                               $2,525           $  35,454
   2003                                                  284              28,846
   2004                                                  284              24,273
   2005                                                  284              20,683
   2006                                                  215              16,944
   Thereafter                                             --              37,064
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total minimum lease obligations                        3,592           $ 163,264
Less imputed interest                                   (621)          =========
------------------------------------------------------------
Present value of capital lease obligations            $2,971
============================================================
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The Partnership has succeeded to certain lease guarantee obligations of Petrolane relating to Petrolane's divestiture of nonpropane operations before its 1989 acquisition by QFB Partners. Future lease payments under these leases total approximately $25,000 at September 30, 2001. The leases expire through 2010, and some of them are currently in default. The Partnership has succeeded to the indemnity agreement of Petrolane by which Texas Eastern Corporation ("Texas Eastern"), a prior owner of Petrolane, agreed to indemnify Petrolane against any liabilities arising out of the conduct of businesses that do not relate to, and are not a part of, the propane business, including lease guarantees. In December 1999, Texas Eastern filed for dissolution under the Delaware General Corporation Law. In May 2001, Petrolane filed a declaratory judgment action in the Delaware Chancery Court seeking confirmation of Texas Eastern's indemnification obligations and judicial supervision of Texas Eastern's dissolution to ensure that its indemnification obligations to Petrolane are paid or adequately provided for in accordance with law. Those proceedings are pending. Notwithstanding the dissolution proceeding, and based on Texas Eastern previously having satisfied directly defaulted lease obligations without the Partnership's having to honor its guarantee, we believe that the probability that the Partnership will be required to directly satisfy the lease obligations subject to the indemnification agreement is remote.
Columbia Propane, CPLP, and CPH (collectively, the "Company Parties") agreed to indemnify the former general partners of National Propane Partners, L.P. and certain of their affiliates (collectively, "National General Partners") against certain income tax and other losses that the National General Partners may sustain as a result of the 1999 acquisition by CPLP of the National Propane business (the "1999 Acquisition") or its operation of the business after the 1999 Acquisition.
CEG has agreed to indemnify AmeriGas Partners, AmeriGas OLP, the General Partner (collectively, the "Buyer Parties") and the Company Parties against any losses that they sustain under the 1999 Acquisition Agreement and related agreements ("Losses"), including claims asserted by the National General Partners ("National Claims"), to the extent such claims are based on acts or omissions of CEG or the Company Parties prior to the acquisition of the Columbia Propane Businesses by AmeriGas OLP on August 21, 2001 (the "2001 Acquisition"). The Buyer Parties have agreed to indemnify CEG against Losses, including National Claims, to the extent such claims are based on acts or omissions of the Buyer Parties or the Company Parties after the 2001 Acquisition. The Seller and Buyer Parties have agreed to apportion certain losses resulting from a National Claim to the extent such losses result from the 2001 Acquisition itself.
We also have other contingent liabilities, pending claims and legal actions arising in the normal course of our business. We cannot predict with certainty the final results of these matters. However, it is reasonably possible that some of them could be resolved unfavorably to us. Management believes, after consultation with counsel, that damages or settlements, if any, recovered by the plaintiffs in such claims or actions will not have a material adverse effect on our financial position but could be material to our operating results or cash flows in future periods depending on the nature and timing of future developments with respect to these matters and the amounts of future operating results and cash flows.
NOTE 12 - RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Pursuant to the Partnership Agreement and a Management Services Agreement among AEH, the general partner of Eagle OLP, and the General Partner, the General Partner is entitled to reimbursement for all direct and indirect expenses incurred or payments it makes on behalf of the Partnership. These costs, which totaled $208,910 in 2001, $192,910 in 2000, and $189,112 in 1999, include employee compensation and benefit expenses of employees of the General Partner and general and administrative expenses. UGI provides certain financial and administrative services to the General Partner. UGI bills the General Partner for these direct and indirect corporate expenses and the General Partner is reimbursed by the Partnership for these expenses. Such corporate expenses totaled $5,276 in 2001, $3,985 in 2000, and $5,496 in 1999. In addition, UGI and certain of its subsidiaries provide office space and general liability, automobile and workers' compensation insurance to the Partnership. These expenses totaled $1,348 in 2001, $1,155 in 2000, and $2,528 in 1999. In addition, the Partnership advances funds to Atlantic Energy, Inc. for the purchase of propane. Such advances in 2001 were not material.
NOTE 13 - OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES
Other current liabilities comprise the following at September 30:

                                                            2001            2000
================================================================================
Self-insured property and casualty liability             $ 8,516         $ 8,132
Taxes other than income taxes                              6,922           5,267
Fair value of derivative instruments                      12,958              --
Propane exchange liability                                 8,131           4,542
Deferred tank fee revenue                                  6,153              --
Other                                                      9,289           3,023
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total other current liabilities                          $51,969         $20,964
================================================================================

NOTE 14 - FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
In accordance with its propane price risk management policy, the Partnership uses derivative instruments, including price swap and option contracts and contracts for the forward sale of propane, to manage the cost of a portion of its forecasted purchases of propane and to manage market risk associated with propane storage inventories. These derivative instruments are generally designated by the Partnership as cash flow or fair value hedges under SFAS 133. The fair values of these derivative instruments are affected by changes in propane product prices. In addition to these derivative instruments, the Partnership may also enter into contracts for the forward purchase of propane as well as fixed price supply agreements to manage propane market price risk. These contracts generally qualify for the normal purchases and normal sales exception of SFAS 133 and therefore are not adjusted to fair value.
We use fixed-rate long-term debt as a source of capital. When these long-term debt issues mature, we often refinance them with fixed-rate debt bearing then-existing market interest rates. On occasion, we enter into interest rate protection agreements ("IRPAs") to reduce market interest rate risk associated with these forecasted debt issuances. We designate these IRPAs as cash flow hedges. Gains or losses on IRPAs are included in other comprehensive income and are reclassified to interest expense as the interest expense on the associated debt issue affects earnings.
During the year ended September 30, 2001, the net gain or loss recognized in earnings representing cash flow hedge ineffectiveness was not material. Gains and losses included in accumulated other comprehensive income at September 30, 2001 relating to cash flow hedges will be reclassified into (1) cost of sales when the forecasted purchase of
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propane subject to the hedges impacts net income and (2) interest expense when interest on anticipated issuances of fixed-rate long-term debt is reflected in net income. Included in accumulated other comprehensive loss at September 30, 2001 are net losses of approximately $2,206 from IRPAs associated with forecasted issuances of ten-year debt. The amount of this net loss which is expected to be reclassified into net income during the next twelve months is not material. The remaining net loss on derivative instruments included in accumulated other comprehensive loss at September 30, 2001 of $11,977 is principally associated with future purchases of propane generally anticipated to occur during the next twelve months. The actual amount of gains or losses on unsettled derivative instruments that ultimately is reclassified into net income will depend upon the value of such derivative contracts when settled. The fair value of derivative instruments is included in other current assets, other current liabilities and other noncurrent liabilities in the September 30, 2001 Consolidated Balance Sheet.
The carrying amounts of financial instruments included in current assets and current liabilities (excluding unsettled derivative instruments and current maturities of long-term debt) approximate their fair values because of their short-term nature. The carrying amounts and estimated fair values of our remaining financial instruments (including unsettled derivative instruments) at September 30 are as follows:

                                                  Carrying            Estimated
                                                    Amount           Fair Value
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2001:
   Propane swap, option and forward
      sales contracts                          $   (10,529)         $   (10,529)
   Interest rate protection agreements              (3,029)              (3,029)
   Long-term debt                                1,005,904            1,081,698
2000:
   Propane swap, option and forward
      sales contracts                          $       995          $     6,545
   Interest rate protection agreements                  --                2,467
   Long-term debt                                  887,234              883,000
===============================================================================

We estimate the fair value of long-term debt by using current market prices and by discounting future cash flows using rates available for similar type debt. Fair values of derivative instruments reflect the estimated amounts that we would receive or pay to terminate the contracts at the reporting date based upon quoted market prices of comparable contracts at September 30, 2001 and 2000.
We have financial instruments such as short-term investments and trade accounts receivable, which could expose us to concentrations of credit risk. We limit our credit risk from short-term investments by investing only in investment-grade commercial paper and in U.S. Government securities. The credit risk from trade accounts receivable is limited because we have a large customer base, which extends across many different U.S. markets. We attempt to minimize our credit risk associated with our derivative financial instruments through the application of credit policies.
NOTE 15 - OTHER INCOME, NET
Other income, net, comprises the following:

                                 2001         2000         1999
===============================================================
Gain on sale of fixed assets  $(2,413)     $(3,577)     $(2,190)
Finance charges                (2,435)      (1,889)      (1,346)
Other                          (1,306)      (3,067)      (1,856)
---------------------------------------------------------------
Total other income, net       $(6,154)     $(8,533)     $(5,392)
===============================================================

NOTE 16 - QUARTERLY DATA (UNAUDITED)
The following unaudited quarterly data includes all adjustments (consisting only of normal recurring adjustments) which we consider necessary for a fair presentation. Our quarterly results fluctuate because of the seasonal nature of our propane business.

                                        December 31,             March 31,                 June 30,               September 30,
                                        2000        1999        2001        2000        2001         2000         2001         2000
====================================================================================================================================
Revenues                           $ 432,468   $ 301,048   $ 557,452   $ 388,876   $ 219,164    $ 209,670    $ 209,280    $ 220,462
Operating income (loss)            $  56,841   $  37,720   $  94,680   $  67,245   $  (5,707)   $  (3,005)   $ (12,024)   $ (11,753)
Income (loss) before
   changes in accounting           $  36,400   $  19,199   $  74,497   $  49,007   $ (24,346)   $ (21,246)   $ (33,536)   $ (31,764)
Changes in accounting                 12,494          --          --          --          --           --           --           --
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Net income (loss)                  $  48,894   $  19,199   $  74,497   $  49,007   $ (24,346)   $ (21,246)   $ (33,536)   $ (31,764)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Net income (loss) per limited
   partner unit - basic and
   diluted:
      Income (loss) before
         accounting changes        $    0.82   $    0.45   $    1.67   $    1.16   $   (0.54)   $   (0.50)   $   (0.73)   $   (0.75)
      Cumulative effect of
         accounting changes             0.28          --          --          --          --           --           --           --
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Net income (loss)               $    1.10   $    0.45   $    1.67   $    1.16   $   (0.54)   $   (0.50)   $   (0.73)   $   (0.75)
====================================================================================================================================
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The Partnership's consolidated financial statements and other financial information contained in this Annual Report are prepared by the management of the General Partner, AmeriGas Propane, Inc., which is responsible for their fairness, integrity and objectivity. The consolidated financial statements and related information were prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States and include amounts that are based on management's best judgments and estimates.
The General Partner maintains a system of internal controls. Management of the General Partner believes the system provides reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and are properly recorded to permit the preparation of reliable financial information. There are limits in all systems of internal control, based on the recognition that the cost of the system should not exceed the benefits to be derived. We believe that the internal control system is cost effective and provides reasonable assurance that material errors or irregularities will be prevented or detected within a timely period. The internal control system and compliance therewith are monitored by UGI Corporation's internal audit staff.
The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors of the General Partner is composed of three members, none of whom is an employee of the General Partner. This Committee is responsible for overseeing the financial reporting process and the adequacy of controls, and for monitoring the independence of the Partnership's independent public accountants and the performance of the independent accountants and internal audit staff. The Committee recommends to the Board of Directors the engagement of the independent public accountants to conduct the annual audit of the Partnership's consolidated financial statements. The Committee is also responsible for maintaining direct channels of communication between the Board of Directors and both the independent public accountants and internal auditors.
The independent public accountants, who are appointed by the Board of Directors of the General Partner, perform certain procedures, including an evaluation of internal controls to the extent required by auditing standards generally accepted in the United States, in order to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements and to obtain reasonable assurance that such financial statements are free of material misstatement.

/s/ Eugene V. N. Bissell
----------------------------
    Eugene V. N. Bissell
    Chief Executive Officer



/s/ Martha B. Lindsay
----------------------------
    Martha B. Lindsay
    Chief Financial Officer



/s/ Richard R. Eynon
----------------------------
    Richard R. Eynon
    Chief Accounting Officer

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
TO THE PARTNERS OF AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P. AND THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF AMERIGAS PROPANE, INC.:
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and subsidiaries as of September 30, 2001 and 2000, and the related consolidated statements of operations, partners' capital and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended September 30, 2001. These financial statements are the responsibility of the management of AmeriGas Propane, Inc. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of AmeriGas Partners, L.P. and subsidiaries as of September 30, 2001 and 2000, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended September 30, 2001, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States.
As explained in Notes 2 and 4 to the financial statements, effective October 1, 2000, the Partnership changed its methods of accounting for tank installation costs and nonrefundable tank fees and also adopted the provisions of SFAS No. 133.

/s/ Arthur Andersen LLP
--------------------------

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
November 16, 2001
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AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P. SUBSIDIARY LIST
EXHIBIT 21

Subsidiaries of AmeriGas Partners, L.P                                  ownership               state
--------------------------------------                                  ---------               -----
AmeriGas Finance Corp.                                                  100%                    DE
AmeriGas Propane, L.P.                                                  98.99%                  DE
            AmeriGas Eagle Propane, L.P.                                99%                     DE
                        AmeriGas Eagle Parts & Service, Inc.            100%                    PA
            AmeriGas Propane Parts & Service, Inc.                      100%                    PA
            AmeriGas Eagle Propane, Inc.                                100%                    DE
                        AmeriGas Eagle Holdings, Inc.                   100%                    DE
AmeriGas Eagle Finance Corp.                                            100%                    DE
AP Eagle Finance Corp.                                                  100%                    DE

 
EXHIBIT 23
CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
TO AMERIGAS PARTNERS, L.P.:
As independent public accountants, we hereby consent to the incorporation of our reports included or incorporated by reference in this Form 10K, into the Partnership's previously filed S-3 Registration Statement Nos. 333-45902 and 333-73686.
Arthur Andersen LLP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
December 21, 2001

